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Vaqueros del Valle 
by 
Manuel Medrano 
Yo soy vaquero 
Yo soy vaquero 
Yo soy vaquero del valle 
These words I speak 
I know are true 
For I am the ghost 
Of the buckaroo 
The buckaroo 
With cowboy boots, 
A Moslem horse, 
And Spanish roots 
I saddle up at sunrise 
To start another day 
I ride the range and rope the strays 
For very little pay 
Stampedes and bandits 
Both test my will 
Through Kansas dust 
And Texas chill 
At night the stars surround me 
Before the morning sun 
Which bums my skin and chaps my lips 
Before my work is done 
The Valley is my birthplace 
Where will I �ve and die 
And ride my horse through open range 
With cowboys in the sky 
These words I speak 
I know are true 
For I am the ghost 
Of the buckaroo 
Yo soy vaquero 
Yo soy vaquero 








Matamoros and the Tejano.:1 of Victoria 
and Goliad in the Texas Revolution: 
Conflicting Loyalties and 
"Assiduous Collaborators" 
by 
Craig H. Roell 
Imagine living in Mexican Texas in the 1830s. You are 
descended from Spanish aristocracy, a wealthy extended 
Tejano 1 family named De Leon who founded a town (Guadalupe 
Victoria) and a domain, a family characterized by courage, 
gumption, business acumen, patriotism, and power, owning vast 
ranchlands teaming with cattle and horses. Your reach extends 
from Texas to interior Mexico and even to New Orleans. Yours 
is a pioneering family of risk-takers gifted with a perpetual 
endeavor to flourish even if allying with outsiders. Or, within 
thirty miles, you are descended from hardworking Tejano plain 
folk named de la Garza, with a heritage of proud and brave 
service in the Spanish and then Mexican military, devoted to 
defending your homeland for generations. In fact, you were 
born, baptized, married, and served in the same presidia (La 
Bahfa at Goliad) as had your father, grandfather, and great­
grandfather. T hrough patriotic loyalty, good fortune and 
pluck, you finally have title to prospering ranchlands passed 
from these generations to you. Either way, whether you are a 
De Leon or a de la Garza, you are a passionate Tejano patriot 
facing a civil war tearing apart your beloved country. Your 
popular president, now turned tyrant, is seemingly threatening 
the nascent Mexican republic with ruin, ostensibly in order to 
preserve it. The resulting civil war is compounded by strategies 
of alliance with well-meaning outsiders (Irish and Anglos, many 
of whom are your neighbors and friends, even devoted to your 
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cause), but also with an overwhelming number of foreigners 
(Americans) conspiring to take over your homeland, many 
with hopes to annex it to what you know to be an adversarial 
power (the United States). What side in this civil war would 
you choose? How do you save your homeland? Whom do you 
befriend? With whom do you ally? Can Anglos be trusted? Are 
you ultimately loyal to Texas, in which you and your extended 
family have invested so much? Or to Mexico, which is tearing 
itself apart, perhaps even destroying the very governmental 
system you cherish? In the end, which is your true home? This 
was the heart-rending dilemma facing and dividing the Tejano, 1 
of Victoria and Goliad during the revolution that would wrench 
Texas from Mexico to independence and toward annexation to 
the United States. With the events of 1835-1836, life for the 
Tejano,, of Goliad and Victoria would never be the same.2 
"Moral Causes," according to America's greatest philosoph­
ical theologian, "have as real an inAuence, and may as truly be 
the ground and reason of an event's coming to pass."3 Indeed, a 
moral cause is the deepest reason or preference moving us to an 
action. It is always our greatest preference that causes us to act 
and to give moral approval. That is why such preferences are 
framed in moral terms of "right" and "wrong" when, likely, real­
ity is morally more complex-though this complexity does not 
necessarily negate true conditions of right and wrong or good 
and evil. Nevertheless, moral argument usually reinforces exist­
ing notions of being "right." In other words, rhetorical affirma­
tions simply reAect the very preferences that caused the action 
in the first place.4 Surely moral causes trump all else in explain­
ing the many revolts plaguing Mexico in the early nineteenth 
century as the new republic was plagued with the inherent mor­
al conAict between being governed and being self-sufficient and 
self-determined. This was especially evident in Texas, where 
the neighboring and historically important Tejano settlements 
of Goliad and Victoria, and the neighboring Irish settlements at 
Refugio and San Patricio coped with the upheavals of the Texas 
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Revolution in 1835-36-which directly involved the Lower Rio 
Grande frontier towns of Tamaulipas: Camargo, Reynosa , and, 
above all, Matamoros. The background for these troubles was 
birthed during Mexico's long war for independence from Spain, 
achieved in 1821. Mexicans then struggled with creating a new 
identity through several attempts at establishing a new national 
government.5 But these attempts manifested a deep moral divi­
sion between centraL,:,ta,, (conservative crio/Lo,1, 6 the landowners, 
the Church hierarchy, and the military), who supported a con­
servative monarchist tradition of central control, and feJeraLt:,­
ta,, (liberal crioLLo,, and me,,ti.::,0,17 fearing excessive control from 
a repressive Mexico City), who favored the liberal republican 
self-governing ideals idolized in the federalist Constitution of 
1824.8 These two factions engaged in a terribly destructive 
and long-lasting civil war, which in Mexican historian Arturo 
Zarate-Ruiz's poignant assessment, "weakened [Mexicans] as a 
people, and made us easy prey to the greed of empires."9 
The two sides wrestled with thorny issues: How to guarantee 
Mexico's independence and foster the new republic? How to 
resolve the enormous debt from the war of independence from 
Spain? Who was to control and benefit from the new political­
economic system replacing Spanish royal mercantilism? What 
were the social, political, and economic roles of the Spanish­
descended landed elites versus the mixed-race and largely 
landless majority? What were the roles of the church, the military, 
and the civic militias? What was the relationship of the states 
to the central government? What was status of the northern 
frontier? How could Mexico prevent territorial encroachment 
especially into Texas by the aggressive United States? Let us set 
aside for the moment Mexico's controversial-and federalist­
policy to safeguard Texas by encouraging foreign (which 
ultimately meant mostly American) colonists to immigrate to 
Texas. Consider that Texas lands were openly advertised for 
sale in American newspapers in defiance of Mexican state 
and national laws. Further, militant Anglo settlers, mostly in 
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eastern Texas and calling themselves the "war party," defended 
slavery (again in defiance of Mexican law) and sought to "separate 
Texas from Mexico at any cost. "10 Dispassionately speaking, it is 
entirely understandable that Mexican conservatives appealed to 
Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna to rein in federalism in favor of 
centralism because the republic and Mexico's sovereign territory 
were in jeopardy. 11 These morally complex issues came to a head 
when Santa Anna, the federalist-turned-centralist president of the 
republic, suspended the Constitution of 1824 and replaced it in 
1835 with La.., Sicte Leye._, (The Seven Laws), which he hoped would 
strengthen Mexico by centralizing power at a time when Mexico's 
independence and republican experiment were gravely in doubt. 12 
The results were predictable: federalists revolted throughout the 
frontier, notably (for our story) in Tamaulipas and Coahuila y 
Tejas; and centralists under Santa Anna sought to squelch these 
upheavals and restore order. The first to suffer was the state of 
Zacatecas, where Santa Anna brutally crushed federalist resistance 
to his policy. Coahuila y Tejas then feared the worse. 
In Texas, as in Tamaulipas (especially in its port of Mat­
amoros), tensions mounted between centralists and federalists 
regarding a range of complex issues over local government con­
trol, customs and tariffs, smuggling activities, escalating raids 
by Apache and Comanche tribes, increasing Anglo-American 
immigration (legal and otherwise), slavery, and American con­
spiracy to detach Texas. Moreover, the Eastern Interior Prov­
inces-Coahuila y Tejas, Tamaulipas, and Nuevo Leon-had 
been placed under a single military commandant general even­
tually headquartered in Matamoros. 13 Matamoros itself, like 
other frontier towns, was inherently, even heroically, pro-fed­
eralist; but as the commandant general and the military located 
there epitomized centralism, matamoren.1e,1 struggled with loyal­
ties, especially as difficulties erupted in Zacatecas, Tamaulipas, 
and Texas. 14 In Texas, apprehension escalated among its diverse 
ethnic populations of Tejano,,, Irish settlers, and Anglo Ameri­
cans, the latter outnumbering Tejano,1 tenfold by 1836, thanks to 
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liberal (federalist) colonization policies plus illegal immigration 
from the United States. Although generally this diverse popu­
lation of colonists in Texas was pro-federalist, echoing the sen­
timent in other frontier Mexican states, there was also division 
u•ithin these groups. Some were dependent upon or simply loyal 
to the centralist government. Most were intensely loyal to Mexi­
co but staunchly federalist supporters seeking to re-establish the 
1824 Constitution. A small minority even desired the establish­
ment of an independent federalist republic. An increasing num­
ber preferred Texas independence and annexation to the United 
States. Given the ethnic mix of these sentiments (including moral 
justifications) and what was at stake, it was a recipe for enmity. 
The neighboring Te/ano settlements of Goliad (La Bahia), on 
the San Antonio River, and Victoria, on the Guadalupe River, 
were a microcosm of these difficulties. These two communities 
portray the divisiveness of what became the Texas Revolution 
and are symbolic of the conflicting loyalties these people expe­
rienced in trying to be both proud Mexicans and loyal Te/ano,1. 
Moreover, this illustrates historian David Weber's assertion of 
the supremacy of paLria chica over patrw-of local loyalty over 
national-as crucial in understanding the Mexican ethos of the 
period. 15 In making very difficult choices, not only were the com­
munities of Goliad and Victoria divided; so were the families. In 
choosing sides, these Te/mzoJ were striving to do what they thought 
best for their Texas-which brought them into uncomfortable al­
liances or alliances of convenience with those with whom they 
were at odds. Prior to the revolution, Goliad and Victoria Te/ano,1 
and their Irish and Anglo neighbors in Refugio and San Patricio 
long had family and business connections with each other and 
with the Rio Grande Valley cities of Matamoros, Reynosa, and 
Camargo. The events of the Texas Revolution exceedingly im­
pacted these relationships, especially throug·h the controversial 
and divisive Texan-led expedition to attack Matamoros, and then 
the Mexican army's successful defeats of this maneuver at Agua 
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Significant sites related to Goliad, Victoria, and the Matamoros expeditions. 
From Craig H. Roell, J/fntnmoro,, nnrJ the Te.rn,, Revolution (2013), courtesy of 
the cartographer, Alex Mendoza, and the publisher, the Texas State Historical 
Association. Used by permission. 
Shakespeare quipped in The Tempe,,t that "misery acquaints 
a man with strange bed fellows. " 16 T his is especially relevant in 
the Texas Revolution, particularly in our story of Goliad and 
Victoria. Generally speaking, Teja110J were divided on the issue 
of Texan independence-most sought to remain neutral because 
choices were so difficult and because the devastation wrought 
in the struggle for Mexico's independence was all too recent. 
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Nevertheless, provocative events compel forceful action. Teja110 
ranchero,, from Goliad, as led by Carlos de la Garza, defended 
their homeland against what they correctly saw as American 
aggression and an attempt by Anglo Texans to separate Texas 
from Mexico. This Anglo-American endeavor to compel 
independence for Texas, financed in part by consortiums of 
investors and businessmen in New Orleans, was compounded 
by the apparent complicity of Tejano,, at Victoria, especially 
the powerful extended family of founder Martfn De Leon. In 
1836, de la Garza's ranchero,, played a crucial role in helping 
the Mexican army under Gen. Jose Cosme de Urrea defeat 
Texas rebel forces-which by then were primarily composed 
of American foreigners-at San Patricio, Agua Dulce Creek, 
Refugio, and Coleta Creek (near Goliad). Yet this required 
de la Garza's men to ally with the centralist forces of Mexican 
president Santa Anna, with whom they morally disagreed 
and whom they even, from past experience, disdained. In the 
end, Carlos de la Garza became symbolic of the proud Tejano 
standing his ground and providing protection and refuge 
against invaders. After the revolution, these invaders included 
newly arriving Americans seeking to drive Tejano,1 out of the 
area, increased Indian attacks (especially Coman che), and the 
Mexican army when it twice attempted to retake Texas in 1842. 
Only 26 miles away, Victoria's rancheroJ, led by Placido 
Benavides, defended their homeland against Santa Anna's 
dictatorial policies. They played a key role toward the Texas 
Revolution's early goals of restoring the Mexican Constitution 
of 1824 and separating Texas from Coahuila but remaining 
a loyal Mexico state. Yet, this required their alliance with 
Anglo Texans and even American mercenaries who generally 
considered Mexicans to be inferior and who envisioned the 
goal of the revolution as making Texas independent of Mexico 
altogether and even becoming part of the United States-a 
vision that most Tejano.t, being proud Mexicans, could not truly 
embrace or else accepted only with much moral soul searching. 
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Although Benavides and his men received much praise for 
supporting the revolution (especially their participation in 1835 
to liberate Presidio La Bahfa and San Antonio de Bexar from 
centralist control), most of them, having joined a controversial 
expedition to attack Matamoros, would die at the hands of their 
own countrymen in the battle of Agua Dulce Creek, south of 
San Patricio, in 1836. As historian Stephen Hardin observes, 
more Tejano,, were killed here than in any other battle of the 
Texas Revolution. 17 Benavides himself escaped death and would 
warn Col. James Walker Fannin and the Texas forces at Goliad 
of the Mexican army's advance -a warning that tragically went 
unheeded. Despite their sacrifice in support of the Texas cause, 
which labeled them as traitorous collaborators by Mexican 
officials, Benavides-and members of the De Leon family into 
which he had married-ended up being accepted by neither side. 
They became ostracized, symbolic of Tejano, 1 without a country. 
After the revolution they were driven out of Texas altogether 
by the Anglo Texan military as well as by incoming American 
settlers hungering for land. Moreover, in the aftermath of 
the massacres at the Alamo and Goliad, a violent and racially 
charged anti-Mexican sentiment prevailed. As the De Leon 
family's early biographer writes, "These new people distrusted 
and hated the Mexicans, simply because they were Mexican, 
regardless of the fact they were both on the same side of the 
fighting during the war. 1118 The heroic Benavides would die in 
exile in Louisiana; his wife died afterwards in Tamaulipas. De 
Leon family survivors eventually returned to Victoria to reclaim 
their historic lands, but it took years of lawsuits and legal 
proceedings knotted with a surfeit of racism and even murder. 
Goliad and Victoria, so close, yet so far apart-perhaps at the 
time, the longest 26 miles in Texas. 
I grew up in Victoria, Texas, amid post-World-War-Two 
prosperity, when the historical ethnic diversity of my hometown 
was still vibrant. I lived on Guadalupe Street, named for the river 
that Aows through the city-which founder Don Martin De Leon 
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named Guadalupe Victoria to honor the first president of the 
Republic of Mexico. I took pride in pronouncing "Guadalupe" 
the correct "Spanish way." That's partly because I learned 
rudimentary Spanish and local history at Juan Linn Elementary 
School, named after Irishman John J. Linn, a famous early settler 
and Texas revolutionary in Victoria who was caJled "Juan" in this 
historic Spanish-speaking community. (During "Spanish Days" 
at Juan Linn School, my name was "Enrique," after my middle 
name, Henry, given that my first name, Craig, is decidedly un­
Spanish.) Another reason I could pronounce my street's name 
correctly was because my best friend was David Garcia, who 
lived across the street from my house and whose family initiated 
me into their rich Tejano culture-quite different than the 
German traditions of my family. The Victoria area historically 
drew a multitude of immigrants from Mexico, the United States, 
and Europe. In addition to those from a Spanish-speaking 
heritage, many of my classmates were from German, Czech, and 
Polish-speaking families who still practiced their languages and 
customs. I remember as a kid going to the local lumber yard with 
my Dad on a Saturday morning and hearing a hodge-podge of 
languages: black people using Spanish, Czech, or German words 
and Hispanic people using English, German, even Polish phrases 
amid their native Spanish. I had no idea at the time that, when 
one man greeted another with a phrase like "Jak ,,e md.'f, am�90?" 
and the answer given might have been "Sehr _91d, _9raci.a. 1! How's 
the wife?," this was anything other than "normal." Of course, this 
was at one level. Beneath this cultural ecumenicalism lurked a 
heritage of racism. Historian Anthony Quiroz eloquently writes 
about his experience growing up in Victoria during the same 
1960s time period, dealing with prejudice against "meskins": 
"Racism is a curious thing. It has a way of subtly inhering itself 
on the landscape so that after a point it appears normal." Racial 
terms ''were just a part of the accepted vernacular growing 
up: 'There's a tree, there's a car, there's a meskin."' 19 My friend 
David Garcia echoed these sentiments. The De Leon family had 
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experienced it particularly wrathfully. It is part of the moral 
landscape of this history. 
In so many ways, Victoria and Goliad are important, even 
unique, in the history of Texas. This local heritage is taught in 
schools as early as the elementary level, and the cities of Victo­
ria and Goliad actively promote a historical consciousness, es­
pecially through local historical sites and the Victoria AJvocate, 
the state's second oldest existing newspaper, which regularly 
publishes stories and even special editions about the area's rich 
history. School kids like David Garcia and me learned early on 
how Spanish soldier-explorers and padres had established mis­
sions and presidios in Victoria and Goliad counties. We learned 
how the town of Victoria was established by Spanish Mexican 
empre. 1arw and rancher Don Martfn De Leon, whose aristocratic 
and powerful extended family, which included Placido Bena­
vides, dominated the area's ranching business and the local gov­
ernments of both Victoria and Goliad. Indeed, the reach of the 
De Leons extended to Refugio, San Patricio, and Matamoros, 
and even to Nacogdoches and New Orleans. We learned that 
St. Mary's Catholic Church (where David Garcia and his fam­
ily attended) was Victoria's first church, erected with funds by 
empre.1ario Martfn De Leon himself. We learned that Victoria's 
Main Street (where my Dad's photography studio was locat­
ed) was originally called "La CaLLe de Lo.1 Die::. Amigo/ to honor 
the "ten friends" who founded De Leon's colony. On this same 
street where Fossati's Delicatessen now sits20 was the location 
of Placido Benavides's famous Round House fortress, which 
was both his in-town house as well as the community's defense 
against Indian attacks. The historic downtown area, centered 
on De Leon Square, literally radiates Victoria's history. There 
are historical markers seemingly everywhere. 
Meanwhile, also during the early 1960s, the Presidio 
La Bahia at nearby Goliad was undergoing a remarkable 
restoration and preservation with funds from the Kathryn 
Stoner O'Connor foundation, its progress reported regularly in 
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the VictoriaAd11ocate. (At Juan Linn School, I remember making 
a scrapbook of these clippings.) Thanks to Te.m,, Ht:,tory I/IJ011iN, 
that ubiquitous paperback book that was in the hands of most 
Texas school children at the time, courtesy of the Magnolia 
Petroleum Company (today, ExxonMobil), I learned the wider 
history of early Texas and the Texas Revolution -especially 
the Alamo, the Goliad Massacre, and battle of San Jacinto­
albeit from the traditional Anglo point of view. But this view, 
which promoted the morally charged "them-versus-us" model 
so cherished in the traditional "birth of Texas" story, masked 
the genuine complexity of the Texas Revolution. As historian 
Manuel G. Gonzales asserts, "anti-Mexican feeling became so 
vehement during the conAict and its aftermath that the Mexican 
contribution [to the cause of Texas] was virtually annihilated 
from public memory," and whether these Tejano,, "were heroes 
or traitors is a question that divides Chicano historians today."21 
I confess that growing up in this wonderfully diverse culture, 
I remained unaware of the complexity of the Texas Revolution, 
how it tore apart families and communities-even in my home­
town. In my boyhood's mind, the Spanish and Mexican history 
of the Victoria-Goliad area lived in peace alongside the Anglo 
version of the Revolution. The apparent contradiction between 
"good" Mexicans on the one hand and "bad" Mexicans on the 
other did not really occur to me, not even when David Garcia 
and I went to see John Wayne's epic movie, The ALamo, in 1961 
at the appropriately named El Rancho Theater when we were 
impressionable second graders. For years, David and I played 
"Alamo" in our backyards, like so many boys did. David and I 
took turns being the heroic defenders. We acted out the movie's 
dramatic death scenes at the hands of Santa Anna's unrelenting 
soldiers-though I admit in hindsight that I was nai"ve about Da­
vid's enjoyment in playing the role of the triumphant Mexicans. 
By the time I actually got to visit the Alamo in San Antonio 
and Presidio La Bahia in Goliad, I was thoroughly immersed in 
the Anglo version of their histories and perhaps can be forgiven 
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the near-religious experience I felt while walking on the soil 
turned sacred with the blood of the mostly Anglo martyrs 
of Texas. Conversely, I was outraged at the treachery of the 
Mexicans. Not yet understanding how Teja,wJ were caught 
in the middle of the revolutionary events that overtook them, 
I dismissed uncomfortable rumors about Tejano, 1 who had 
apparently "betrayed" the Texas cause. Rather, I was proud 
that the De Leon family of Victoria were "good" Mexicans 
who had supported the "right" side in the Texas Revolution 
and were regarded-at least now-as heroes. I was yet to 
learn of the difficulties, conAicting loyalties, and violent racism 
that TejanoJ faced-even in Victoria. I had no idea that in the 
aftermath of Texas Revolution, even the De Leans were driven 
off their historic lands de,1pite their great sacrifice to the Texas 
cause. Anglos from the United States increasingly poured into 
the Victoria area, sporting bitter prejudices and racist ideas 
common at the time, and because they coveted land-and so 
much of it was De Leon land-they saw even the De Le6ns as 
"just another meskin." But as a child, I knew none of this dark 
past of my hometown. 
It is an irony of history that the intense divisiveness of the 
Texas Revolution is both well-known and yet often forgotten or 
oversimplified. The time-honored battles and sacrifices of near 
mythical proportion-the Alamo, Goliad, San Jacinto-seem­
ingly pit Anglo nation builders against Mexican opponents who 
have been historically viewed as inferior, treacherous, and even 
evil. The traditional and still most widely familiar interpretations 
of the Texas Revolution tend to reAect (if not romanticize) an An­
glo-Texan point of view-the "them-versus-us" model-focusing 
on the deteriorating relationship between Anglo-American and 
Mexican authorities, the differences (even incompatibilities) be­
tween American and M .exican culture and ethnicity, and the "col­
lective memory" about the heroes and martyrs of Anglo nation 
building.22 Remembering the Alamo and Goliad and celebrating 
San Jacinto are key components of this tradition. 
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Fortunately, historical scholarship, especially of the last 30 
years or so, has carved into the traditional story and sought new 
directions. Historian AJex M. Saragoza rightly asserts that the 
problem with the traditional "them-versus-us" model is that the 
undergirding theme of victimization limits explanatory power, 
supports certain assumptions, and homogenizes true historical 
experience by creating an inaccurate monolithic image of 
groups such as Mexicans and Anglos, thus obscuring important 
distinctions of experience among and within the gToups.23 
Fortunately, new histories are more balanced by considering 
Tejano and Mexican points of view, and even the moral causes 
of division among Teja.110, 1 . This is not without its dangers. As 
historian Jack Jackson once remarked, "The problem -as 
I learned after doing my book on the Alamo-is that many 
people prefer the myth to the truth."H But it is worth the risk. 
The Texas story mwt be seen in the wider context of the bitter 
civil war sweeping Mexico even prior to troubles in Texas; it 
must appreciate the cultural conAicts within Texas itself; and it 
must recognize the expansionist policies of the United States. 
As historian Andres Resendez observed, the Texas Revolution 
was "only the last leg of a much longer saga of successive 
revolutions" that erupted in all the northern Mexican states, 
not just among Texans.25 This civil war in Mexico was between 
/ederaLi.,tad, who favored more political power and greater 
independence in the states and localities; and centra.Li.,ta.,, who 
desired more concentrated power in the central government. 
Even this division must be linked to ongoing concerns about 
encroachment by the United States into Mexico's sovereign 
territory, especially Texas-a concern dating even to when Spain 
controlled Mexico. U.S. expansion policy, nicknamed Manifest 
Destiny, had not only gobbled up the vast Louisiana Territory 
and Florida, but, even as early as Thomas Jefferson's presidency, 
had attempted to include Texas in land annexations. Thus, the 
traditional and seemingly glorious Anglo interpretation of the 
Texas Revolution is not a completely innocent claim of freedom 
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fighting oppression, but-and this is no small thing-harbors a 
menacing association with American geographical expansion, 
expansion of slavery, and racism. 
The Victoria-Goliad area played a key role in this history and 
even amplified its divisiveness. To understand this requires a 
brief historical background. Spanish settlement and missionary 
efforts in the Victoria-Goliad area date to 1722 with the estab­
lishment of what is today popularly known as Mission Espfritu 
Santo and Presidio La Bahfa. This Catholic Franciscan mis­
sion and military fort were originally built on Garcitas Creek in 
what is now Victoria County at the site of distinguished French 
explorer Rene Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle's short-lived 
settlement, Fort St. Louis. 26 At the time, Spaniards correctly 
saw La Salle's efforts as a direct threat to Spanish sovereignty, 
and thus spent great effort-six expeditions by land, and five 
by sea-to find the French and root them out. By 1726, Mission 
Espfritu Santo and Presidio La Bahfa were strategically relo­
cated to the Guadalupe River near present-day Mission Valley, 
Victoria County, where Franciscan padres prospered for some 
twenty-six years in missionary work to local Indian peoples and 
in raising livestock, especially horses and cattle, to supply other 
Texas missions and outposts with the presidia! soldiers provid­
ing military protection.27 These immense herds literally created 
the foundation for future ranching. As a tourist slogan for Vic­
toria rightly puts it, this was the "cradle of the cattle industry" 
in Texas.28 Ongoing Spanish strategy to keep Texas out of the 
hands of foreigners led to moving Presidio La Bahfa and Mis­
sion Espfritu Santo again in 1749 to its final location on the San 
Antonio River, in order to better protect the main roads from 
interior Mexico to San Antonio and East Texas, and from San 
Antonio to its Gulf port at Copano. Here on the San Antonio 
River, the village of La Bahfa would grow and eventually be 
renamed Goliad. 29 
By the time Martin De Leon established Victoria and his 
ranching colony on the Guadalupe River in 1824, the soldiers 
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and families of La Bahfa on the San Antonio River had 
already weathered political unrest during Mexico's fight for 
independence from Spain, which was achieved in 1821. They 
had withstood foreign filibustering expeditions to establish an 
independent Texas, all of which were supported and financed by 
Americans in the United States, particularly in New Orleans. 
These expeditions, which involved Presidio La Bahfa directly, 
include the Gutierrez-Magee expedition of 1812, Henry Perry's 
campaign of 1817, and James Long's attempt in 1821. Then, in 
1829, De Leon son-in-law Rafael Manchola, as alcalde·'0 of La 
Bah fa, was instrumental in changing the name of the settlement 
to Goliad, an anagram honoring the rebel priest Miguel Hidalgo, 
who ignited Mexico's course toward independence from Spain. 
The point t:, tht:1: Victoria and Goliad have long been historically 
linked in Spanish and Mexican Texas, and became crucial in 
Mexico's efforts to insure sovereignty against encroachment by 
outsiders, particularly Americans. 
To understand the dilemma that the Te/ano,, of Goliad and 
Victoria faced, we need to re-emphasize that most colonists in 
the district of Texas north of the Nueces River-Te;ano, Irish, 
and Anglo-would have been staunch federalists-supporters 
of the states' rights principles of the liberal Mexican Constitu­
tion of 1824, as were citizens in other northern Mexican states 
such as Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon, Coahuila, Chihuahua, So­
nora, uevo Mexico, and Alta California. Federalt:1ta,, watched 
with much distress the developing policies of Mexican Presi­
dent Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna as he sought to centralize 
power in the national government and reassert conservative 
control. Although Santa Anna is commonly considered a tyrant 
in this endeavor, recent scholarship, especially by Will Fowler, 
reminds us that, in consolidating· power, Santa Anna had the 
support of the army, the government, and the Church, in large 
part because his plan of centralizing Mexican power was to 
secure Mexico's fragile sovereignty and preserve the republic 
against the expansionist policies of the United States. Even a 
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figure like Santa Anna, much despised in the traditional Texas 
narrative, must be granted a fair audience. After all, he was a 
cunning politician and a brave soldier, and he was extremely 
popular in Mexico, ultimately elected president eleven times 
over twenty-two years.31 As another insightfully explains, "San­
ta Anna's bravery, energy, and organizational abilities were of­
ten matched by his vanity, cruelty, and opportunism. His feats 
of heroism in victorious battle, his bold interventions in the 
political life of the country, and his countless shifts from one 
side of the political spectrum to the other responded to the in­
securities of Mexican nationalists and the vacillations of the re­
public's fractious political class."32 Nevertheless, in the end, the 
reasonable judgment would be that Santa Anna was, indeed, 
perceived as dictatorial by Mexican federalists. His determina­
tion to squash movements for local autonomy throughout the 
country-though his motives were to secure fragile Mexican 
sovereignty and preserve the republic-were characterized by 
efforts "so arbitrary that the centralists succeeded in alienating 
even the Mexican residents of Texas, most of whom would re­
main neutral in the coming conflict."33 Ultimately, Santa Anna 
failed his nation, for he presided over Mexico losing more than 
half its enormous territory in the aftermaths of the Texas Revo­
lution in 1836 and war with the United States in 1848. 
In the 1820s, the newly independent Mexican government, 
much like Spanish authorities before it, sensed the reality of 
the American threat to expand into Texas. To thwart this in­
cursion, the Mexican government hatched plans to colonize 
remote northern Mexico with loyal citizens, as had been done 
earlier under Spanish rule by the "father of the Rio Grande Val­
ley" Jose de Escandon, whose efforts established over twenty 
towns, including Laredo, Camargo, Reynosa, and indirectly, 
Matamoros, along the lower Rio Grande. It was also Escan­
don who called for the strategic relocation of Presidio La Bahfa 
and its mission from the Guadalupe to the San Antonio River. 
After independence from Spain, Mexico's new strategy to pop-
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ulate Texas centered on a highly regulated plan for coloniza­
tion called the empre.,ario system. Impressed by the success and 
loyalty of Stephen F. Austin's largely Anglo American colony, 
the Mexican government passed new colonization laws as part 
of a defensive strategy to preserve Texas for Mexico against 
foreign powers and to help buffer the Rfo Grande settlements 
against increasing Indian attacks, particularly Comanche. Aus­
tin's masterful diplomacy and tireless effort to build trust among 
Mexicans coincided with federalists gaining victory over their 
rivals and their creation of a government under the federalist 
Constitution of 1824.04 In theory, the federalist colonization 
laws would quickly construct, through enormous opportunities 
for land ownership, a hardworking population of naturalized 
citizens loyal to Mexico. The Constitution of 1824 also creat­
ed two new states: Tamaulipas and Coahuila y Tejas, with the 
Nueces River forming the boundary between the two. By 1835, 
forty-one empre,,ario contracts were issued in the district of Tex­
as, resulting in colonies-at least on paper-stretching from the 
Nueces River to the border of Louisiana Territory. Yet, Matam­
oros, as a growing trade and military center on the Rfo Bravo, 
was to be the anchor-the key role in "nationalizing" Texas for 
Mexico, and protecting and prospering its people.35 
But, with the exception of Martfn De Leon's colonists at 
Victoria, most Mexicans were reluctant to move so far north 
across the Nueces into Texas, especially given the increasing 
threat of Apache and Comanche raids. So Mexico also recruited 
Irish colonists from Ireland and the United States. Because the 
Irish shared with Mexicans a common devotion to the Roman 
Catholic faith, and because Irish immigrants were treated 
with harsh prejudice in the United States, it was hoped that 
encouraging them to settle in Mexican Texas would insure that 
Irish colonists here would be likely to remain loyal to Mexico. 
The main Irish colonies were south of Goliad, at Refugio and San 
Patricio, with some Irish colonists, like John J. Linn, settling 
in De Leon's colony at Victoria. Among Linn's wide-ranging 
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ventures was trade in tobacco and dry goods via Matamoros. 
Generally speaking, the Irish and Tejano,1 became allies and 
neighbors, if not friends, linking the settlements of Victoria, 
Refugio, San Patricio, and Matamoros, with trade, family ties, 
and sometimes with great fiestas. After all, it tended to be area 
Teja,10.1 who taught the Irish colonists the necessary ranching 
and survival skills for the harsh Texas frontier.-36 
But the lrish did not come in large numbers either, so, 
reluctantly, Mexico recruited more Anglo American colonists 
from the United States-a plan that reflected well upon 
Stephen F. Austin's achievements. Besides, the empre.tario 
system required immigrants to swear allegiance to Mexico, 
abide by Mexican law, and become Roman Catholic-at least 
technically. In addition to Austin's growing colony on the 
Brazos River, the most successful Anglo settlement was Greene 
DeWitt's colony on the upper Guadalupe River at Gonzales. 
Perhaps inevitably, Tejano settlers in neighboring De Leon's 
colony soon found themselves at odds with De Witt's Anglo 
colonists. This underscores the ethnic, cultural, political, 
and religious differences among these colonists, as well as 
inaccuracies in surveying land boundaries.37 Historian Jesus 
F. de la Teja notes that such conflicting land grant boundaries
and disagreements about contraband and livestock ownership
"soon created among the Tejano.1 an undercurrent of suspicion
of Anglo-American intentions." De la Teja notes that De Leon
son-in-law Rafael Antonio Manchola, who would be presidia!
commander of La Bahfa and aLcaLJe of Goliad, warned officials
about the Anglo colonists' disdain for Mexican law: "No faith
can be placed in the Anglo-American colonists because they
are continually demonstrating that they absolutely refuse to be
subordinate, unless they find it convenient to what they want
anyway, all of which I believe will be very detrimental to us ...
if we do not in time, clip the wings of their audacity " through
military detachments posted in each new settlement to enforce
Mexican law.38 
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Indeed, most immigrants from the United States, drawn 
by the allure of cheap land, entered Texas illegally, ignoring 
international law and boundaries, and bypassing the empre, 1ario 
system. By mid-1836, the Anglo American population 
numbered 35,000 (including slaves)-about tenfold the number 
of Spanish-speaking Tejano, 1 . This was the great paradox of 
Mexico's" solution" to the Texas problem: Mexico gained frontier 
residents by offering cheap land and populating Texas with 
colonists from the United States, but these settlers' language, 
customs, and laws, were foreign to that of Hispanic Mexico and 
they harbored a deep prejudice against a people, a religion, and 
a culture they believed to be inferior. Of course, proud Teja,uM, 
many tracing their family heritage directly back to Spain, would 
return that sentiment, with many quickly coming to doubt the 
government's wisdom of saving Texas by bringing in arrogant, 
deceitful, uncouth, even vulgar 1zorteamericano, 1 , who seemed 
willing to sell anything in the name of profit-especially land. 
But the ironic reality was this: the Mexican military was too 
small and the frontier too large to police effectively against 
illegal aliens from the United States. These divided loyalties and 
inherent differences highlight the moral dilemmas underscoring 
the events of the revolution. 
Settlers from the southern United States were also set apart 
by their reliance on slavery, an institution that the Mexican 
government took steps to limit or abolish throughout the 1820s 
and 1830s. These steps, in turn, created resentment and fear 
among Anglo American colonists. Indeed, as historian Josefina 
Zoraida Vazquez emphasizes, "The significant role that 
Mexico's antislavery stance played in the Texan independence 
may be seen in some of the features of the constitution adopted 
by independent Texas" -slavery was protected for life, no 
limits could be put on the number of slaves brought into Texas, 
emancipation was decreed to be illegal, free blacks were not 
permitted "to reside permanently in the Republic without 
the consent of Congress," and "Africans, the descendants of 
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Africans, and Indians" were excluded from citizenship in the 
Republic of Texas. Indeed, during the Texas Revolution, Irish 
colonists who fled from San Patricio to Matamoros reported 
that "the establishment of slavery as a permanent institution 
was one of the principal causes of the rebellion. ".w All of this 
exacerbated the schism between federalists, who favored a 
liberal colonization of Texas, including Anglo Americans, and 
centralists, ever wary of encroachment by the United States, 
who did not. 
Thus, although only 26 miles apart, Victoria and Goliad 
had quite different histories. Tejano,1 of Goliad tended to be de­
scendants of soldiers stationed at Presidio La Bahfa, reaching 
back even to the previous century, while Tejano, 1 of Victoria 
came from a ranching, even patrician heritage and were more 
recent immigrants from Mexico. Significantly-and this is no 
small point-the military culture at Presidio La Bahfa carried 
a strong historical tradition of defending the homeland and 
hometown -both patria and patria chica-against invaders, be 
they pirates, Indians, French, British, or, as happened in the 
Texas Revolution, Americans, and even other Teja110< 1 . It is not 
merely coincidence that Gen. Ignacio Zaragoza, the hero who 
led Mexican forces to victory over French invaders in the battle 
of Puebla in May 1862 (now celebrated as Cinco de Mayo) was 
born at Presdio La Bahfa, the son of a soldier stationed there. 
Coexisting with La Bahfa's prominent military presence 
was a thriving ranching culture. Soldiers serving at La Bahfa 
acquired ranches in the area in hopes of receiving titles to the 
lands. For example, Carlos de la Garza's ranch had been in his 
family four generations; his father had been a soldier stationed 
at Presidio La Bahfa, where Carlos was born, baptized, and 
married, and Carlos served as a soldier himself. Carlos de la 
Garza acquired title to the family ranch in 1834 as part of the 
Power and Hewetson Irish colony headquartered at Refugio. 
T he ranch and the vibrant Tejano community that developed 
around his homestead were known locally as Carlos Rancho. 
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It was located near Carlos Crossing on the San Antonio River 
about 12 miles southeast below Goliad in what is now Victoria 
County, on roads connecting Goliad, Victoria, and Refugio, and 
the Gulf ports at Lavaca and Copano Bays. Today, the isolated 
location of the ranch and the legacy of Carlos de la Garza are 
identified by a Texas Historical Commission marker at the 
large family cemetery, the oldest private cemetery in Victoria 
County.-1° De la Garza's sizable mounted militia of ranchero. 1 
named Guardia Victoria.no,, (or Victoria Guards)-reportedly as 
many as 80 men or more -protected the area against Indian 
attacks, cattle rustlers, and bandits. Echoing the historic 
military tradition of Presidio La Bahfa defending the homeland, 
de la Garza and his men were unswerving patriotic loyalists to 
Mexico. In 1836, they significantly helped Mexican government 
forces under General Jose de Urrea, whom Santa Anna sent 
to put down revolution and occupy the Texas coastal prairie. 
These acts would put de la Garza at odds with many of his 
fellow TeJano.1 at Victoria who would support the Texas cause. 
Moreover, during the revolution, de la Garza's ranch served as a 
well-known safe haven for local citizens who found themselves 
alienated, disaffected, or endangered. Not surprisingly, Carlos 
Rancho would be branded as a nest of spies and even attacked. 
Victoria also boasted a mounted militia of ra11cheroc 1, led by 
De Leon son-in-law Placido Benavides, whose Indian fighting 
reputation was well known. Victoria's ra.nchero,,, like Goliad's, 
with their riding skill, mobility, paramilitary tactics, and inti­
mate knowledge of the land, would play a key role in the events 
of the Texas Revolution as scouts, stalkers, and fighters-al­
though, as already noted, Benavides and de la Garza would find 
themselves on opposing sides. Nevertheless, as historian Alonzo 
Salazar has emphasized, tensions had already developed be­
tween Goliad and Victoria prior to the trials of the Texas Revo­
lution. This happened over the election of De Leon son-in-law 
Rafael Manchola as a.lea/de of Goliad. The citizens of La Bahfa/ 
Goliad-/a.ba.de1i'o.1-did not appreciate the heavy-handedness 
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of the aristocratic reach of the De Leons. Although this afca!Je 
dispute was resolved in Manchola's favor by authorities in San 
Antonio, the incident shows that the powerful influence of the 
De Leon clan created a schism between Goliad and Victoria 
that would be exacerbated during the Revolution.41 
As Mexico adjusted to independence after 1821, the TejanoJ 
of Goliad and Victoria struggled to find their place under a va­
riety of new governments: national, state, and local-the latter 
creating an especially strong sense of place and community and 
a vibrant notion of self-government and local prosperity. Fami­
ly and business connections between Victoria, Goliad, Refugio, 
San Patricio, Matamoros, Reynosa, and Camargo naturally led 
to political and even militia connections among these citizens as 
federalist revolutionary movements erupted against Santa Anna 
throughout northern Mexico. Indeed, a resolution drawn up in 
Goliad in 1833 by Rafael Manchola and Jose Marfa Jesus Car­
bajal -significantly, both De Leon sons-in-law-proclaimed 
that, in the wake of the despotic actions of Santa Anna's cen­
tralists, citizens who "by their own consent live under the divine 
republican system" should consider the "natural right of revolu­
tionary measures against their oppression."42 This included the 
possibility of the secession of Texas from Coahuila to become a 
separate Mexican state. But, by the next year, both Manchola 
and empre.iarw Martin De Leon died in a cholera outbreak. Their 
inspiring leadership would be sorely missed as protests against 
Santa Anna's policies increased to revolutionary measures. 
These growing tensions were magnified as Anglos 
predominately took the lead in pushing for Texas independence 
from Mexico altogether, and as volunteers-whom Mexican 
government legitimately saw as mercenaries-recruited in the 
United States increasingly flowed into Texas. Significantly, 
many of these people harbored hopes of annexing Texas to 
the United States and were financed by businessmen in New 
Orleans for just that purpose.43 Tejano,1 were caught between 
these two revolutionary movements: one to preserve autonomy 
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for Texas as a loyal Mexican state separate from Coahuila 
under the federalist Constitution of 1824 and the other for 
complete independence of Texas. Complicating this mix, there 
was even a movement among certain radical federalists to 
create a self-governing Republic of the Rio Grande that would 
be independent of both Mexico and the United States-which 
De Leon's son-in-law Jose Marfa Carbajal sacrificed greatly to 
try to establish.-14 
Goliad, with its historic presidia, held an especially strategic 
position. It protected the key supply line between San Antonio 
and the port of Capano on the Gulf coast. As part of his efforts 
to control Texas as troubles brewed in l 835, EL Pre,,iJente Santa 
Anna ordered General Martfo Perfecto de Cos to reinforce the 
government's centralist forces at Goliad and San Antonio, to 
disarm citizens, to expel troublemakers, and to deal with the 
apparently wayward De Leon family at Victoria. Cos, in turn, 
ordered Col. Domingo Ugartechea at San Antonio to arrest De 
Leon son-in-law and political agitator Jose Marfa Carbajal, who 
then Aed home to Victoria, with Ugartechea in hot pursuit. But, 
at Victoria, Placido Benavides, who was captain of Victoria's 
militia, successfully resisted Ugartechea's efforts and boldly 
asserted (as his fellow victoriano John J. Linn recorded) that 
as a "constitutional officer" under the Constitution of 1824, he 
was "not at all amenable" to Santa Anna's centralist military; 
and further (with Linn making a good pun), Placido's "bold 
and determined action ... backed by the citizens of Victoria, 
visibly disturbed the placidity of affairs in military circles in San 
Antonio."45 Meanwhile, in advance of General Cos's mission, a 
small Mexican centralist force occupied Capano and Goliad 
in July 1835, arrested Goliad's aLcaLJe, stripped the town of its 
arms, pressed citizens into service, and quartered soldiers in 
their homes. Naturally, this infuriated residents. Clashes with 
the newly arriving Mexican soldiers occurred several times­
which underscores that Teja110, 1 suffered even at the hands of 
their fellow countrymen. 
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General Cos himself arrived in Goliad with a force of some 
400 men in early October 1835, and continued to abuse the 
local population. On October 5, Cos took most of his men and 
departed Goliad for San Antonio, leaving behind a residual 
force of some 30 men to hold the presidio and its supplies. 
Benavides and fellow victori.ano John J. Linn went to Gonzales 
to train volunteers amassing there after the "Come and Take It" 
battle, and also to engage them in a bold strategy-to intercept 
Cos before he reached San Antonio. But Benavides and Linn 
were unsuccessful in persuading these men. Frustrated, they 
joined a company of colonists under Ben Fort Smith, who set 
out for Victoria on their way to liberate Goliad and Copano 
from the centralist garrisons left behind by General Cos. As it 
happens, another company of men from the Matagorda area 
under George M. Collinsworth also set out with the same goal. 
When they reached Victoria, they were reinforced by additional 
colonists, including Benavides, his brother-in-law Jose Marfa 
Carbajal, their brother-in-law Silvestre De Leon, Mariano 
Carbajal (Jose Marfa's younger brother), and Phillip Dimmitt, 
who was married to the daughter of a kinsman of Martfn De 
Leon. Linn also sent word to the nearby Irish settlement at 
Refugio asking for volunteers. Among those responding were 
colony empre, 1arw James Power, Refugio militia leader Hugh 
McDonald Frazer, Ira J. Westover, and Thomas O'Connor. 
Collinsworth's combined force now numbered some 120 
colonists, Tejano, Irish, and Anglo. Sixty-five (including Mariano 
Carbajal) signed a document pledging "to stand firm to the 
Republican institutions of the Govt of Mexico and of Coahuila 
& Texas under the constitution of 1824," and to protect local 
Tejano citizens "against military domination." They then set out 
to liberate Goliad of centralist control.46 
This was accomplished in a surprise attack lasting about 
thirty minutes, with only light casualties on either side, and ac­
complished with the help of local Labadeii.0, 1 (La Bahfa citizens) 
fed up with their abusive treatment by General Cos's centralist 
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soldiers. The defeated Mexican government's force retreated 
south to the fortification of Lipantitlan near San Patricio, mak­
ing this the only remaining centralist stronghold between Mat­
amoros and San Antonio."7 In the wake of this victory, Texas 
revolutionary Gen. Stephen F. Austin ordered the majority of 
Collinsworth's men to leave Goliad and join in the siege of Bex­
ar, already underway, to drive General Cos's centralist army 
out of San Antonio. Among these men were Placido Benavides 
and his Victoria ranchero,,, who would serve with distinction in 
the final assault and occupation of San Antonio in December, 
such that Benavides was offered the rank of first lieutenant in 
the regular army. He turned down the chance to serve William 
Barret Travis's cavalry, but instead joined Mexican federalist 
Col. Jose Marfa Gonzalez's men (of Tamaulipas), who had also 
participated in the siege of Bexar. After helping to drive Cos 
out of San Antonio, Benavides and his ranchero,, set out toward 
the river towns on the Rio Bravo to gather information and aid 
in Colonel Gonzalez's plan to raise allies for the cause against 
Santa Anna among federalist norte,1o,, in Matamoros, Reynosa, 
and Camargo. Given that Benavides was from Reynosa and had 
connections in Camargo and Matamoros, he was the perfect 
man for the job. 
Meanwhile, Phillip Dimmitt was elected commander of 
the residual force of Texas colonists at Goliad. To show his 
allegiance to Mexican federalists, Dimmitt designed the famous 
green-white-red tricolor flag bearing the date 1824 in the center. 
"] have had a.fla_9 made," Dimmitt wrote Stephen F. Austin on 
October 27, 1835, "the colours, and their arrangement the same 
as the old one - with the words and figures, 'Constitution of 
1824,' displayed on the white, in the centre.""8 Dimmitt authorized 
a successful attack on the centralist garrison at Fort Lipantitlan, 
thus effectively cutting the centralist line between Matamoros 
and San Antonio. Significantly, controlling Fort Lipantitlan was 
part of Dimmitt's larger plan of promoting a joint expedition of 
Texas colonists uniting with Mexican federalists of Tamaulipas 
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to occupy the city of Matamoros, an expedition to be led by 
Mexican federalist General Jose Antonio Mexfa. This strategy 
to occupy Matamoros not only would secure the city's vast trade 
revenues to help fund the revolution against Santa Anna, but 
by uniting with Mexican federalists, this Matamoros scheme 
was also seen as a way to draw Santa Anna's attention away 
from Texas and keep him and his centralist forces occupied in 
Tamaulipas and the interior. Unfortunately, centralist forces 
defeated General Mexfa at Tampico, which temporarily ended 
any plans to occupy Matamoros. 
Of course, none of this made Santa Anna happy, especially the 
humiliating defeat, in December 1835, of General Cos's centralist 
force at Bexar. Significantly, the victorious rebel forces, which in­
cluded Tejano, Irish, and Anglo colonists, as well as Mexican fed­
eralists, also included increasing numbers of volunteers from the 
United States, primarily recruited and funded in New Orleans. As 
Edward L. Miller has shown, consortiums of businessmen in New 
Orleans not only financed rebellion in Texas, but also sought to 
protect their financial contributions by pushing, not just for Texas 
independence, but annexation of Texas by the United States.49 In­
tensifying matters was Phillip Dimmitt's proclamation at Goliad, 
in December, which history remembers as the Goliad Declaration 
of lndependence.50 T his document, pledging that Texas ought to be 
a "free, sovereign, and independent State," was signed primarily 
by Anglo and Irish volunteers and area citizens, but included two 
significant Tejanod: former Goliad afcaLJe and De Leon son-in-law 
Jose Miguel Aldrete and Mariano Carbajal.51 Accompanying this 
document, Dimmitt designed a new flag, called the first flag of in­
dependence, which depicted a bloody arm holding a bloody sword 
on a white field. It has long perplexed historians why Dimmitt so 
radically changed from being a staunch federalist to a radical sup­
porter of Texas independence. Yet, he did have his reasons. The 
most reasonable answer comes from his connection with the De 
Le6ns, and, in particular, a report brought to light by historian 
Thomas Ricks Lindley. 
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Intent on helping any forces willing to oppose Santa Anna, 
the empreJario's oldest son, Fernando De Leon, his brother-in-law 
Jose Marfa Carbajal, and Carlos Laso, Dimmitt's father-in-law, 
went to New Orleans to exchang·e horses for over three thousand 
dollars' worth of supplies and munitions for the Texas cause-a 
substantial sum in 1835-which they were now bringing to Texas 
aboard the schooner Hannah Eli.::abeth. The schooner ran aground 
on a sandbar in Matagorda Bay and was captured by a Mex­
ican naval vessel. De Leon, Carbajal, and Laso were captured 
and eventually imprisoned in Matamoros, only to escape with 
the help of friends in the city and the unrelenting efforts of their 
brother-in-law Placido Benavides. The men made their way back 
to Victoria, passing first through Goliad. They reported to Dim­
mitt that "on their departure they were informed by a friend that 
there was in circulation a Decree of the general Government that 
all Mexicans, foreigners, or Americans, without any distinction 
whatever, taken as prisoners on this side of the Rio Grande should 
be immediately put to death." Another friend, who provided the 
men with horses for their escape, warned them to avoid the main 
road, where he saw the bodies of five "foreigners" apparently ex­
ecuted in accordance with the decree. De Leon and Laso further 
reported news from the commander of Matamoros's deep-water 
port at Brazos Santiago, who told them that the government had 
ordered that "all vessels from N. Orleans bound to any port of 
Texas should be taken into Veracruz as a Lawful Prize," and, 
further, that five schooners were ready to sail from Veracruz to 
patrol the Texas coast. Even more ominously, "a courier Extra 
ordinary" informed them that some three thousand soldiers un­
der General Joaquin Ramfrez y Sesma, bearing also three pieces 
of heavy artillery, were leaving Saltillo and marching into Texas. 
52 Learning this information cinched Dimmitt's decision only two 
days later to take the next radical step, which history remembers 
as the Goliad Declaration of Independence. 
More and more Americans were recruited and became in­
volved in this increasingly divisive revolution, particularly the 
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scheme to occupy Matamoros, which can be seen as central to 
the events exploding in 1836. But the complex and intriguing 
story of the various expeditions to Matamoros would require 
a book to tell.53 A simplification is this. The Texas provisional 
government authorized no less than three expeditions to cap­
ture Matamoros, one under the command of Frank W. John­
son, one under James Walker Fannin, and one under Sam 
Houston. Owing to a cantankerous split in the Texas provi­
sional government, these commanders were tragically pitted 
against each other. Johnson's expedition consisted primarily of 
American (foreign) volunteers recruited from among those who 
had participated in the siege of Bexar, notably the New Orleans 
Greys. As a proclaimed federalist, Johnson's goal was to ally his 
expedition with Mexican federalists in northern Tamaulipas, es­
pecially in the Rfo Bravo cities of Matamoros, Reynosa, and 
Camargo. Evidence suggests that this plan was really the brain­
child Dr. James Grant, a Scottish-born owner of a significant 
estate in Coahuila and formerly a member of the Coahuila y Te­
jas state government. James Walker Fannin was independently 
in charge of another expedition that was supposed to occupy 
Matamoros, theoretically teaming up with Johnson and Grant, 
but this was never made clear. Fannin, originally from Georgia, 
also recruited American volunteers for his expedition force, sig­
nificantly the Georgia Battalion. Owing to the bitter division 
in the Texas provisional government, Sam Houston was autho­
rized as a rival commander of an expedition to Matamoros. 
It is worth repeating that the majority of men recruited by 
Johnson and Grant and by Fannin were not Texas colonists, 
but volunteers (or mercenaries) from the United States. That 
the promised reward for their service was said to be captured 
spoils at Matamoros only adds to this issue. So, even if Johnson 
and Grant or Fannin were honorably trying to team up with 
Nlexican federalists to hinder or thwart Santa Anna's centralist 
army, it would have been quite disturbing to patriotic Mexicans 
as they learned that these expeditions to occupy Nlatamoros 
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were mostly foreigners-that is, Americans, of whom Mexicans 
from long experience were distrustful. It did not help matters 
that, when Fannin's men occupied Presidio La Bahfa, they 
sought to root out locals whom they suspected to be loyalist 
sympathizers or spies-including fabaJeiio,1 hiding out at Carlos 
de la Garza's rancho, which Fannin saw as a "nest of spies." As 
historian Paul D. Lack notes, although Goliad was a loyalist 
center, much of the actions by locals were less in the support of 
centralists than merely self-defense.54 Indeed, the relationship 
between Fannin's mostly American forces and the local Tejano 
population deteriorated such that most fabadeiio, 1 just isolated 
themselves on their secluded ranchero sanctuaries throughout 
the occupation. Furthermore, apparently Dr. Grant's true 
objective was the creation of an independent Republic of the 
Rio Grande that was separate from both Mexico and Texas. 
Given that Placido Benavides and his Victoria ranchero,, had 
joined Grant's men, it is possible that Benavides had also 
become devoted to this cause. That Benavides's brother-in-law 
Jose Marfa Carbajal later became a significant leader in two 
future efforts in the late 1830s and again in the 1840s to create 
an independent Republic of the Rio Grande makes Benavides's 
motivations even more intriguing. 
What none of the leaders of these expeditions to Matamoros 
anticipated was Santa Anna's choice of General Jose Cosme 
de Urrea to lead a division of the centralist army to put down 
the rebellion and occupy coastal Texas. Urrea was a brilliant 
and talented leader, and, ironically, afeJerafi.,ta at heart. General 
Urrea undertook his own expedition to Matamoros and the 
other Rfo Bravo towns, particularly Reynosa and Camargo, to 
convincefeJerafi.JtaJ there of the treachery of the Texas rebels who 
were betraying the federalist cause re_qarJfe.1, 1 of their profession 
of loyalty to the Constitution of 1824. Moreover, Urrea used 
to advantage the intelligence he gathered that these rebels who 
were engaged in an expedition to Matamoros were mostly foreign 
mercenaries from the United States. In other words, General 
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Urrea strategically and morally undercut whatever plans that 
Johnson and Grant, or Fannin, or even Benavides had for 
uniting with Mexican federalists in Tamaulipas. Urrea then did 
the same among Tejano, 1 as his army advanced into the coastal 
prairie and across the Nueces River, so much so that patriotic 
loyalists such as Carlos de la Garza and his Goliad ra11chero, 1, and 
as many as 200 other area 1e;a,wJ-notably Vicente de la Garza, 
Juan Letona, Jose Marfa and Pedro Valdez, Juan Salvador, and 
Jesus "Comanche" Cuellar-served Urrea as scouts, spies, and 
advance skirmishers (essentially the traditional role of compaiiuz 
V{ILante, or "Aying companies"). Thus, despite their devotion 
to Texas and ardent federalism, Urrea persuaded probably 
most Te;ano ranchero, 1 in the areas of San Patricio, Refugio, and 
Goliad (some even of Victoria) of the disloyalty of the Anglo­
American rebels. In fact, these Te;ano loyalists played a crucial 
role in keeping Urrea informed of the movement of Texas forces 
almost on a daily basis; in capturing a detachment of Tennessee 
volunteers under William P. Miller at the port of Capano en 
route to join Fannin's Matamoros expedition; and in Urrea's 
successful defeat of Johnson and Grant's forces at Agua Dulce 
Creek and at San Patricio, and of Fannin's men at Refugio and 
Coleto Creek. 
Yet, we must remember that, among Fannin's men executed 
in the Goliad Massacre, were two Te;ano,1, one being Mariano 
Carbajal. Recall that Mariano was among the volunteers 
with George Collinsworth, who signed a federalist pledge 
before capturing Goliad from General Cos's centralists in 
October 1835; and he was among those who signed the Goliad 
Declaration of Independence in December 1835, at the same 
presidia where he now was imprisoned and then shot on Palm 
Sunday, March 27, 1836.55 Phillip Dimmitt later honored him 
by testifying for the ComptroHer's Mjlitary Service Record, "he 
fought with greatest gallantry and enthusiasm ... and behaved 
on all occasions like a true soldier in the cause of Texas, and 
manifested the most sincere and ardent devotion to that of 
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independence."56 Fernando De Leon, who had been appointed, 
in February 1836, as aide-de-camp to acting governor James 
W. Robinson, assumed command of the Victoria militia, as well
as the responsibility for provisioning, arming, and "all other
things necessary for the support of the army and the protection
and the defense of Texas. "57 
When General Urrea's army occupied Victoria, the De Leon 
extended family, particularly Benavides, Jose Marfa Carbajal, 
and Fernando De Leon, were considered traitors to Nlexico and 
were sought out for arrest. General Urrea had Fernando De 
Leon incarcerated, even after he was forced to give over hidden 
supplies intended for the Texas cause. Ironically, this act led to 
Fernando's later arrest as a traitor by Anglo forces reoccupying 
Victoria under Gen. Thomas Jefferson Rusk after the battle 
of San Jacinto. In this racially charged environment, Rusk 
essentially told the TejanoL, of Victoria either to Aee to Mexico or 
surrender their cattle to the possession of the Texas army. The 
injurious treatment of the Tejm10,1 of Victoria as well as Goliad 
by General Rusk's army was exacerbated by the discovery of 
the grizzly remains, left unburied, of Fannin's men from the 
Goliad Massacre. While in Rusk's custody, Fernando De Leon 
was wounded in an assassination attempt, an act reflecting the 
bitterness of many Anglo-Americans whose creed, according to 
Victoria colonist John J. Linn, "was the total extermination of 
the Mexican race and the appropriation of their property to the 
individual use of the exterminators. "58 Though released without 
trial, Fernando was ostracized and then, in late June 1836, 
forced into exile by the Texas military, along with Carbajal, 
Benavides, and some 80 members of the extended De Leon 
family. The Texas army-now almost entirely Anglo-escorted 
and forced these patriotic 1'eja110,1 to board vessels set to sail to 
Opelousas, Louisiana (where the family had business contacts), 
abandoning a fortune in property and possessions then valued 
at hundred of thousands of dollars. Victoria afterward became 
"a wild Anglo-American town dominated by an army and many 
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newcomers that distrusted and hated the Mexicans."59 Ironically, 
the De Leon family was cited as delinquent in paying their 
substantial 1840 property taxes to the new Republic of Texas.60 
In conclusion, the Teja.110,1 of Goliad and Victoria suffered 
much in the Texas Revolution. Fannin's men burned Goliad in 
advance of their attempted retreat to Victoria. In the aftermath 
of the battle of San Jacinto, the retreating Mexican army again 
passed through Victoria and Goliad on the way to Matamoros. 
As Mexican Lt. Colonel de la Pena recorded, "The residents of 
Goliad, who had suffered much, became quite angry with us 
and insulted us, saying that we were fleeing as cowards from a 
handful of adventurers. 1161 Likewise, Teja.110 citizens of Victoria
were also caught in the middle. Led by the De Leons to support 
the revolution, they were then unable to flee in advance of Gen­
eral U rrea's Mexican army because Colonel Fannin had earlier 
seized the town's oxen for his own forlorn retreat. Then, under 
occupation by the Mexican army, "ictoria.110,1 were seen as turn­
coats. As Santa Anna's second in command General Vicente 
Filisola judged it, "All the individuals of the [Victoria] families 
were the most assiduous collaborators [m.a,i a.Jiduo, 1 cooperadore.:1] 
in the Texas revolution, persuaded that they would gain great 
advantage from the triumph of the usurping colonists against 
their own country. However, they were miserably mistaken and 
received their reward. They trusted all they had, and instead 
of reward they received scorn, persecution, wounds and even 
expatriation."62 The surviving De Leons eventually returned to 
Victoria, including Fernando and his brother Sylvestre, but, as 
already mentioned, it took years of court actions and lawsuits to 
regain a portion of their once grand ranch holdings. Sylvestre 
De Leon was even robbed and murdered on his ranch in a racist 
attack by notorious Anglo cattle rustlers in 1843.65 Neverthe­
less, in time, the De Leon's historic reputation was restored and 
their sacrifice for Texas acknowledged.6� 
Ironically, Carlos de la Garza and his family were left alone 
after San Jacinto, in part because he refused to respond to the 
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demand to leave by the Texas military occupying Victoria, and 
because his isolated mncho gave protection and therefore re­
mained intact. Even his ranchero militia remained active into the 
new Texas Republic. He became locally respected for stand­
ing his ground, and because he had saved some of his Irish 
neighbors from being executed in the Goliad Massacre. Carlos 
Crossing remained a commonly used ferry across the San An­
tonio River, and Carlos Rancho continued to be a refuge against 
Indian attacks and Je,1peraJo.i, and even against the Mexican 
army that occupied Refugio, Goliad, and Victoria during two 
attempts to retake Texas in I 842 by Mexican generals Rafael 
Vasquez and Adrian Woll. The community harbored a Catholic 
church, a school, several businesses, and even served brieAy as 
the county seat for Refugio County.65 In time, a Texas historical 
marker was erected to acknowledge de la Garza's courageous 
contribution. 
What is the lesson in all this? In a different context, 
Mexican historian Ramon Eduardo Ruiz aptly puts it this way: 
"It is risky business to gamble your well-being on foreigners. "66 
No one knew this adage better than the Teja110,1 of Goliad and 
Victoria during the Texas Revolution. If you, reading this, have 
ancestors on either side of this divide, be proud-be very proud. 
But also be glad you were not there in 1835-1836 to have had to 
make such a traumatic choice. Today, the descendants of these 
courageous Teja110. 1 live proudly among people who may not 
even know this rich heritage. In July 20 I 0, a seventh-generation 
descendant of Carlos de la Garza got married in the Presdio La 
Bahfa chapel, just as Carlos had done, back in 1829. And, in 
April 2011, descendants of the De Leon family came together 
from around the state and nation for their large family reunion 
held at Victoria. Among the events was the unveiling of a new 
monument to Placido Benavides at Victoria's City Hall Plaza­
at the very site where, in June 1835, Benavides defended his 
brother-in-law Jose Marfa Carbajal from arrest by Mexican 
centralist soldiersY Perhaps in the most appropriate tribute, 
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Carlos de la Garza's ranch, though no longer in the family, still 
offers people refuge. Down a quiet, isolated stretch of road past 
the De La Garza family cemetery, nestled among ancient gnarly 
oak trees near the San Antonio River, is the site of the Spiritual 
Renewal Center operated by the Catholic Diocese of Victoria. 
According to its mission statement, which would have pleased 
Carlos de la Garza, "The purpose of the center is to offer the 
people of the diocese and others a haven for prayer, reAection, 
and spiritual nourishment."68 In that spirit, consider these words 
of healing: "Amend your grievance story to remind you of the 
heroic choice to forgive. You always have the power in your 
hands to create your own ending."69 This is the best and most 
honorable legacy to these heroic ancestors. 70 
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Antonio Canales Rosillo 
by 
James Mills 
Antonio Canales Rosillo was a colorful frontier figure who 
made a name for himself, and his family, along the lower Rio 
Grande River region, during the mid-nineteenth century. He 
served as a political leader, a revolutionary, and as a guerril­
la fighter against the American invasion of Mexico during the 
U.S. - Mexico War, 1846-1848. 
Born in Monterrey, Mexico, around 1802, Antonio Cana­
les Rosillo was the son of Jose Antonio Canales Trevino and 
Josefa Rosillo. As a young boy, his family moved north to the 
banks of the Rio Grande River and settled in the small com­
munity of Camargo, Tamaulipas. By 1829, Canales had earned 
his license and the right to practice law, and served for a time 
in the Tamaulipas state legislature as president of the Chamber 
of Deputies. He also joined the local militia of Camargo and 
rose to the rank of General. Camargo, like so many villages in 
the surrounding frontier area, was constantly under attack by 
Native Americans, which included Apache and Comanche war­
riors. Canales bravely led his neighbors against these attacks, 
with some distinction. 1 
A larger-than-life figure, with a proven ability to lead men, 
Canales early on became a backer of the Federalist Party, and 
he made his first major appearance in the history books around 
1838, when he became a supporter for the establishment of an 
independent "Republic of the Rio Grande" due, in part, to in­
creased taxing policies upon the local area by Mexico's Central­
ist government. Canales was able to gather a loyal following, 
including family members Juan Molano, a former mayor, and 
the infamous Jose Marfa de Jesus Carvajal, whose son, Jose 
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Marfa Jr., was wed to Canales's daughter, Mamela. The extend­
ed family also included members of the powerful de Leon and 
de la Garza families.2
Together, Canales and Carvajal championed the local Fed­
eralist Party because of their belief in states' rights, democracy, 
and more local autonomy. They did have some initial success 
in ousting Centralist control, which was led by Colonel Fran­
cisco Gonzalez Pavon, at the Battle of Alcantro Creek in 1839 
(near the town of Mier), but, unfortunately for the supporters 
of an independent republic, Carvajal was wounded, and leader­
ship under Canales bogged down, due to his inability to strike 
knockout blows. Moving slowly, Canales led an expanded army 
of some 1,000 men against Centralist forces in Matamoros. But 
he failed to take the city, in part due to the counter-leadership 
of General Valentf n Canalizo, a capable military tactician, who 
dug trenches around the city and strategically placed cannon. 
Overwhelmed and outnumbered, Canales was forced to retreat. 
However, the wily caudiffo soon established his headquarters 
along the border and officially proclaimed the establishment 
of the Republic of the Rio Grande in January, 1840, complete 
with Aag and constitution. 3 The "red-spangled, black-and-white 
Aag" Auttered overhead, while a constitution was drafted at the 
ranch owned by Canales. A grand ball was organized in the 
plaza of nearby Guerrero by fellow Federalist Antonio Zapa­
ta, and the newly-proclaimed Republic of the Rio Grande even 
published a newspaper called Correo def Rio Bravo def Norte. 4 
Leaders of the republic included Reynosa attorney Jesus 
Cardenas, who was chosen to serve as president, and the former 
governor of Coahuila, Francisco Vidaurri y Villasenor, as vice 
president, while Antonio Canales was selected as the commander 
of troops. Additionally, Juan Francisco Farfas was chosen as 
secretary, and Manuel Nifia served as the quartermaster. A 
delegation was also established, representing Tamaulipas, Nuevo 
Leon, and Coahuila, on the south bank, and the Nueces Strip, on 
the north side of the river, which included Canales, Carvajal, and 
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a man by the name of Juan Pablo Anaya. Laredo was chosen as 
the capital, although the legislative body remained in Guerrero, 
due to the printing press being located there.5 
In April, 1840, Canales, along with Cardenas and Carva­
jal, visited Texas to seek diplomatic support for their republic, 
but Texas President Mirabeau B. Lamar decided it was best to 
remained neutral. On their return from Austin, Canales made 
a stop in Bastrop, where he gave a speech in Spanish (which 
was translated into English by Carvajal), whereby he reiterated 
the fact that their federalist cause was to create an independent 
area between Texas and Mexico for the purpose of establishing 
"liberty, both civil and religious."6 
Although not supported by Lamar, several Texans did heed 
the patriotic call and joined Canales and his subordinates in the 
continued proclamation of an independent Republic of the Rio 
Grande. Unfortunately, however, the republic continued to falter 
at the hands of Mexican forces under Centralist control. Led by 
General Mariano Arista, Centralist forces were able to retake the 
area and squash the short-lived independent Republic of the Rio 
Grande. Arista entered the capital at Laredo, executed Zapata, 
and even had his head pickled in a barrel of alcohol and publicly 
displayed. (The head was later taken to Guerrero and placed on 
a pole for three days near Zapata's home, before finally receiving 
a proper burial in the town cemetery.) A disheartened Canales, 
who had lost the support of some of his followers after yet anoth­
er Federalist defeat at Saltillo, agreed to sign a peace agreement, 
in November, 1840. Thereafter, the short-lived independent Re­
public of the Rio Grande was dissolved. 7 
In 1842, Mexican leaders staged several raids against 
the Republic of Texas. General Rafael Vasquez invaded and 
temporarily held San Antonio, while Lieutenant Colonel 
Ramon Valera raided the town of Refugio. Antonio Canales 
also led a campaign of several hundred men against a small 
fort known as Lipantitlan, located on the Nueces River, in 
July of that year. Although poorly armed, the Mexican force 
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under Canales, which included soldiers from Reynosa, Mier, 
Guerrero, and Camargo, including ranchero,,, claimed a victory 
against the Texans, who were led by General James Davis and 
Major John Hoxey.8 Davis, the Texas Adjunct General at the 
time, had been ordered by Republic of Texas President Sam 
Houston to establish a military outpost at Lipantitlan. Although 
Canales' men were harassed by Texas sharpshooters, they were 
nevertheless successful in forcing Davis's retreat and burned 
his camp.9
In response to these raids, a group of Texans planned a retal­
iatory invasion into Mexico. Under the cautious orders of Sam 
Houston, General Alexander Somervell, a San Jacinto veter­
an, was instructed to make a show of force across the Mexican 
border. Capturing Laredo, in November, 1842, Somervell then 
turned his force south to the town of Guerrero, located on the 
banks of the Rio Grande. After receiving word of the Texan pres­
ence, General Pedro de Ampudia ordered Canales to the area to 
scout the enemy's position, which he did a few days later. 10
By December 19, Somervell and his men were running low 
on food and supplies, and decided that they had accomplished 
their goal. However, some 300 Texans with a continued retaliato­
ry attitude, decided to stay behind under the command of Colonel 
William S. Fisher, another veteran of San Jacinto, who interest­
ingly had served as an aJly of Canales during the Federalist wars 
a few years earlier. Fisher ordered his men farther south along 
the Rio Grande to the town of M_ier, but Canales rode ahead and 
notified Ampudia, who countered with 700 men.11 
Canales and Ampudia's forces strengthened other Mexican 
military already at M_ier. After a fierce pitched battle through 
December 25-26, the greatly outnumbered Texans, including 
such men as Ewen Cameron, Samuel Walker, and William 
"Big Foot" Wallace, reluctantly surrendered to a much larger 
Mexican army. It was a decisive victory for Antonio Canales 
and his countrymen.12 However, Canales reported Mexican
losses to be high, stating, "As every great good costs dear, the 
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streets and gutters of Mier overflowed with valiant Mexican 
blood." Indeed, Mexican losses were substantial. 
Canales and his mounted Jefen.1ore., were called upon by Am­
pudia to he! p escort the 226 captured Texans to a prison cell in 
Mexico City. At a stop in Camargo, citizens hailed the victo­
ry and raised banners proclaiming, "Glory and gratitude to the 
brave Canales! " 13 
The captured Texans gained an increasing hatred for Canales 
and his guards the further they were paraded into Mexico. They 
considered Canales a hard man who subjected them to long, gru­
eling marches, and meager rations. Fortunately for the Ameri­
cans, Canales was replaced by the more benevolent Colonel Bar­
ragan at Monterrey. However, Canales was later instrumental in 
convincing Santa Anna to have the popular Ewen Cameron exe­
cuted near Mexico City, much to the chagrin of his men.14
During the U.S.-Mexican War, Antonio Canales was instru­
mental in gathering a following of men in northeastern Mexico, 
who became known as ranchero.,. These were local ranchers who, 
under Canales's leadership, formed guerrilla bands and harassed 
the American military occupation of their country. Interestingly, 
Canales actually approached General Zachary Taylor at Corpus 
Christi, in January, 1846, with a proposal of alliance. Once again, 
reflecting his strong Federalist stance, Canales was reacting to the 
recent takeover of the Mexican government by Centralist Maria­
no Parades. Canales, at this time described as being "a little man 
of brown complexion, [ with] eyes as false as those of a mustang," 
along with Jose Marfa Carvajal, asked Taylor to supply his men 
with arms, including 5,000 rifles, 1,000 pistols, I 0,000 muskets, 
and enough ammunition to power these items. They additionally 
asked for money and volunteers. In return, Canales agreed to help 
negotiate a peaceful settlement with the United States in regards 
to Texas and her boundaries, and promised to pay back the debt 
using local customs duties. 15 
A leery Zachary Taylor, commander of U.S. forces then 
training at Corpus Christi, nevertheless forwarded this informa-
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tion to Washington, O.C. Within a few weeks, Taylor received a 
response from Secretary of War William Marcy that the United 
States would not agree to supply Canales and his followers with 
weapons or military supplies. However, Marcy did instruct 
Taylor to accept Canales and his men into the American camp 
as volunteers, a request Canales declined. Ultimately, Canales 
had attempted to use the Americans against the Centralists in 
Mexico and perhaps once again revive the dream of creating an 
independent republic along the Rio Grande, with himself as the 
leader. Without Taylor's military support, however, Canales, per­
haps insulted, was now inclined to reluctantly side with his cen­
tralist countrymen against any U.S. military presence.16
In the spring of 1846, General Zachary Taylor and his Army 
of Occupation proceeded from Corpus Christi through the Wild 
Horse Desert, a desolate area between the Nueces and Rio 
Grande Rivers, and met with only nominal resistance. However, 
once the Americans established themselves along the north bank 
of the Rio Grande across from Matamoros, Canales and his com­
patriots once again made their presence known. Taylor's force of 
over 2,000 soldiers were relatively safe in disputed and hostile 
territory as long as the men stayed close to camp. However, any 
member of the American military that strayed from base became 
vulnerable to guerrilla attacks by local ranchero.1, who ultimately 
were under the command of Antonio Canales. 
On April 10, 1846, U.S. Quartermaster Truman Cross wan­
dered from camp for a horseback ride in the nearby chaparral 
and never returned. His decomposed body was found eleven 
days later in the brush. His death was attributed to be the work 
of local ranchero Romano Falcon, a subordinate within Canales's 
band of armed guerrillas.17
In early May, guerrilla forces from Reynosa, reportedly un­
der the direction of Canales, descended upon a small group of 
sutlers near the Arroyo Colorado and killed all without mercy. 
American women and children amongst the private merchants 
were also killed, and their bodies were dumped into the water be-
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low. Seven months later, the property and wares of these sutlers 
were found to be in the possession of the mayor of Reynosa.18
A few days later, on May 8, General Zachary Taylor and 
his army were confronted by a large Mexican force under the 
leadership of General Mariano Arista at the historic battle of 
Palo Alto. Antonio Canales and his ranchero fighters were there. 
Stationing themselves to the west of the battlefield, Canales and 
about 400 mounted men proved to be mere spectators of the 
event, either due to the fact they were no match for the trained 
regulars, were in no hurry to support what they considered to 
be a Centralist-minded army under Arista, or simply because 
they wanted to watch how events of the battle would unfold, 
to their possible advantage. In any event, Canales and his men 
were a non-factor in the outcome of this battle. It is also possi­
ble that Canales and his men were present as a potential count­
er force against Taylor's own brand of "irregulars" by way of 
25 Texas Rangers under the direction of Samuel Walker, who 
also were present on the western outskirts of the clash between 
these military forces. 19
The following day, May 9, Canales and his men were also 
recorded as being present at the battle of Resaca de la Palma. 
Designated as a Brigadier General, Canales, along with his 
cavalry volunteers, were stationed behind the lines with two 
cannon and were assigned to cover a road which led to the Rio 
Grande.20 However, Canales and his men once again played
only a small role in the encounter with the American forces 
and subsequently joined the pell-mell retreat of the Mexican 
army later that afternoon when overpowered. Upon reaching 
the river, it was reported by a Mexican captain that Canales 
panicked to get to the relative safety of the south bank of the 
Rio Grande. Having procured a small craft, Canales then denied 
a Mexican priest from boarding his boat, and when it became 
obvious that the holy man would drown, Canales stated, "d-n 
his soul; don't you see the cursed Americans are close upon our 
heels." Canales made it safely to the other side, but the cleric
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undoubtedly did not.21 As the American army moved across the 
river and held Matamoros under military occupation, Canales 
retreated west along the Rio Grande to his homeland in the 
Camargo and Reynosa vicinities. To stymie the gringo invaders, 
Canales ordered the citizens of the area not to trade with them 
or offer any sort of assistance.22 
By the summer of 1846, General Zachary Taylor and his 
army, which now included a contingency of volunteers, made 
their way up-river and into the very nest of Canales and his 
guerrillas at Camargo. En route, a group of Texas Rangers, who 
were referred to by the locals as Lo. 1 Grin_(Jo, 1 Ape, 1to,,o,1 (the stinky 
gringos) or Lo., Tejano, 1 San_(jriento, 1 (the bloody Texans), passed 
th rough Reynosa ahead of the army and received reports that 
Canales was nearby attending a local fandango. About twenty 
mounted Rangers, guided by a young Mexican boy, made their 
way to the dance hall and boldly entered. Some of the startled 
Mexicans inside scattered, and, after an ensuing search, it was 
discovered that the cunning Canales was no longer there. In 
fact, Canales and his armed men, perhaps numbering 300-400, 
had retreated only a few hours earlier. Much of the local citizen­
ry of Reynosa made a general retreat out of the area as well.23 
Throughout the remainder of the U.S.-Mexican War, Anto­
nio Canales realized some degree of success against the Amer­
icans in Northern Mexico by preying on stragglers and attack­
ing American military supply trains. Whether his aim was to 
support the country of Mexico, to promote his own agenda for 
personal gain, or to revive the old dream of creating a Federal­
ist republic in northeastern Mexico, is a matter of speculation. 
In any event, the elusive "Chaparral Fox" was never caught by 
the Americans. Texas Rangers under Ben McCulloch pursued 
Canales throughout Mexico, but were always a step too late to 
capture this borderland leader.24 One of the reasons for this fact 
is that Canales had "eyes" (agents) throughout the countryside 
who would report to him on the movement of Americans, both 
military and civilian. 
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As the main body of American troops marched deeper into 
the interior of Mexico, the borderlands region from Matamoros 
to Camargo became increasingly more vulnerable to guerrilla 
attacks, and Antonio Canales continued to orchestrate assaults 
on any exposed convoys of supply trains. In late September, 
1846, for example, a large American supply train of 88 wagons 
was ambushed by Canales' men near Cerralvo.25 In February, 
1847, he was again instrumental in conducting a successful raid 
against an American Aeet of supply wagons en route to Monter­
rey, which led to the death of some 160 of the foreign invaders. 26 
The wagon train, said to have stretched for three full miles, was 
guarded by an escort of fewer than 30 soldiers. The guerrillas 
burned the wagons and mutilated their victims. Some were said 
to have been tied to wagon wheels and burned alive. Others 
were lassoed and dragged to their death. In one bizarre inci­
dent, a victim was exploded by having cartridge shells placed in 
his stomach and then ignited.27 
Canales' raids (using his intricate network of followers) 
upon the American supplies lines of northern Mexico continued 
throughout 1847. With time, the very name "Canales" struck 
fear. When Texas Rangers, under the leadership of the notorious 
Mabry Grey, plundered the Mexican village of Rancho Guada­
lupe, in 1847, Canales issued a retaliatory proclamation to his 
people stating that "you are bound to give no quarters to any 
American whom you may meet or who may present himself to 
you, even though he be without arms. "28
Certainly Canales and his followers did make an impression 
on the Americans. In a report from George Wilkins Kendall, a 
founder of the New Orleans Picayune, the journalists lamented 
that Canales was a "scoundrel ... up to any kind of game to make 
money, and would sell his own grandmother if he could pass her 
of
f 
for an Egyptian mummy .... "
29 Canales and his men contin­
ued to gain attention in the American press throughout the war. 
Following the U.S.-Mexican War, Mexico began to impose 
high tariffs along the lower Rio Grande border region, yet this 
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area received little help against Indian raids from Centralists 
in Mexico City. As a result, a revolutionary reaction called for 
the creation, once again, for an independent republic along the 
Mexican border states of the lower Rio Grande. Support came 
from merchants on both sides of the river, including the power­
ful Mifflin Kenedy, Richard King, and, although not publicly, 
Charles Stillman. These border merchants supported the cre­
ation of a "free trade" zone, void of the prohibiting tariffs on the 
area. Between 1850-1853, violent warfare broke out along the 
region - years of conAict that are also referred to as the Mer­
chant Wars.30
In September 1851, at a location near Guerrero known as 
La Laba, Jose Marfa Canales, Antonio's son, drafted what be­
came known as the Plan of La Laba, which not only called for 
an end to the high tariffs along the border, which had stiAed 
trade, but also a desire for more autonomy at the state level, 
civil rights and freedoms, and a reduction of Centralists military 
forces along the border.31 Within a month, in October, 1851,
Jose Marfa Carvajal had organized an army and led troops into 
Matamoros, which held the all-important custom house. Af­
ter days of bloody fighting, Antonio Canales, leading an army 
south of the city, entered the scene. But, this time, not on the 
side of Carvajal, who had recruited Americans into his revolu­
tionary army, but rather against his old ally and to the support 
of General Francisco Avalos, Centralist commander of Matam­
oros. Canales commanded some 500 National Guard, including 
Mexican farmers and ranchers, some of whom had been forced 
into service.32
At the time Canales entered Matamoros, Carvajal was 
losing the fight, due to his unwillingness to commit large 
numbers of troops and to his moving too cautiously. Canales 
chose to support the winning side. Perhaps, also, he declined 
to support an effort which contained an element of American 
soldiers, including John Salmon Ford and ex-Texas Rangers. 
These men had previously refused to serve under Canales, 
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whom they considered an enemy, while Canales would have 
nothing further to do with lo,, _qringo,,.33 In any event, Canales 
was instrumental in ousting those under Carvajal and helping to 
force them out of Matamoros and to the north side of the river 
out of Mexico. Later, Canales crossed the Rio Grande with his 
men and attacked a ranch on the north bank.34
On February 21, 1852, Canales, still with a force of perhaps 
500 strong, was at Camargo and defended the town from an ad­
vancing force of filibusters under Carvajal. who were still seek­
ing to create an independent republic out of the area, an idea, 
by this time, which was not supported by the American govern­
ment in Washington, O.C. Canales and his followers, many of 
whom were mounted, were successful in repulsing the attack 
on the outskirts of town. After stopping Carvajal's army, Cana­
les retreated, but the following day returned to the abandoned 
battlefield where he discovered and seized a twelve-pound can­
non, complete with ammunition, as well as a cache of over I 00 
muskets.35 
The successful defense of Camargo in 1852 reflects, per­
haps, the last chapter in the exciting, yet violent, life of Antonio 
Canales Rosillo. Falling out of the history books around this 
time, Canales was reported to have died that same year in the 
Mexican town of Miquihuana, Tamaulipas.36
Antonio Canales Rosillo never realized the dream of lead­
ing an independent republic along the Rio Grande, but he was, 
nevertheless, a true son of Mexico and continued to defend his 
homeland to the end of his relatively short, violent, and stirring 
life. His sons, Jose Marfa and Servando, continued to carry on 
their family name in the region of Tamaulipas, as do his descen­
dants up to the present time. 
The University of Texas-Rio Grande Valley 
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The Origins of Salome Balli McAllen 
by 
Thomas Daniel Knight 
Located just north of Reynosa, Tamaulipas, Mexico, 
McAllen, Texas, today boasts a population of 129,877. The town 
was founded in 1904 and, in just over a century, has grown 
from a small town centering on local trade and agricultural 
production to a sprawling international metropolis. 
Named in honor of the McAllen family-particularly for 
John McAllen and his son James Ballf McAllen -- the town 
name recalls the important contributions to Hidalgo Coun­
ty made in the nineteenth-century by members of the McAl­
len family, including John McAllen's wife Salome Ballf Young 
McAllen. 1 Salome's first husband, John Young, had operated 
a prosperous mercantile business in Brownsville. Her second 
husband, John McAllen, had extensive business and ranching 
interests and held a number of important political offices in 
Cameron and Hidalgo Counties, including a term in the state 
legislature. Salome, herself, was an astute businesswoman, as­
sisting her husbands in their mercantile pursuits and playing an 
active role in the family's ranching enterprises.2
Salome's maiden name-Ballf-also calls to mind the im­
portant contributions made to the settlement and development 
of the Rio Grande Valley by members of the Ballf family during 
the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Upon delving into 
the issue of Salome's relationship to earlier members of the Rio 
Grande Valley Ballf family, however, an interesting historical 
conundrum arises. Despite the important role Salome and her 
family played in nineteenth-century Rio Grande Valley history, 
it is difficult to identify Salome's origins. This is remarkable giv­
en the prominence of both the Ballf and the McAllen families 
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m lower Rio Grande Valley history. Understanding Salome's 
Balli' heritage is important, for her identity has been interwoven 
with the history and, perhaps, mythology, of the region. Two 
earlier Balli' women, Rosa Marfa Hinojosa Balli' and Gregoria 
Balli' Dominguez, played important roles in shaping the Teja­
no ranching culture of south Texas during the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries. Both women are celebrated as 
role models whose examples may have inspired Salome to help 
create a nineteenth-century ranching empire that rivaled that 
of earlier family members. In fact, some authorities have sug­
gested that the nucleus of the McAllen family landholdings de­
rived from property that Salome inherited from these earlier 
Balli' women.-' 
The issue of origins raises important questions in terms of 
how we view Salome and her actions. Did a family inheritance 
inspire Salome to recover, consolidate, and redevelop the fami­
ly's ranching properties? Did this inheritance make Salome an 
attractive potential marriage partner for John Young and, lat­
er, John McAllen? Was Salome the driving force behind the 
Young and McAllen family land acquisitions? If so, to what ex­
tent was she influenced by her family's legacy? 
The pages that follow briefly discuss Salome's life and sig­
nificance. They then review and critique several different sce­
narios that have been proposed for identifying Salome's rela­
tionship to the greater Rio Grande Valley Balli' family. 
John McAllen and Salome Balli Young 
The McAllen family is well-known in the mid-Valley. John 
McAllen ranks among notable historical figures in the region, 
having played an important role in regional development. But 
McAllen could not have achieved the success he did without his 
marriage to Salome Balli' Young." 
McAllen was a young immigrant when he reached the Rio 
Grande Valley. Federal census enumerations offer conflicting 
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information concerning McAllen's ongms, placing him, 
alternatively, as having been born in either Scotland or Ireland 
and as of either Scottish or Irish parentage. The records also vary 
significantly in recording his date of birth, suggesting that he may 
have been born as early as 1826 and as late as 1838.5 McAllen's 
death certificate, recorded in Brownsville, where he died on 18 
February 1913, give his date of birth as 7 February 1826, and his 
place of birth as Ireland. No information about his parentage or 
their nativity is given. These are the dates that are recorded on 
his tombstone.6 
Of the census reports in which McAllen was enumerated, 
only the 1900 census provides detailed information about his 
immigration and naturalization. Although McAl!en's birth de­
tails vary, there is a degree of consistency about McAllen 's im­
migration to the United States: the Hidalgo enumeration plac­
es him entering the United States in 1845, while the Cameron 
County one shows the date as 1846. Port of entry records for 
New York City-by which family legend records John McAl­
len entering the United States-show that a surprising number 
of men with this name came into the country between 1846 and 
1852. The one that matches the census data most closely was a 
John McAllen, age 16, who arrived in New York City aboard 
the Em6Lem from Glasgow, Scotland, on 20 May 1847. His place 
of birth is not indicated. 7 Yet documents preserved among the 
McAllen family indicate that John McAllen entered the United 
State through the port of New York on 2 July 1845, aboard the 
Ann Harley, which also sailed from Glasgow.8 
McAllen did not remain in New York long. According to 
his handwritten memoir, he arrived just in time to witness the 
funeral procession of President Andrew Jackson, who had died 
on 8 June 1845, at his home in Tennessee. But McAllen soon 
left New York for Boston, from where he sailed to Tampico, 
Mexico. 9 He was in Port Lavaca, Texas, in late 1845 and in 
Tehuantepec, Mexico, from 1846 to 1848. JO Over the next two 
years, McAllen lived and worked in Port Lavaca, Galveston, 
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Brazos Santiago, and Matamoros, where he was employed by 
an Irish storekeeper named McMahon.11 
During the 1850s, McAllen held a number of jobs in Browns­
ville, Texas, and also began developing his interest in ranching. 
On 19 July 1861, McAllen married Marfa Salome Ball{ Young, 
a wealthy young widow. The two married in the Immaculate 
Conception Catholic Church in Brownsville.12 Salome, although 
only thirty-one at the time, had been married to John Young for 
more than a decade when he died on 11 May 1859. Young, who 
was more than twenty years older than Salome, had come to 
the Rio Grande Valley in the 1840s. He had established a mer­
cantile operation and begun acquiring land throughout the Val­
ley. Young had hired John McAllen to work as his clerk about 
1854. At Young's death, he was one of the wealthiest settlers in 
the region, and his widow Salome inherited control of his vast 
holdings. In time, this would be the foundation of John McAl­
len 's wealth, too. 13 
Marfa Salome Balli Young 
John McAllen may have first met Salome Ball{ Young in 
the early 1850s, about the time he came to the Rio Grande 
Valley and became associated with John Young's mercantile 
business. McAllen quickly became a trusted associate of John 
Young and was probably a frequent visitor at Young's home. 
A romantic relationship may have developed between John 
McAllen and Salome Young following John Young's death, as 
Salome worked to settle Young's estate and McAllen continued 
his work with Young's mercantile enterprises and real estate 
investments. 1\'lcAllen had already begun amassing property of 
his own during the 1850s, and marriage to John Young's widow 
provided McAllen with enhanced financial resources as well as 
an astute and determined partner in both life and business. 14 
Uncertainties about age and background similar to those 
associated with John McAllen also pertain to Salome. To 
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a certain extent, these difficulties are likely explained by the 
circumstances of the times-the rigors associated with the 
development of frontier outposts, first at Brownsville and later 
at Edinburgh, the Mexican-American War and the consequent 
transference of lands north of the Rio Grande Valley to the 
state of Texas, the creation of new administrative jurisdictions 
on the north side of the river, the American Civil War and the 
simultaneous warfare that took place in Mexico, and the postwar 
period of carpetbagger exploitation and banditry that plagued 
the Valley in the 1860s, 1870s, and 1880s. Salome's tombstone 
in the Brownsville Cemetery indicates that she was born on 6 
August 1830 in Matamoros and that she died on 25 May 1898 
in Brownsville. Some census records suggest that she was 
older-perhaps born as early as 1825-while others suggest a 
later date, perhaps as late as 1838. Salome's baptismal record in 
Matamoros, the earliest documented evidence pertaining to her, 
provides a different date, 4 September 1828. While conjectural, 
it seems probable that she was born on 6 August 1828 and 
baptized when she was four weeks old. 15 
Similar uncertainty concerns Salome's marriage to John 
Young. The official marriage took place in Brownsville in 1853, 
but tradition holds that this was a repetition of a civil ceremo­
ny that had taken place in Matamoros in 1846. It seems clear 
that Salome had married John Young prior to the 1850 census, 
for they were enumerated together in that year as residents of 
Cameron County. At that time, they seem to have been living in 
Brownsville. John Young was a 48-year-old merchant born in 
Scotland, with property valued at $75,000; Salome was shown 
as a 25-year-old housewife born in Mexico. Salome's sister and 
brother-in-law, Santos and Elder B. Barton, and three boarders 
were living with them. 16 
John Young's death left Salome with a large estate. She 
lived as a widow between 1859 and 1861, during which time 
the Brownsville tax rolls show her taxed with Young's holdings. 
Following Salome's marriage to McAllen, by the terms of U.S. 
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law, McAllen gained control of property belonging to Salome's 
minor son John Young as well as of property Salome held as 
Young's widow. The same held true of any lands Salome may 
have held in her own right which, through the principle of cov­
erture, would have been legally entrusted to McAllen during 
their marriage. 17 
Salome and John McAllen were married for nearly forty 
years. Their union began just three months after the opening 
of the American Civil War and ended with Salome's death on 
21 May 1898, during the war that would transform the Unit­
ed States into a global empire. 18 These were years of profound 
change for the United States as well as for South Texas, and the 
growth and development of the McAllen family and its fortunes 
mirror those larger developments. 19 
During the Civil War, McAllen -working in partnership 
with his father-in-law, Francisco Ballf, and his brothers-in-law 
Angel de la Vega, Emilio Ballf, and Francisco Ballf-operated 
stores in Brownsville and Matamoros. During the Civil War, 
McAllen, as a British subject, was able to continue trading in 
the Valley without running afoul of either Confederate or Union 
restrictions, a factor that illustrated his business acumen and al­
lowed him to continue to prosper while others did not. McAllen 
and his associates marketed sugar, cotton, and cattle produced 
in the Rio Grande Valley. With the profits, they purchased a va­
riety of goods in England, New York, and New Orleans, which 
McAllen then marketed in his stores and sold throughout the 
Valley. 20 McAllen used profits from these ventures to purchase 
land and cattle as well as to reinvest in his mercantile opera­
tions; by the 1870s and 1880s, he owned land in Cameron and 
Hidalgo Counties and was a leading figure in social, economic, 
and political affairs throughout the lower Valley.21 
Salome Ballf Young McAllen is often credited with being 
a driving force behind McAllen's land acquisition, particularly 
in terms of the acquisition and reunification of the Santa Ani­
ta land grant.22 Various authorities have suggested that Salome 
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may have been inspired by the examples of her relatives Rosa 
Hinojosa Ballf and Gregoria Ballf Domfnguez, that she may 
have inherited something of the proud spirit and financial acu­
men of the two women, that she may have been driven by a 
sense of filial pride to acquire and restore lands that once be­
longed to the Ballf family, or that she may have inherited a small 
portion of the lands that prompted her to aggressively pursue 
the remainder, ostensibly because of the family connection. 23 
The pages that follow review these theories as they pertain 
to different ideas about Salome's relationship to the Rio Grande 
Valley Ballf family. Four different scenarios that account for Sa­
lome's placement in the Ballf family are reviewed and critiqued 
below. 
Scenario 1: Salome's Dominguez Connection, as presented in 
Royal Land Grants North of the Rio Grande (1969). 
In her pioneering work, RoyaL Land Grant., North of the Rio 
Gra,u)e, Florence Johnston Scott discussed the Ballf family and 
its connections extensively, particularly in the context of the San­
ta Anita , La Feria, Llano Grande, and Padre Island land grants. 
Scott devoted an entire chapter of her book to the Santa Anita 
grant and further addressed the families associated with these 
grants in a genealogical appendix at the end of the volume.2� 
Scott framed her discussion of the Santa Anita land grant 
primarily in terms of the three powerful women associated with 
the large South Texas ranches-Rosa Marfa Hinojosa Ballf, Gre­
goria Ballf Dominguez, and Salome Ballf Young McAllen. Scott 
noted that, because of relatively few land transfers and limited 
litigation, the Santa Anita ranch-granted in 1798 to Manuel 
Gomez as fifteen leagues of land-and, in particular, the western 
half, known as the San Juanita, possessed an "almost perfect ti­
tle" that distinguished it from many other properties.25 Scott cred­
ited this largely to the vision of Gregoria Ballf Dominguez and 
Salome Ballf and their descendants. She wrote: 
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True pioneers of the nineteenth century are two women who 
contributed in their time and way to the development and sta­
bility of the Santa Anita. The first was Ona. Gregoria Ballf, 
the wife of the original grantee, On. Manuel Gomez; and the 
second, her great-granddaughter, Ona. Salome Ballf, the an­
cestress of the present owners of San Juanito ... Ona. Salome 
Ballf, the daughter of On. Francisco Ballf, and Ona. Guada­
lupe Oomfnguez (the granddaughter of Ona. Gregoria), pos­
sibly inherited an interest in the Santa Anita, through Estanis­
lado Oomfnguez, but, if not, she regained her heritage after 
her marriages, through sheer tenacity on her part, plus good 
judgment of her two husbands, -- first John Young, and lat­
er, John McAllen, both natives of Scotland, who successfully 
worked to restore for Ona. Salome, her patrimony in the Santa 
Anita ... This remarkable woman who lived three score and 
seven years and, like her ancestors, Ona. Gregoria Ballf de 
Gomez and Ona. Rosa Marfa Hinojosa de Ballf of La Feria, is 
survived by generations of lineal descendants, as well as hun­
dreds of blood and lateral kinsmen.26 
In outlining the history of the grant, Scott concluded that 
"none wanted it more than did the granddaughter of On. Es­
tanislado Oomfnguez, who, fifty years before, had transferred 
his interest to his brother Antonio. This granddaughter was 
Ona. Salome Ballf. ... " Scott attributed much of John Young's 
success in the Rio Grande Valley to Salome and "her knowledge 
of the ranch country and her desire to own her grandmother's 
ranch at Santa Anita," which inspired the Youngs to form a "a 
systematic plan to secure every right he could to his property, 
often sending his clerk, John McAllen, to interview the heirs." 
At last, "[h]aving had her heart set on owning Santa Anita, the 
old home of her great-grandmother, Ona. Salome's dream came 
true in 1885, when her family could claim this ranch property as 
their own." Scott went on to trace the contributions of Salome, 
her husbands, and her sons John Young, Jr., and James Ballf 
McAllen, in developing the properties in the later nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries.27 She continued her theme of a 
biological and temperamental connection between the women 
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when she concluded that: "The Santa Anita heritage is a proud 
one for the descendants, and the names of their two ancestors­
Dna. Gregoria Ballf de Domfnguez and Ona. Salome Ballf 
Young and McAllen have been kept alive in succeeding gen­
erations. The ranch names of Santa Anita and San Juanita are 
among the noted landmarks in the Lower Rio Grande Valley of 
Texas."28 
In the genealogical portion of the book, Scott summarized 
important family relationships. As she reconstructed the family 
history, Salome Ballf Young· McAllen was a daughter of Fran­
cisco Ballf I I and his wife, Guadalupe Domfnguez. Guadalupe's 
father Estanislado Oomfnguez had surrendered his interest in 
the Santa Anita much earlier to help repay a family debt, while 
Estanislado's brother Antonio retained his interest in the prop­
erty and passed it on to his children and grandchildren, many of 
whom would eventually convey their interest (as shares, called 
derecho,,) to the Young and McAllen families. Estanislado and 
Antonio Domfnguez were sons of Oofia Gregoria Ballf and her 
first husband, Francisco Oomfnguez. After Francisco's death, 
Guadalupe had married Manuel Gomez, the recipient of the 
Santa Anita grant. Gregoria inherited the Santa Anita from Go­
mez and passed it on to her sons. The loss of Estinislado's por­
tion of the Santa Anita became the driving force that prompted 
his "granddaughter" to reclaim and consolidate the Santa Anita. 
In Scott's version, then, Gregoria Ballf Oomfnguez Gomez was 
Salome's maternal great-grandmother, and Salome inherited 
from her the outlook and acumen that enabled her to acquire 
and redevelop the original Santa Anita grant. 29 
Scenario 2: Salome's Balli Connection, as presented in Royal 
Land Grantd North of the Rio Grande (1969). 
Scott identified Salome's father as Francisco Ballf I I and 
her mother as Guadalupe Oomfnguez. As Scott presented the 
lineage, Salome's paternal grandparents were Francisco Ballf 
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I and Manuela Solfs. This Francisco Ball, she identified as the 
son of Jose Marfa Ballf and Paula Trevino and the grandson of 
Jose Marfa Ball, and Rosa Marfa Hinojosa Ballf:30 
The details of the lives of Jose Marfa and Rosa Marfa Hi­
nojosa Ballf are well known; Rosa Marfa's father, Captain Juan 
Jose Hinojosa, had claimed the original Llano Grande grant. 
Following the deaths of both her husband and father, Rosa 
Marfa Hinojosa Ball, claimed her portion of the Llano Grande 
and La Feria grants and proceeded to expand the family's 
holdings. She became one of the largest landowners in the Rio 
Grande Valley. Her son, Padre Nicolas Ballf, partnered with 
her in managing the family holdings. Nicolas claimed the Padre 
Island tract. A Roman Catholic priest, he died childless, and the 
bulk of the family holdings passed to his nephews and nieces.31 
Important pieces of evidence in supporting Scott's account 
were the wills of Rosa Marfa Hinojosa Ballf and Padre Nicholas 
Balli, as well as an 1880 deposition by Jesus Ballf, Padre Nicolas's 
nephew. Scott transcribed the entire deposition in the appendix 
to her work. Dated 2 August 1880, the deposition reads: "My age 
is 65 years ... I was born in Matamoros ... My father was Francis­
co Ballf. He is dead. He died in Matamoros, Mexico. He died in 
the year 1847. I have a sister. Her name is Paula Ballf. I had a 
brother named Francisco. He is dead (1869)."32 Scott discussed 
Francisco Ballf in connection with the main Ballf lands, including 
the Padre Island grant, which she further supported by quoting 
from a provision of Padre Nicholas's will in which he bequeathed 
a one-seventh interest to Francisco, Paula, and Jesus, children of 
his nephew Francisco Ballf.3J 
Scott's account significantly effects our view of Salome Ballf 
Young McAllen. According to Scott's version, Salome was a 
great-granddaughter of Gregoria Balli Oomfnguez Gomez and 
a great-great-granddaughter of Rosa Marfa Hinojosa Ballf. The 
legacy of these two powerful women shaped her outlook and 
ambitions and impelled her to create a ranching empire that 
rivaled their own.34 
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Unfortunately, careful examination invalidates Scott's version 
of the family lineage. One Francisco Ballf did marry Guadalupe 
Domfnguez, and Guadalupe was, in fact, Gregoria Ballf 
Dominguez's granddaughter. But this couple was far too young 
to have had a daughter born in 1828, meaning that Salome Ballf 
Young McAllen was not a lineal descendant of Gregoria Ballf 
Domfnguez Gomez. This raises the interesting question of whether 
Salome possessed any inherited legal interest in the Santa Anita 
ranch and, if not, why she and her husbands chose to focus their 
acquisitive efforts on it.35 
The question of Rosa Marfa Hinojosa Ballf's great-grandson 
Francisco Ballf's identity is an open one to which this article will 
return shortly. Scott established conclusively that such a per­
son existed. But she attributed to him the marriage to Guada­
lupe Domfnguez. Other researchers have suggested, however, 
that this was not the man who married Guadalupe Domfnguez. 
Might Salome then still connect to the family of Dona Rosa 
Marfa Hinojosa Ballf, even if a link to Gregoria Ballf Domfn­
guez is untenable? That issue will be examined shortly.·'6 
Scenario 3: Salome's Balli Connection, as presented m / 
Wou!J Rather Sleep in Texa.; (2003). 
Far and away the best recent examination of these families 
is Mary Margaret McAllen Amberson, James A. McAllen, and 
Margaret H. McAllen's f Would Rather Sleep in Te.1:.a,1: A H,:,tory of 
the Lower Rio Grande Valley and The People of the Santa Anita Land 
Grant, published in 2003 by the Texas State Historical Associa­
tion. This outstanding work was the culmination of many years 
of research, not only into the McAllen and Balli families, but 
also into the history of the Santa Anita land grant itself.Ji 
As Mary Margaret McAllen Amberson, the primary au­
thor, explained, her grandmother Margaret Huffaker McAllen 
had compiled a ninety-five page history of the McAllen fami­
ly that examined many of the genealogical relationships. But 
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through extensive research in the United States, Mexico, and 
Ireland, Amberson transformed McAllen's original study into 
a far-reaching history, not only of the McAllen and Ballf fami­
lies or, even, the Santa Anita ranch itself, but of the entire Rio 
Grande Valley. As Amberson noted, her work was not intended 
as a genealogy; accordingly, there was no genealogical appen­
dix, and to decipher family relationships discussed in the narra­
tive one must study the text, footnotes, and index meticulously.38 
Amberson clearly identified Salome Ballf Young McAllen as 
a daughter of Francisco Ballf and Petra de la Guerra, but Fran­
cisco's placement in the larger Rio Grande Valley Ballf fami­
ly was never fully stated. As relevant, she recounted the prior 
history of the Ballf and Domfnguez families and the general 
evolution of the Santa Anita land titles, indicating that Salome 
purchased land from her "Domfnguez cousins" and gradually 
"pieced it together" until she and her family had reconstituted 
the entire Santa Anita grant.39 ln different places, Amberson re­
ferred to Salome's father as Francisco Ballf and Jose Francisco 
Ballf Villarreal, both of which are possible variants of the same 
name within the traditional system of Spanish nomenclature.40 
Amberson did note that Salome "inherited a small share in the 
Santa Anita from Ballf and Domfnguez relatives," but she did 
not elaborate on the exact nature of the bequest.� 1 Finally, in 
summarizing Salome's remarkable life, she wrote that "[i]n the 
tradition of her forebears, Dona Marfa Gregoria Domfnguez 
and Dona Rosa Hinojosa de Ballf, Salome had the strength, in­
telligence, and courage to build an empire of her own. "42 The 
reader is left with the sense of a general connection between 
Salome's own family and the more extended Ballf kin that may 
have resulted in Salome's inheriting a small portion of the Santa 
Anita, but the exact relationships were never specified. 
Amberson's approach was a sensible one, given the com­
plexities of the Ballf family history in the Rio Grande Valley. 
Still, the inquisitive reader might well probe the family relation­
ship to determine the exact nature of Salome's connection with 
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the greater Ballf, Hinojosa, and Domfnguez families and their 
kin and how that connection may have influenced her actions in 
reconstituting the Santa Anita grant. 
In an interesting development, Joel Rene Escobar y Saenz 
published his Ba/I[ Family Ht:,tory (La Barreta d Padre hfand 
Branche,1), in which he provided an account of the early g·ener­
ations of the Rio Grande Valley Ballf family, in 2008. Escobar 
y Saenz offered his own version - to be discussed shortly- of 
Salome's placement within the Ballf family, but, in order to do 
so, he contrasted his version with what he termed the "McAllen 
Book" lineage. Nowhere within/ WoufJ Rather Sfeep in Te.\.·a.1 did 
Amberson and her co-authors elaborate upon Jose Francisco 
Ballf Villarreal's lineage, and the index to the volume clearly 
distinguished between "Ballf Villarreal, Jose Francisco (father 
of Marfa Salome)" and "Ballf Villarreal, Jose Francisco (sav­
ior of Reynosa)." References to the latter man reveal that he 
was "chief justice of Reynosa, lieutenant of the cavalry, and a 
commissioned judge, who also happened to be his [Don Jose 
Manuel Gomez's] brother-in-law."43 Elsewhere, Amberson in­
formed the reader that Ballf Villarreal led the procession to the 
Santa Anita at the time of the original grant, that later, as chief 
justice of Reynosa, he "assisted the citizens of Reynosa in escap­
ing the tragic destruction" caused by severe flooding, and that 
he joined other members of the local aristocracy in enforcing 
gun control in urban settings. Jose Francisco Ballf Villarreal, 
Chief Justice of Reynosa, emerges as an interesting but rather 
peripheral hgure.44 
ln her narrative, Amberson did not equate Jose Francis­
co Ballf Villarreal, chief judge of Reynosa, and Jose Francisco 
Ballf Villarreal, father of Salome McAllen, and the volume's in­
dex indicates that she recognized them as separate individuals. 
Yet Escobar y Saenz, in summarizing the lineage as articulated 
in the "McAllen Book," indicated that Amberson had identified 
Salome's father as Jose Francisco Ballf Villarreal, chief judge of 
Reynosa, and brother of Gregoria Ballf Domfnguez. The formu-
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lation has a certain intrinsic appeal, for it would render Salome 
Ballf Young McAllen a niece of Gregoria Ballf Domfnguez­
thus explaining what appears to have been a close relationship 
between Salome and her Domfnguez kin and providing a possi­
ble motivation for her guest to reclaim the Santa Anita ranch.�5 
Having articulated his understanding of the Ballf lineage as 
presented in the "McAllen Book," Escobar y Saenz then set out 
to destroy it. While he cited an array of objections to the sup­
position that Salome's father was Jose Francisco Ballf Villar­
real, chief judge of Reynosa, the most significant was the fact 
that Jose Francisco Ballf Villarreal was of age in l 798, if not 
well before, and must then have been born by 1777 at latest. 
Salome's father Francisco Ballf died in 1870 and continued to 
father children until near the end of his life, a feat that would 
have been remarkable for a man in his nineties.46 
In addition to issues regarding Francisco's own name (Ballf 
Villarreal v,,. Ballf Trevino, as explained below) and the repeti­
tion of given names among his offspring, Escobar y Saenz also 
cited Francisco's tomb in Brownsville's Old Cemetery, which 
gives his age at his death in 1870 as 69 years. Escobar y Saenz 
thus concluded-undoubtedly correctly-that Salome's father 
Francisco Ballf could not have been Gregoria Ballf Domfn­
guez's brother Jose Francisco Ballf Villarreal.4i In fairness to 
Amberson, however, it must be stressed that she never said that 
Jose Francisco Ballf Villarreal, chief judge of Reynosa, was Sa­
lome's father, and the image she presented of Salome's father 
Francisco-a well-known auctioneer and business partner of 
both John Young and John McAllen-was of a man active and 
vigorous until the end of his days, more consistent with a man 
born about 180 l than in the l 770s.48 
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Scenario 4: Salome's Balli' Connection, as presented in Balli 
Family Hi.;tory: La Barreta and Padre /.;/and Branche.; (2008). 
Having demolished the possibility that Salome Ballf Young 
McAllen's father might have been Jose Francisco Ballf Villarreal, 
chief judge of Reynosa, Escobar y Saenz then set out to develop 
an alternative scenario that he believed fit the known facts bet­
ter. He proposed that Salome's father was Francisco Ballf Trevino, 
son of Jose Marfa Ballf de Hinojoso and Paula de Trevino Guerra 
and grandson of Jose Marfa Ballf and Dona Rosa Marfa Hinojosa 
Ballf.49 
Escobar y Saenz's formulation of the Ballf lineage would make 
Salome Ballf Young McAllen a great-granddaughter of Rosa 
Marfa Hinojosa Ballf and, therefore, position her in the correct lin­
eal position to have inherited some of her famous ancestor's busi­
ness acumen and familial zeal. He further suggested that it was 
Salome's older half-brother Francisco Ballf Solfs, son of Francisco 
Ballf Trevino and Manuela Solfs, who married Guadalupe Domin­
guez, thus providing a possible affective connection that may have 
resulted in Salome's interest in the Santa Anita ranch.50 
Escobar y Saenz's conclusions are worth reviewing in de­
tail. They seem to fit chronologically by placing Salome's fa­
ther-born in 1800 or 1801-in the correct generational time 
frame. T hey also make sense in terms of explaining Salome's 
character and outlook, as well as her rationale for acquiring and 
redeveloping the Santa Anita land grant . Escobar y Saenz also 
proposed that Padre Nicolas Ballf may have disinherited his 
nephew Francisco, which is suggested by a phrase in Nicholas's 
will leaving Francisco's share of Nicolas' estate to Francisco's 
children ("a lo,, hijoJ de Don Francuco Baf/£") 51 rather than to Fran­
cisco himself. 52 Further evidence to support this interpretation 
was the effort made in 1937 by Ballf heirs53 and again in I 947 by 
heirs of Salome Ballf McAllen's sister Santitos Barton to claim 
a portion of Father Nicolas Ballf's Padre Island Grant on the 
basis of descent from Rosa Marfa Hinojosa Ballf. 54 
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Yet, for all there is to commend this interesting scenario, 
there are important facts not discussed by Escobar y Saenz that 
seem to contradict it. One of the most important is the 1880 
deposition of Jesus Ballf. As transcribed by Florence Johnston 
Scott, the deposition provides a number of details about the 
family of Jose Marfa Ballf that call into question the possibility 
that his son Francisco might be Salome Ballf's father:55 
My name is Jesus Ballf. My age is 65 years, I have lived in this 
region of the Country all my life. I was born in Matamoros, 
Mexico, and have lived in the vicinity since my remembrance. 
My father was Francisco Ballf. He is dead. He died in Mat­
amoros, Mexico. He died in the year 1847.56 The father of my 
father was named Jose Marfa Ballf. My great-grandfather on 
my father's side was Jose Marfa Ballf. I came to this knowl­
edge by what my father, uncles and aunts have told me. My 
great-grandmother on my father's side was Dona Marfa Hi­
nojosa de Ballf, the wife of the last named Jose Marfa Ballf. I 
have a sister. Her name is Paula Ballf. I have a brother named 
Francisco. He is dead (1869). [ have named two Jose Marfa 
Ballfs, one, the elder, was the husband of said Dona Marfa Hi­
nojosa Ballf, my great-grandfather, the other was his son, my
grandfather on my father's side. I came to such knowledge by 
my father and my uncles and aunts, his brothers and sisters, 
and by my great uncle, the Priest Nicolas Ballf. who was uncle 
of my father, and son of' the first named Jose 1\ilarfa Ballf. .. 
Jose Marfa Ballf, the son and I have said of my great-grand­
father Jose Marfa Ballf and Rosa Marfa Hinojosa de Ballf, 
was my grandfather on my father's side. He was married to 
Dona Paula Trevino and had seven children, as follows: Jose­
fa Ballf, Carmen Ballf. Franscico Ballf, Juan Jose Ballf, Rosa 
Ballf, Guadalupe Ballf, and Concepcion Ballf, who all survived 
him ... my father being Francisco Bal If. I knew all of' them per­
sonally ... They are all of' them dead with the exception of 
Concepcion Ballf ... [she] is probably dead .... She moved to 
the southern part of' Mexico in l 836Y 
Jesus Ballf's deposition raises several issues that appear to 
contradict the scenario proposed by Escobar y Saenz. Perhaps 
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the most significant is Jesus Ballf's statement that his father, 
Francisco Ball{, died in 1847. Since Jesus was discussing the 
same individual that Escobar y Saenz proposed was Salome 
Ballf Young McAllen's father, this is an important conAict, for 
Salome's father Francisco is known to have lived until 1870. 58 
A second discrepancy concerns the names and numbers 
of Francisco's offspring. Salome Bal If Young McAllen 's fa­
ther Francisco fathered his last child-christened 20 February 
1869-only a year before his death. That this man fathered at 
least fifteen children, and possibly more, is beyond question. 
Why, then, would the deponent Jesus Ballf mention only three? 
One possibility is that he was referring only to siblings of whole 
blood. Escobar y Saenz suggested that there may have been 
issues of legality surrounding Francisco's unions with Ana Jo­
sefa Cavazos (if this were the first marriage of Salome's father) 
and Guadalupe de Trevino, but baptismal records indicate that 
Francisco Ballf and Salome's mother Petra de la Garza were 
legally married. Hence, if the deponent Jesus Ballf was Salome 
Ballf Young McAllen 's half-brother, the failure to mention Fran­
cisco's eight children by Petra de la Garza would be difficult 
to explain, especially at a time when Salome's son-in-law John 
McAllen -who would soon become a member of the Texas leg­
islature -was one of the most powerful figures in Cameron and 
Hidalgo Counties.59 
As with all sources, the careful researcher must examine the 
context in which the documents one studies were generated. 
Might Jesus Ballf have had reasons to distort or conceal the 
truth? It is well known that there were many cases of fraud or 
attempted fraud concerning the nineteenth-century land titles. 
One notable instance, described in detail by Mary Margaret 
Amberson, placed John McAllen at odds with the powerful 
Kenedy family and concerned properties in which the McAllen 
and Ballf relatives also had an interest. Were Salome a half-sis­
ter of the deponent Jesus Ballf, the only probable reason for 
not mentioning the other heirs of Francisco Ballf might have 
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been a desire by the surviving children of Francisco's marriage 
to Paula Trevino to claim a greater share of land than that to 
which they were legally entitled. But this seems highly unlikely 
given the political, legal, and economic importance of members 
of Francisco Ballf's family-especially John McAllen -at the 
time. The reasonable conclusion, then, is that Jesus Ballf was 
telling the truth when he identified only three children for his 
father and indicated that his father had died in 1847.60 
However attractive the scenario that Salome Ballf Young 
McAllen's father Francisco was the son of Captain Jose Marfa 
Ballf and Paula Trevino might be, it seems almost certain to be 
wrong. As Escobar y Saenz presented it, though, this version 
of the lineage would have placed Salome as a direct lineal de­
scendant of Rosa Marfa Hinojosa Ballf and would also have, 
by virtue of' her half-brother's marriage, given her a close tie 
to Estanislado Oomfnguez's family. Jesus Ballf's 1880 depo­
sition that his father died in 1847 and that he left only three 
offspring-Jesus, Francisco, and Paula-seems conclusively to 
eliminate this possibility, however.61 
Conclusion 
As remarkable as it may seem, there is no consensus about just 
who Salome Ballf Young McAllen was in terms of the larger famil­
ial structure of the great Tejano families of the lower Rio Grande 
Valley. That she was related in some fashion to both Gregoria Ballf 
Domfnguez Gomez and Rosa Marfa Hinojosa Ballf seems likely, 
but the exact nature of the connection still has not been estab­
lished. This article has reviewed four distinct possibilities (or five, 
including Escobar y Saenz's interpretation of the "McAllen Book" 
lineage) and concluded that none of them is correct. 
Despite this, a number of other possible relationships exist 
that warrant investigation. These will be outlined briefly below. 
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I. Escobar y Saenz focused his analysis on the name Ballf
Villarreal versus Balli Trevino, with the former variant
indicating a man whose mother's maiden name was
Villarreal while the latter indicated a man whose mother's
maiden name was Trevino. He noted that the known
baptismal records of all of Francisco's children refer to him
only as Franci.,co Baff£ except for the 1841 baptismal record
of Francisco's daughter Corina, which called him Frm1ct:1co
Baff£ ViffarreaL. Escobar y Saenz used the absence of a
surname designation to support his theory that Francisco
was, in fact, Francisco Ballf Trevino (although the variant
Ballf Trevino never appeared in the baptismal records), but
the entry calling him Balli Villarreal seems important as
positive evidence that may indicate his origins. At least two
possibilities exist that might account for this name. The first
is that he may have been a son or nephew of the original
Jose Francisco Ballf Villarreal, chief judge of Reynosa,
who in later life seems to have relocated to Burgos. A
second possibility is that he may have been the product of
another, as of yet undiscovered, Balli- Villarreal marriage
that entitled him to use the Villarreal surname.62
2. Jesus Ballf noted in his 1880 deposition that his brother
Francisco Balli died in 1869. Salome's father Francisco
Ballf died on 2 January 1870. The similarity in dates
is notable. ls it possible that Salome's father Francisco
was Jesus Ball(s brother, one of the three children of
Jose Marfa Ballf mentioned in the 1880 deposition? This
possibility is intriguing, but it seems to be contradicted
by the 13 November 1794 marriage date for Jose Marfa
Balli and Paula Trevino. Were such a scenario feasible, it
would require this couple to have had grandchildren born
by 1801-an impossibility given their marriage only seven
years earlier. This scenario would effectively recreate the
Balli lineage as outlined by Florence Johnston Scott in
Royal La11dGra11t,1, but shorn of the Dominguez connection
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that she developed. As analyzed above, the same issue of 
conflicting dates invalidated Scott's original placement 
of Salome as a daughter of Francisco Ballf I I, although 
Scott there placed Salome as his daughter by Guadalupe 
Domfnguez.63
3. The possibility exists that Salome's father Francisco
Ballf belonged to neither the La Barreta branch of the
Ballf family nor to the Padre Island branch of the Ballf
family. Nicolas Ballf Perez and Josefa Manuela Guer­
ra Canamar were the parents of three other sons who
established families at Burgos, Tamaulipas, about sixty
miles southwest of Matamoros. It seems possible that
Francisco Ballf Villarreal may have belonged to one of
these families and, as a young man, made his way north
to the Rio Bravo. T his possibility should be thorough­
ly examined by Ballf researchers, for it may ultimately
prove to be the correct one. 64
Of these three possibilities, the first and third seem to be the 
most viable for identifying Salome Ballf Young McAllen's father 
Francisco Ballf VJlarreal. Diligent research may yet confirm his 
identity. 
As reviewed above, earlier researchers have proposed three 
different identifications for Salome Ballf Young McAllen's father 
Francisco: first, that he was Francisco Ballf, son of Francisco Ballf 
and Manuela Solfs, and that her mother was Guadalupe Domfn­
guez, a scenario that would make her a lineal descendant of both 
Rosa Marfa Hinojosa Ballf and Gregoria Ballf Domfnguez; second, 
that he was Jose Francisco Ballf Villarreal, chief judge of Reynosa, 
and that he fathered Salome in his fifties by a late marriage to Petra 
de la Garza; and, third, that he was Francisco Ballf Trevino, son of 
Jose Marfa Ballf and Paula Trevino, and that he fathered Salome 
while in his twenties by his second wife, Petra de la Garza. None 
of these possibilities seems feasible when all of the evidence is 
considered. 
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Each possibility carries with it important implications that 
might help explain Salome Ballf Young McAllen's character 
and accomplishments-making her variously a lineal descen­
dant of both Gregoria Ballf Dominguez Gomez and Rosa Marfa 
Ballf Hinojosa, a niece of Dona Gregoria and a cousin of Dona 
Rosa's husband Jose Marfa Ballf, or a great-granddaughter 
of Dona Rosa, a cousin of Dona Gregoria, and a sister-in-law 
of Dona Gregoria's granddaughter. Any of these possibilities 
would seem to possess explanatory force to account for why 
and how Salome possessed the ability to orchestrate the acqui­
sition and consolidation of the Santa Anita grant. 
But another explanation exists that does not caJI for a lin­
eal connection to either of these more famous women. Salome 
was the product of a socio-cultural system that afforded deter­
mined women a significant degree of personal independence. 
A woman of drive and ambition-like Oona Gregoria or Dona 
Rosa-might accomplish remarkable things. Although Salome 
was likely related in some distant fashion to each of these wom­
en, she need not have been so to have accomplished what she 
did. Salome belonged to the last generation of Tejano families 
to have been born prior to the annexation of the region between 
the Rio Grande and Nueces Rivers to the United States. The 
world in which she grew up and came of age was not that of 
Anglo colonization and exploitation but rather the culmination 
of the one that had produced women like Dona Gregoria and 
Dona Rosa. Perhaps Salome was exactly what she seems: her 
own woman, a person of acumen and intelligence, driven to ac­
complish and succeed. She need not have been anyone's descen­
dant to have done that.65 
The University of Texas-Rio Grande Valley 
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Appendix: Ballf Families 
Below are brief genealogical summaries of the Ball{ families 
mentioned in this article. They are offered here in the hope that 
it may assist future researchers who might attempt to solve the 
question of Salome's relationship to other members of the Rio 
Grande Valley Ball{ family. 
1. Nicolas Balli: and Josefa Manueal Guerra Canamar
Nicolas Ball{ married, about 1720, Josefa Manuela Guerra
Canamar, daughter of Captain Antonio Guerra Canamar and 
Marfa Antonia de la Garza Trevino.66 Nicholas was a son of
Juan Antonio Ball{ and Marfa Perez. 
ChiliJrem67
A. Juan Antonio Ball{ Guerra. He married Francisca Rosalia de
Villarreal on 5 Aug·ust 1748 and lived at Reynosa. He draft­
ed his will on 6 June 1798. Their children included:68 
• Marfa Gregoria Ballf de Villarreal. m. (I) Francisco Domfnguez, m.
(2) Manuel Gomez.
• Marfa Guadalupe Ballf de Villarreal.
• Jose Cipriano Ballf de Villarreal.
• Marfa Catarina Ballf de Villarreal, m. ,Jose Antonio Madrazo.
• Marfa Josefa Ballf de Villarreal.
• Jose Enrique Ballf de Villarreal.
• Jose Franscico Ballf de Villarreal. He married first, about I 790, Marfa
Teresa de la Garza and second, about 1794, Ana Francisca de la
Garza. He married third, on I 7 May 1820, at Burgos, Marfa Ignacia
Garcia.69 
• Jose Antonio Ballf de Villarreal.
• Jose Ygnacio Ballf de Villarreal. m. Marfa de los Santos Cavazos.
• Jose Manuel Ballf de Villarreal. m. Marfa Antonio Cavazos.
• Juan Antonio Ballf de Villarreal.
B. Jose Nicolas Ball{. He married Gertrudis Rodrfguez and
moved to Burgos.
C. Jose Marfa Ball1. He married Rosa Marfa de Hinojosa/0 
daughter of Captain Juan Jose de Hinojosa de la Garza
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and Dona Marfa Antonia Ynes Baez de Benavides.7 1 Rosa 
Marfa's grandparents were Capt. Diego de Hinojosa Can­
tu and Marfa Josefa de la Garza and Juan Baez de Bena­
vides and Marfa Clara Guerra. Jose Marfa and Rosa Marfa 
moved to Reynosa. Their children included: 
• Capt. Juan Jose Ballf.i2 Escobar y Saenz estimates his birth as 1760,
but he was probably younger, possibly born about 1770. He wrote his
will on 9 May 1804.73
• Nicol.is. Escobar y Saenz estimates his birth as 1758, but he was
probably much younger, born about 1772. Padre Nicol.is Ballf also left
no issue.74
• Jose Marfa Ballf. Escobar y Saenz estimates his birth as I 762, but he
may have been born as late as I 772. He married Marfa Paula Trevi­
no.75 Escobar y Saenz indicates that she was a daughter of Bartolome
de Trevino Garcia and Rosa Marfa Guerra de la Garza and that she 
and Jose Marfa married 13 November 1794. They were the parents
of seven children, who became heirs of both their uncle Padre icol.is
Ballf and their grandmother Rosa Marfa Hinojosa Ballf.76 Their chil­
dren included:
» Ji1,1e/a Ball!. E,cohar y Sdm;: e,1ti111ate,1 Dt'r hirth a,, 1796-1797. Sh,, 1:, ,,aid
Iii have remainer) .,i11ple and t,, have ,,erved a., cardal.:t'rj;w ht'r uncle, Padrt'
Nicilftf., Ba/If, until hi.J rJeath.
)) Camren Ba//f, 111arrierJ4 June 1821, llfata11111/"/l,I, Rafael Sol!.,. 11 
» Franc1:1co Balli. Scott identifier) him a., the 1111111 who married IHanuela
SoL!.,. E�cohar y Sdm;: caller) him hm1c1:,c{} Bal/£ J,, Trevin{} mu) inJicafrd
that he 111111.,-iu) fi,�,t Ana J{},1efa Cava.::o.,, ,,econJ JJ;/arfa i11anuela Je So/{.,
r),,f Barrio, third /J;/arfa Petra de la Car.::a, and_l;mrth i11aria Guadalupe de 
Trevi,io. He clearly married 1J1an11eLa S0/i.1; the other three 111tl/Ttll/Je,1 ,,ee111
to pertai11 to Franc1:,co Ba/It, .father 4 Sa/{}111e Bal/£ Yo1111_r; ll1cA/len, who
wa., apparent�y a J![(erent i11di,,iJ11al. Fmnc1:,co Baff { Trevi,io and /Uanuela
Sol!., were the parent., of three children, a., evir)wcer) /,y the 188(} dep{},,ition
4 Je.111.,.1 Bafff..18 Their chi/Jrm included:
+ Francisco Ballf. Scott indicated that this man married Dona
Guadalupe Domfnguez. Escobar y Saenz also supports this mar­
riage but indicated that the groom was Salome Ball f's half-broth­
er because of his identification of her father I· rancisco Ballf as
Francisco Ballf Trevino.79




» Juan Jose Ballf.80
» Marfa Rosa Ballf.81 
» Marfa Guadalupe Ballf. She married Carlos Francisco Galbert.82 
» Jose Antonio Ballf.83 
» Marfa Concepcion Ballf. She married Jose Marfa Alvarez and 
moved to southern Mexico in 1836.84 
D. Juan Jose Balli. He is believed to have died as a child.
E. Rosa Marfa Ballf. She is believed to have died as a child.
F. Jose Santiago Ballf. He married Marfa Josefa Cisernos and
moved to Burgos.
J. Jose Bartolome Balli. He married Rita Roddguez and
moved to Burgos.
K. Jose Manuel Ballf. He became a priest and lived at Burgos
and Sabinas Hidalgo.
L. Marfa Gertrudis Balli. She married Jose Francisco de los
Santos Coy and lived at Reynosa.
2. Francisco Balli and Ana Josefa Cavazos
Francisco Ballf who married Ana Josefa Cavazos is uniden­
tified. Escobar y Saenz identified this man as the same Francis­
co Ballf who married Petra de la Garza, but he suggested that 
F rancisco and Ana Josefa were not legally married. Escobar y
Saenz also suggested, however, that this was the same individu­
al who was married to Manuela Solfa.85 
Francisco Ballf and Ana Josefa Cavazos were the parents of 
three known children: 
Cbi/;Jren: 
A. Jose Eulogio Ballf Cavazos. He was baptized 9 February
1821 at Reynosa. He married Marfa Eulalia Loya Garcia on
7 May 1855.86 
B. Marfa Petra Ballf Cavazos. She was born about 1820 or
1821 and appears on Brownsville tax I ists during the 1860s,
at which time she was apparently unmarried. The identity of
her husband, if any, is unknown.
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C. Jose Marcos Ball( Cavazos. He was probably born about
1822. He married Matiana de Hinojosa on 5 November
1843 in Matamoros.87
3. Francisco Ballf and Manuela Solis del Barrio
Francisco Ball( married Manuela Solfs del Barrio on 10 May
1821. She was a daughter of Jose de Jesus Solis and Marfa 
Matiana de! Barrio.88 Escobar y Saenz included a photocopy of 
the original document proving the marriage. He noted that the 
document did not say" viudo de (widower). "89 
Escobar y Saenz used this as evidence that Francisco may 
not have been married to Ana Josefa Cavazos, but, instead, had 
children with her out of wedlock; this could, however, be used 
to prove that Francisco Ball( (husband of Ana Josefa Cavazos) 
and Fransico Ball( (husband of Manuela SoUs) were two differ­
ent men. 
Padre Nicolas Ballf performed the marriage of Francisco 
Ball( and Manuela Solis. This Francisco seems to have been the 
man who was son of Jose Marfa Ballf and Marfa Paula Trevino 
and the grandson of Jose Marfa Ballf and Rosa Marfa Hinojosa. 
CbiliJren of Francic1co Balli and Manuela Soli.-1: 
A. Francisco de Jesus Marfa Ball( Solfa. He was born 5 Octo­
ber 1822 at Matamoros. Escobar y Saenz identifies him as
the man who married Guadalupe Domfnguez, daughter of
Estanislado Domfnguez Ballf and Marfa Antonia Trevifio. 90 
B. Jose de Jesus Marfa Balli Solfs. He was born 8 February
1825 at Matamoros. He married Marfa Isabel de Trevino on
24 July 1846 at Matamoros.91 
C. Marfa Paula Ball( SoUs. She was born 8 October 1827 at
Matamoros and apparently lived to adulthood. Details of
her marriage, if any, are unknown.
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4. Francisco Balli, father of Salome Ballf Young McAllen
Francisco Ballf married Marfa Petra de la Garza about 1825,
probably in Matamoros.92 She was christened on 9 February 
1805 at Camargo and died 20 January 1844 at Matamoros.93 
He may have been the Francisco Ballf who was also married to 
Ana Josefa Cavazos. 
Chi/;Jren of Francuco Balli and Maria Petra de la Garza were: 
A. Guadalupe Ballf de la Garza, christened 3 July 1826, Reyno­
sa, died about 1849, Brownsville, married, about 1846,
Brownsville, TX, Alejandro Langstroth.
B. Marfa Salome Ballf de la Garza, christened 4 September
1828, Matamoros, died 2 l May 1895, Brownsville, married
(I) 9 November 1853, Brownsville, John Young, Sr., possi­
bly after an 1846 civil ceremony in Matamoros, married (2)
19 July 1861, Brownsville, John McAllen.94 
C. Marfa Genoveva Ballf de la Garza ("Chata"), christened 29
February 1831, Matamoros, died 3 March 1902, Browns­
ville, married, about 1851-1852, Brownsville, Alejandro
Langstroth (as his second wife).
D. Marfa De los Santos Ballf de la Garza ("Santitos"), chris­
tened 13 July 1833, Matamoros, died 25 February 1912,
Edinburg, married 15 October 1848, Matamoros, Elder B.
Barton, Soldier of San Jacinto, died 4 August 1884, Los In­
dios.
E. Marfa De los Angeles Ballf de la Garza, christened 10 Oc­
tober 1835, Matamoros and Reynosa, died 15 September
1872, Brownsville, married 6 March 1858, Brownsville,
Jose Angel de la Vega, from Spain. She is buried in Browns­
ville's Old Cemetery and shares a marker with her father
and siblings.
F. Jose Francisco Ballf de la Garza, christened 6 February 1838,
Matamoros, married (1) 12 April 1861, Brownsville, Carlota
l{jdder, married (2) Regina Virginia McGovern. 
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G. Marfa Carlota (Corina) Balli de la Garza, christened 14 May
1841, Matamoros, married 3 November 1883, Hidalgo Co.,
TX, James W. "Spike" Kenedy, son of Capt. Mifflin Kenedy
and Petra Vela.95 
H. Jose Emilio Ballf de la Garza, christened 18 September
1842, Matamoros, died 31 January 1868, Brownsville, mar­
ried 21 lvlay 1865, Brownsville, Marfa Isabel Gorley. He is
buried in Brownsville's Old Cemetery and shares a marker
with his father and siblings.
Following the death of Petra de la Garza Ballf, Franscico 
Ballf later married or lived with Marfa Guadalupe de Trevino. 
Escobar y Saenz suggests that Francisco and Guadalupe were 
never formally married but that they began living together 
about 1850. 
The following Hidalgo and Cameron County census reports 
showed members of this family, evidencing the close connec­
tion between Salome Balli Young McAllen and her younger 
half-siblings: 
1860 Hidalgo Co., TX, Census, Edinburg P.O., HH 2660/1540: F. 
Ballf, 60, Farmer, $400 (Personal Estate), $0 (Real Estate), 
Mexico; G., 20, female, Mexico; A., 3, female, TX; C., 2, 
female, TX. 
1870 Cameron Co., TX, Census, Mortality Schedule, Browns­
ville, Ward 2: Francisco Balli, 69, male, white, widowed, 
born in Mexico, Farmer, died in January from intermittent 
fever. 
1870 Hidalgo Co., TX, Census, Mortality Schedule, Precinct 
Number One, Francisco Balli, 69, male, white, widowed, 
born in Mexico, Farmer, died in January from old age. 
1870 Hidalgo Co., TX, Census, HH 19/18: John McAllen, 44, 
Stock raiser, $20,300/$2 l ,600, Ireland; Salome, 39, Keep­
ing House, Mexico; James, 8, At Home, Texas. HH 20/19: 
Francisco Ballf, 31, Mexico; Virginia, 25, Texas; Frederico, 
IO, Texas; Caroline, 12, Texas; Dofianciana, 5, TX. In HH 
22/21, Francisco Balli, 3, Texas, was living with the family 
of' Cecilio and Feliz Hernandez. 
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1870 Cameron Co., TX, Census, Brownsville, Ward 2, H H 
392/376: John McAllen, 38, Farmer, $20,000/$10,000, 
Scotland; Salome, 38, Keeping House, Mexico; Juan, 15, 
At Home, Texas; Santiago, 8, Texas; Genoveva Langstroth, 
35, Mexico; Frederico Ballf, l 0, Texas; Corina, 9, Texas; 
Alberta, 7, Texas; Oofiaciana, 5, Texas; Marcela, 3, Texas; 
Soledad Rubio, 34, Domestic Servant, Mexico; Isidro Yan 
Donado, 25, Domestic Servant, Mexico. 
1880 Hidalgo Co., TX, Census, Conception Rancho-Santa Ani­
ta Rancho, HH 374/374: John McAllen, 53, Stock Raiser, 
Ireland/Scotland/Scotland; Salome B., 49, Wife, Keeping 
House, Mex./Mex./Mex.; John Young, 26, Stepson, Stock 
Raiser, Tex./England/Mex.; Corrina Ballf, 21, Sister-in-law, 
At Home, Tex./Mex./Mex.; Frederico Ballf, 19, Brother-in­
law, Stock Herder, Tex./Mex./Mex.; Alberta Ballf, 17, Sis­
ter-in-law, At Home, Tex./Mex./Mex.; Oofianciano Ballf, 
15, Brother-in-law, Attending School, Tex./Mex./Mex.; 
Marcela Ballf, 13, Sister-in-law, Attending School, Tex./ 
Mex/Mex.; Luis Ballf, Bro.-in-law, Attending School, Tex./ 
Mex./Mex. 
Children of Franci.1co Balli and Maria Guadalupe de Trel'iii.o: 
A. Marfa Angelita Balli' de Trevino. She was christened on 31
March 1854 in Brownsville. She appeared with her parents
in the 1860 census but has not been located afterwards.
B. Marfa Alberta Balli' de Trevino. She was born 20 March
1857 and christened 21 September 1857 at Brownsville.
She was apparently living with her parents in 1860 but may
have died soon afterwards.
C. Jose Federico Balli' de Trevino. His christening record has
not been located, but census records indicate that he was
born in 1860. He was enumerated with his siblings in the
McAllen household in 1880. He married Marfa Guadalupe
Lahmn on 26 October 1895 in Brownsville.
0. Alberta Balli' de Trevino. The 1870 and 1880 census indicated
that Alberta was born about 1863, thus suggesting that the
first Marfa Alberta Ballf de Trevino may have died and a
second child been given her name. Alberta Balli' married
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John J. Young on 20 April 1884. Young was her half­
nephew, a circumstance that caused a family rift at the time. 
E. Jose Donaciano Ballf de Trevino. He was born on 4 April
1865 and christened on 11 July 1866 in Brownsville. He was
living with John and Salome McAJlen in 1870 and 1880.96 
F. Marcela Ballf de Trevino. She was born about 1867 and was
enumerated with her siblings in the McAllen household in
1870 and 1880. Scott calls her Manuela and states that she
married Luis Izaguirre. Escobar y Saenz does not list her.
G. Jose Luis Ballf de Trevino. He was born 17 February 1869
and christened 20 February 1869 in Brownsville. He was
enumerated with his siblings in 1880 in the McAllen house­
hold.97
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Francisco, Victoria, Trinidad, Marfa del Refugio, Narciso, and Antonio 
and assigns them them the surname Ballf de la Garza [o Garcia]. Escobar y 
Saenz speculated that the third marriage might be for a different individual 
who was a member of the Burgos family, but the records of uestra Senora 
de Loreto, Burglos, Tamaulipas, show that the groom was age 49 (and hence 
born about 1771) and the bride was age 28 (and hence born about 1792) 
and that he was the widower of Ana Francisca de la Garza. See "Mexico, 
matrimonios, 1570-1950," index, Fam/�ySearcl.i (https://familysearch.org/ 
ark:/61903/l:l:NDKB-7Y7 : accessed 8 June 2015). This index also shows: 
Jose Francisco Ballf and Marfa Ignacia Garcia, 17 May 1820; citing Nues­
tra Senora De Loreto, Burgos, Tamaulipas, Mexico, reference Item 16 #10; 
FHL microfilm 1,511,773. Buenabentura Trevino married Juana Ballf on 3 
February 1818 at Nuestra Senor de Loreto, Burgos; he was age 22 and she 
18. He was a son of Ignacio Trevino and Marfa Ignacia Barrera and she a
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daughter of Jose Francisco Ballf and Ana Francisca de la Garza. See: "Mex­
ico, matrimonios, 1570-1950," index, FamifySenrch (https://familysearch.org/ 
ark:/61903/l:l:NDKY-P77 : accessed 8 June 2015), citing Nue tra Senora 
De Loreto, Burgos, Tamaulipas, Mexico, reference Item 16 #3; FHL mi­
crofilm 1,511,773. Marfa Teresa Ballf married Parnicio Trevino on 22 June 
1812; he was age 27 and she age 17. He was a son of Luis Trevino and Marfa 
Matilde Camarillo and she a daughter of Jose Ballf and Ana Francisca de la 
Garza. See: "Mexico, matrimonios, 1570-1950," index, FnmifySenrcb (https:// 
familysearch.org/ark:/61903/l:l:NOKY-3LW: accessed 8 June 2015), citing 
Nuestra Senora De Loreto, Burgos, Tamaulipas, Mexico, reference Item 16 
#18; FHL microfilm I.SI 1,773. Jose Francisco BallfVillarreal. chief judge of 
Reynosa, seems to have been living in Burgos by 1812. 
70 Estimates for their date of marriage vary widely, with the earliest esti­
mates being about 1760 and the latest ones being about 1770. Since Rosa 
Marfa is believed to have been born about 1753, it is unlikely that she could 
have married much before 1770. 
71 Scott identified other children of this couple as Esmergilda (born before 
1777 and living in 1850); Marfa Ignacia; Juan Hinojosa; Juana; Vicente; 
Marfa Y gnacia; Cipriano; and Manuel. Escobar y Saenz, p. 121, noted that 
all baptismal and marriage records cited for the offspring of Francisco Ballf 
were researched by her at the Catholic Archives of Texas at Austin. 
72 Scott indicated that he married I• rancisca de la Garza but left no issue. 
Escobar y Saenz called him Juan Jose Ballf de Hinojosa. Escobar y Saenz 
indicated that he was married first to Marfa Salome de Vega, daughter of 
Juan Jose de la Vega and Marfa Cayetana Rodrfguez, by whom he had two 
children. See note 73, below. 
73 Scott, p. 92-94, included a transcription. The will listed two wives, Dona 
Marfa Y gnacia de Trevino and Ona. Francisca de la Garza. Francisca was 
described as "now deceased from which matrimony we have not had any 
children." He left his share of the Ballf lands (to which he was heir through 
his parents) to be divided between his two surviving brothers and appointed 
his wife Dona Marfa Y gnacia de Trevino "as my only and universal heir" 
who was to enjoy the remainder of his property. Jesus Ballf stated of him in 
1880: "Juan Jose Ballf, lastly named, wa usually called Captain Ballf, from 
his holding a military position so designated. He was my great uncle, brother 
of my grandfather, Jose Marfa Ballf, he was married to Dona Marfa Y gnacio 
Trevino. They never had any children." See Scott, p. 99. Escobar y Saenz, p. 
111, citing the Frank Cushman Papers concerning the Records of Reynosa 
(1800-forward), noted "two real heirs: Ma. Rita Ballf Vega & Juan Jose 
Antonio Ballf Vega, plus an adopted son: Jose Mauricia Ballf de Trevino, 
who all married and produced heirs of their own." According to Escobar y 
Saenz, the mother of these children was Marfa Salome Vega, daughter of 
Juan de la Vega and Marfa Cayetano Rodriguez. Escobar y Saenz states 
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that Jose Mauricio Ballf Trevino was a "mulato libre" who was "raised and 
educated" in the home of Juan Jose Ballf and Marfa Ignacia de Trevino. 
74 He left three different wills. The last, dated 6 August 1828, was the le­
gally binding one. Florence J. Scott transcribed it, in Spanish, in Royal Land 
Grants, pp. 94-98. Jesus Ballf stated of him in 1880: "The Cura, or Priest, 
Nicola Ballf was a son of the said Jose Marfa Ballf, the elder, and Oona 
Rosa Marfa Ballf de Hinojosa, and brother of the Captain Juan Jose Ballf 
and my grandfather Jose Marfa Ballf, and he wa therefore my grand-uncle. 
He was not married nor had any children. I know his descent from my father 
and uncles and aunts and from the common voice of the community. I know 
he was not married nor had any children from my personal acquaintance 
with him." 
75 Escobar y aenz identified him as Jo e Marfa Bal If de Hinojosa and her 
as Marfa Paula de Trevino Guerra. Escobar y Saenz noted that he was called 
"el Chico." He further indicated that Marfa Paula was a daughter of Bar­
tolome de Trevino Garcia and Rosa Marfa Guerra de la Garza. 
76 In his account, Escobar y Saenz referred to all seven children in proper 
Spanish form as Ballf de Trevino. Jesus Ballf stated of them in 1880: "They 
are all of them dead with the exception of Concepci6n Ballf-J uan Jose 
Ballf died at the Florida Ranch and the others all died in Matamoros, Mexi­
co. Concepci6n Ballf is probably dead, as I have not heard from her since the 
year I 844. She moved to the southern part of Mexico in I 836." See Scott, p. 
99. 
77 Escobar y Saenz called her Marfa Carmen Agustina Ballf de Trevino and 
indicated that she married Jose Rafael Solfs del Barrio. Escobar y Saenz, p. 
116, indicated that she was christened 8 November I 80 I at Reynosa. 
78 Jesus Ballf stated in 1880: "I do know lands in Cameron County known 
as the" Baston." It is the upper side of the "Feria" tract and a part of it. My 
father the said Francisco Ballf, as one of the children of the said Jose Marfa 
Ballf, my grandfather, was in possession of the Baston lands when I first 
knew them, and for many years afterwards. Francisco Calbert succeeded 
him. William Neale occupied below part of the same land. Francisco Calbert 
and William Neale held said lands under a sale by the authorities of Matam­
oros, Mexico, at the instance of my father, of the rights of myself and brother 
and sister. I was young at the time, and personally did not know much about 
it, but have learned it since." See Scott, p. I 00. The copy was certified by F. 
M. Campbell, Cameron County Clerk, on August 2, 1880.
79 Escobar y Saenz identified her as Marfa Guadalupe Oomfnguez Trevino, 
daughter of Jose Estanislado Oomfnguez Ballf and Marfa Antonio Trevino, 
and indicated she married Francisco de Jesus Marfa Ballf Solfs, son of Fran­
cisco Ballf de Trevino and Marfa Manuela Solfs del Barrio. Escobar y Saenz 
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suggested that this man was Salome Ball{ Young McAllen's half-brother. See 
Escobar y Saenz, p. ;x,'<iv. 
80 Escobar y Saenz called him Juan Jose Gabriel Ball{ de Trevino and 
indicated that he married first (17 July 1828 at Matamoros) Marfa Felicitas 
Salinas and second (6 February 1830 at Matamoros) Candida de la Garza 
Falcon. Escobar y Saenz, p. 116, stated that he was christened 4 April 1805 at 
Camargo. 
81 Escobar y Saenz called her Marfa Rosa Ballf de Trevino and indicated that 
she married first Juan Jose de Tijerina and second William Cooper. Escobar y 
Saenz, p. 1 16, stated that she was christened 6 August 1807 at Reynosa. 
82 Escobar y Saenz called her Marfa Guadalupe Ball, de Trevino and indi­
cated that she married first Carlos Francisco Calbert, second Juan Antonio 
Tenorio, and third Juan Francisco Giron. He noted that the second and third 
marriages were unique to his interpretation. He indicated (p. 117) that she was 
born about 1810-1811 at Reynosa. 
83 Escobar y Saenz called him Jose Marfa Ball, and indicated (p. 116) that 
he was christened 16 October ] 809 at Reynosa and buried 8 May 1813 at 
Matomoros. 
84 Escobar y Saenz called her Concepcion Ball{ de Trevino and indicated that 
she married Jose Marfa Alvarez. Escobar y Saenz indicated that she was born 
about 1812-1813 and that she married l O October 1830 at Matamoros. 
85 Escobar y Saenz, p. xxiii, noted that according to his formulation Francis­
co would have been the father of two sons named Francisco and two daughters 
named Angelita. 
86 Escobar y Saenz, p. 20, notes that the baptismal record describes him as 
"hyi, ,int. Ann Jfn. Cava.::11,1." 
87 Escobar y Saenz, p. 118. 
88 Scott, p. 74, noted that interests "of the three minor children of Francisco" 
Ball{ were sold in 1843. 
89 Escobar y Saenz, p. 133. 
90 This is the couple identified by Scott as the parents of Salome. Escobar y 
Saenz suggested, instead, that he was Salome's half-brother. If this is the family 
mentioned in the 1880 deposition, then he died in 1869. 
91 If the identification is correct, this would be the man who made the 1880 
deposition. There is a ten-year difference between the deposed age (65) and 
the real age (55) as evidenced by the baptismal record. It is possible that Scott 
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mistranscribed the record or that the clerk who recorded the document made 
an error. 
92 Escobar y Saenz suggested that this was Francisco's third marriage. 
Amberson et· al. indicated that Francisco was the father of sixteen children. 
If so, the marriage to Petra de la Guerra would possibly have been his first 
wife. Escobar y Saenz discussed these children on more than one occasion in 
his text. ee Escobar y Saenz, p. 20-21. 
93 Escobar y Saenz, p. 20. Escobar y Saenz indicated that she may have 
been the daughter of" Padres lnfieles" or perhaps of Jose Angel de la Garza 
and Marfa Francisca Garcia. He noted (p. 131) that she was almost certain­
ly the Marfa Petra de la Garza baptized 9 February 1805 at Santa Anna de 
Camargo Catholic Church. If so, she was a daughter of Joseph Angel de la 
Carza and Marfa Francisca Carcia. 
94 Escobar y Saenz, p. xxi, indicated that she was baptized in Matamoros 
by a priest named Jose Marfa de la Carza and that icolas Bally appears 
as a co-signer in the baptismal record. Her parents were listed as Francisco 
Bally and Ma. Petra de la Carza. See also Escobar y Saenz, p. I I 9. 
95 Escobar y Saenz, p. 21, noted that the baptismal record of Carlota (Co­
rina) Ballf stated that her father was "Francisco Ballf Villarreal." but none of 
the others. All other records merely say: "Francisco Ballf'' for the father. 
96 Escobar y Saenz noted that the baptismal record describes him as "hijo 
nat. de. Guad. Trevino." 
97 Escobar y Saenz noted that the baptismal record describes him as "hio 
nat. de Francisco Ballf y Guadalupe Trevino." He used this as evidence to 
support his conclusion that Francisco and Guadalupe were not married. 
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Sally Skull: The Legend 
by 
Sondra Shands 
The legend of Sally Scull is long and complex. She was bigger 
than life, but most people today have never heard of the blue-eyed, 
slender woman. According to legend, Sally rode astride, dressed 
in long bloomer pants made of leather or heavy coarse cotton and 
tied at the ankles. On her head she wore a split bonnet to shade her 
eyes, but it had little effect against the ravishes of the hot Texas sun 
and wind on her face. 
Each rendition written about this infamous character tells ba­
sically the same story, making it very difficult to give proper cred­
it without the needed sources. In fact, very few documents exist. 
Legends, however, abound. 1 A very distinct theme threads its way 
throughout the legends and limited documents. All agree that Sally 
outrode, outshot and outcussed the most foul-speaking men of the 
day.Some accuse her of being a stone killer.All legends insist that 
she possessed little or no mercy. Documents show that she owned 
and operated a ranch near Banquette, not far from Corpus Christi, 
Texas, and that this physically small woman commanded a group 
of hard-core, outlaw Mexican vaquero.,, who allegedly stole horses 
and cattle without fear or regard of retaliation from anyone but 
their leader. 
During the agonizing time of the War Between the States, 
wagons were in constant use, carrying cotton to be loaded on ships 
waiting to sail to Europe with their cargos. Cotton blew from the 
wagons as they bounced southward, settling on the dirt road and 
surrounding fields, thus creating the name Cotton Road. Sally 
Skull traveled up and down the Cotton Road between Kingsville 
and Brownsville, carrying much-needed stolen or smuggled goods 
to aid the South. She traveled extensively, and apparently with-
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out concern, into Matamoros, Mexico, and beyond. Who was this 
woman who left such a lasting footprint, small though it literally 
was, in South Texas and the Rio Grande Valley? 
Sally, born Sarah Jane Newman, was the fifth of ten children 
born in Illinois Territory, about 1817, to Joseph Newman and Ra­
chel Rose Rabb. There is little information about Joseph New­
man's early life before he married his wife Rachel, but she was the 
daughter of William Rabb and his wife Mary Smalley.2 A personal 
friends of the Austin family, William Rabb joined Stephen F. Aus­
tin's original settlers, known as the Old Three Hundred.3 In 1823,
when the Rabb and Newman families settled in Texas, little Sally 
was six years old. 
The Daify Brief, a Corpus Christi newspaper, made the observa­
tion that coming to Texas with the Old Three Hundred was much 
like sailing to America on the Mayflower in 1620.4 To most Tex­
ans, a heritage of such magnitude would be more like arriving in 
Jamestown in 1607, thirteen years earlier. 
Joseph Newman received a land grant in Texas from the Mex­
ican Government in 1824. This grant awarded Newman 4,428 
acres plus another labor of land containing 177 acres.5 This land
was located in what is now Wharton County along the east side of 
the Colorado River and also near the town of San Felipe. Adjoin­
ing land was granted to Rachel's brother, Andrew Rabb. Because 
William Rabb agreed to build a gristmill and a watermill, the Rabb 
and Newman families received the largest Grants. 
Census records state that Newman raised cattle and farmed the 
land. Even so, he was often not in residence, leaving his wife and 
their ever-growing number of children alone on the isolated ranch. 
Miles separated remote Texas ranches. Rachel Rabb Newman was 
a determined, competent, and brave woman, and, as such, the safe­
ty of her children was her top priority. Like other women alone on 
other ranches, Rachel often put her children to bed with the set­
ting sun. No lanterns were lit, supper was cold leftovers and extra 
blankets were added to keep the children warm, to avoid building 
a fire in the fireplace. Flickering light seeping through the cracks of 
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the log cabins presented a target to passerby thieves and pillaging 
bands of Indians, who roamed the open spaces. 
Reports tell of drunken Indians circling the house on frequent 
occasions, demanding food and liquor, the white man's fire water. 
On one such occasion, a drunken Indian made the decision to en­
ter the house head first down the chimney. Legend says that Ra­
chel tore open a pillow and dumped the chicken feathers in the 
smoldering fire. The choking man was pulled out of the chimney 
by his companions, who thought the incident hilarious. 
Another account states that a raiding Indian Brave seeking en­
trance into the cabin thrust his moccasin clad feet under the space 
between the porch Aoor and the leather hinged door in an attempt 
to pop the door from its hinges. Rachel grabbed an axe leaning 
against an inside wall and, swiftly and without hesitation, chopped 
off all his toes. 
There are many such tales about Rachel's bravery. One in 
particular reveals a young Sally following her mother's tutelage. 
It relates that a passing gentleman stopped at the Newman home 
for a visit. While the adults were chatting, Sally looked out the 
window and saw two Indians slithering toward the house. When 
she told her mother about the approaching Indians, the visitor did 
not behave bravely; in fact, he pretended his weapon was broken, 
preventing him from being of help. Sally, according to the legend, 
demanded in disgust that he give her the gun! 
Still, Sally was just one little girl. Brave as the mother and 
daughter were, it became apparent that they could not continue 
to fight the hostile Indians and the continued attacks and theft. 
Finally, Rachel made the decision to take her children and move 
closer to the little community of Egypt so she would have support 
if needed when Joseph was away from home. 
Various records and documents state that Sally's father 
signed a will, in February of 1831, leaving all of his property to 
his wife Rachel and their ten children.Shortly after signing the 
will, Joseph died. Later, that same year, fourteen-year-old Sally 
married Jesse Robinson, though the bond would not be record-
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ed until 1833. Various researchers have pondered the two-year 
wait before the marriage was recorded. The reality is that this 
was most likely the first time a licensed clergyman, often re­
ferred to as a saddlebag parson, was in the area. The ensuing 
ten years of marriage produced two children, Nancy and Al­
fred. The marriage also resulted in much friction and animosity 
between the couple as they fought, literally, for dominance. 
Seventeen or eighteen years older than Sally, Jesse, who 
had settled in Texas by 1822, was both a hard-drinking and a 
hard-fighting man.Combine Jesse's temper with Sally's equal­
ly strong-willed personality, and the marriage was destined for 
trouble. Jesse had the option of focusing his aggressive, com­
bative nature fighting Indians and Mexicans. Sally had no such 
options. Motherhood and the expected behavior for a wife on 
the Texas frontier in the mid-1800s guaranteed their marriage 
would be anything but peaceful.By 1843, the marriage was long 
over, legal in name only. Jesse Robinson sought a divorce by ac­
cusing his wife of adultery. Truthfully, Sally had been housing 
and feeding a man in the wash house, but adultery? Regardless, 
Sally fought back, countering that her husband was cruel and 
mean and a spendthrift who was squandering her inheritance. 
She demanded full custody of their children, Alfred, age six, 
and Nancy, age nine. A divorce was granted Robinson, but the 
judge made no ruling concerning the custody of the two chil­
dren. The result, of course, was an ongoing battle between Jes­
se and Sally over who would make decisions for their children. 
New Orleans had some excellent convent schools, and Sal­
ly and Jesse spent the 1840s "stealing" the children and hid­
ing them from the other parent in a series of convent schools. 
Both parents appear to have truly loved the children, and the 
children did, in fact, receive an excellent education. However, 
being used in such a fashion, bouncing between parents and 
schools and used as pawns, must have been very difficult. As 
an adult, Alfred lived near his father and appears to have had a 
good relationship with him.Nancy bonded strongly with Sally 
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until there was trouble over one of Nancy's pet dogs. When one 
of Nancy's dogs bit Sally, she shot the dog dead without hesita­
tion. Nancy, apparently, never forgave her mother. 
Shooting Nancy's dog aside, Sally appears to have deeply 
loved her children and was, in general, very gentle and kind to 
all children, even though mothers all over Texas used her fear­
ful reputation to chastise their misbehaving children by threat­
ing them that Sally Skull would take them away. Such threats 
worked. Several generations of Texas children kept an eye out 
for this scary, bigger-than-life woman galloping after them on a 
horse named Redbuck. 
Eleven days after the divorce was granted, Sally married 
her second husband, George H Scull. Was he the man living in 
the wash house? Though she married another three times, Sal­
ly kept the Scull name, with the exception of legal documents, 
which she always signed as Sarah Newman with her X mark. 
Whether Sally could write her name is not known with abso­
lute assurance, but, obviously, she had received little schooling. 
Scull soon became Skull, and it is believed that Sally herself 
made the change in spelling. 
Four years following the death of Sally's father, her mother 
Rachel deeded all of her property, including the land received 
from her father, William Rabb, to her ten children.6 About a
year or so after Sally married George Scull, she sold the last of 
her portion of inherited land and stock, as well as Scull's tools 
as a gun maker. In 1849, Sally signed a deed in Wharton con­
cerning a piece of land she had previously sold. When asked, 
Sally volunteered that her husband George Scull was dead. His 
death at the time is questionable, because, some years later, in 
1853, Scull or someone using his identity signed with his mark 
on a legal document in northeast Texas. At any rate, Sally had 
already married her third husband, John Doyle. 
There are many stories as to John Doyle's demise. It is said 
that Sally Skull murdered her third husband. At the same time, 
it is said that she did so in a fury over something he did, so it was 
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not murder, just an accidental killing. Another story says Doyle 
drowned trying to cross a raging river and that Sally remarked 
she did not care about Doyle but she surely did regret losing the 
gold he was wearing around his waist. A final explanation of his 
sudden and permanent disappearance concerned the finale of a 
fandango, which was an all-night party of gambling, dancing, 
fighting, and heavy drinking. This particular bash took place 
in Corpus Christi, and it was told that Sally walked up behind 
her still-drunken husband as he was drinking from the whis­
key barrel. Witnesses reported that, in disgust, Sally shoved his 
head down into the whiskey barrel, drowning him. 
Sally's fourth husband was Isaiah Wadkins. Sally filed for 
divorce from him about six months after marrying him. He 
appears to have been more callous and brutal than his wife. 
It appears, in fact, that Wadkins struck first and struck often, 
even dragging her behind his horse during one such fight. Sally 
was the one who filed the divorce papers this time. She brought 
charges against Wadkins for beating her and for being in an 
adulterous affair. The charges were virtuous.At the time he was 
served, Wadkins was living openly with another woman in Rio 
Grande City. This divorce was a righteous one. 
During the years between Sally's marriage to George Scull, 
whom she declared dead, and her marriage to her fifth husband, 
Christoph Horsdorff, was a busy time. Census records show 
Sally living near her sister Elizabeth and her family in De­
Witt County. Two years later, she is found at Banquette, which 
would remain her primary residence. Her ranch near Banquette 
adjoined the land of John Rabb, Sally's cousin. According to 
Lawrence Lof, a professor retired from the University of Texas 
at Brownsville and currently the Director of the Rabb Planta­
tion in Brownsville, Sally very likely encouraged her cousin to 
relocate to this area south of the Nueces River. 7 Today, Rob­
stown, Texas, is located in what was the Rabb's pasture.8
John was a very prosperous and respected rancher, and, 
later, he would become a Captain in the Confederacy. Sally and 
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John might have ranched together, and she may well have taken 
her cousin's advice on raising horses and cattle. Regardless of 
how or from whom she learned her skills, Sally was, from all 
accounts, a superb businesswoman. No one questioned the ability 
of this petite woman to outride or outwit others. Everyone agreed 
that Sally not only controlled the men who worked for her, but also 
commanded their total respect, though, in fact, that respect was 
most probably mixed with fear of her retaliation when angered. 
There were many who accused her of cattle rustling and horse 
stealing. Some people even declared that she had made a Devil's 
Pact with the Comanche Indians. Some of these accusations may 
be true, or none of them may be true. One charge is definitely 
true, however. Sally was fearless, quick to react with a weapon, 
and equally quick, it seems, to marry. 
The exact date of her fifth marriage is unclear, but, on or 
before 1860, they were living together as husband and wife. Re­
portedly handsome and at least twenty years younger than Sal­
ly, Christoph Horsdorff, in today 's vocabulary, had married a 
"cougar". He was Sally's "boy toy". Such an arrangement would 
not last, of course, but one observer of this couple is reported 
to have commented that Horsetrough, as Horsdorff was joking­
ly called, did nothing but stand around. The couple spent the 
years during the Civil War together.Supposedly, Horsdorff ac­
companied his wife as she and her Mquero,, drove wagons filled 
with cotton and other much-needed provisions up and down the 
Cotton Road and into Mexico in an attempt to save the hemor­
rhaging Confederacy. 
Soon after the end of the war, people said that Sally and 
Horsdorff were in Mexico on a buying trip. This may have been 
true, but, if so, Sally most probably did not return with her hus­
band, for she was never actually seen in his company again. The 
"Horsetrough" moved on, and, by 1868, was remarried. 
Rumors and gossip demanded that Sally Skull had been 
murdered by her husband. Had she been? Reports told of var­
ious sightings of her. Truth, or folk lore? Still others insisted 
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that she was living quietly with relatives in various parts of the 
State. Was she? Maybe she simply wearied of being Sally Skull 
and settled where she could once more be Sarah Jane Newman. 
Texas State Technical College, Harlingen 
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5 "Newman, Joseph," Ha,u)book 4 /Te.rn,1 Online, ,1.P. http://www.tsha.utexas. 
edu/handbook/online/article/NN/fne23.htm 
6 Joseph Newman (Texas Settler), http://en.wikipedia.org·, which is drawn 
primarily from Wolfram M. Von-Maszewski, ed., A11,1ti11:, Olr) Three H111u)rer): 
H1:1hwie,1 tlthe Fi'1;1t A,�qlo Col{)Ju:,t., a,, written by theirr)e,1cew)ent.1 (Waco, Texas: 
Eakin Press, 201 I), pp. 83, 163, 172, 180-181, and 206-207. 
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7 The author has corresponded with Professor Lawrence Lof and the au­
thor con erning the Rabb Family and its connection with Sally Scull. 
8 The similarity between the names Rabb and Robstown is a coincidence. 









The Kawahata Family Comes to the Valley 
by 
Randall Sakai 
This paper chronicles the life of Minoru ("Jimmy") and 
Toku Kawahata from their beginnings in Japan to their burials 
in Texas. They faced many hardships as they searched for better 
lives for themselves, their children, and their Kawahata, Okaza­
ki, and Sakai grandchildren. 
Minoru Kawahata was born a twin in Kagoshima, Japan on 
March 22, 1890, to Kitaro and lsekiku Kawahata. 1 His daugh­
ter, Rose Marie Sakai, remembered her mother viewing twins 
as bad luck. Rose did not know her father was a twin until her 
son, Paul, and she unexpectedly met cousins while vacationing 
in Kagoshima, Japan, in 2001. These cousins remembered Mi­
noru being a twin and not being welcome at home because of it.2
Another cousin from Kagoshima, Koko Shin'uchi, confirmed 
that old Japanese society "abhorred" plural births.3 Henry Ha­
jime Kawahata, Minoru's oldest surviving child, thought his 
father had no future with his family in Kagoshima, being the 
third son of Kitaro and lsekiku's five or six children.4 Both ex­
planations may have contributed to Minoru coming to the Unit­
ed States. Japan's involvement with the Sino-Japanese War 
(1884-1895), the Boxer Rebellion (1900), the Russo-Japanese 
War (1904-1905), and its difficulty in modernizing its economy 
to one less reliant on agriculture contributed to a high national 
debt and unemployment.
5 Japanese citizens were immigrating 
to Hawaii, Brazil, United States, and other parts of the world, 
looking for opportunities to improve their lives.6 
Minoru's path between Kagoshima and the United States 
is unclear, but Henry and Rose recalled him leaving his fami­
ly in Japan when he was thirteen or fifteen years old.7 Henry 
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thought Minoru had traveled to Hawaii from Japan working on 
the sugar plantations with $45 in his pocket.8 On the other hand, 
Rose believed South America was a stop before San Francisco.9
Research discovered three possible shipping records, but could 
not confirm any of them as his exact trip. One record had a "Mi­
noru Kawahata" arriving in Honolulu on October I 0, 1905. The 
second record listed an "M. Kawahata" arriving in San Fran­
cisco from Honolulu on February 26, 1907. The third record 
listed "M. Kawahata" arriving in San Francisco from Japan on 
October 17 , 1905. 10 Minoru spent several days in San Francisco 
before traveling to Lincoln, Nebraska, where he worked as a 
house boy and attended school. He attended school for several 
years, starting from the very beginning. He moved up to the 5th 
or 6th grade before deciding to move on to Colorado and work 
for Shinazburo Ban and his S. Ban & Company. He told Henry 
that he felt out of place playing "ring around the rosy" with his 
younger classmates.11
Shinazburo Ban was a Japanese businessman instrumen­
tal in bringing Japanese laborers to the United States for his 
business ventures. Mr. Ban established offices in Portland, Or­
egon, in Denver, Colorado, and in Sheridan, Wyoming, where 
he served as a labor contractor for several railroad companies 
in Oregon and the West. Mr. Ban also established mercan­
tile stores and other businesses to provide Japanese food and 
goods for his laborers.12 Henry described Minoru as someone
who resolved problems for the railroad company.13 The 19 I 0
Denver city directory listed Minoru as a labor agent for the S. 
Ban Company; however, he was listed as a bookkeeper for the 
General Store in the 1910 U.S. Census for Denver, Colorado.14
The 191 l Denver city directory listed Minoru as a clerk for the 
S. Ban Company.15 lt was thought Minoru moved to Delagua
in Las Animas County, Colorado, after living in Denver; how­
ever, the 1909 Colorado State Business Directory contained a
restaurant listing for "Matsno & Kawahata" in Las Animas. A
tax record indicated Minoru living in Delagua in 1912. 16
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Minoru traveled to Seattle, Washington, in 1915, to meet his 
picture bride, Toku Kondo. 17 Toku was born on September 22, 
1890, and was 25 years old when she arrived from Kagoshima, 
Japan. She arrived in Seattle on May 3, 1915, and was married 
that same day in a local Buddhist Church.18 Toku had lost her
mother when she was five years old and had been raised with her 
younger sister by her four older brothers. One brother, Sanki­
chi, was eventually adopted by the Meguri family and raised as 
their only child. 19 During their 200 I Japan vacation, Rose and
Paul Sakai learned that the Kawahatas and Kondos were fami­
ly friends in Kagoshima. The Kondos moved into the Kawahata 
home after their own home was destroyed by Mount Sakurajima's 
eruption in January 1914.20 Minoru and Toku expressed interest 
in each other when photos were exchanged. According to Koko 
Shin'uchi, Toku refused several local suitors to pursue marriage 
with Minoru in the United States, although her brothers and sis­
ter, except for Sankichi, raised their objections to the marriage.21 
Toku, educated in Japan, according to Rose, did not know how 
to boil water and had to be taught to cook by M.inoru.22 Toku 
used her married name, and was listed on her 1915 ship mani­
fest as married, with Kitaro Kawahata as her nearest relative.23
Thomas K. Walls wrote that Japanese brides needed to claim to 
be married to Japanese men in the United States; otherwise, they 
were listed as laborers and were refused entry into this country.2 
The 1915 ship manifest also listed Delagua as her final destina­
tion.25 Delagua was a coal mining town served by the railroads 
in southern Colorado's Las Animas County. It was established in 
1905, and was abandoned shortly after the mine closed in 1952.26
It is believed that they ran a restaurant and/or boarding house in 
Delagua. Henry and Rose both recalled M.inoru and Toku even­
tually moving to Santa Fe, New Mexico, to run a restaurant near 
the Capitol. Henry recalled hf.9ado con huer10,, (liver with eggs) and 
hf.9ado con cebolla,, (liver with onions) being served.27 
Minoru and Toku next moved to the Rio Grande Valley to 
join six other Japanese men and their families (Seiichi Noguchi, 
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Tanjiro Kawamura, H. Hatanaka, Nabutaro Kitayama, Tomas 
Tomazo Kato, and Frank Etsuyi lzumikawa) to "truck farm" 
around San Benito.28 "Truck farming" is growing vegetable crops 
for shipping to distant markets. Henry credited lzumikawa and 
Noguchi for encouraging Minoru to follow them to the Valley. 
Henry recalled that lzumikawa and Noguchi moved to the San 
Benito area for farming in 1911 and 1912, respectively.29 These
seven Japanese men combined their resources to purchase 
403 acres of the former Brulay sugar plantation southeast of 
Brownsville, Texas, around 1919.30 This included the old mill 
and pumping plant.31 George Brulay, the original founder of the
plantation, passed away in 1905. This eventually led the Brulays 
to terminate their sugar plantation in 1914. Mexican bandit raids 
may have been another factor encouraging the surviving family 
to sell the plantation and move into Brownsville.32 The Japanese
partners renamed this plantation the Yamato Colony, similar to 
Japanese ventures in Florida and California. This name could 
be translated as "Japanese Colony," since Yamato has been used 
as the old country name of Japan.33 The 1920 US Census listed 
these seven men and their families, totaling nineteen men, women, 
and children.34 The Yamato Colony used 50 to 100 laborers to 
produce beans, potatoes, and tomatoes.35 
This move made Minoru one of the earliest Japanese immi­
grants to move to the Rio Grande Valley. Norman Rozeff wrote 
of Heishoro Miyamoto as possibly being the earliest Japanese 
immigrant in the Valley. After spending six years in Mexico, 
Heishoro purchased 20 acres near Mission, around 1908. He re­
turned to Mexico, in 1925, when he could not encourage enough 
Japanese to invest in the Valley, but not before he had opened a 
small nursery and introduced the Satsuma orange, also known as 
the mandarin orange, to this area.36 Thomas K. Walls wrote that
Uichi "Hugh" Shimotsu moved to San Juan, Texas, in 1909 after 
graduating from the State Agricultural College of Colorado.37 
The Yamato Colony was part of on-going development of 
farming in the Valley by the /, 1. 1ei (first-generation Japanese 
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immigrants). Saburo Kitamura moved to the Valley, in 1921, 
when news of Uichi Shimotsu's success with cantaloupe in a 
San Francisco newspaper whetted his interest.38 He wrote to
Uichi, and moved to the Valley with the promise of Uichi's 
help.39 Mary Oyama Hada recalled her father, Tokujiro Oyama,
moving to San Benito, in 1920, to farm.40 These families were
part of the growing population of Japanese in Texas, but their 
immigration was slowed by rising anti-Japanese sentiment. This 
sentiment was highest in California, but was working its way to 
Texas. A group of /,1,1ei from Los Angeles, California, came to 
the Valley, in 1921, at the solicitation of a San Antonio land 
broker, to investigate farming possibilities and land acquisition, 
but met with resistance from Brownsville farmers and World 
War I veterans. These /,1,1ei families were not allowed to 
disembark from their train when they arrived in Harlingen, and 
were forced to leave the area. The US Census reported thirteen 
Japanese living in Texas in 1900, 340 in 1910, and 449 in 1920:H 
Texas eventually passed its own Alien Land Law, in 1921 
(after California passed theirs, in 1920), restricting Japanese 
immigrants from acquiring land.42 Japanese Texans formed the
Japanese Association, whose opposition led to an amendment 
to this law which allowed Japanese already living in Texas to 
keep their land and dispose of it at will.4·� Among the concessions
made by Japanese Texans was an agreement not to encourage 
further influx of Japanese into the region.44 This amendment
was sponsored by Corpus Christi Representative W. E. Pope.45
This Texas law was followed by the Johnson-Reed Act, passed 
by Congress, in 1924, which halted all immigration of Japanese 
into the United States.46 Frank Sentaro Otsuki moved from
Terry, Texas, to the Valley, in 1928, at the invitation of Minoru 
Kawahata. Kumazo Tanamachi moved to the Valley, in 1933, 
from Yoakum, Texas. Both Otsuki and Tanamachi were in this 
country prior to 1924_--17 
The Yamato Colony folded in 1921 _--1s Thomas K. Wells wrote 
that the market price for sugar was too low to be prohtable_--19
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Henry questioned the quality of land, because land used for 
sugar cane was typically poor.so K.isayo Kitayama, Nobutaro's 
wife, recalled frost killing a large acreage of beans.s1 Iku
Kitayama, Kisayo's daughter-in-law, thought frost and freeze 
contributed to poor crops.s2 It is hard to know the exact reason
for failure with these varying opinions. Henry recalled Minoru 
being held responsible for most of the Yamato Colony debt once 
the operation ended, although K.isayo recounted taking ten 
years for the partners to repay the debt.s3 According to Kisayo,
shipper W.E. McOavid and San Benito banker John Lomax 
advanced money to Minoru to undertake the colony.s4 John
Lomax was president of the Farmers State Guaranty Bank 
of San Benito. These partners went their separate ways once 
the colony failed. Records indicated that the Yamato Colony 
partners stayed in the Valley, but records locating H. Hatanaka 
could not be found. Many of these Yamato Colony farmers, 
like Nobutaro and his son, Nobumasa "Happy" Kitayama, had 
farming successes in the Valley years after Yamato Colony. 
Minoru's two oldest children, Henry Hajime and Mary Fu­
miko, were both born in Brownsville. Henry was born on Au­
gust 11, 1919, followed by Mary on April 5, 1921. Henry was 
the oldest Kawahata child; however, this research discovered 
a 1918 vital statistic record of stillborn birth of twins signed 
by a San Benito doctor. Existence of these stillborn twins was 
unknown to Minoru and Toku's other children. Mary's birth 
certificate seemed to indicate that she was a surviving twin, al­
though this research could not confirm this plural birth with 
corroborating documentation.ss 
Minoru eventually moved the family to Pharr, Texas, in 
1922 to operate a packing shed.s6 His third child, Rose Marie,
was born in Pharr, on May 12, I 924. Minoru moved his family 
to Hidalgo, Texas, upon the urging of Ben Kelly, a lawyer-farm­
er.57 Rose remembered speaking only Japanese and Spanish 
and not knowing English when she started school.s8 Paul Sakai
recounted Kawahata first moving to a house near Jackson Road 
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and Military Highway, followed by their second house near the 
current Hidalgo International Bridge, after which they moved 
near the intersection of Bridge and Ebano Streets.59 
As a result of the 1921 Alien Land Law, Japanese could not 
own land. Nonetheless, Rose recalled Minoru making arrange­
ment to pay Joe Pate for the eventual ownership of land. Mi­
noru had the Primera !gle.,ia Bautl:,ta built in Hidalgo on land do­
nated by Mrs. Pate, and was baptized in a nearby canal. Rose 
recalled Minister Riddle traveling from Weslaco and bringing ice 
cream to their home, which she jokingly said led her to becoming 
a Baptist. Minoru later became a member of the First Baptist 
Church of McAllen. Mr. Pate was a wealthy man who eventually 
reneged on his gentleman's agreement with Minoru.60
From 1924 to 1929, Kawahata's operation extended over 
2,000 acres. Minoru allotted acreage to Japanese tenants, who 
produced crops, furnishing them with tools and fertilizer. He 
also loaned money to farmers.61 Nellie was born in McAllen, in
January 18, 1926, the first Kawahata child born in a hospital.62 
Ben, named after the cartoon character Ben Gump, was born 
on November 9, 1927, but died on June 15, 1928.63 His young­
er brother, Fred, was a breach baby stillborn on December 13, 
1928.6� Both Ben and Fred are buried in the City of Hidalgo
Cemetery. Sometime during the 1920s, Minoru contracted tu­
berculosis and spent time in a San Antonio sanatorium.65 
Minoru started a packing shed, in 1926, but lost both the 
farm and shed, in 1929, after a bad hail storm and floods. By 
I 933, Minoru was back on his feet since in farming one can 
lose money one year and regain it all the next.66 Rose recalled
Minoru growing the first lettuce crops in the Rio Grande Valley 
on his Hidalgo farm, after other Valley farmers told him that it 
could not be done, by finding a lettuce variety that was able to 
withstand the Valley heat. 67 By 1942, the end of the /, 1, 1et' era, 
the Kawahata farm had as much as 650 acres of this crop. The 
menu of the Casa de Palma Hotel in McAllen served "Kawahata 
lettuce with French or roquefort cheese." The McAJlen Valley 
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Eveni11_9 Monitor stated, in a feature article on the operation in 
1941: "He (Kawahata) was credited with promoting lettuce 
production in the region."68 
Up until 1904, the Valley grew rice, sugar cane, and a few 
patches of frijoLe beans. With the construction of railroads and 
their linkage with the Houston market in 1904, the Rio Grande 
Valley became known for its vegetable production and subse­
quently for cotton and grapefruit production. By the 1960s, the 
Valley was sending out 100,000 cars of fruits and vegetables, 
and 50 percent of the nation's annual production of tomatoes 
left the Valley.69 
Minoru had a kidney removed in San Antonio, around 
1930, when Rose was six years old. She remembered staying 
at the Grande Courts in San Antonio for three months during 
Minoru's recuperation. They could not af
f
ord paying all three 
months of rent, so Mr. Lon P. P iper helped the family by giving 
them two months of rent free. Rose visited the San Antonio 
Zoo each day while Minoru recovered. While at the zoo, she 
taught a parrot at the zoo to say "hello Rosie." She also played 
with the Jingu family, who built the Japanese Gardens of San 
Antonio.70
Rose recalled Japanese being scattered throughout the Val­
ley, but getting together socially every Sunday and having a 
feast.71 Iku Kitayama remembered her mother-in-law, Kisayo Ki­
tayama, and the Tanimachi trying to make all Japanese welcome 
in the Valley.72 Based on an idea from Minoru, the Japanese in 
the Valley formed a social club, in the 1930s, for the children of 
Japanese settlers. This club, named the Rio Grande Valley Roy­
als, had monthly meetings to socialize at each other's homes.73 
Mary Oyama Hada remembered the fun times when ten Japa­
nese families in the Valley got together.74 Meetings were even­
tually held at a $16,000 clubhouse, designed by a man named 
Chapman, and built east of Rangerville on FM 675, in 1950, 
on land donated by Tokujiro Oyama.75 Occasionally, this club 
met with the Lone Star Club, a similar group from the Houston 
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area.76 Holiday gatherings were especially fun, starting with the 
New Year making of mochi and ,,whi. Elderly men played the 
game "Go," while everybody danced and ate Japanese food.77 
Paul Sakai recounted stories of Minoru traveling to the Port 
of Brownsville on weekends to welcome Japanese sailors as 
they arrived. He would invite them to stay at his home during 
their Brownsville lay-over. Paul attributed these acts to Mino­
ru 's giving and generous spirit with all races, but also to his 
home-sickness.78 It gave Minoru an opportunity to visit with
someone from Japan; unfortunately, he was unable to return to 
Japan before his death, in 1946. 
Minoru was also a big shipper in the 1920s. In 1934, he 
bought a I 933 Chevrolet truck, and traveled with Rose and his 
driver to Houston to check on payment for a shipment made 
by Henry. They were involved in an accident at 2:00 a.m. that 
killed their driver. Minoru lay unconscious for ten days, while 
Rose recovered from broken legs. They stayed 2-1 /2 months in 
a Beeville Hospital. Rose recalled bringing a truckload of toys 
back home that had been given to her by local residents, who 
had never seen a Japanese person before their accident. The 
toy helped overshadow their ambulance ride to the hospital. 
She remembered her unconscious and groaning father being 
held in the ambulance's passenger seat as she sat on the floor­
board with her broken legs, while the Caucasian driver of the 
other vehicle involved in the accident lay in the ambulance bed 
with lesser injuries.79 
While growing up as a teenager, Rose worked late hours 
with her mother in tomato packing sheds to help support their 
family, while also going to school.80 Her sisters did the cooking
at home. Henry attended Texas A & M, starting in 1936, and 
graduated in 1940.81 Rose remembered Minoru's plan to send
Henry to Edinburg Junior College. However, Toku had saved 
enough money to enroll him in Texas A & M, because junior 
college was not good enough for their first born.82 Henry did
not have to work, but he helped finances by buying and selling 
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books, corsages, uniforms, and such to people around the 
campus.83 Unfortunately, there was not enough college money
for the remaining daughters; however, each found ways to 
attend college. Before attending Mary Hardin-Baylor College 
herself, Rose worked to help Mary graduate from this college 
and become a nurse.84 Rose also attended Mary Hardin-Baylor, 
but dropped out to help support her family and ailing father. 
Nellie Kawahata graduated later from Mary Hardin-Baylor 
and became a medical laboratory technician.85
Henry recalled that he was not allowed to take an advanced 
military class at Texas A & M because of his race, preventing 
him from earning the rank of lieutenant. Henry was drafted by 
the army, in 1940, but successfully argued for military defer­
ment to take care of the Kawahata family business. T he military 
initially issued a 4F medical deferment, but eventually granted 
a 2C agricultural deferment after his protest. A person classified 
as 4F is not qualified for military service because of medical rea­
sons. The military considered nationality as Henry's "medical 
condition."86
Upon graduation from Texas A & M, Henry returned to the 
Valley. With Minoru's health failing, Henry took over their busi­
ness. Henry approached banks about loaning several thousand 
dollars to help pay expenses; unfortunately, banks required Mi­
noru to sign the note. Henry consequently approached his moth­
er, who loaned him $1,000 of savings. According to Henry, this 
savings was meant for Minoru and Toku's return to Japan.87 
Rose remembered learning of Pearl Harbor from the ra­
dio. Both Henry and Rose recalled FBI agents arriving at their 
home around 5:00 a.m., in 1942, to search for short wave radios, 
cameras, firearms, and other items. She described their home 
as a shack, with their personal belongings kept in boxes and 
crates.88 Henry remembered traveling with his father to Ray­
mondville when a family friend warned them of the FBI search­
es. Henry moved the short wave radio to the home of his friend, 
the mayor, prior to the FBI search. Unfortunately, the radio 
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was not returned to Henry. Minoru had been using the short 
wave radio to keep in touch with Japan. Minoru burned letters 
from Japan, not because they contained incriminating informa­
tion, but because they were written in Japanese and would lead 
to further interrogation. Henry demanded to take his sisters to 
school while the FBI searched their home. This created a dis­
traction, allowing Henry to sneak his pistol out of his house.89
This search preceded a 3 day hearing in Edinburg to decide 
whether Minoru would be sent to a detention camp.90 Anglo 
friends and officials testified on his behalf and kept him out of 
the concentration camps. Henry took over the family business 
of farming and trucking, while Minoru and Toku moved tem­
porarily back to Colorado for health reasons. Minoru was not 
well, and Toku had cancer.91 Minoru continued to have health
problems and eventually died in Hidalgo, Texas, on March 
13, 1946.92 Toku and over 30 /,1,1ei continued life in the United 
States by celebrating their new American citizenship, in 1956, 
with a banquet in Harlingen. Their citizenship became possible 
with the passage of the McCarran-Walter Act, in 1952. This act 
repealed the section of the 1924 Johnson-Reed Act prohibiting 
Japanese immigration, and made Japanese immigrants eligi­
ble for citizenship.93 Toku subsequently moved to Los Angeles, 
California, in her later years, where she died on October 13, 
1978. Minoru and Toku are both buried in the Roselawn Cem­
etery in McAllen.94
Although Minoru seemed compelled to leave Japan as a 
young boy, he tried to maintain a connection to his native home­
land for the rest of his life. His short wave radio and his bring­
ing Japanese sailors from the Port of Brownsville into his home 
must have helped him, being so far from his birth home. Unfor­
tunately, circumstances prevented him from ever returning to 
Japan since arriving in the United States as a teenager. How­
ever, Michihiro Morita, a Kondo descendant, shared how his 
family received gifts from their Texas relatives, in I 948, soon 
after his birth. Michihiro did not know anything about these 
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Texas relatives until receiving a draft of this paper in 2012. His 
family received milk, baby clothes, and other necessities during 
a time after World War II when they were not readily available 
in Japan. Michihiro, living in Tokyo, still remembered this gen­
erosity, in 2012. 
Minoru may have left Japan under inauspicious conditions; 
however, he moved forward with life in the United States. Al­
though it seems that his family rejected him, history seemed to 
indicate they remained a part of his life. They kept track of his 
location in the United States and helped arrange his marriage to 
Toku Kondo. We have learned of Toku's adventurous spirit, one 
that seemed to have complemented Minoru's pioneering jour­
ney. Kawahata, meaning "tield at the river," seemed to destine 
him to settle as a farmer near the Rio Grande. He and fellow 
/.1Jei farmers improved agriculture in the Valley with contribu­
tions which should not be underestimated. 
Minoru's obituary in a The Valley Mornillg Star on March 
15, 1946, described him as a "Valley pioneer." The article stat­
ed that he "had built quite a reputation for his ability to raise 
tine cantaloupe on his land, while other Valley farmers were 
not so successful with this crop. He also was successful with 
celery and other crops unusual to the Valley." 14 Although the 
Kawahata name will end with Minoru and Toku's grandchil­
dren, their legacy will continue through their descendants. As 
of 2013, Minoru and Toku have tifteen grandchildren, nineteen 
great-grandchildren, and ten great-great-grandchildren. Three 
of their four children became college graduates. Rose would 
have become a college graduate, but dropped out of college to 
help support the family as Minoru's health worsened. Regard­
less of their educational background, they continued their heri­
tage with contributions to their community, family, and friends. 
This paper was written to document their history and pay trib­
ute to their accomplishments and adventurous spirit. Hopefully, 
their contributions will not be forgotten and will serve as an 
inspiration to their descendants. 
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The Battle of Reynosa 
by 
Jesus Ramos 
Following the Battle of Nuevo Laredo in March 1913, Gen­
eral Lucio Bianco's forces (Lo., Lihre,, Del orte) re-assembled 
at Rancho La Cienega.' A column of 500 men destroyed the 
railroad between Reynosa and Camargo. Reynosa was one of 
the Vt"ffa., def Norte founded in 1749 by Captain Carlos Cantu 
under orders of Don Jose de Escandon. The city was under 
the defense of Colonel Victor Pina and Lieutenant Severiano 
Cervantes of the 27'h regiment of the Federal army, along with 
80 volunteers and some members of the I st corps of R11rall', 1 and 
fiscal police. Rafael Quintanilla was the Mayor in I 913.2 The
cen us of 19 IO in Tamaulipas enumerated 249,641 inhabitants 
with 6,748 for the municipality of Reynosa, including ranches 
in the vicinity.3 The corps of R11ra/e,1 of the federal garrison in 
Reynosa, much like other corps, became institutionalized af­
ter the 1880s and evolved into the mainstay of Porfirian era. 
The majority of these enlisted men were of peasant origin and 
modeled after Spain's Guardia Civil. During the Porfiriato, the 
R11ra/e,1' function was to enforce domestic order. Since their in­
ception, they served as a counterbalance to the army, but were 
not completely trusted politically.4
Lucio Blanco sent a telegram to the garrison commander 
with instructions to surrender the town. A copy was also deliv­
ered to the mayor, who advised civil authorities to let non-com­
batant citizens and their families take refuge across the river on 
the American side and not be part of the dangerous situation. A 
day before the Battle of Reynosa, the local authorities notified 
the U.S. customs in Hidalgo, Texas, to facilitate refugees' cross­
ing to the United States. Local American authorities granted 
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these refugees access to come to the United States. It was es­
timated that 2,500 people from the municipality of Reynosa 
sought refuge in Hidalgo. At the riverside, there were three 
rowboats, the Cbaldn, and a fifth boat on the American side of 
the river, crossing back and forth with no repose. Both poor and 
wealthy Aed.5 A few hours before the battle, the city of Reynosa
was quiet and few people ventured into the dark streets. The 
Palacio Municipal and the church closed their doors, and stores 
were secured with heavy bars at their entrances. A daunting 
silence fell upon the village. 
On the morning of May 10 th, people were still crossing the 
river to Hidalgo. Merchants and entire families gathered at the 
railroad station to wait for the Tren Directo, inaugurated that day 
with a new railway branch-line, Matamoros-Reynosa-Monter­
rey. In the southern portion of Reynosa on an open esplanade, 
people caught sight of a cavalry column approaching from the 
direction of Cbarco E1co11Jioo, a ranch founded in 1846. Mean­
while, those gathered at the train station returned to the village 
in a desperate run searching for refuge.6 The revolutionaries
(Felix and Absalon Lozano) seized the train en route to Reyno­
sa-Matamoros at a place named La,, Mi!pa.1. Therefore, when 
the train arrived at the Reynosa station, the Constitutionalists 
already had captured it.7 
A Reynosa family took the parochial archive to Brownsville, 
and throughout the years, only a few records have been retrieved 
to the Reynosa church. Jose Villarreal was the priest at the time. 
Three mayors served in the Reynosa municipality in 1913-
Medardo Gonzalez, Rafael M. Quintanilla, and Felipe Alanis 
Garza. The more prominent business owners left the city and 
took refuge in Hidalgo, and the federal defenders took cover in 
the Guadalupe Church located north of the main plaza. Before 
the assault on the town, Carranza's rebels burned a freight 
engine, 100 freight cars, and the Reynosa depot-including a 
passenger train of the Mexican railroad -after all passengers 
had been forced to leave. The most important factor in the 
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Battle of Reynosa was the destruction of the railroad tracks with 
dynamite, thus interrupting reinforcements from Matamoros 
and securing a supply line for the Constitutionalists.8
Lucio Bianco's forces began the hostilities by noon on May 
I O'h in the outskirts of Reynosa, at the city cemetery. The Reyno­
sa cotton mill was destroyed, and the troops began firing at the 
intersection of Porfirio Dfaz and Guerrero streets, where eight 
Jedera/e,, were killed on the rooftop of a store building. A few cit­
izens left behind remained in their houses behind closed doors. 
The rebels traversed the city market and arrived at the main 
plaza, where another rebel force joined in from Juarez Street, 
shooting in the direction of the church where the Reynosa gar­
rison made its last stand. Several soldiers were killed. Some 
surrendered. Fivefeoerale,, lay dead at the roof of the municipal 
palace. The mayor was deposed, and a new mayor was insti­
tuted - Felipe AJanfs Garza, a revolution sympathizer. Several 
soldiers were killed after dispersing from the church, and their 
corpses lay in close vicinity to the main plaza. The Constitution­
alists announced their possession of the town by having Bian­
co's buglers play a "Diana" (a military call of attention). A stray 
bullet injured a woman (Otila Zavala), while she was crossing 
the river in one of the last boats leaving Reynosa. When she ar­
rived at Hidalgo, an American physician promptly treated her, 
extracting the bullet without anesthesia.9
Captain Walk of the U.S 14th Cavalry was in charge of the 
U.S. customs house in Hidalgo. Walk took thirty prisoners of 
the Reynosa federal army- men who had escaped from the bat­
tle. Eight soldiers had drowned while swimming across the Rio 
Grande.10
Bianco's forces ransacked unoccupied houses and stores. 
Blanco established his military headquarters downtown, ad­
jacent to the city market. The Galve,1to11 Daily New,, published 
the following note on Monday, May 12, 1913: "The rebels are 
advancing in the direction of Matamoros. Late reports of the 
results of yesterday's battle of Reynosa give the number killed 
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at twenty-three, with sixty or more wounded. Eight federal 
soldiers drowned while trying to cross the stream of the Rio 
Grande to the American side. United States soldiers arrested 
twenty-one federals that crossed." 11 The coverage continued by 
evaluating developments in the surrounding areas: 
Rebels now numbering at seven hundred were burning rail­
road property and destroying bridges as they advanced toward 
Matamoros. Nearly five thousand people from Matamoros 
took refuge in Brownsville, and custom officials brought all 
official records for safekeeping. Major Esteban Ramos, com­
mander of the Matamoros Garrison had three hundred men 
and four machine guns and declared he will defend the city. 
Two freight cars valued at a quarter of a million dollars were 
removed from Matamoros to Brownsville today. 12 
With these events, the prospects for Matamoros appeared 




, 1913, the Mexican Consul in Brownsville 
received a letter from agent De la Garza informing him of the 
outcome and minutia of the Battle of Reynosa. In an official 
document No. 357, the headline read: "Re1 Jofucion y Ri_9inie11 Con­
,,titucionaft;,ta: The attack on the city of Reynosa on May 10, 
1913, by commanders Lucio Blanco, Dr. Rfos Zertuche, Andres 
Sauceda and Abelardo Guerra is part of a military plan to unite 
Bianco's forces with the armies of Luis Caballero and Porfirio 
Gonzalez and move toward Matamoros." Reynosa, De la Garza 
further informed, was attacked by cavalry soldiers whose arma­
ment consisted of Mausers and 30-30 Carbines. The attack be­
gan at a place denominated Laguna Seca, with the soldiers fighting 
their way to the main plaza by dividing the cavalry in two col­
umns. The federal garrison was overpowered and the municipal 
building taken. The federal force consisted of 50 men of the 27th 
Regiment. In addition, it included 97 federal soldiers that had ar­
rived from Matamoros and the chief of Police with a small group 
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of guards. The rebels looted and pillaged several houses and de­
stroyed stretches of railroad in the direction of Matamoros. 13 
The Battle of Reynosa, less important compared to Laredo 
and Matamoros in terms of the number of fatalities, and Reyno­
sa, a less strategically important military point, exemplifies the 
close relationship between the events on Mexican side and the 
effects on the American side regarding refugees, taking prison­
ers and humanitarian aid. 
Some fatalities within the group of federal officers included 
Lt. Luis Giron, Antonio Valero, and Darfo G. Gallegos. Sol­
dier casualties included Pablo Sanchez, Feliciano Lara, Apo­
lonia Reyes, Abundio Castillo, Francisco Mendez, and Crispfn 
Baez-all from the 27th irregulars, and Trinidad Rodrfguez, 
from the I 0th Rurale.1 corps. Wounded Constitutionalist officers 
included Jesus Rodrfguez, Manuel Velazquez, Juan Cortes, 
Luis Tabares, Jesus Rivero, and Maj. Alejo Garza. 1 -l 
At 7:30 p.m. on May 12, 1913, a Blanco detachment moved 
to Rfo Bravo. The rear guard column turned back to Reynosa 
as federal troops were marching from Aldamas, N.L., in aid of 
the federal garrison, but this engagement did not take place be­
cause the federal forces retreated to their post before arriving 
in Reynosa. At 8: IO p.m., several people on the Mexican side 
of the river made hand signals to the Hidalgo Customs officers 
where the skiff was moored and asked that a boat be sent to 
Reynosa once again in spite of it having crossed all day. The 
Hidalgo immigration officer thought that there were more fam­
ilies in need of help, and, without hesitating, the skiff was on its 
way to the other shore. When the boat arrived at the Mexican 
side, the Carrancistas took the runner prisoner and forced him 
to cross the river, taking with him several Carrancista soldiers 
who were defecting from Reynosa. At their arrival in Hidalgo, 
customs officials apprehended them and sent them to the local 
jail. Agent de la Garza requested a permit to speak with the de­
tainees, which was granted by local authorities. 15 
The detainees informed Agent de la Garza that 500 mount-
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ed men had attacked Reynosa under Lucio Bianco's leadership, 
and that a military meeting was going to take place at Rfo Bravo 
between Blanco and Porfirio Gonzalez, who had a force of 200 
men. Luis Caballero, who would also join Bianco's forces, would 
be present, commanding 150 soldiers from Cerralvo. These 
merging forces would then attack Matamoros simultaneously 
at "whatever the cost," to quote Lucio Blanco. The soldiers also 
explained that they were deserting the Constitutionalists be­
cause they wanted to work in the United States and asked to 
be relieved from army duty but received a negative response. 
The refugees argued against their low, two-peso per day salary 
and only received a promissory note which indicated that half 
of their salary would be awarded at the end of the conflict . The 
leader of the detainees, Jose Pena-now in prison -was sent to 
Brownsville. 16
The mayor of Reynosa, Medardo Gonzalez, escaped to Hi­
dalgo escorted by the Chief of Police and three officers. He was 
allowed to care for the wounded federal soldiers, and served as 
a mediator with American authorities for the relief and the sup­
ply of primary needs to Mexican families. Gonzalez declared 
to Agent de la Garza that the funds of the municipal treasury 
of 2,494 pesos were safe on the American side. Gonzalez aban­
doned the city because of the many death threats received. De 
la Garza reported that a number of houses and buildings were 
ransacked in downtown Reynosa from observations by an emis­
sary sent across the river, who received a payment of 10 dollars 
for the difficult and dangerous inquiry.
17 
Other reports of the battle published in American newspa­
pers had varied figures for casualties and number of refugees. 
There were about twenty to thirty dead soldiers, according to 
the Brou•11.1vi/Le Herafr) on May 12, 1913: "It was believed that 
other bodies lay hidden and not accounted for." Many of the 
wounded, both federal and rebels, were cared for by Mexican 
physicians and American doctors who arrived from McAllen 
and Brownsville. The rebels, before burning the passenger train, 
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permitted the passengers to get off the train (Pullman cars) and 
aJlowed them to cross the river for safety. Sergeant Burgess and 
four men of Troop M 14th U.S. cavalry disarmed several federal 
soldiers who crossed the river and returned them to Mexico. 18 
Captain Lovell of the F Troop, commanding the 14th cavalry 
stationed at Sam Fordyce, arrived at Hidalgo on Saturday night 
at 9:45 p.m. and took charge of the federal prisoners during the 
time they were held on American soil. He also arrested Jose 
Pena, formerly an officer of the M.exican rura/e,1 and an alleged 
Con titutionalist sympathizer. The rebels left Reynosa Sunday 
morning in the direction of Rio Bravo, where the last column 
arrived in the late afternoon. 19 The town of Hidalgo was the 
scene of the greatest activity in its history, and the little main 
street was crowded with onlookers and refugees. Captain !{jrby 
Walker of Troop M 14th cavalry, who was stationed at Browns­
ville, arrived at Hidalgo Sunday morning with Captain George 
J. Head of the Brownsville militia.20
Or. W.S. Dougherty, a special Herald reporter who visited
the scene as soon the battle was over, provided medical assis­
tance to the wounded. Dr. Dougherty also provided personal 
accounts of what happened in Reynosa from questioning the 
refugees. The garrison was reinforced in Reynosa on May I 0th 
with soldiers of the Matamoros reg·iments (rurafe, 1, volunteers, 
and regular soldiers) under the command of Luis Ceron. The 
local garrison under Lt. Cervantes and his fifty-one men went 
out of town to engage the Constitutionalists. Sixfedera/e, 1 were 
killed, and fifteen were wounded in this preliminary fight. They 
soon found themselves outnumbered and began retreating to 
downtown Reynosa. In the meantime, the reinforcements from 
Matamoros were on the house roofs and covered the retreat 
with gunfire. The Constitutionalists followed closely and the 
federafe,1 soon realized that there were hundreds of enemy sol­
diers against a mere hundred and fifty of their own forces. 
Heavy fighting ensued and left the town houses riddled with 
bullets. Thefedera/e,1 kept up the fight for three and a half hours 
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and eventually retreated. Some crossed the river, but most of 
them Aed down the railroad toward Matamoros.21
As per Dougherty's account, about twenty or thirty federa­
/e..1 swam across to Hidalgo. Later the citizens began bringing 
the wounded across to Hidalgo, but only a few of the worst 
cases were brought in for medical care. The doctors who at­
tended to the wounded were Dr. C.W. Harrison of Hidalgo, Dr. 
Frank E. Osborne from McAllen, and Dr. W.S. Dougherty of 
Brownsville. There were about fourteen wounded brought to 
Hidalgo. Dr. Dougherty conservatively estimated twenty-five 
men dead, possibly more who died in the city outskirts, and not 
more than fifty or sixty wounded. No violent acts occurred in 
the city toward the citizenry and no one was harassed. Some 
stores were broken into, supplies were taken, and cash registers 
and safes were opened. However, the citizens had been warned 
well ahead of time before the arrival of the Constitutionalists 
and so they had taken most of their valuables and cash to the 
American side. The rebels looted two houses but the general 
appreciation of the events was that the Constitutionalists, who 
were well disciplined, conducted their fighting well within the 
lines of civilized warfare.22
At the same time, food and supplies of all kinds were be­
coming very scarce in Mexico because of the Revolution.  Those 
people living in towns on the Mexican side along the border 
bought nearly all their food on the Texas side of the river. 
During this period, there were all kinds of supplies piled high 
on the Texas bank of the river between Hidalgo and Las Rucias 
Ranch near Matamoros, waiting to be crossed over. 1913 was 
a very dry year, and few crops were raised. Therefore, Lucio 
Blanco sent agents to the Texas side near Hidalgo and all the 
way down to San Benito to buy alfalfa hay, for which he paid 
handsomely when it was delivered on the bank of the river. Ac­
cording to John Peavey, several farmers and merchants in the 
Rio Grande Valley did very well financially trading with the 
revolutionaries.2·3
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Just as in Laredo, revolutionary leaders and their agents 
had been smuggling guns and armaments since 1912 in the Rio 
Grande Valley, in spite of the embargo imposed by President 
Taft. The hardware stores handled Winchester riAes and am­
munition, which they put on sale. People simply crossed the 
river and bought these goods. The embargo did not stop the 
selling of guns, and such illegal transactions continue to this 
day. The gun buying-selling system generally implied that the 
Mexican revolutionaries coming to the Texas side of the bor­
der made deals with storekeepers to bring a certain amount of 
guns to the Valley; the revolutionaries bought the guns, paid for 
in cash. Lucio Blanco had many friends on Texas soil. One of 
them was Frank Rabb, who supported both Carranza and Blan­
co. The support for Mexican leaders or revolutionary chiefs on 
the American side depended on personal friendships, business 
transactions, and whether the faction under their support would 
win the revolution so their partnership could result in benefit 
for both parties. Before the U.S. army's arrival to the Border, 
there were only fifteen agents to enforce the law from the Rio 
Grande to Brownsville.24
According to his brother Victor, Lucio Blanco wrote let­
ters as a young man in Muzquiz, Coahuila, to Ricardo Flores 
Magon, between the years 1900-1906. In a place named La., Va­
ca., (Acuna, Coahuila) in 1906, Blanco and a few friends made 
contact with Magoni.,ta.i who were in the process of organizing 
attacks on border towns. Blanco had to return to his ranch and, 
because of a so-called Magoni.,ta who betrayed the group and 
warned the authorities,/eJem/e,1 attacked and dispersed Bianco's 
small group. Atilano Barrera, a fervent and talkative man of 
revolutionary ideas who later authorized the decree of Carran­
za's non-recognition of Victoriano Huerta, served Blanco as his 
mentor. Barrera taught Blanco revolutionary ideology as vindi­
cation for the Mexican people. 25
Bianco's relatives gave oral accounts of Bianco's correspon­
dence with Francisco Madero, who ended the POl:firiato regime. 
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After Madero's proclamation of' the revolution in 1910, Blanco 
and a close friend, Luis Alberto Guajardo, organized a group 
of young men who took a leap into the Revolution and served 
in the irregular army until the treaty of Ciudad Juarez, where 
the revolution had apparently ended. After Pascual Orozco and 
Jose Ines Salazar's uprisings, Madero re-organized his troops, 
and Blanco took up arms to defend Maderismo once again. 
Blanco fought with tenacity and because of his military achieve­
ments in 1911, he obtained the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.26
Lucio organized the Mexican army's cavalry branch with 
other military companions: Capt. Francisco Murgufa (Carran­
za's most loyal soldier in the course of the revolution), Capt. 
Jose Luis Guajardo, and l •1 Lieutenants Benecio Lopez, Miguel 
Acosta, Gustavo Elizondo, and Abelardo Menchaca, among 
others. Bianco's cavalry engaged Pascual Orozco's forces in 
combat in Durango and in La Laguna, Coahuila. During -1\t\.ade­
ro's presidency, Venustiano Carranza had authorization to form 
irregular forces, in case they needed to break down rebellions, 
and Lucio Blanco was part of these forces under the command 
of Col. Guajardo. Other officers included Cesareo Castro, For­
tunato Zuazua, Santos Davila, Manuel Lopez, Francisco San­
chez, Simon Reyes, and Francisco Cardenas.27 After the assassi­
nation of Madero and Pino Suarez and Huerta's treason, Lucio 
Blanco was one of the first to follow Carranza. After the Battle 
of Reynosa, Blanco was a seasoned cavalry commander on the 
move to secure Matamoros. 
The Constitutionalists produced fear along the border towns, 
especially in Brownsville, which was opposite Matamoros. 
After the victory in Reynosa, around 5,000 residents of 
Matamoros crossed the river in search of refuge, while the 
federal garrison in Matamoros promised to defend the city with 
a vigorous resistance.28 In the Rio Grande Valley, Lucio Blanco
was perceived as a revolutionary leader, a caudi!Lo, but some 
argued that he also wanted political power to gain la pre.1uJe11cia. 
If Blanco had control in Tamaulipas as a cauJiffo, the central 
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Mexican government would have had to deal with him in 
dealing with all the issues pertaining to the state. Furthermore, 
the same would have happened with all the others chieftains 
who controlled portions of the Mexican territory.29 
Smuggling was a problem, especially during the Mexican 
revolution. Many merchants and traders who in the past had 
enjoyed good profits and had changed business locations quick­
ly learned that the river could be crossed unobtrusively and 
with ease. The country on both sides of the Rio Grande was 
covered by thick chaparral, which offered excellent places to 
hide. A smuggler emerging· from this natural cover could cross 
to the other side in a matter of minutes. Brownsville, Roma, 
and Edinburg during the second half of the nineteenth century 
were little more than shantytowns which Aourished under these 
circumstances.30
Political shifts in Mexico after 1857 also created illegality 
and smuggling. Ramon Guerra, the interim governor of Tamau­
lipas in 1858, issued a decree that had far-reaching consequenc­
es. Sensitive to the problems at the Rio Grande, he established a 
;:,011a libre (a free zone where goods could be sold without duty or 
tariff) along the northern frontier. Guerra's idea was to provide 
favorable trade privileges on the right bank of the Rio Grande 
and prevent depopulation of the Mexican border towns, whose 
residents emigrated constantly to the American side. Governor 
Guerra simply stretched out trade privileges to the six border 
towns of Matamoros, Reynosa, Camargo, Mier, Guerrero, and 
Nuevo Laredo. This duty-free zone boldly encouraged smug­
gling. The goods could be stored in Mexico, disposed of illegal­
ly, and sold outside the limits of the free zone. Thus, illicit trade 
was carried out openly.31 
American citizens also suffered losses and theft on Mexican 
soil. Such was the case of Beulah Cupp King, who rented a 
freight car in the Reynosa Depot to transport her household 
items to Monterrey. A few days before the battle of Reynosa, 
Mexican armed forces stole the contents of the freight, valued at 
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several thousand dollars. Mrs. King complained to the Mexican 
Foreign Ministry, and an investigation inquiry took effect at a 
local level with no results or refund for the claimant.32
The Constitutionalist detachment at Reynosa, on October 
26th, 1913, ordered the execution of Don Hesiquio de la Garza 
by firing squad. De la Garza was a former mayor of Reynosa 
who had served four terms (1905, 1908, 1910, and 1913). The 
ex-city mayor, a sympathizer who had served under Victoriano 
Huerta's government, was found guilty. In addition, Lt. Col. 
Francisco Artigas, commander of the Reynosa garrison, car­
ried out the execution with the approval of Lucio Blanco and 
staff. De la Garza's family, by a judiciary act in 1914, obtained 
a death certificate a po,,teriori.5; The summary execution of indi­
viduals gave the Mexican Revolution one of its most pernicious 
characteristics. Even before the assembly of the Constitution­
alist forces, Carranza put a Benito Juarez decree of 1862 into 
effect on May 14, 1913. According to this decree, which was 
enacted during the French occupation, anyone guilty of rebel­
lion against constitutional authority, against established politi­
cal institutions, and/or attack on the life of the president was to 
be subjected to the death penalty.34 Put into practice, this meant 
summary execution of prisoners of war, since all members of the 
feJerafe,1 were, in Carranza's rigid concept of the law, rebelling 
against a constitutional order. Unfortunately, in many cases, the 
death penalty was not based upon an investigation, and many 
innocent men were shot simply by presumption.35
Lucio Bianco's forces attacked the border towns with some 
five hundred men. He had doubled his forces in less than two 
months due to his success in a number of engagements with 
the federale,,.36 Blanco sent his forces to destroy railroad tracks
of the Matamoros-Monterrey branch to prevent reinforcements 
bound to Matamoros from the federal army stationed in Mon­
terrey. The town of Camargo was attacked on May 14th, 1913, 
at 1 a.m. by a small rebel force of about thirty men of the 10th ra­
mie,, corps. These were the same men who had defected the pre-
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vious weeks from the Mier federal g·arrison.37 At the middle of 
May of 1913, Blanco controlled the Rio Grande from Guerrero 
to Reynosa and moved his forces to Colombres (Rfo Bravo). 
Colombres (Rio Bravo) was a small town in 1913 which was 
of paramount importance to Blanco and his entourage, not only 
for taking the city, but also for resupplying the troops, seizing 
the Matamoros-Monterrey railroad, and taking· over the Hacien­
da La Sauteiia, a remnant of the capitalistic enterprise of the Por­
firian era. The hacienda would become a center of industrial and 
agricultural development with thousands of hectares, livestock, 
irrigation systems, and foreign capital. To take over the hacienda 
also meant a triumph of the new Constitutionalist order, and it 
was to that task that Blanco and his men now turned. 
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Los Dias Siguientes a la toma de Matamoros 
por los Constitucionalistas 
por 
Andres Cuellar 
No hay duda de que uno de las primeros y mas importantes 
triunfos de la Revoluci6n Constitucionalista fue la toma de 
Matamoros en 1913. La Paz Porfiriana estaba tan arraigada 
que no se necesitaban tropas del ejercito para mantener la paz. 
El responsable Jefe de las Armas era el mayor de irregulares 
Esteban Ramos. 
Con toda seguridad que las elites econ6micas de Matamoros 
se sentfan muy mal con el "libertinaje" que permiti6 el triunfo 
de Madero. No obstante que la vida porfiriana continuaba como 
de costumbre, debi6 aumentar su preocupaci6n cuando en las 
elecciones de diciembre de 1912 triunf6 el Sr. Casimiro Sada 
maderista declarado. 
El 9 de febrero de 1913, se rebelan contra Madero los ge­
nerales Manuel Mondragon, Bernardo Reyes, y Felix Dfaz, 
dando origen a la Decena Tragica. La noticia debi6 llegar por 
el telegrafo y entusiasm6 a todos los partidarios del orden que 
tanto les incomodaba el desorden tolerado par Madero, aunque 
en lvlatamoros nada habfa cambiado salvo quienes manifesta­
ban abiertamente su simpatfa por el caudillo de la revoluci6n. 
El entusiasmo de las partidarios del antiguo regimen era 
tanto que no esperaron al desenlace de la Decena Tragica, no 
sabfan de la intervenci6n del Gral. Victoriano Huerta, pero, 
como uno de los lfderes visibles del movimiento era el Gral. 
Felix Dfaz, que tenfa intereses y amigos en Matamoros, el 17 
de febrero destituyeron a don Casimiro en un golpe incruento 
y el nuevo gobierno se declar6 felicista, es decir, partidario de 
Felix Dfaz. 
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La persona escogida para presidente fue el prestigiado doc­
tor Miguel Barragan, estimado galeno que ya habfa ocupado 
la presidencia ocho anos antes, en 1894. Podemos decir que ni 
Don Casimiro Sada ni el Or. Barragan realizaron actividades 
extraordinarias. La vida continu6 como de costumbre. 
El doctor Barragan gobern6 tres meses con tranquilidad. 
Un mes despues de haber tornado el poder debieron enterarse 
de la rebeldfa del gobernador de Coahuila, Venustiano Carran­
za, y el Plan de Guadalupe y apenas una o dos semanas despues 
que Lucio Blanco habfa atravesado Nuevo Leon y entraba a 
Tamaulipas. 
Es interesante recordar la gran cantidad de voluntarios que 
consiguieron los revolucionarios en contraste con los pocos que 
consiguieron los partidarios de Victoriano Huerta. No obstante, 
el Mayor Esteban Ramos, con el apoyo de Antonio Echazarreta, 
decidi6 resistir el ataque constitucionalista. Claro que tambien 
convencieron a algunos de luchar por su causa, especialmente 
con el argumento de que Matamoros habfa conquistado el tftulo 
de Heroica y gue los matamorenses deberfan defenderla. La el­
ocuencia del Mayor Ramos convenci6 a j6venes de clase media 
de la necesidad de defender la ciudad y los responsabiliz6 de 
defender el mercado. Decidieron fortificar la plaza, incluyendo 
la plan ta generadora de electricidad y una serie de barricadas en 
las principales calles del centro de la ciudad. Sin embargo, las 
posibilidades de triunfo de los defensores eran mfnimas. 
En aquellos anos en que no se requerfan documentos para 
ir a Brownsville, las elites econ6micas cruzaron la Frontera. En 
estas circunstancias, se efectu6 la batalla que termin6 con el tri­
unfo de los revolucionarios al mando de Lucio Blanco. 
El mismo dfa del triunfo, se dedicaron a localizar a don Ca­
simira Sada y sus colaboradores con el prop6sito de restituirlos 
en sus cargos. Citandolos para el dfa siguiente, cinco de junio, a 
las once de la manana, se efectu6 una sesi6n extraordinaria del 
cabildo con el prop6sito de reinstalar a las autoridades depues­
tas en febrero. La comisi6n estaba integrada por "el jefe de Es-
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tado Mayor C. Mayor Francisco J. Mujica; el Coronel Francisco 
Cosfo Robelo; el Lie. Pedro Antonio de los Santos, y el Or. Gilber­
to de la Fuente, Mayor Medico, el Primero en representacion del 
C. General Lucio Blanco, Jefe de las Fuerzas Constitucionalistas
que tomaron ayer esta plaza." 1 
Con esa comision tambien asistio parte del pueblo de Mat­
amoros para ser testigos de tan importante acto. En esta for­
ma, el Mayor Francisco J. Mujica tuvo la oportunidad de dem­
ostrar sus cualidades de buen orador, pues segun el secretario 
Sr. Braulio Buenrostro hizo constar que: 
En elocuentes frases, en nombre de la Revoluci6n Constitucio­
nalista declar6 solemnemente reinstalado con el ejercicio de sus 
funciones al R. Ayuntamiento y Alcalde que con toda legalidad 
tomaron posesi6n de sus puestos, el primero de enero del corrien­
te afio cuyas personas repitieron de nuevo la protesta de Ley que 
tienen otorgada. 2 
Claro que mucha satisfaccion debio sentir don Casimiro al ser 
reinstalado en el puesto que el pueblo le confiara cinco meses an­
tes, pero una cosa es el dulce sabor del triunfo y otra muy diferente 
es la cruda realidad con las grandes problemas de la ciudad y los 
pocos recursos para resolverlos. 
Ya en la primera Don Braulio Buenrostro habfa aclarado que 
desempenarfa su funcion por poco tiempo ya que su profesion de 
dentista le obligaba a dar prioridad a sus clientes que al servicio 
publico. Solo dos dfas despues, el siete de junio, a las diez de la 
manana, se llevo a cabo la primera sesion extraordinaria presidida 
por don Casimiro. 
El primer problema que planteo el Senor Presidente fue la 
preocupacion porque en el panteon se encontraban muchos cada­
veres insepultos,3 y expresaba su preocupacion porque pudiera 
ser causa de una epidemia de consecuencias inimaginables. Asf 
acordaron solicitar al Gral. Lucio Blanco que mandara incinerar 
a los cadaveres y solo que este no lo hiciera tendrfa que hacerlo el 
propio municipio. De acuerdo con el historiador Ing. Humberto 
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Gonzalez Ramos, el numero de muertos fue de 634.4 Aunque la 
cifra me parece exagerada, de todas maneras el problema no era 
nada facil. 
Debido a la importancia del problema, se comisiono al Regidor 
Sr. Labausat y al Srio. Sr. Buenrostro para que de inmediato fuer­
an a entrevistar al Gral. Lucio Blanco para hacerle la importante 
peticion. Regresaron "el poco rato" antes de gue concluyera la ses­
ion con la agradable respuesta de la completa aceptacion del Gral. 
Blanco y su disposicion a realizar la recomendacion cuanto antes.5 
El siguiente problema fue enfrentar la limpieza del mercado, el 
Historiador Jose Raul Canseco Botello lo describe en la siguiente 
forma: 
"[Al triunfo de los revolucionarios] El Mayor Emiliano P. Na­
farrate y el Capitan Otilia Falcon fusilaron ante las paredes 
del Mercado Juarez (en la esquina formada por las calles 9a. y
Matamoros) a un grupo de j6venes prisioneros perteneciente 
a las fuerzas voluntarias."6 
Por lo que en la sesion del 7 de junio "El C. Schereck man­
ifesto: que conviniendo hacer prontamente el aseo del Mercado 
Publico y lavar las manchas de sangre humana que all:f hay con 
motivo de los fusilamientos hechos ayer". 7 
Pues con la euforia del triunfo y el recuerdo de la resisten­
cia que enfrentaron en ese lugar, los revolucionarios acudfan 
para contemplar el lugar de su triunfo con todo y caballo y coma 
quienes han vista a estos animales continuamente estan produci­
endo excremento o pajosos como le llamamos en la region, no se 
requiere mucha imaginacion para comprender como estaba dicho 
establecimiento. 
En aquellos afios, que no habfa refrigeracion, era mas diffcil 
la conservacion de los alimentos y, por lo tan to, mucho mas facil 
la contaminacion de estos por lo que las autoridades tenfan gran 
interes en conservar limpio el lugar por lo que el cabildo tomo 
la decision de "convendrfa indicar al Sr. Gral. Blanco prohfba a 
sus soldados entren a caballo al mercado para que se conserve 
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el aseo."8 A lo que el preocupado cabildo acordo que se "haga la 
solicitud en el sentido que se indica."9 
Otro problema fue la construccion de las obras de defensa 
que, ante la inminencia de! ataque, el Mayor Esteban Ramos 
mando construir barricadas que sirvieran coma trincheras en 
las calles Abasolo, Gonzalez, Morelos, y Guerrero, que, una vez 
tomada la ciudad, pudieran carecer de importancia e impedfan 
el desarrollo normal de la vida diaria. Par lo que el Presidente 
propuso que: 
le parece conveniente se proceda a borrar las trincheras que a 
una cuadra y dos de la plaza mando construir el Mayor Ramos 
para defenderse del ataque de las fuerzas constitucionalistas. 
Que se consulte con el Sr. Gral. Blanco sobre este acuerdo para 
que si no piensa utilizar tales trincheras se proceda a borrarlas 
y se le suplique mande a verificarlo con una fajina de hombres 
de sus tropas por no tener gente de que disponer, ni fondos este 
Ayuntamiento y que para el efecto se le proporcionen palas y 
picos del Municipio. 10 
Nuevamente se comisiona al Regidor Sr. Labausat y al Srio. 
Sr. Buenrostro para que inmediatamente se entrevisten con el co­
mandante Lucio Blanco, quien, hacienda honor a la fama de "Ca­
ballero Ballard a de la Revolucion," contesto en forma inmediata 
que le parecfan muy pertinentes las medidas acordadas por el ca­
bildo y que ya procedfa a ordenar lo necesario para que cumplir 
las deseos del ayuntamiento. 
Aun faltaba el problema principal, pues, gracias a la eficiente 
propaganda de! Mayor Esteban Ramos, convencieron a las elites 
economicas de que emigraran a los Estados U nidos, y Matam­
oros se quedo sin negocios y, par lo tan to, sin actividad economi­
ca. Las escuelas se clausaron, las negocios no abrieron, y no habfa 
quien pagara impuestos. 
El C. Presidente expuso: que siendo de suma necesidad procu­
rar por cuantos medios sea posible moralizar y animar a todas 
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las gentes que abandonaron la ciudad con motivo de los ulti­
mos acontecimientos, para que vuelvan a sus hogares.11 
Claro, no nos dice como pensaban convencer a los mata­
morenses de regresar a sus hogares, pero no se requiere mucha 
imaginacion para considerar que lo qui tar las trincheras y tener 
una vida lo mas normal posible es el mejor atractivo. 
No se menciona que haya habido saqueos de la ciudad, por 
lo que las perdidas no debieron ser cuantiosas, y solo se requerfa 
que regresaran para continuar su vida comercial o artesanal. 
Sin embargo, quienes se habfan distinguido por su apoyo a Es­
teban Ramos y Miguel Barragan debieron tener buen cuidado 
de mantenerse al norte del rfo Bravo. 
Esta interesante sesion termina con el acuerdo de comuni­
car al Supremo Gobierno de! Estado la instalacion de las nue­
vas autoridades 12 • No mencionan cual "Supremo Gobierno del 
Estado," pues, entre el 28 de Abril de 1913 y el 24 de julio de 
1913, goberno a Tamaulipas el Lie. Joaqufn Arguelles. Como 
podemos observar, Don Joaqufn reconocio al Gral. Victoriano 
Huerta, por lo que nuestro ayuntamiento no lo reconocfa como 
gobernante. Fue Lucio Blanco quien provisionalmente desern­
pefiaba ese puesto hasta que Venustiano Carranza lo comisiono 
al noroeste, y, hasta el 18 de noviembre, fue nombrado Luis 
Caballero. 
Siete dfas despues, se efectuo la segunda sesion de cabildo de 
la administracion reinstalada por la revolucion. El primer prob­
lema que trato fue que la nueva adrninistracion confirmo a Don 
Pedro Bouchard corno tesorero municipal, pero este fue parte 
de los rnuchos matamorenses que se trasladaron a Brownsville 
durante el ataque revolucionario a Matamoros. Cuando fue en­
trevistado por el Secretario Buenrostro, este manifesto que no 
se atrevfa a regresar, pues la nueva situacion le hacfa temer por 
su seguridad. Manifesto que no entregaba la llave de la tesorerfa 
porque habfa adaptado una habitacion de su casa y por lo tanto 
se entraba desde su residencia particular. 
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No hubo otro remedio que destituir al Sr. Bouchard y nom­
brar en su lugar al Sr. Jose C .  Medrano, cuyo primer acto fue 
comisionar al Inspector de Policfa para que, acompanado de 
regidores como testigos, rompieran la cerradura y retiraran lo 
que pertenecfa a la tesorerfa . 
No dieron el caso por cerrado, sino que acordo insistir ante 
el Sr. Bouchar de que diera cuenta de su administracion. Serfa 
invitacion O amenaza.13
El Sr. Medrano puso en conocimiento del cabildo que el 
mencionado Sr. Bouchar se llevo los libros de la tesorerfa por 
lo que no hubo otro remedio que autorizar la compra de nuevo 
material para estar al corriente de la presente administracion. 
Transcurrieron 24 dfas para que el cabildo volviera a sesion­
ar el 8 de julio, tratando como primer problema que el Sr. Jose 
C. Medrano manifesto que "por causas ajenas a su voluntad le es
imposible continuar desempefiando el cargo que desempefia, por lo
cual hace formal renuncia de el y suplica le sea admitida, dando las
gracias por la confianza en el depositada."1�
No hubo otro remedio que aceptar la renuncia y nombrar para 
tan importante puesto al Sr. Francisco Velasco Garza, acordando 
ademas, que la comision de hacienda presidida por el Sr Schreck 
se encarga de hacer el cambio con toda formalidad. 
Tambien se acordo que en la planta de debajo de la Presi­
dencia municipal existen algunas habitaciones abandonadas y 
que serfa bueno limpiarlas y usarlas en la tesorerfa Municipal. 
Igualmente mando hacer una caja de fierro para guardar los 
caudales del municipio con mayor seguridad, mientras deposito 
los fondos en una cuenta a nombre de Casimiro Sada en el Mer­
chants National Bank de Brownsville, Texas, dejando en caja, en 
la expresada Tesorerfa, tan solo una corta cantidad para gastos ur­
gentes.15
Aun tenfan que enfrentar el principal problema, el economi­
co, pues, con el hecho de que la mayorfa de los matamorenses se 
fueron a Brownsville y las comunicaciones eran interrumpidas con 
el resto del pafs, no habfa quien pagara impuestos. 
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Claro, Matamoros no solo fue importante como puerto fronter­
izo, que facilitaba la importacion de armas, sino por la abundancia 
de ganado vacuno o mayor, como lo clasincaba el ayuntamiento. 
En las grandes extensiones de las propiedades de Romulo Cuellar 
o Cuellarefio y La Sautefia, habfa miles de vacunos que nuestros
vecinos del norte estaban siempre dispuestos a comprarlas y con
ese producto comprar las ansiadas armas y parque que consumfan
en grandes cantidades los ejercitos combatientes. Por cada "cabe­
za" que se vendfa, el municipio cobraba un impuesto que titulaba
"por la extraccion de ganado mayor" por 25 centavos.
Ante lo extraordinario de la situacion de falta casi absoluta 
de recursos que tenfa el municipio, el presidente propuso cobrar 
"temporalmente, mientras mejora la situacion, duplicar el impuesto 
a 50 centavos, propuesta que fue aprobada sin mayor discusion. 16 
Como hemos dicho, la 3a reunion del cabildo reinstalado par la 
Revolucion Constitucionalista se efectuo el 8 de julio de 1913. Para 
efectuar la 4a sesion, hubo que esperar mas de cinco meses hasta 
el 20 de diciembre, privandonos de conocer los acuerdos que lle­
varon a la reconstruccion de Matamoros. Una posible causa pudo 
ser que, como no habfa gobernador Constitucionalista en Tamau­
lipas, no reclamaba infomacion ni vigilaba el funcionamiento del 
cabildo, y este no ten fa a quien rendir cuentas y al jefe de las armas 
no parecfa importarle mucho la administracion municipal. 
Podemos concluir que no hay guerra buena, por mejores que 
sean las intenciones de quienes la dirigen. El sufrimiento que cau­
san las guerras es enorme. La vida de las elites economicas priva a 
las ciudades de los indispensables impuestos y a sus habitantes de 
importantfsimas fuentes de trabajo. Es increfble el dafio que cau­
san quienes se proponen resolver sus diferencias por medio de la 
violencia. 
Archivo Historico de Matamoros 
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and Valley Success Story 
by 
Norman Rozeff 
As H-E-B celebrates its 1 I 0th year in existence, it is 
worthwhile to reflect on its very modest beginnings. The story 
starts with Florence Clementine Thornton, who was born to 
John and Mary Susan Kimbrough Thornton in Buena Vista, 
Chikasaw County, Mississippi on September 19, 1864. This 
was eight months before the end of the Civil War. She was 
the youngest child among six sisters and two brothers. Her 
father was a farmer. She often aided her two preacher brothers 
in conducting revivals. After grade school, she attended, as 
the only female student, Clinton College, a Baptist school in 
Clinton, Kentucky. She was graduated with honors. This school 
was closed in 1915. Florence after receiving her degree then 
taught school. 1 
On February 11, 1889, at the age of 24, Florence married 
Charles Clarence Butt, a widower with two sons from his pre­
vious wife, Vinvela Miller. Charles was older, having been born 
February 11, 1848 in Duck Hill, Montgomery County, Missis­
sippi. They began their marred life in Mississippi, but, around 
the year 1894, moved to Memphis, Tennessee, where Charles, 
formerly a pharmacist, was a piano salesman. The family, at 
that time, consisted of cabinet-maker stepson, Kearney (b. May 
1877); Charles C., Jr. (b. August 1890); Eugene Thornton (b. 
March 19, 1893); and Howard (b. in Memphis April 9, 1895).2 
The senior Charles' health was poor, as he suffered from tu­
berculosis, and a move to drier San Antonio, Texas, in 1904, was 
thought to be beneficial. A year later, with their funds depleted, 
the family moved to Kerrville, with its population then just over 
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1,500. Here, with Charles unable to work, Florence took up the 
burden of sustaining the family. Florence secured much of the 
family's income. As one of its agents, she pedaled Great Atlantic 
and Pacific Tea Company items door-to-door. Then, in October 
1905, she borrowed $60, and the Butts became merchants of a 
sort by opening a very modest store. The store was all of 450 
square feet on the ground floor of a two-story frame building 
on Main Street. The store's stock and fixtures had a total value 
of under $100. It was named the C. C. Butt Grocery Store and 
featured "fancy and staple groceries." The family lived on the 
second floor and paid the building's owner nine dollars a month 
for both store and living quarters. Charles Jr. helped his moth­
er in the store, while Howard delivered customers' groceries 
in his little red wagon and, later, on horseback. Profits were 
scant; Howard would one day relate, "Mother would give you 
anything we had in the store to anyone who came in and said he 
was a minister or a member of any church or just from Missis­
sippi-and I wasn't much better."3
Howard Butt had an innate knack for grocery retailing. Not 
only that, but Howard was an excellent student, named valedicto­
rian of his Tivy High School graduating class of 1914. By age 16, 
he was managing the family store, leaving his mother to take up 
religious and philanthropic endeavors. Florence would continue 
a lifetime of service to her church and community. For years, 
she was the Sunday School superintendent at the First Baptist 
Church of Kerrville. Being in the Order of the Eastern Star, a 
Freemasonry organization, she helped to organize its Order of 
Rainbow Girls affiliate and was its first Mother Advisor. Her 
support led to the formation of the Oak Park Baptist Church.4
A few weeks after suffering a stroke, Florence was to die in 
her Kerrville home on March 4, 1954. She was 89 years of age. 
Two years earlier, she had fallen and broken a hip. Outpourings 
of commemoration were soon forthcoming. One reflected that 
Florence was "a persistent worker and a fearless person who 
supported the cause she believed to be right regardless of 
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the opposition; a staunch champion of projects for community 
betterment; a devoted mother, and a truly Christian personality." 
It was said that "in youth [she] developed capacities for love, 
determination, and a steadfast goal of achievement which was to 
flow constant and deep in her life through the years." A Kerrville 
newspaper reflected "Mrs. Butt took an active role in assembling 
clothes and food for the needy at Thanksgiving and Christmas 
and during any emergency." The Texas House of Representatives 
passed a resolution expressing sympathy upon her death and 
reflecting that she was an "outstanding citizen" and "a good, 
gentle, and unselfish woman." She left behind her sons, Eugene 
T. Butt of Kerrville and Howard E. Butt of Corpus Christi, and
her two stepsons, Kearney Butt of Kerrville and Stanley Butt of
Biloxi, Mississippi, together with their wives and grandchildren.
Florence was buried in the Glen Rest Cemetery in Kerrville next
to her husband Charles, who had died March I I, 1915, at age 67.5 
Son Howard had long recognized what a foundation his mother
had laid for what would, one day, be a giant and successful
enterprise, for, in 1948, the H. E. Butt Grocery Company, Inc.,
had listed her as vice president of the corporation of which he
was president.6
Howard would take a break from Kerrville after graduation 
from high school. He hitchhiked to California, where he earned 
his fare home by picking grapes. While on the West Coast, he 
even ventured to meet his favorite author, Jack London. When 
the Great War commenced in Europe, Howard added the middle 
name Edward to his identification and joined the U.S. Navy, in 
1917. At one point in his military career he served as an aide to 
the commandant of the Naval Station Great Lakes, the navy's 
boot camp near North Chicago, Illinois. In this period, his moth­
er made do in the store, which had moved to another location in 
1913, with whatever help she could find until Howard returned 
in 1919 and took over the management of the store.7 
As one source on supermarkets notes, "At the beginning of 
the twentieth century small grocery stores-generally under 
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1,000 sq. ft.-sold non-perishable goods such as canned foods 
or packaged foods; flour, sugar, salt and crackers were scooped 
from huge barrels and sold by the unit or pound, and salted 
bacon and jerked beef were kept ready for sale in a cool dark 
place. For years, the town grocery store was known as the 
'dry grocer.' The second important fact about them was that 
the merchandise was usually sold on credit, and delivery to the 
customer's doorstep was expected." The cost of the wholesale 
and retail functions was around 33% of the gross. A revolution 
in retailing was on the way, however. In 1916, Piggly Wiggly 
stores of Memphis introduced the shopper to the concept of self­
service shopping. These stores were known as "grocerterias," 
because they were reminiscent of the cafeterias becoming 
popular at the time.8
Howard must have picked up on these new marketing con­
cepts. At the end of 1921, during a two-day New Year's break, 
Howard and an assistant, armed with a nickel box of paper clips 
and a stapler, priced all the merchandise in the store. It would 
now be self-serve and cash-and-carry. This change was a major 
gamble on his part, as his competitors were still offering credit. 
He mailed letters to all his old customers informing them of the 
change of policy. One, who may have reflected a number of oth­
ers, commented "Howard, I thought I'd get a nice New Year's 
greeting from you and instead get a letter telling me you won't 
trust me for groceries any more, and won't deliver 'em to me 
neither." The name of the store was changed to C. C. Butt Cash 
Grocery, and it also started to sell meat. The fact was that lower 
prices enticed customers and the store's volume picked up. Still 
the situation was far from rosy. In 1920, a post-war recession 
dropped commodity prices, and the store was stuck with stock 
that the Butts had paid more than they retailed it for. Fortunate­
ly the patience of creditors kept them going. The Kerrville store 
would move into a brick building in 1928.9 
As Kristy Ozmun in the Handbook of Texas tells us, "He 
(Howard Butt) attempted four expansions of the business-a 
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feed store in Kerrville and grocery stores in Center Point, 
Junction, and Brownwood-all of which failed. Other attempts 
in such towns as Eagle Pass, Uvalde, and Crystal City also 
failed." Perhaps the overall market in these sites was too small, 
the competition too tough, or they just weren't ready for a cash 
market. We will never know. A lesser man might have thrown in 
the towel at this point, but Howard was persistent in pursuing 
his dreams. In 1926, he was successful in opening a store in 
Del Rio. 10 Perhaps his marriage to Mary Elizabeth Holdsworth 
of Kerrville on December 5, 1924, brought him stability and 
lu k. Mary, over time, would mirror Howard's mother in her 
concerns for people and her widespread charitable activities.11 
In 1928, Howard borrowed $38,000 and purchased three 
stores in the Lower Rio Grande Valley. These were in Browns­
ville, Mercedes, and Weslaco. They were the start of the pro­
cess of the steady expansion which would eventually make his 
company the largest home-owned grocery chain in Texas. Butt 
would borrow short-term money from banks and roll over his 
debts, while he was scrupulous in handling every detail of oper­
ations in his Valley stores that specialized in low priced foods, 
such as Rio Coffee at 5¢ a lb., shortening 5-7¢ lb., and prunes 
5¢ lb. In the Valley, these stores bore the name Piggly Wiggly. 
A Laredo store was purchased in 1929. 12 
The Butts moved to the Valley in 1928, so Howard could 
manage his new entities. By I 930, Howard, Mary, and their 
oldest child were residing at 306 W. Buchanan Street in 
Harlingen. The Wilmot Telephone Directory for Harlingen 
listed Howard as the 1\tlanager of the Piggly Wiggly Warehouse 
at the M.issouri Pacific tracks. The following year, the directory 
had him as manager of the Piggly Wiggly Butt Company. In 
the same year, John and Ruth Townsend built a two-story 
brick Palladian-style Italian villa at 718 E. Taylor Avenue 
in Harlingen. Townsend was an agent for the Kansas Life 
Insurance Co. The house originally had a blue tile roof, and it 
still retains Austrian glass chandeliers, ornate plaster moldings, 
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a stained-glass window, spiral entry columns, and parquet 
and oak Aoors. Distinguished by its Palladian windows and 
spiral entry columns, the architectural style of the house is 
best described as Italian Renaissance. A few months after its 
completion, it was purchased by the Butts. They added the 
tennis courts on the west side. A Texas Historical Commission 
Marker has been erected near the house. The legend on the 
marker reads: Howard E. and Mary Butt House. 
In 1929, entrepreneur Howard E. Butt moved the headquar­
ters of his developing grocery business to Harlingen. During the 
1930s, Howard's business (H.E.B. Grocery) grew to more than 
28 stores in the Rio Grande Valley and South Texas. Known 
also for their philanthropy and civic work in Harlingen, How­
ard and Mary Butt lived there until 1940, and owned the house 
until 1943.13
The first Harlingen Piggly Wiggly Store stood at 123 East 
Jackson at the northwest corner with 2nd Street. This loca­
tion would later host the popular Day's Drugs. It had but a 25' 
frontage. The Piggly Wiggly store moved to a newly erected 
building at 201-203 E. Jackson in 1933. This store had a 40' 
frontage and was 90' deep. The move into it was delayed when 
the Labor Day Hurricane of 1933 damaged the complex. In 
1938, under a redesign by company architect M. P. Mull, the 
store was expanded to 7000 sq. ft. and completed for customers 
in September. Again, in February 1958, this store was enlarged 
and remodeled, then extending to 205.14
While Howard E. Butt, Jr. was born on September 8, 1927, 
in Kerrville, he would enter elementary school at the Sam 
Houston School on East Jackson, Harlingen.15 This was orig­
inally the Ward l School, but had been renamed, in 1936, as a 
Texas Centennial commemoration move. Sister Margaret Elea­
nor Butt (later Crook) was born in Harlingen on July 21, 1932. 
The youngest Butt child, Charles C. Butt, who, in 1971, would 
take over the reins of the company, was born in Harlingen on 
February 3, 1938.16
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Brownsville had been the site of one of Butt's first Valley 
purchases. In 1935, Howard moved, to grow his opportunities 
in this city. He purchased three lots on the south side of the 
900 block of Elizabeth Street and built on them a new # 1 store 
with 150' frontage. Johnny Snow became its manager. It was 
this year too that Butt opened stores in Crystal City and San 
Angelo. The number of stores he operated now numbered 32.17
In Harlingen, Howard later teamed with R. L. Hill, the ice 
manufacturer there, who, in I 928, had commenced construc­
tion of a canning factory. Hill may have begun the building of a 
canning plant at F Street between Jackson and Monroe on site 
of a junkyard. Initially, it was a 50' x 100' metal building, and 
it manager, until 1940, was Merle Clark. He would be replaced 
by Van Snell. Snell, who served the city in numerous civic ca­
pacities, started as a foreman in 1937, then became plant super­
intendent and, finally, general manager for 33 years.18 In March
of 1937 the plant was operating day and night in order to clean 
out the grapefruit crop. Both canned grapefruit and Valley cab­
bage made into sauerkraut were sold under the Bestex label. 19
The plant would later expand into a g·iant two-story 84,540 
sq. ft. factory. By 1939, Hill was president of the firm, Butt 
was vice-president, and Milton B. Clapp was secretary-treasur­
er. Clapp had already held a similar position in Butt's Piggly 
Wiggly Store. The large building still stands at Jackson and F 
Streets. By 1936, the Harlingen Canning Company commenced 
its operations to produce "Texas-grown, Texas-packed" goods 
at its Harlingen plant. It also packed and shipped "private la­
bel" food across the nation.20 HEB became vertically integrated 
by purchasing the plant and also a bakery. The cannery is said 
to have turned out a lot of items that HEB could retail for a 
nickel. It was operated year-round, not just seasonally, as were 
some other food plants. It maintained subsidiary branches in 
Edinburg and Rio Grande City.21
To grasp the size and capacity of this enterprise, consider 
its production one day in 1935. It was reported to have packed 
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22, 149 cases of sliced pineapple, pineapple juice, tomato juice, 
tomato puree, black eyed peas, purple hulled peas, cream peas, 
crowder peas; roasted and packaged 8,985 lbs. of coffee; and 
bottled 8,092 bottles of Silver Valley beverage. This wasn't even 
the maximum that could see the cannery at full swing pack around 
14,000 cases of pineapple, approximately 10,000 cases of toma­
toes, and 4,000 cases of peas.22 While the pineapples originated 
near Tampico and were shipped there via Port Isabel, the Valley 
Morning Star reported, in March 1951, that of the $3,500,00 that 
the factory grossed, $1 million was paid to local farmers for their 
fruit and vegetables. 
This factory served the company well and was especial­
ly valuable in the World War II food effort. On July 8, 1944 
the men and women of the Harlingen Cannery Company Plant 
were notified that they had been recognized by the War Food 
Administration with an Achievement "A" award. At a presenta­
tion ceremony, on November 27, 1944, not only was the flag with 
the "A" presented to Ay over the facility, but the U.S. Army also 
recognized the efforts that had been made at the plant.23 With a 
buyout, in June 1966, by brothers Louis and Edward Stumberg 
of San Antonio, the cannery operated until July 1968. It pro­
cessed 55 items as varied as tomatoes, green beans, three types of 
greens, grapefruit and orange juices, potato and corn chips, pine­
apples, preserves, bottled soda water, and salad dressing, among 
others. The enterprise employed 150 workers year-round, and up 
to 1,500 at peak periods.24 
Corpus Christi became home to four Butt stores in 1931. It 
was this year that Howard Butt was noted to be manager of the 
Piggly Wiggly Butt Company in Harlingen, but, in fact, he had 
increased his holdings to 20 stores worth $2 million. By 1935, he 
was being listed as president of the Valley Piggly Wiggly chain that 
had Milton B. Clapp as secretary-treasurer. A new store in AJice 
was established in 1933, as was one in Austin that year. In 1935, 
Butt began calling his stores the H. E. Butt Grocery Company, 
with the exception of his Valley Piggly Wiggly stores, which 
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were operating, by I 938, in Brownsville, San Benito, Harlingen, 
Mercedes, Weslaco, Donna, Pharr, McAllen, Mission, Edinburg, 
and Raymondville. These stores would retain the Piggly Wiggly 
name even as Butt's stores outside the Valley became Howard E. 
Butt Company stores, in I 946.25
Kingsville saw its first Butt store in 1935. The year 1938 
saw a new store in Robstown, and Austin, in early August, now 
had five stores that had been purchased from Louis Reuter. The 
opening of the Robstown store was delayed two weeks due to 
the impending birth of the Butt's third child, Howard E. Butt, 
Jr. Generally, new stores were constructed rather than buying 
existing ones. However, existing stores were frequently remod­
eled and enlarged. In any event, store openings were conducted 
with great fanfare and give-a-ways. In Robstown, live chickens 
were thrown/flown from the roof of the building. Retrieved tags 
on the birds entitled the catcher to free food items. 
The year 1940 saw a major shift in the company with the 
move of the corporate headquarters from Harlingen to Corpus 
Christi. The Butts may have split some of their family time be­
tween both cities in 1940, but, by April of that year, had left their 
Harlingen residency behind forever. By the first of this year, the 
company occupied a new warehouse, bakery, and offices in Cor­
pus Christi. Once ensconced in Corpus Christi, Howard took on 
more responsibilities in that community. He became head of the 
First Bank of Corpus Christi and had interests in the Boggus 
Motor Company of Corpus Christi, Harlingen, and McAllen.26
The grocery firm was wisely cognizant of national trends 
and advancements. It had already stocked the whole range of 
food commodities from meat to fowl, from soup to nuts, and 
now it began to carry its very own brands. In addition, it began 
to stock frozen foods and, to ease the customers' ambiance, in­
troduced air conditioning into its facilities. 
San Antonio saw its first Howard E. Butt store in 1942; Taylor 
in 1951; and Waco in 1956, as well as did smaller towns between 
these cities in this period. Because of its centralized location, San 
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Antonio, in 1952, became the site of HEB's 132,000 sq. ft. regular 
warehouse as well as a produce and frozen food one. 
The 1950s saw the term "supermarket" come into play. HEB 
was no slouch in this regard. Its stores soon were consolidating 
a fish market, butcher shop, pharmacy, and bakery under one 
roof. This truly initiated one-stop-shopping for the masses. 
When the firm celebrated its 50th Anniversary in 1955, it 
had 65 stores in 29 South, Southwest, and Central Texas cit­
ies. It then had four bakeries supplying these stores. Two years 
previously, its birth city, Kerrville, saw the opening of its "food 
wonderland," a unit with over 10,500 sq. ft. Its co-owner was 
G. Leland Richeson, who had started working with the family
in 1913 and retired in 1945.27
By 1956, the eleven Butt Piggly Wiggly stores in the Valley 
began to be listed as H. E. Butt Grocery Company. In 1957, 
the stores in Edinburg and Mission were denoted by a H.E.B. 
sign designation rather than the lengthy H. E. Butt Grocery 
Company. The remainder of Butt's Valley stores were to take 
on the H.E.B. designation the following year. Confusion exist­
ed as Piggly Wiggly franchisers other than Butt continued to 
operate in various Valley communities.  As an example, in 1956, 
Don Mounts operated a Piggly Wiggly of Harlingen store at at 
616 E. Harrison (a building that would late house a Cameron 
County annex office). By November 1991, the H.E.B logo was 
further updated to H-E-B.28
In 1959, the company began publishing a monthly news 
magazine for its employees and their families. Titled "The 
Newsbasket," it had as its Editor in Chief Howard Butt, Jr. In 
recounting some of the company's history each month, it made a 
valuable contribution documenting what otherwise might have 
been lost. 
HEB's expansion in Harlingen alone was typical of the 
company's strategies. With increasing urban populations and 
traffic congestion, the company recognized that close-at-hand 
stores would be a marketing plus. After HEB's first Harlingen 
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Piggly Wiggly store, at 123 E. Jackson, was closed, the firm 
moved down the street to a new and larger building at 201-
203 E. Jackson, later to expand to 205. 29 On March 6, 1951
H.E.B. opened a 15,000 sq. ft. store at 821 W. Harrison. It had 
a lunch counter and fountain. By May 1956, with a 40' x 150' 
addition, the store would be expanded to 21,000 sq. ft. and then 
to 43,000 by January 1968. By then, the latter had automatic 
doors and advanced checkout counters. This store went by sev­
eral names after 1969, in an effort to entice customers. At one 
point, it was named HEB Thrifty Family Discount Grocery and 
later the Thrifty Texas Family Center, but, by 1976, was back 
to HEB #2. HEB store's Harold Miller had come here, in 1957, 
to manage it, then, two years later, became H EB's Valley dis­
trict manager. Sam Lockwood became Valley market supervi­
sor. In 1958, Butt opened, in the Laurel Park Shopping Center, 
1213 S. Commerce Street, HEB #3 store, giving it a $1.3 million 
expansion in August 1984. HEB's fourth Harlingen store was 
built in the late 1970s at the corner of Morgan and Austin. Its 
fifth store, constructed near Valle Vista Mall at 613 S. Express­
way 77 & 83 in 1986, has 60,000 sq. ft.30
Somewhat of a saturation approach was instituted, reducing 
automobile travel time to its stores. In doing so, HEB outfoxed 
its competition with their single location stores. First to vacate 
Harlingen was the national grocery chain Kroger Company. 
Later to do the same was the chain Albertson's. Other locally 
owned grocery stores were eventually forced by fierce competi­
tion to leave the scene. One tactic with which HEB found suc­
cess was to enlarge its existing stores in order to carry a wider 
range items to sell in addition to food ones. 
By 1960, the company operated 84 stores in 35 cities. The 
list of company innovations, additions, and changes over the 
following years is numerous. Those highlighted follow. In 1976, 
the H-E-B Milk Plant opened in San Antonio, becoming the 
largest milk plant in Texas. H.E.B also operates the state's largest 
bread bakery; in the 1990s, the company began to promote its 
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own brands, eventually totally over 11,800. In 1994, H-E-B 
opened the first Central Market in Austin, featuring a European 
bakery, deli with meats and cheeses from around the globe, and 
juice and ice cream bar. Its unique layout directs customers 
through the whole store before exiting is possible. February 
1997 saw the opening of a 74,000 sq. ft. store in an upscale 
suburb of Monterrey, Mexico; in 2001, H-E-B entered the 
Houston market in a Texas-sized way with large-format stores; 
the first one at Fountainview and Westheimer. ln 2003, H-E-B 
opened a new $4 million, 14,000-square-foot Transportation 
Terminal in Weslaco, and, in 2007, in that city opened the 
Regional Dry Grocery Facility to serve the Rio Grande Valley 
and South Texas regions. In 2004, H-E-B introduced its new 
H-E-B plus! concept store in San Juan, Texas. The store
provides customers with expanded product and service offerings
including extensive music, video, and DVD selections; a larger
baby department; dedicated space for grills and grilling supplies;
an expanded card and party product section; lawn and garden
equipment; electronic and household items; and designated space
for "surprise buys." In 2010, H-E-B opened the Temple Retail
Support Center, a 450,000 sq. ft. warehouse and transportation
facility strategically located in the Central Texas Region. It was
only after 1971, when Charles C. Butt took over the company
reigns from his father, that the stores began to stock alcoholic
beverages. 31
Naturally, this ever-expanding, forward, and progressive-look­
ing company rose to be one of the largest food chains in the United 
States. It boasts annual sales of more than $15 billion, operates 307 
stores in Texas and Northern Mexico, and employs 71,000 people, 
making it the largest privately held company in Texas. As a result, 
H-E-B has come in for many national awards and recognition, too 
many to recount here.32
The company's commercial successes do not constitute the 
whole story. The charitable endeavors of its owners are equally 
important. Howard was a deacon in his Baptist church and lived his 
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religious convictions. His son Howard Butt, Jr. was a lay preacher 
and, at one point, was invited to accompany evangelist Billy Graham 
on his European crusade. Since the 1930s, H-E-B has contributed 
five percent of pre-tax profits back to the communities in which it 
does business. As early as 1934, Howard Butt, who was a Mason 
(as was his father), and devout Baptist, established the H. E. Butt 
Foundation, which helped pioneer philanthropic foundations in 
Texas. Mary Butt served as its president. Together with his wife, 
Mary, who had been born in Loma Vista, Texas, into a large 
family, they began projects that would address the health and 
educationaJ needs of South Texas families. They provided seed 
money for libraries, tennis courts (including the H. E. Butt Tennis 
Center at Pendleton Park, Harlingen), and swimming pools for 
smaller South Texas communities.33 Later, Howard would serve
on several college boards. Mr. Butt assisted greatly in developing 
the new Valley Baptist HospitaJ, the Harlingen Public Library, 
and boy scouting; and in the establishment of the TB Hospital 
in Harlingen. He also donated the original building housing the 
RGV Museum. He died in Corpus Christi, at age ninety-five, on 
March 12, 1991. 
Mary Butt, when living in the Valley after moving to Browns­
ville in 1929, worked vigorously to promote programs dealing 
with crippled children and child welfare, as well as pushing tuber­
culosis diagnosis and treatment. She brought the first equipment 
to the Valley to evaluate hearing and vision for elementary school 
children. She started the State Crippled Children's Program, us­
ing her dining room as an office. She also served as chairwom­
an of the Cameron County Child Welfare Board. After moving 
to Corpus Christi, she continued with numerous charitable and 
civic endeavors. These included organizing the local branch of 
the YWCA; the Nueces County Home for the Aged; the Nueces 
County Tuberculosis Hospital; and the local branch of the Amer­
ican Cancer Society; and establishing the Mary Bethune Day 
Nursery that addressed the shortfalls in access to day care for 
African-American children. 
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In 1953, Mary helped to establish the Hilltop Hospital, 
which treated tuberculosis patients and eventually served five 
years as the chairman of its board. In 1954, the Butts established 
the H. E. Butt Foundation Camp located on the Frio River. As 
she was particularly dedicated to the care of emotionally dis­
turbed children, she developed a camping program specifically 
for their care. The camp continues to serve, without cost, over 
20,000 campers annually and is also the site of the Laity Lodge, 
a prominent center of Christian learning, founded by their son, 
Howard E. Butt Jr. 
In April 1954, the Texas State Senate passed a resolution 
praising Mrs. Butt. In part, it pointed out that Laredo had hon­
ored her "as the citizen who has contributed the most to the 
development and progress of South West Texas in the past five 
years." It went on to note that she worked with community 
councils, served on hospital boards and countless committees, 
provided scholarships, and helped sick people.34
In 1955, she was appointed by Texas Governor Allan Shiv­
ers to the governing board of Texas State Hospitals and Spe­
cial Schools (later the Texas Department of Mental Health and 
Mental Retardation). She served as the only woman member of 
the board for 18 years, being appointed by six different gover­
nors.35 The Butts contributed to the founding of the Butt-Hold­
sworth Memorial Library in Kerrville, which was inaugurated 
in summer 1967.36
Mrs. Butt's work was recognized with honorary doctorate 
degrees, including a Doctor of Laws Degree from Baylor Uni­
versity, in August 1953, and many awards. She died in Corpus 
Christi on October 6, 1993, at age 90.37 Continuing his mother's 
philanthropic work, her son Howard E. Butt, Jr. became presi­
dent of the H. E. Butt Foundation and worked at other endeav­
ors, and was described as "business leader, spiritual reformer, 
bridge-builder, communicator, innovator, and author ... one 
of America's earliest and most consistent advocates of servant 
leadership at home, at work, and at large."38 His sister Margaret
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Eleanor Butt Crook would be a director of Bread for the World, 
among her other charitable work.39
Current H-E-B involvement includes the H-E-B Food 
Bank Assistance Program, its annual Feast of Sharing holiday 
dinners, and the Spirit of H-E-B trailer, that provides on-site 
relief in areas devastated by natural disasters. In the education 
field, it annually awards $800,000 in cash prizes to deserving 
teachers, principals, and school districts with the Excellence 
in Education Awards. This is the largest monetary recognition 
program for education in Texas and one of the largest in the 
nation.-io 
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Algunas Revistas Culturales de Matamoros
de 1940 a 1951 
por 
Rosaura Alicia Davila 
El perfodo de los cuarentas a los cincuentas signific6 para 
Matamoros una epoca de bonanza: la Revoluci6n habfa terminado, 
se iniciaba la epoca de reconstrucci6n del pafs y, al finalizar 1940, 
el general Lazaro Cardenas dejaba su mandato en media de una 
gran polemica desatada por la Educaci6n Socialista, en la que 
los maestros desempefiaban el papel de lfderes de la comunidad, 
se establecieron las Misiones Cuiturales, y se fund6 el lnstituto 
Politecnico Nacional. La region fue muy beneficiada en su sexenio 
pues gracias a su intervenci6n el Ing. Eduardo Chavez construy6 
el Distrito de Riego del Baja Rfo Bravo. 
En el gobierno del Gral. Manuel Avila Camacho ocup6 
la Secretarfa de Educaci6n Publica el distinguido intelectual 
Jaime Torres Bodet que emprendi6 una gran campafia contra el 
analfabetismo y reform6 el artfculo 3° constitucional referente a 
la educaci6n laica, obligatoria, y gratuita. 
La producci6n de algod6n estaba en auge y el oro blanco mat­
amorense se cotizaba muy bien en Europa. La derrama econ6mica 
se reAejaba tan to en el establecimiento de restaurantes y centros 
nocturnos abarrotados de norteamericanos que venfan a diver­
tirse a la "Zona Roja", asf coma comercios llenos de mercaderfa 
y cines donde se exhibfan pelfculas de lo que posteriormente se 
llamarfa "epoca de oro del cine nacional". 
Es en ese ambiente que se da el Aorecimiento de revistas 
que mezclaban tanto el aspecto cultural coma social y que son 
el reAejo de lo que era el Matamoros de la epoca: sus nuevas 
costumbres, gustos y necesidades de la nueva sociedad postrev-
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olucionaria, ademas de una ventana para intelectuales, histori­
adores, y artistas locales. 
Una revista de esa decada fueMatamoro, 1, que contenfa temas 
culturales y sociales, surgida en 1940 con periodicidad quince­
nal. Sus oftcinas estaban ubicadas en la calle 8 #1005. Ten fa 
como auxiliar de redacci6n a la Sri ta. Corina Guerra -raro ver 
a una mujer trabajando en una oftcina en esa epoca-cuyo di­
rector era Pedro Garza Uribe. 
i, Qui en era este empresario que se atrevfa a apostar por la 
cultura? Native de San Ignacio, Texas, en 1900. Estudi6 su in­
strucci6n primaria en su pueblo natal. Al finalizarla, se traslada 
a Laredo, Texas, en donde obtiene su tftulo de contador. Su 
primer trabajo fue de comerciante, al mismo tiempo que presta 
sus servicios en la Oftcina del Timbre en Nuevo Laredo. Se 
cambi6 a Matamoros, donde desempefi6 el puesto de Jefe de 
la Seccion de lmpuesto sobre la Renta en la Oftcina Federal de 
Hacienda. 
En la Gufa Informativa de H. Matamoros, Tamaulipas, de 
1949 se anunciaba como constructor domiciliado en las calles 
11 Matamoros y Abasolo y telefono 3-99 J. En el tomo I I # 87 
del 1 ° de febrero 1944, el contenido ten fa noticias locales sobre 
la reanudaci6n del Carnaval que, al parecer, tenfa interrumpido 
algunos afios, y agregaban que se desconocfan las causas . 
. . . Bien pudiera decirse que en Matamoros se hicieron Carna­
vales cuando vivfa el finado Juan Maraboto. Lo cierto es que 
don Juan promovfa, organizaba y animaba las fiestas de car­
naval como no tenemos conocimiento que haya existido otra 
persona en Matamoros. De nuevo se ha pensado en las fiestas 
de carnaval y para el efecto ya se integr6 el Comite y las comi­
siones respectivas. 
Continuaban los "Comentarios Cinematograftcos" en donde 
se informaba que el Cine "Mejico" exhibfa la pelfcula "Tuya has­
ta la Muerte" con Charles Boyer y Joan Fontaine, del genero 
romantico y apta para todo publico. 
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En cr6nica se reseiiaba el aniversario de la Escuela Primaria 
Jose Arrese y la poesfa estaba representada en el poema "Pa­
sionaria" de Manuel M. Flores. 
La revista Matamoro.1 se sostenfa con anunciantes locales, 
entre los que se encontraban dos ferreterfas: "La Casa Quinte­
ro," propiedad de Juan Quintero Jr. en Abasolo 8 y 9, y "Del 
Indio" en la calle Abasolo y 9, propiedad de J. D. McMillan Su­
ers. Ofrecfa implementos para la agricultura, especializada en 
monturas mexicanas y ofreda ademas pinturas, barnices, loza, 
y cristalerfa. El "Texas Bar" de 7 y Abasolo ofreda inmejorable 
servicio de cocina y atenci6n esmerada de su propietario Jesus 
Garza Ruiz. Fue igual para la Joyerfa y Relojerfa "El Zafiro" 
propiedad de Jose Marfa Estrada. Dos ofrecfan ropa: "La Casa 
de Todos" de Miguel A. Rubiano en 7 y Abasolo ofrecfa mue­
bles, trajes, casimires, calzado y fabrica de colchones a precios 
econ6micos y "Las tres 8.8.B.," propiedad de Jesus M. Valdez 
con mercancfa de moda y de la mejor calidad. 
A diferencia de revistas nacionales en las que no aparecfan 
anuncios de artfculos perecederos, en /Jfatamoro, 1 la carnicerfa 
"La Perla" de la calle 9 y Matamoros, propiedad de! empresario 
Ernesto Elizondo, cinco aiios mas tarde presidente municipal de 
Matamoros, ofrecfa un amplio surtido en carne de res, puerco, 
carnero, polio, cabrito, carnes frfas, y manteca de puerco. 
La revista contenfa un solo anunciante nacional, la Cer­
vecerfa Moctezuma de Orizaba, Veracruz, que tanto en prensa 
escrita como en el radio decfa: "cerveza, se hace en muchas par­
tes, pero con el agua y clima de Orizaba, solo XX" y distribuida 
en Matamoros por Rafael R.  de la Garza. 
El inquieto licenciado Humberto de la Garza Kelly dirigi6 
en esta epoca dos importantes revistas: Pri.1ma y Camara y Actu­
afidaJe,1. Prt:1ma vio la luz primera, el 5 de octubre de 1949, y fue 
editada por Gustavo G. Cerrillo, tambien duefio del peri6dico 
La Voz de fa Frontera. 
En el artfculo "Nuestros braceros huyen de su redenci6n," 
Mancera aseveraba: que era obvio que el constante exodo de 
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trabajadores mexicanos no solo perjudicaba a la economfa de! 
pafs y producfa el desquiciamiento de la agricultura, sino que: 
Entre los grandes problemas de Mexico que requieren ser 
solucionados esta el de los braceros. No es soluci6n cerrar las 
fronteras, ni colocarlos al margen de la ley puesto que son ello 
mismos quienes quieren salirse del pafs .... 
Contenfa una secci6n de icierto o falso?, crucigramas "casos 
y cosas del cine" escrito por Alfonso de la Parra, quiza el pio­
nero de la crftica cinematografica en el estado, y "Media Noche 
del Hotel San Antonio." Todos estos ubicados dentro del area 
de entretenimiento. 
lnclufa tambien la cr6nica de un relevante evento social en 
el Casino Hispano- Mexicano, con dos fotograffas del festejo de 
cumpleafios al Lie. Luis Ramfrez de Alba, figura prominente del 
Poder Judicial en Tamaulipas y cuyo anfitri6n principal foe don 
Gustavo G. Cerrillo. 
La revista daba oportunidad a los intelectuales locales para 
dar a conocer sus trabajos, coma en este caso el Dr. Manuel 
F. Rodrfguez Brayda escribi6 "Tdptico del Paseo" y, para los
amantes del misterio y asuntos policfacos, la traducci6n de la
secci6n "De los Archivos del Crfmen" con "La pista del falso
paquete."
Ya a fines de la decada de los 40s, los anuncios no contenfan 
unicamente productos locales, y "El Hagar Electrico," propie­
dad de Flavia Hinojosa y Hermanos y situado frente a la pla­
za principal. ofrecfan artfculos de marcas extranjeras coma: 
Westinghouse, GE, y Philco en radios, planchas, refrigera­
dores y lavadoras y las nacionales Delher y Acros. Luis Lam­
barri Marquez en Remington Rand Int'! vendfan sumadoras y 
calculadoras. Los autom6viles marca Ford y llantas y camaras 
GoodYearOxo se podfan adquirir en Automotriz Matamoros, 
S.A., de Morelos y 8 con tel. 538. Entre los que promovfan pro­
ductos y servicios locales: el "Hotel San Antonio," que contaba
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con clima artificial, restaurante, night club, y bar. La Madererfa 
"El Gallo" en Gonzalez y 10, propiedad de Miguel Trevino Em­
paran; la Despepitadora de Miguel Huerta e hijos, y el Or. Ig­
nacio Garcia Gonzalez, especialista en enfermedades del apara­
to digestive y circulatorio y ex residente del hospital Sherman 
de Chicago, IL. 
La primera edici6n de la Gula lnformativa de H. Matamoro,, se 
public6 en espanol e ingles en 1949 y contenfa tres pianos: de 
Matamoros, de Valle Hermosa, y de Brownsville, Texas. Fue 
publicada por Editorial Gufa, ubicada en Calle 7 # 145. Edi­
tores Juan Sanchez Osunay Guadalupe Ofaz Jr. En "Fuentes 
de Vida,"" ... el rengl6n principal de la economfa de Matamoros 
lo constituye la producci6n de algod6n .... " En los datos de Es­
tados Unidos: 
A rafz de la Guerra de Secesi6n de Estados Unidos, H. Matam­
oros goz6 de un auge sin precedente, ya que los surefios hacfan 
sus exportaciones e importaciones a traves de Matamoros, por 
tener sus puertos bloqueados por los nortefios. En esa epoca 
la ciudad lleg6 a tener 40,000 habitantes, para despues, estar a 
punto de desaparecer por un cicl6n ... 
En comunicaciones afirma que, ademas de comunicaciones 
con Brownsville, tiene una buena carretera a Monterrey. Se 
comunica por ferrocarril y por vfa aerea la escala que la lfnea 
aerea Pan American World Air Ways que en Brownsville con­
stitufan un atractivo. 
Los autobuses de! "Cfrculo Rojo," que pertenecfan a la 
U ni6n de Permisionarios de la Lfnea Internacional, ten fan dos 
rutas: la de! Puente Nuevo con terminales en Matamoros en la 
9 y Abasolo y en la vecina poblaci6n en Levee y calle 13 y la del 
Puente Viejo, cuya terminal era la misma en ambas ciudades. 
En la Secci6n iSabfa Usted .... 
Que las 58 plantas despepitadoras que operaban en Matam­
oros formaban el grupo concentrado mas grande de despepit-
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adoras modernas del mundo. Que la mayor parte del algod6n 
producido en Matamoros es consumido par Canada, lnglater­
ra, Belgica, Espana, y Francia. 
Que el famoso pozo petrolero Brasil # 1 se encontraba en el 
municipio de Matamoros. 
Se reproducfan parrafos del libro escrito por el Or. Y Gral. 
Ignacio Martfnez, "Recuerdos de un Viaje" en donde describe el 
Matamoros de 1875. 
Entre los anunciantes: "Hargis Electric" de Material Electri­
co para la lndustria y el Comercio. Miembro de National Elec­
tric Contractors Assn, en el 1824 de E. Elizabeth en Brownsville, 
Texas y tel 2-7 426. 
De lo mas prolffico fueron los anuncios de Farmacias y Bot­
icas, con un total de siete: la "Botica Anahuac" dependiente de 
la Clfnica Gutierrez, del Dr. Porfirio Gutierrez en Gonzalez y 
8; la "Farmacia Regina" en Sexta y Abasolo; responsable G. del 
Bosque; la "Botica Central" que decfa ser la mejor de Matamoros 
con domicilio en Gonzalez 102 con dos telefonos el 119 y 120; con 
consultorios anexos de los Doctores Arguelles, Basualdo y Luna 
Perez. La "Botica Nueva" I. Perez Suers., frente al Mercado; la 
"Farmacia Lozano," propiedad de Pedro G. Lozano, en Abasolo 
y Diez; la "Botica Monterrey" de Matamoros y Diez, propiedad 
de Ernesto G. Anzaldua, y la Farmacia "Juarez" de Bravo y 9. 
Centro Medico de Matamoros; Doctores R. Fontanelli, J. Villar­
real S; Pedro Garza Cantu , J. Gpe. Ramfrez , Pablo Rhi Sauci y 
juna mujer! La Ora. Aida F. Gonzalez. 
Dos hoteles, el Regis, de Abasolo y Diez, de Lozano her­
manos, y el San Antonio, de Sexta y Hernan Cortes. Variedad 
con artistas de cine, radio, y teatro. Las mejores orquestas y co­
cina internacional con los mejores vinos, propiedad de Andres 
Bustamante. 
Dos academias: la Comercial y Bancaria, ubicada en Abasolo 
#74 y altos dirigida por Octavio Trejo Flores, y la "Justo Sierra" 
en Gonzalez 8 y 9, y la directora era la Profra. Esther Guerrero. 
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La radiodifusora XEO "El pregonero del Valle" con mil 
watts de potencia en el 970 kc. Para su mejor propaganda "Ra­
dio Matamoros" XEAM. Manuel J. Salinas. Gerente y propi­
etario, ubicada en Zaragoza y Septima. 
Tome Coca Cola Bien Frfa. Embotelladora Tamaulipeca 
S.A. Morelos 7 y 8 y anunciaban su pr6xima direcci6n en Cana­
les y 6. Tome Bimbo, El refresco de Junes a domingo. En botella 
gigante y con etiqueta de cristal. Pfdalo a la Regia S. de R. L., 
Calle 13 Norte #13. Canada Dry, En Bravoy 21. 
Diariamente 20 mil personas leen El Re_qimzal lnforma, Ori­
en ta y Ed uca. Calle 8 # 1005. 
Lea el mejor peri6dico de la region diario matutino La Vo.: 
de la r"'rontera al servicio de la Patria. Sexta 195. Cuatro mader­
erfas: "El Gallo" de Miguel Trevino Emparan, en Gonzalezy lW 
con sucursal en Valle Hermosa en calle 1 a y America; "Mader­
erfa Guajardo," Gerente Tomas Guajardo, Calle 11 Matamoros 
y Bravo. La de "Jose J. Martfnez," La mas antigua en Matam­
oros de Matamoros y 8; la "Tamaulipas, S. de R.L.", Gerente 
Florentino Cuellar de 11 Abasolo y Matamoros. John Deere, 
maquinaria agrfcola de calidad; Studebaker, caches y camiones 
y Johnston, bombas turbinas de pozo profundo. Wells Fargo 
and Co. Express, S.A. en Gonzalez 95. "Caterpillar," motores, 
tractores, motoconformadoras. Distribuidores exclusivos Ma­
quinaria Diesel, Morelos 108, Gerente Erasto Garza. 
En la contraportada las Transportes Matamoros, S.C.L, 
anunciaba su ruta Matamoros, San Fernando, Padilla, Guemez, 
y Victoria en su Ruta Azul y ponfa a la disposici6n las oficinas 
en Gonzalez No 70 y con telefono 417. Ofrecfa corridas de pri­
m era con un costo de$ 14.00 y segunda clase $ I 0.75 con asien­
tos numerados, autobuses tipo pullman, asientos reclinables y 
clima acondicionado. 
Mientras que a principios de las cuarenta las anunciantes 
eran principalmente locales-con algunas excepciones, a fines 
de la decada se notaba el surgimiento de marcas norteamericanas 
necesarias en el cam po y la industria. Asf tenemos: "Caterpillar," 
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John Deere, Johnston, que indicaban la bonanza de! campo 
matamorense; o Hargis Electric de materiales para la industria 
y el comercio con sede en la vecina poblacion; o los autos y 
camiones Dodge. Surgfan marcas de bebidas de empresas 
trasnacionales como Coca Cola o Canada Ory en competencia 
con la empresa regiomontana Bimbo, cuya Frase publicitaria era 
"tomelo de lunes a domingo." 
El sector servicios inclufa a profesionales de salud-que se 
anunciaban profusamente, farmacias, y las madererfas tenfan 
mucho trabajo al vender la materia prima que empleaban la 
mayorfa de los habitantes de la ciudad para la construccion de 
sus viviendas. Tambien inclufan hoteles, escuelas, instituciones 
bancarias, y casas de cambio. Todo indica el boom economico 
de la poblacion y el fortalecimiento del mercado interno. 
La revista Provincuz vio la luz el 15 de agosto de 1950, dirigi­
da por Benjamfn Macfas. Contenfa artkulos como "Belleza del 
Arte Oramatico" de Miguel Gomez y "Matamoros de Antafio" 
de Margarita Reyna. 
La revista MYB (Matamoros y Brownsville) surge en 
noviem bre de 1950 con el lema: "Pro Acercam ien to I nternacio­
nal: Pro Better Relations." Era una revista bilingile, cuyo Di­
rector Gerente era Enrique E Trevino Jr., 623 E. Adams St. y 
Bustamante y Quinta #1. En la contraportada Pan American 
State Bank de Brownsville, Texas, foe "Atencion Especial y Fa­
cilidades para el Manejo del Algodon Mexicano y Americano." 
The Bollack Store, lnc., 1223 Calle Elizabeth de Brownsville, 
Texas, "Ven ta de Mercancfa de Prestigio para Mujeres y Hom­
bres desde 1878." Brooks Central Drugs. Agencia Walgreen, 
"En el Corazon de Brownsville." En su pagina cuatro, la Aso­
ciacion Algodonera Mexicana de H. Matamoros, Tamaulipas, 
aseveraba tener 30 empresas asociadas en Matamoros; seis en 
Reynosa, una en Rio Bravo, una en Miguel Aleman, dos en Va­
ladeces, dos en Torreon, y siete en Brownsville, Texas. 
Su editorial ahrmaba que la Revolucion Mexicana era la 
epopeya mas grande de la Nacion Mexicana y ponfa como prim era 
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prioridad del Mexico de la epoca poner en acci6n la democracia y 
crear la libertad. Ponfa en duda que Mexico pudiera prosperar al 
!ado de un pafs en donde la libertad era la regla.
En su contenido, el Dr. Manuel F. Rodrfguez Brayda pub­
lic6 en LeyenJa,, J/llatamoren.1e,1 "Aprendiz de Brujo," un artfculo 
sobre Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, "Cuentos de Sol y Locura," 
"La Primera Guerra Mundial," "Recordando a Rodolfo Valenti­
no," "La Morada de los Oioses," "El Ocaso de un Campean," y
algunas secciones mas. 
El numero I de la revista Camara y ActualiJaJe., se public6 
el 5 de junio de 1951. Su Director Gerente fue el Lie. Hum­
berto de la Garza Kelly con oficinas en Morelos y Sexta # 565. 
Era una publicaci6n mensual con un costo de $1.00. La portada 
mostraba una excelente fotograffa a colores de la popular actriz 
norteamericana Cid Charise y segun escribi6 su director en el 
Preliminar: 
Esta revista es una nueva expresi6n del periodismo en la fron­
tera; es una nueva nota en la escala de cuanto se ha hecho en 
materia de revistas. Su tecnica es bien distinta a la de muchas 
otras revistas ... 
En la contraportada se anunciaba la Asociaci6n Algo­
donera Mexicana. "Estamos electrificando al cam po para 
beneficio de la Agricultura Mexican a," decfa el lema de la 
Compafifa Electrica Mexicana, propiedad de Ruben A. 
Martfnez, en la pagina No. 1 de la revista. Ya se anunciaban 
avionetas para fumigaci6n de los campos algodoneros con 
Les Mauldin Aircraft Inc., U.S. Export License 179, dealers 
and Exporters. Airplanes, Engines, Supplies, Brownsville, 
Texas; escuela para pilotos y mecanicos, y aviones nuevos y
usados con oficinas en Matamoros, Tamaulipas, en la Casa 
Galvan y en Mexico, O.F. Dolores, #3 904-A. 
Como cortesfa de Jose Cantu, la influyente estaci6n 
KBOR 1600 kilociclos de Brownsville, Texas. Se anunciaba 
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la Distribuidora de las Llantas Goodrich Euskadi en Valle 
Hermosa, Quiroga y Ramfrez. 
Un arti'culo sobre la Historia de Valle Hermosa se daba 
cuenta de la coronaci6n de SGM Marisa I como reina de la pri­
maria Don Bosco en el Teatro Reforma, incluyendo fotograffas 
del desfile del 5 de mayo. En temas de salud,"Tuberculosis, Si'­
filis y Lepra" y ya se trataban temas ambientales como "En De­
fensa de la Tierra" y "Jose Cantu, Quijote Moderno". 
Como conclusion, podemos decir que las revistas culturales 
de Matamoros de esa epoca reAejaron el surgimiento de la socie­
dad posrevolucionaria de la Frontera, sus costumbres, aficiones, 
y la estrecha interdependencia que habfa en todos los 6rdenes 
entre las dos poblaciones vecinas de Matamoros y Brownsville. 
La Sociedad Tamaulipeca de Historia, Geografi'a, y Estadi'stica 
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Valerio Longoria-For a Quarter a Song 
by 
Manuel Medrano 
Although originally composed only of the accordion and the 
bajo sexto (twelve string guitar), the contemporary conjunto 
now includes the bass and drums. Carlos Guerra, San Anto­
nio columnist, writes that conjunto "is a music as original as 
any the United States has ever produced, and, not yet a cen­
tury old, has a following substantial enough to support hun­
dreds of full-time musicians, a complete record industry and 
a growing number of radio stations."' Manuel Pena, professor 
and music scholar, once wrote that conjunto (ensemble) music 
" ... still reigns supreme in ... celebrations large and small, pub­
lic and private ..  from Austin to Laredo, from Lubbock to San 
Antonio."2 This unique musical style continues to provide the 
Tejano working class with a way to express itself, preserve its 
identity, and maintain its culture. Few individuals have impact­
ed the evolution of conjunto music more than Valerio Longoria. 
He is arguably one its most significant innovators. Succeeding 
pre-World War II musicians like pioneers Narciso Martinez 
and Santiago Jimenez, he was the first to combine the Mexican 
song (canci6n) with the traditional instrumental conjunto music 
and the first to include the bolero and contemporary drums in 
the conjunto genre. Yet his personal life was marked, not only 
by achievement, but also by challenge and frustration. He was 
born poor, had no formal education, and lived during years of 
overt prejudice and discrimination. Yet Longoria was a survi­
vor and his life and music were testaments to his spirit. 
Valerio Longoria Jr. was born in Kenedy, Texas, a small 
farming community near San Antonio, on February 13, 1924.
When his parents divorced, he moved to West Texas, where his 
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father, Valerio Sr., worked in the fields to support the family. 
As a child, Valerio picked cotton for two cents a pound and 
did chores to help his father. Soon they moved again to a small 
ranching community outside of Raymondville named Los Coy­
otes, where they lived for several years. In an era of segregated 
"Mexican schools," he never attended classes because he I ived 
on a ranch and it was difficult for his parents to send him to 
school. Additionally, there were no laws that required atten­
dance. Longoria remembered, "In those years the laws were 
not mandatory to go to school. ... "3 However, Valerio was self­
taught, and he learned to read and write. He was very adamant 
about a formal education. He once said that if his own grand­
child expressed no desire to attend school, he would tell him " ... 
my life has been very easy because I have been a very successful 
musician. But school is very necessary for all the kids. I learned 
by myself to write and speak English. I will make myself under­
stand (the English language) . . . .  Here in the United States I 
speak English."4 
It was during those years on a trip to Raymondville, that his 
father bought the young Valerio an accordion at a second-hand 
store. Longoria remembered, " [t was one with two rows of but­
tons, not three. It had holes on one side; well, it had several 
holes, but he bought it for $10.00. Well, I put tape on it, and [ 
began to learn to play a little."5 
At the age of eleven, his family moved again, this time to 
Harlingen. It was there where he performed publicly for the 
first time at a birthday party on a small rancho. He continued 
to play at weddings, baptisms, and birthday fiestas accompa­
nied by a bajo sexto player and a guitarist. His first paid per­
formance, however, was in Sarita, at an outdoor dance. With a 
smile, he recalled, "I played all night for $4.00. I played seven 
or eight pieces, but I played a song and then we would play 
it over again. That's how I started to play the accordion. My 
father loved the music very much and he would always buy 
instruments, guitars, accordions, and harmonicas .... "6 Thus, he 
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learned to play several instruments including the guitar and the 
harmonica on his own. 
Valerio continued to perform on the weekends at open-air 
dances in the lower Rio Grande Valley. Three days before the 
dance, the dirt Aoor was swept and prepared. Kerosene lamps 
were hung on ropes from the mesquite trees to provide lighting. 
Mexicanos would dance at these venues, because there were no 
ballrooms available for them. Some years later, platforms were 
built for people to dance. They danced to chotes, polkas, and 
huapangos from sundown to sunup. Many of these dances were 
family affairs, which provided a respite from long hours of field 
work. 
He performed in Combes, at "La Villita" in San Benito, and 
at "El Mesquit6n" in Olmito. Many times these dances provid­
ed an opportunity for extra income. In Combes, girls would 
charge ten cents per dance, a nickel for them and a nickel for 
their promoter and the musicians. Valerio remembered, "They 
would come out with their pockets full. Sometimes they would 
come out with more money than the musicians."7 The dances 
began at night and continued into the morning for many hours. 
He recalled, "The management would tell us to make the tunes 
short, so one or two turns and boom, the tune is over and off to 
collect. And as soon as the collecting was done, and there would 
be a horn that would blow for us, and we already knew that 
when the horn blew we'd start playing once more again."8 Of 
course, the more daughters in the family that danced, the more 
money the family would make. At "La Villi ta," the promoters 
would charge at the door. "El Mesquit6n" was an open area 
with a large mesquite tree. A platform was built around the tree 
and benches were placed around the dance platform where only 
women and girls were allowed to sit. The musicians sat in the 
corner where the benches met. People came from both sides of 
the border, often from small ranchitos. 
Near the end of World War I I, Valerio was drafted into 
the Army and served in Germany for approximately one year. 
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Although he did not take an accordion there, he acquired one 
and began to perform in German nightclubs. "They would see 
me play, and me brown-skinned and them light-skinned, if you 
know what I'm saying. It was pleasing to them that I played 
the accordion, really."9 He did not know German and they did 
not know Spanish, but the accordion, with its German roots, 
transcended the language. Valerio was received well there, too. 
After the war he returned to Harlingen.10 
In 1946, Longoria recorded his first song, "El Polqueri­
to" for Corona Records, a small San Antonio-based company 
owned by the man he remembered simply as Mr. Rangel. It was 
a polka, and the Aip side was a corrido written by Jesus Cade­
na. It became popular or, as Valerio described it, "peg6 bien." 11 
He soon recorded "Chiquitita," a song written by songwriter 
Manuel Apodaca from New York, and a subsequent hit entitled 
"La Repetida." He was paid fifteen dollars for the two songs on 
a disc, and they were produced on large plastic 78 rpm records. 
Longoria continued to live and perform in Harlingen and in 
the surrounding communities. For a brief time, he lived in Corpus 
Christi, but continued to perform in the Rio Grande Valley. He 
remembered ... "We lived in Corpus, yes, Corpus and we came to 
"La Villita" (in Harlingen) .... They would pay us $ I 50.00, but 
they were charging two dollars at the door. They probably made 
$1,500, but we were young and na'ive, so we just took the mon­
ey. "12 He also recalls playing at other venues: "Yes, I remember 
in those years we would play for a quarter a song in the bars. 
Me and my friends would go around the bars playing. We would 
come out with our pockets full of quarters. At that time there 
were not a lot of musicians, especially accordionists, on this side 
of the river. And then, well, we did good a quarter a song, made a 
lot of money playing in the bars during those years." 
Regrettably, there was also an underside to those years -
discrimination. Valerio vividly remembered the realities of 
ethnic and racial segregation in schools and in public facilities: 
"We (The Mexicans) suffered a lot. In those years there 
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was heavy discrimination. The Americans did not want the 
Mexicans to learn. There was a lot of that sentiment, and that is 
the truth. I remember the movies .... I remember when we went 
to West Texas. I was real little. I remember there were signs 
in the restaurants that said 'NO MEXICANS ALLOWED' ... 
That was the truth; they would not allow the Mexicans to go in; 
they wouldn't let the Mexicans use the restrooms. They would 
tell them to go to the woods. They could not eat inside the 
restaurants. They would have to get their food from a window 
and eat outside. The black people neither; the people of color 
would eat in the kitchen." 13 
In 1959, he was contracted to perform in Chicago for three 
months. Valerio recalled that day: "They came looking for me 
in Harlingen, and they found me there in an alley. A brand new 
car (de! afio) came driving up, and they asked me if I was Vale­
rio Longoria. I said, 'Yes.' They made an offer to go for three 
months to work. I said, 'Of course, I would go. It is for money?' 
They replied, 'yes, it is for money.' And in those days a thou­
sand dollars was a lot of money, and he was giving me $3,500 
for three months. Of course I would. And so I went, and he 
paid the cost of the trip .... I went to Chicago to work for three 
months and I stayed for eight years. I liked Chicago a lot, and 
there was a lot of work there and a lot of money. " 1� 
Longoria started recording with a company called La Fir­
ma (Signature Records). He recorded numerous records, many 
which became big hits and that, for a time, made him more fa­
mous in Chicago than in Texas. Afterwards, he moved to Miami 
and lived there for two years. Longoria then headed to Cali­
fornia and performed in Colorado, Arizona, and Idaho along 
the way. What was going to be a two-month stint became an 
eight-year stay in Los Angeles. Once again, he began record­
ing. While there, he was informed that other conjuntos in Tex­
as were recording his songs and becoming well-known. Valerio 
was asked to return to Texas to record, and he did, after over 
twenty years. 
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In 1980, San Antonio became his final home. There Valerio 
taught conjunto music for eight months of the year at the 
Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center. He taught classes of eight-to­
ten students every Monday and Tuesday. He fondly recalled, "I 
have taught thousands of students to play. I feel good; believe 
me, I feel good; me siento rey (I feel like a king). There are kids 
that are very anxious to learn the instrument. That makes me 
very happy to see that they want to learn. I taught kids who 
didn't have time to practice the instrument, but in time, they get 
to learn to play the instrument, but they struggle .... There are 
some that get the music right away, but there are others who 
don't get it, but with me, they will learn anyway .... Sometimes 
I come out of school with 'sombrero de Charro' (heavy head), 
but I am satisfied I am teaching the kids everywhere I go. 
The families of the kids I have taught come and give me hugs 
because I taught their children .... They respect me and talk to 
me affectionately .... I taught some students ten to fifteen years 
ago who are now making more money than me playing conj unto 
music. There are small little kids that are playing the accordion 
who, I think, are playing better than me. Yes, I have taught 
thousands how to play the accordion." 15 
It was also extremely rewarding for Valerio to involve his 
own children and grandchildren in his conjunto music. His 
brothers, two of his sons, Valerio and Claudio, and a grandson 
performed with him during the latter stages of his career. They 
learned from him, they respected him, and they, too, would pass 
on the music. He reminisced, "It is good to have family with 
you; I feel real good. " 16 
Longoria once commented that he was not possessive with 
his music; he felt that it was a gift and that he, in turn, should 
give it to others. Even though it earned him a living for ap­
proximately sixty years of his life, its real value was not just 
monetary; it was in the knowledge of the music. He said, "You 
know something? Some people have the music in their blood, 
since they were born. And some have the music across and out 
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of time, and some, they don't have nothing of the music in their 
blood ... it's like everything in the world." 17 At the age of seven­
ty-two, he realized that others would have to carry on his music. 
Pensively, Valerio commented ... "I see for the days I have left, 
I can spend them anywhere, but somebody has to stay with the 
music, because I am not going to take it with me. What is good 
is it if I have seventy-two years and God knows how many years 
I will have .... If God takes me today or tomorrow, and the mu­
sic will stay with the people I have taught and their families .... 
It is one of the most beautiful things that can happen in life, 
because culture is what can lift you up .... I would like for them 
to mention my name after I am gone. Yes, they will remember 
my name." 18 
The legacies of great people are what they do and what they 
leave. Valerio left his music and his knowledge. His music was 
recognized regionally and nationally. In 1982, he was induct­
ed into the Tejano Conjunto Hall of Fame. Four years later, 
in Washington, D.C., he was presented the National Heritage 
Award for his lifelong contributions as a folk artist. In 1989, 
he performed at the White House for President Ronald Rea­
gan at his second inauguration. Longoria received the Lifetime 
Achievement Awards from the Texas Polka Music Association 
in 1991 and the Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center in 2000. A year 
later, he was inducted posthumously into the Tejano R.0.0.T.S 
Hall of Fame. T he knowledge and passion he transferred to the 
countless number of young accordion students at the Guada­
lupe Cultural Arts Center is immeasurable. He once said, "I see 
myself in them. These are kids that want to learn with such 
passion that you can feel it." 19 
In early summer 2000, Valerio was informed that he had 
lung cancer, and, on December 15, he died in San Antonio. 
And, yes, Valerio's wish was granted. Fourteen years after his 
passing, people still remember his name every day. 
The University of Texas at Brownsville 
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Hometown Hero: 
Technical Sergeant Noe R. Gonzales 
B-17 Flying Fortress Radio Operator
by 
Noe E. Perez 
This article tells the war experience of a Port Isabel, Texas, 
native who fought in World War I I and successfully completed 
25 missions aboard a B-17 Flying Fortress in 1943. 
There are many unsung heroes of World War I 1 who fought 
bravely against Hitler's Nazi regime. One such hero, Noe R. Gon­
zales, lived a quiet life in the seaside community of Port Isabel, a 
shrimping and tourist town near South Padre Island, Texas. Mr. 
Conzales was my grandfather. I am proud to examine a life that 
could have been forgotten due to his quiet nature. Many veterans 
of foreign wars tend to be reluctant to express their heroism, but 
we are fortunate, in this case, to be able to piece together a home­
town hero's experiences as a witness to the air battle over Europe 
as a radio operator for a B-17 Flying Fortress. 
The story starts with his birth and community. He was born 
on the Fourth of July in 1919, 1 which is fitting considering his 
war record. He was born in Port Isabel and was delivered by a 
well-respected local doctor named J.A. Hockaday.2
His high school diploma shows he graduated from Port Is­
abel High School in May of 1938. He was a tall and lanky fel­
low. He played basketball for the Port Isabel Tarpons. His team 
won the Valley Championship at a time in which there was no 
conference system as there currently is today under the Texas 
University Inter-scholastic League. The team was strong, con­
sidering it had to compete with teams from larger Valley cities. 
Since the Tarpon team practiced "on a hard dirt floor" with "no 
gym," it made the championship even more signihcant.3 
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On March 31, 2008, my grandfather spoke to a University 
of Texas at Brownsville class in U.S. History since 1877, which 
I was teaching. The presentation was video recorded.4 During
his speech, he explained that, while many were drafted, others 
volunteered, and that he volunteered, but was not accepted. In 
his speech, he did not clarify why he was not accepted. He was 
drafted later, anyway, and joined the Army Air Force on July 
I 0, 1942,5 which would have made him 23 years old at the time.6
After he was drafted, he had to report to San Antonio for evalua­
tion and then to Florida for basic training at a "hotel", as he put it. 
The army acquired the hotel for training purposes. Although Noe 
Gonzales did not give details in his speech as to how the hotel 
was acquired by the U.S. Army, readers should be aware Con­
gress and the President assumed great powers during the war, 
including the acquisition of property under the Property Req­
uisition Act of 1941. Although civil rights were curtailed during 
World War 11, the Second Amendment remained protected un­
der a special provision of the Property Requisition Act of 1941.7
On October 21, 1942, my grandfather received a diploma 
from the Harlingen Army Gunnery School which indicated 
successful completion of the course of instruction with Noe R. 
Gonzales shown as "Sergeant."8 Later records described him
as "Technical Sergeant." The diploma was signed by Colonel 
John R. Morgan. Colonel Morgan was the first commandant of 
the Harlingen Gunnery School.9 One of the training exercises
at the gunnery school required the dis-assembly and re-assem­
bly of a .50 caliber gun blindfolded; this appears to have been 
a monumental and challenging task with eyesight, much less 
without eyesight, as can be seen from one website. 10 
The purpose of the Harlingen Gunnery School was to "expedite 
military readiness." 11 The school provided unique training for 
"high and low aerial gunnery." 12 The school was constructed 
with to a $ I 05,000.00 bond issue by the City of Harlingen. 13 At 
first, the school was constructed on a site of 960 acres, expanded 
later to encompass some 1400 acres.14 Due to the subtropical
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sunny climate and proximity to South Padre Island, it should be 
no surprise that the nickname given to the gunnery school was 
"Paradise of the Eastern Flying Training Command. " 15 After its 
use in the Korean War, the base was later "converted to civilian 
use ... as Rio Grande Valley International Ajrport." 16 
On November 28, 1942, Sergeant Gonzales received a cer­
tificate signed by Colonel Henry Harms indicating completion 
of training at Salt Lake City, Utah, in the "AERIAL RADIO 
SCHOOL." 17 Gonzales informed the college students that he had 
learned Morse code at the radio school. The certificate indicates 
Colonel Harms as the commanding officer of the 18th replacement 
wing. Some time prior to his service as commanding officer of this 
wing, Colonel Harms had had a stint at Moffett Field in California 
and had "switched from the cavalry to aviation."
18
Prior to leaving the United States, my grandfather married the 
love of his life, Amelia Torres, of Brownsville, Texas, on March 8, 
1943. They were married at Our Lady of Guadalupe Roman Cath­
olic Church in Brownsville.19 Amelia was the sister of a former
Brownsville state representative named Ruben Torres Sr., who 
went on to become a commissioner of the Texas Board of Pardons 
and Paroles.20
Amelia was an important part of Noe's life, as can be attested 
by this writer from decades of having known them as my grand­
parents. Most certainly, he did not inform his wife of his departure 
from the continent, so as not to worry her. Based on this writer's 
experience, it was common to see them together everywhere. Since 
he was self-employed and worked out of his home adjacent to the 
ship channel in Port Isabel, he would eat breakfast, lunch, and din­
ner with her at their home/business. Additionally, they would have 
a "merienda"21 every day in the afternoon, in which he would take
a break to have a pastry with coffee with his wife. While repair­
ing nets, he would listen to 740 AM radio, KTRH radio station in 
Houston. 
After his training and marriage in the states, Noe indicated 
that he left the continental United States by taking a "southern" 
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route via Florida, Puerto Rico, and Brazil. He then crossed the 
Atlantic, making a stop at Ascension Island, which he described 
as a rock. Ascension Island was the location of "'Wideawake 
Field' airstrip".22 He made it clear that Ascension Island was 
needed to reach Africa. He discussed how Ascension Island had 
to be supplied by ships and how it was used for refueling with 
"55 gallon tanks." He then went to Marrakesh, Morocco, near 
the Strait of Gibraltar. Finally, he landed in England, where 
he assumed his role as a radio operator for the 8-17 Flying 
Fortress. 
Regarding the B-17, the U.S. Army requested aircraft from 
industry, including for "a large, multiengine bomber."23 The air­
craft in which my grandfather flew was financed by Boeing and 
called simply the Model 299.24 The aircraft was dubbed "Flying 
Fortress" by Richard Smith, a reporter from the Seattle 1t:mec1, 
because of its many automatic firearm mounts.25 The aircraft had
automatic firearm mounts at five locations on the aircraft located 
in "clear blisters."26 The war capacity of the 8-17 cannot be un­
derestimated, considering its approximate 8,000-pound bombing 
payload, which explains its multiple machine guns and require­
ment for a crew consisting of "Ten-Pilot, Co-pilot, Navigator, 
Bombardier, Flight Engineer (top turret gunner), Radio Oper­
ator, 2 Waist Gunners, Tail Gunner, and Ball Turret Gunner," 
with the gunners providing needed cover so that a large bombing 
payload could be delivered.27Noe described, in his speech, how
the ball turret gunner was situated in a cramped area unable to 
leave that area once he got in there at I 0 ,000 feet altitude . 
According to my grandfather, bombing payloads were used 
to destroy ball bearing and ammunition plants in Germany and 
other locations deemed strategic. They were bombed using a 
special bomb sighting device which he described as being clas­
sified at the time.28 He indicated that the bombardier would take
over the bomb sighting device once the 8-17 got close to its in­
tended target. Upon their return from missions, the device would 
immediately be removed from the plane and taken elsewhere. 
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--We cannot underestimate the impact of the B-17. There were 
a total of 12,731 such aircraft produced among Boeing, Douglass, 
and Lockheed for the war effort.29 According to Boeing, General
Carl Spaatz stated, "Without the B - 17 we may have lost the 
war."30 While such a statement should not be taken lightly, we 
know in hindsight that the Germans, much like the British in 
the Battle of Britain of 1940, were able to shift war production 
to other areas during bombing runs. 
Upon his arrival to England, as he discussed in his college 
speech, Noe noted how the island was foggy most of the time. 
Because of those foggy conditions, he stated, it took 11 months 
to complete his 25 required missions. Prior to any mission, an 
advantage my grandfather had as a radio operator was being 
the first person to know when a mission was canceled, as he 
once told me. 
In a story he told college students regarding one of his 
bombing missions, he said shrapnel from a bomb struck under­
neath his seat and knocked off a leg of the stool he was sitting 
on, causing him to fall down. After the shrapnel hit, he thought 
the plane was on fire because the air in the plane appeared sim­
ilar to fog or sand due to dried mud in the plane that had been 
kicked up as a result of the hit from shrapnel. 
Although he did not tell the college students, he had informed 
me previously that he proceeded to check his "family jewels" to 
make sure he was okay after he had fallen off the stool. His 12 
great-grandchildren, seven grandchildren, and three daughters 
are undoubtedly grateful that his family jewels were not harmed. 
He previously informed this writer that scenes from the movie 
Mempht;, Belle, in which bombs burst in air with shrapnel hitting 
the famous Memphi., Belle, were realistic. 
In his speech, he relayed how, over Switzerland, several 
planes had been lost, but that, over Norway, they encountered 
minimal enemy fire. He did not appear during his college speech 
to have been fazed by his combat experience. On two different 
missions, the plane he was aboard had to land at a different base 
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upon its return due to foggy conditions, in one case, and, in the 
other case, because the plane was running out of fuel and was 
flying on two engines. 
Due to the location of England and based on the born b­
ing-run stories, one can understand how the location of En­
gland, coupled with the British victory in the Battle of Britain in 
1940, played into the Allied victory because, from England, the 
Allies could penetrate, with bombing runs, over Northern and 
central Europe. Whether the B-17 was as significant a factor in 
the war effort, as stated by General Spaatz, is debatable, but the 
assessment of Sir Winston Churchill of the bombing runs is a 
more reasonable assessment as to the effectiveness of the B-17 
in the Allied effort of World War 11, as will be noted later. 
On a bombing mission near or through France close to 
Spain, Noe noted in his speech, crew members were instructed 
to go to Spain and wait there until the war was over in case 
they crash-landed, because Spain was neutral in the war. My 
grandfather spoke Auent Spanish in addition to English. He in­
formed the class how the crew wanted to be on friendly terms 
with him since his knowledge of Spanish could come in handy 
in case they crash-landed near Spain. Fortunately, he did not 
crash-land. 
He noted in his speech how, on a bombing run through 
Norway, they had been instructed to head to Sweden if the 
plane crashed, because Sweden was neutral during the war. 
The mission of the bombing run through Norway was designed 
to target a ball-bearing factory at Oslo, where it met with 
little resistance by the Germans. He informed us how neutral 
countries would keep downed or captured soldiers until the war 
was over and how an underground escape system existed in 
France. An "underground escape" in France would help pilots 
who were shot down to get back to England. My grandfather's 
story of an underground escape route is intriguing. According to 
author Kenneth C.  Davis, Parisian fashion houses and Paris as 
a whole were left almost "untouched" during the war and even 
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"flourished." Davis stated in his writing how "Frenchwomen" 
who were "suspected of having slept with Germans" were "led 
into the streets to have their heads shaved. "31
My grandfather told students how some of the ammunition 
hitting their plane was "bad," because it failed to explode on 
impact, and that their gas tank was hit but did not explode. It 
is a confirmation of a weakness of the German industrial base 
and seems to corroborate defective munitions manufacturing as 
shown in the Academy award winning movie Schindler:, Lt:,t. 
On September 14, 1943, pursuant to general orders, Ser­
geant Gonzales was awarded an Oak Leaf Cluster (OLC) with 
the general order indicating "an OAK LEAF CLUSTER is 
awarded to the following-named En/i.,ted A1an, in addition to 
the Air Medal previously awarded."32 Specifically, the citation
stated: "For exceptionally meritorious achievement, while par­
ticipating in five separate bomber combat missions over ene­
my-occupied continental Europe. The courage, coolness, and 
skill displayed by this E1dt:1ted l11an upon these occasions reflects 
great credit upon himself and the Armed Forces of the United 
States. "33 The Air Medal was created by Presidential Executive
Order 9158, on May 11, 1942, by Franklin Delano Roosevelt-3"1 
According to the Air Force Personnel Center website, the Air 
Medal is awarded for "single acts of heroism or meritorious 
achievements while participating in aerial Aight".35
Just a few days prior to the time Sergeant Gonzales re­
ceived his OLC, the Germans had given the Allies all they could 
ask for at the Battle of Salerno, and, about a couple of weeks 
after Gonzales received the OLC, the Port of Naples was taken 
by the allies with the departing Germans burning "books and 
museums" on their way out, in large part to express frustration 
with the Italians changing sides during the war.36
Clearly, efforts to subdue the German manufacturing base 
were having some success, thanks to those who participated in 
the bombing conducted by men like my grandfather flying over 
Europe in B-17 bombers. Since the Allies had already captured 
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the strategic island of Sicily by September of 1943, one could 
see how the bombing raids by the Allies would only frustrate 
German forces to a greater extent. Since antiquity, due to its 
geographical setting, Sicily has played a role in the military his­
tory of the Phoenicians, Carthaginians, Greeks, Persians, and 
Romans. Even Paul of Tarsus made his way through Sicily on 
his way to Rome.37 
In an incoming message from "Air Ministry Whitehall" to 
"AWW" dated October 11, 1943, from "Portal," which is a refer­
ence to Air Chief Marshal Charles Portal of the Royal Air Force,38
Portal stated: "Personal for General Eaker from CAS ... I know I 
am speaking for the whole of The Royal Air Force in offering you 
our heartiest congratulations and expressing our full confidence 
in evergrowing success for your command in the future."39
In an incoming message, dated October 11th, from General 
Arnold to Lt. Gen. Ira C. Eaker, Arnold is full of praise for the 
efforts of the missions which the bombing crews had undertak­
en. Arnold stated the following: 
Long mission in to Baltic and attacks on distant German objec­
tives in Poland shows the world your growing ability to hit the 
enemy wherever you choose. Well done. The employment of 
larger bombing forces on successive days is encouraging proof 
that you are putting an increasing proportion of your bombers 
where they will hurt the enemy. Good work. As you turn you 
effort away from ship-building cities and toward crippling the 
sources of' the still growing German fighter forces the air war 
is clearly moving toward our supremacy in the air. Carry on.40 
A message dated October 12, 1943, from the Eighth Air 
Force headquarters revealed that commanding officer Lieu­
tenant General Ira C. Eaker sent out "copies of commenda­
tions" he received from several high ranking ofhcials.41 In his 
message of October 12th, Eaker made several key comments as 
to the effectiveness of the bombardment in which Gonzales had 
participated. Eaker stated the following: 
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Enclosed herewith are copies of commendations received from 
the Prime /J!fou:,ter; Air Chief Marshal Portal, Chief of Air Staf
f
, 
RAF; from the Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, General Marshal; 
and from the Commanding General, Army Air Forces, Gener­
al Arnold. In my opinion, every officer and man of the Eighth 
Air Force who participated in the great air of
f
ensive which
has been waged during the past ten (I 0) days should be fully 
advised of these estimates which the highest Government and 
Military leaders place on their work .... Last Sunday, Octo­
ber I O•h, after seeing the pictures of the effort of the preceding 
Saturday and particularly the destructive effects on the Ger­
man fighter factories at Anklam and Marienburg, I sent a cable 
to General Arnold, from which the following is a quotation: 
"1J1nrienb11rg 1111do11bted/y deJlroyed. It ll'Lil be n heller e ..:nmple 4 pin­
point bombing, bet ler co11ce11lml w11 el'en than Re_qen,,6111:q. fl look.1 li"ke 
a pe1.fecl job. Beli°el'e you will find October 9'
h a day lo remember in the 
air 11•a,: The Prime i/!li111:,1er 1'.J ,,ending me,,,,age lo crew,, .... " Their 
success has altered the course of the war and hastened its fa­
vorable conclusion (Emphasis added).-12 
In his October 12 th message, Lt. General Eaker was refer­
ring to General Henry H. Arnold, the five-star general from 
the U.S. Army Air Forces and West Point graduate.43 Arnold
and Eaker had collaborated, in 1941, to write a book on avi­
ation entitled U½:nged Wtu_j�zre_-14 The commendation from Sir 
Winston Churchill to which General Eaker was referring was 
from a message sent from "10 Downing Street Whitehall" titled 
"PRIME MINISTER TO GENERAL LEVERS:" in which 
Churchill stated: 
I shall be obliged if you will convey to General Eaker and his 
Command the thanks of the British War Cabinet for the mag­
nificent achievements of the 8th Air Force in the battle of' Ger­
many in recent days culminating in their remarkable successes 
of last week .... Your bombers and fighters which support them 
in these fierce engagement have inAicted serious losses on the 
German Air Force, and by forcing the enemy to weaken other 
fronts have contributed notably to the successes of the Allied 
arms everywhere .... I am confident that with the ever-growing 
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power of the 8th Air Force, striking alternate blows with the 
Royal Air Force Bomber Command, we shall together inex­
orably beat the life out of the industrial Germany and thus 
hasten the day of final victory.45 
So, on October 121 \ Technical Sergeant Gonzales won an­
other OLC "by command of Brigadier General WILLIAMS," 
as stated in the war record. The war record showed Gonzales 
as a member of the "32rh Bombardment Squadron, 92nd Bom­
bardment Group (H), Army Air Forces, United States Army. 
Home address: Port Isabel, Texas."46 The award was given for 
"five separate bomber combat missions over enemy-occupied 
Continental Europe. "47
A day later, on October 13, 1943, Brigadier General F. L. 
Anderson conveyed a message to the "Combat Personnel of the 
VIII Bomber Command" and stated: "It is my privilege to be the 
instrument of bringing directly to you as individuals the com­
ments and commendations from these distinguished sources."48
The war documents indicated success of the 8-17 crews of 
which Mr. Gonzales was a participant. In a message to Techni­
cal Sergeant Gonzales dated October 30, 1943 and regarding 
missions to "Emden, 2-10-43" and "Frankfurt, 4-10-43". Colo­
nel William M. Reid stated: 
Attached hereto are Cfll7lllle11datio11,1 fr(ll11 Prime Mi111:,1er l•Vi11Jffl11 
Clmrchdl: Air Chief Marshal Portal, Chief of Air Staff, RAF: 
General Marshall. Chief of Staff, US Army: General Arnold, 
Commanding General. Army Air Forces: Lieutenant Gener­
al Eaker, Commanding General, VI 11 Air Force: Brigadier 
General Anderson, Commanding General. VI 11 Bomber Com­
mand: and Brigadier General Williams, Commanding General. 
First Bombardment Division (Emphasis added).49 
To underscore Colonel Reid's pride in the good work of 
Gonzales, Colonel Reid continued with the following remark: 
"I am proud to give you those commendations as I realize more 
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than anyone else what you went through to earn them and that 
they were honestly earned and earned the hard way."50 In the
decades I knew my grandfather, he did not mention commenda­
tions and rarely spoke of his war service. 
On December 29, 1943, an OLC for five successful missions 
was awarded to Mr. Gonzales.51 The OLC was "in addition to the 
Air Medal previously awarded" and which was cited "For excep­
tionally meritorious achievement."52 About a month prior to the 
receipt of the OLC, Sir Winston Churchill, Franklin Delano Roo­
sevelt, and Joseph Stalin met at the Teheran Conference to discuss 
their planned invasion of Europe.53
On January 12, 1944, Technical Sergeant Gonzales earned 
a Distinguished Flying Cross "for extraordinary achievement, as 
set forth in citation. This individual has previously earned the Air 
Medal and three Oak Leaf Clusters for wear therewith."54 The
aforementioned award was given by the command of Major Gen­
eral Doolittle. Major General Doolittle is most remembered from 
the famous Doolittle Raid in which the Japanese made changes to 
their military plans due to his raid. The award continued with the 
following: "Fighting· from his gun position has warded off many 
enemy attacks and has materially aided in the success of each of the 
twenty-five missions."55 
Overall, my grandfather received three Oak Leaf Clusters, an 
Air Medal, and a Distinguished Flying Cross while in the Europe­
an Theatre of Operations. About the time he received his Distin­
guished Flying Cross, efforts "to encircle German forces in central 
Italy" began in earnest, with much bloodshed on both sides.56
After his 25 successful missions, he was sent to New York and 
San Antonio and, finally, home for a while, according to his college 
speech. Being the first person to return home from the war, my 
grandfather received a barbeque and street dance organized by a 
home town committee, with the dance occurring on February 27, 
1944.57
Technical Sergeant Gonzales continued his training at Stutt­
gart, Arkansas, with the 399'" Fighter Squadron and completed 
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several training exercises, on September 29, 1944. He received 
training in 13 different areas while at Stuttgart.58 Additionally, 
on January 27, 1945, he received training and a certificate of 
proficiency at Will Rogers Field in Oklahoma in the course of 
"TELETYPE OPERATOR COURSE with a final rating of EX­
CELLENT. "59 
Around the time of his training at Will Rogers Field in Oklaho­
ma, Germans were already on the run, thanks in large part to Gen­
eral George S. Patton's heroic army and efforts from the Battle of 
the Bulge that had occurred the preceding month, in December of 
1944.6° Furthermore, a few days later, on February I, 1945, Berlin 
was bombed by "one thousand American bombers."61 At that point
in time, the Germans were on their last legs. The Yalta Conference 
occurred about a week after my grandfather received his training 
at Will Rogers Field.62 
He received his honorable discharge on September 2, 194563 at 
the separation center at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, which is about 
a month after the bombing of Hiroshima on August 6, I 945_r,4 Noe 
R. Gonzales' "enlisted record and report of separation [and] hon­
orable discharge" showed his campaign as the "Rhineland", and as
a part of his military service, he received vaccinations for small pox,
typhoid, tetanus, and typhus.65 The report cited the decorations
he received including an "EAME Campaign Medal with 1 Bronze
star; Good Conduct Medal; Air Medal with 3 Oak Leaf Clusters"
and a "Distinguished Flying Cross."66 The acronym EAME refers
to the European-African-Middle Eastern campaign medal.67
Noe R. Gonzales' "army separation qualification record" con­
tained other dates and information including his occupation of 
"FISHERMAN, GILL NET."68 The record indicated he caught
saltwater fish by use of nets and he "Operated two 50 caliber ma­
chine guns while in combat."69
After his service to our country, my grandfather continued 
his public service as a school trustee, receiving an award for 
such service, on April I, I 975.70 He was active in Our Lady 
Star of the Sea Catholic Church in Port Isabel, where he helped 
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with Roman Catholic Christian youth classes and, with his wife 
Amelia, helped prepare food at the parish hall.71 
Later in the life most people knew of him, he was a self-em­
ployed repairer of nets used by local shrimpers. Like other 
Americans who were self-employed small business owners, he 
would complain about paying double taxes for social security. 
He once told me he voted for and supported Harry S. Truman 
for President in 1948, but, ever since that election, he voted 
for Republicans for every Presidential election. Nevertheless, 
he supported Democrats for local elections. He was quiet and 
humble, and never bragged about his service to our country. 
He was a part of "The Greatest Generation," a term originating 
from former anchorman Tom Brokaw, who wrote a book by 
that title.72
Noe R. Gonzales passed away on February 26, 2010, at the 
age of 90.73 At a Holy Rosary held for him on February 28,
20 I 0, at Our Lady Star of the Sea Catholic Church, attendees 
of the rosary viewed and heard my grandfather's recounting of 
his war experience which college students heard in 2008. 
It is difficult to quantify the "power of one," the ability of 
one individual to make a difference in the lives of others. For 
me and my family, he was a powerful influence and a true home­
town hero. As we look back and pay our respects to our nations' 
heroes, we can be assured that many left behind a legacy of 
freedom and family. 
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Hidalgo County Jury Duty, 1954-1960 
by 
Rene Rios 
When the F if'teenth Texas Legislature first established petit 
jury qualifications in 1876, this important civic duty did not in­
clude women. Legally excluded from civic participation, wom­
en would not be allowed to serve as petit or grand jurors in 
Texas until 1954. Following voter approval of their inclusion 
in the November 1954 general elections, the Texas Legislature 
enacted an amended juror qualifications statute that would, for 
the first time, allow women to serve as petit and grand jurors in 
Texas. Worded simply, Chapter 288 of the General and Special 
Laws of the State of Texas stipulated that "all persons both male 
and female over twenty-one (21) years of age are competent ju­
rors, unless disqualified under some provision of this chapter. " 1 
In general, female participation in Hidalgo County's civic 
activities has been un-addressed within the jury inclusion liter­
ature pertaining to south Texas. This article asserts that female 
participation on Hidalgo County's petit juries, beginning in Sep­
tember 1955, was immediate, and it specifically demonstrates 
that non-Spanish (Anglo) surnamed women had much higher 
participation rates within nine months of voter approval than 
did Spanish surnamed (Mexican American) males and females 
during the same time frame. This new source of non-Spanish 
(Anglo) surnamed individuals reinforced the civic and political 
marginalization of Mexican Americans as second class citizens 
in Hidalgo County and perpetuated the Jim Crow discrimina­
tory practices of Texas. Additionally, this article describes the 
civic inclusion efforts of women as petit jurors in the county 
beginning in the late 1940s, and it contextualizes local and re­
gional opinions of women's service with the national women's 
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movement effort to secure women's inclusion as petit and grand 
jurors. This article demonstrates that the rhetoric used by Anglo 
women's civil rights advocates, by laying claim to their rights as 
first class citizens, mimicked the language of inclusion used by 
Mexican American civil rights adherents as both groups sought 
their place in the jury box during the 1950s. 2 
Historian Clare Sheridan has argued not only that jury ser­
vice is a legitimating service for those called to serve but also that 
the assumption of the community's acceptance of the individual 
as a peer is inherent in the call and selection for service. The act 
of sitting in judgment of others from the community implies a 
symbolic and mutual acceptance of the individuals and the ra­
cial , ethnic or gendered make-up from which they are drawn.3 
Sheridan's concept of community acceptance is important to any 
minority group's struggle for civic inclusion, but her racial anal­
ysis does not specifically address or mention gender. However, 
the concept of community acceptability and the access to full cit­
izenship rights as historically argued by Mexican Americans is 
paramount and particularly applicable to women's claims here. 
1949 Amendment Approval Efforts 
The commonly held wisdom of excluding women from the 
jury box was largely derived from the overriding need to pro­
tect female sensitivities from graphic or brutal descriptions of 
criminal activities. A review of Valley newspapers from Novem­
ber 1940 to November 1948 revealed that no local or statewide 
efforts were initiated to change Texas' juror qualifications to 
include women. However, in a round of constitutional amend­
ments on the statewide ballot in November 1949, one of the 
proposed amendments called for the inclusion of women on 
grand and petit juries. 
In the state capitol of Austin, The Au.1ti11 American addressed 
the issue of women in the jury box. In an informational piece 
titled "Women Jurors? Texans to Decide," a wire service report 
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described how voters would take to the polls on November 9, 
1949, to decide this issue, among several others. Writing that 
women's jury service was the subject of extensive debate and fil­
ibuster in the Texas legislature, the article reported that the " ... 
amendment provides that persons should neither be denied nor 
excused from jury service because of their sex."4 Rather than 
editorialize or opinionate, The Awtin American wrote that "oppo­
nents hang to the time-tested arguments that a women's place 
is in the home, that few courthouses have facilities for women ju­
rors, and that the so-called weaker sex should be protected from 
the sordid details of criminal trials."5 Addressing the view of the 
opponents, the paper wrote that "proponents of this reasoning 
for modern-day womanhood argue that there is no valid reason 
why this one citizenship function should be withheld from wom­
en, who have taken their place alongside men in all other citi­
zenship functions and in business, professions and politics.''0 In 
1949, the ballot proposal was simply worded "For (against) the 
amendment to the State Constitution qualilying women as grand 
and petit jurors."7 
Locally, the proposal was not lost on the voters of Hidalgo 
County, and much was made of it throughout the month of Oc­
tober 1949. For exam pie, the Valley Evening ll1011itor echoed 11/.1e 
Awtin American in its reporting and titled one article "Jury Ser­
vice Changes Proposed to Voters" from its Austin Bureau. Infor­
mational in nature, the Evemi1_9 Jlifonitor identified the supporting 
organization along with the amendment's wording: 
Proposal IO is the legislative baby of the Federated Business 
Clubs of Texas ... [and] they are now campaigning for its adop­
tion. The amendment proposes to make the Constitution read 
this way: The Legislature shall proscribe by law the qualifica­
tions of grand and petit jurors; provided that the qualification 
of no person for service on grand juries or on petit juries shall 
be denied or abridged on account of sex, and no person shall be 
exempt from service on grand juries or on petit juries on account 
of sex.H 
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The Evening Monitor wrote that opposition to the initiative was 
largely unorganized and relatively silent. Further, the editors 
opined that opposition to the amendment was significant, with­
out identifying where the bulk of the opposition was based. Of­
fering for its readers only the prevailing philosophical and so­
cial opposition to the amendment, the Eveni11_9 Monitor recounted 
that one opposing view " ... was best expressed by Sen. Carlos 
Ashley of Llano, who read a poem to the Senate, declaring that 
women's [,,ic] place is in the kitchen and not in the jury room 
and praising the old-fashioned girl who didn't want to be on 
juries. "9 Again echoing The Awtin American, the article reiterated 
that proponents " ... favored [the amendment] on the ground 
that it will remove one more barrier between women and foll 
citizenship. " 10 
In an editorial dated October 14, 1949, the E,,eni11_9 Monitor
threw its hat into the ring and offered unequivocal support for 
the amendment. Titled "Women on Juries? Yes!", the Evening 
ll1011itor:, editorial offered its readers the amendment's language 
verbatim and roundly supported passage of the proposal. Stat­
ing that the amendment " was not submitted in the first place 
without a battle, it had to overcome a considerable amount of 
opposition in the Legislature, [b]ut now that it has been ap­
proved there it is up to the voters-including the women-to see 
that it is adopted. "11 Describing to its readers the general no­
tion of the acceptability for service, the editors declared that 
the amendment" ... recognizes that women ... have made their 
own way in businesses and the professions; women who have 
exercised the privilege of suffrage for many years; women who 
have ably carried heavy responsibilities of many types, may 
now share in the equally important public service of joining as 
members of the juries of our courts." The editors then summed 
up the prevailing attitudes of the amendment's opponents as" ... 
a record for shallow argument and faulty logic ... based almost 
entirely upon the complaint that the Aower of Texas woman­
hood should not be called upon to sit in the same jury boxes 
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with rough old men. [T]he jury box is not more frightening to 
the ladies than that ballot box, [a]nd they are well capable of 
giving justice a firm supporting hand." 12 
Absent from this article and from the discussions of political 
inclusion and civic engagement is the role of women and their 
specific activities in Hidalgo County politics. The first-person 
voice of politically active women is largely missing from Val­
ley newspaper articles. It is confined largely to descriptions of 
their presentations to predominantly female social/civic organi­
zations, but the importance of their efforts cannot be underes­
timated. Historian Vicki L. Ruiz' work From Out of the Shadow,,
addresses Mexican-American women and their socio-political 
involvement in the mid-twentieth century. Ruiz brings Mexi­
can-American and Mexican-born females out of the shadows 
of the American Southwest. A particularly apt term in women's 
political and social activism, Ruiz's "shadow lands" signifies the 
muted presence of Mexican-American women across the Amer­
ican Southwest as they have been relegated to background roles 
in the course of Mexican-American civic struggles and their 
attempts to gain full citizenship status. In this regard, women 
have not been seen as primary actors; they do not have primary 
voices, and they blend into the background of these political 
and civic engagement efforts. 1•3 As a form of comparison, Ruiz's 
description of the Americanization activities of Mexican immi­
grants to El Paso from 1920 to the I 960s is particularly con­
structive and enlightening to the political and civic engagement 
process in Hidalgo County. 
Ruiz has asserted that the Houchen Settlement, located in 
south El Paso, Texas, illustrates that the process of American­
ization was accomplished by providing classes in citizenship, 
cooking, and English instruction, to name just a few. 14 The pur­
pose of these classes and the intent of the settlement house itself 
were to inculcate within the participants an idealized aspect of 
American life. However, as Ruiz has critically observed, while 
in the United States, Mexican immigrants found themselves 
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continuing to experience racial/ethnic prejudice without regard 
to class and social standing. By attempting to "pass" as Span­
ish and ostensibly white, they would cherish hopes of melding 
into American society and obtain all that first class citizenship 
offered. 15 While the focus of this particular settlement's ef
f
orts 
were in West Texas, historian Cynthia Orozco makes special 
effort to include the Valley in her historical analysis of women's 
participation in the civic engagement efforts in South Texas. 
Echoing much of Ruiz' interpretation of women as pivotal, 
important background participants during the establishment of a 
Mexican-American civil rights initiative, historian Cynthia Oroz­
co asserts that this Americanization effort was part of a larger 
effort which stressed U.S. citizenship, patriotism, and civic par­
ticipation. 16 Orozco asserts that Mexican American women were 
actively involved in civic engagement activities and political ac­
tion as early as the 1920s. Working on the periphery and behind 
the scenes, Mexican-American women deferred to the organiza­
tion's male leadership cadre, who were considered the voices and 
faces of the organization. For many who were married to active 
LU LAC leaders, Mexican-American women still managed active 
participation by serving in women's clubs, in ladies auxiliaries, 
and in the Ladies LU LAC. While these women were generally 
responsible for child rearing, caring for husbands, cooking meals, 
and tending to housework, they contributed where they could to 
the principles and goals of the movement from the mid-1920s to 
the early 1960s.'7 By organizing, meeting, and contributing sepa­
rately from the LU LAC men, women were essentially segregated 
from front-line participation by the male hierarchy because of 
sexist beliefs and practices. Orozco asserts that the division was 
due to sexism and the overriding belief by Mexican-American 
men that women would not be taken seriously in their commit­
ment to the organization and its goals by Anglo men. Most impor­
tantly, women were excluded because LU LAC leaders believed 
that the proper societal roles for Mexican-American women were 
as wives and mothers. 18 
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These sexist attitudes by the Mexican-American male 
leadership would certainly have contributed to the belief 
that the jury box should not be opened to women. In a time 
of dogged political and ideological conservatism, Texas in 
the 1940s and throughout the 1950s was generally dedicated 
to the political. social and economic repression of blacks and 
Mexican Americans. 19 Given this socio-political climate, Anglo 
Texans would certainly believe that Anglo women's jury service 
would be more acceptable than allowing racial minority groups 
unfettered access to the jury box. Historian Ignacio M. Garcia 
has asserted that the Texas legislature had come to clearly 
understand that the reasons for excluding women from the jury 
box had become untenable and indefensible.20 Conversely, flush 
with the victory in the Hernallde::: v. Te.rn,1 decision, attorney 
Carlos Cadena noted that the "class apart" argument could be 
used on behalf of women, but the main women's organizations 
had virtually no Mexican American members and, thus, 
no knowledge of the precedent set in Hemande:::.21 With this 
background, the modifications for jury service were placed on 
the general election ballot and submitted to the voting public in 
early November 1949. T he amendment failed to pass in I 949, 
and the initiative would not return to Texas voters until 1954. 
195-4 Amendment Approval 
In the run-up to the November 2 general election, much 
was made locally about the issue, and the Valley Evenin,9 ll1011itor 
again led the way with educational and informational articles. 
On October 24, 1954, the Evenin.tJ JJ!/011ito1-'.1 headline on page 
four trumpeted "Experts Say Women Jurors Just as Good as 
Men." In the article's sub-heading, the paper declared that "Le­
gal Observers Hand Male Prejudice a Jolt." In an editor's note, 
the Evening Jl1onitor explained that " ... since Texans will go to 
the polls November 2 to vote on a proposed amendment to the 
State Constitution that would allow women to serve on petit 
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and grand juries, the Monitor asked the San Francisco Bureau 
of the United Press for an article on whether or not women 
make as good jurors as men. Following is a story from Califor­
nia where women have served on juries for many years. "22 
Positive and supportive in nature, the article specifically 
quoted some of California's practicing attorneys who declared 
that women in jury boxes served just as well as men, regardless 
of the percentage of male or female representation in the box. 
"Leaders in the legal profession, all of whom have had long ex­
perience with women jurors were asked if the presence of the 
fair sex on the jury panel was apt to change things. With a few 
minor exceptions they all said no," reported the Eve11in_9Monitor.23 
When queried about the gender composition of California's pe­
tit juries, one California attorney responded that having women 
" ... on juries makes the juries much the better. Oft times women 
are more practical and not as cold-blooded in their approach. 
And women, especially housewives, are more relaxed. The man 
sitting on the jury is often worried. His office needs him [and], 
[h]is taxes are due." This same attorney also responded with
typical male bravado when he asserted later in the article that
he believed that women should be excused from cases involving
" ... degrading moral conduct, but added that, even in murder
cases, 'women have greater understanding."' The attorney also
explained that "[m]urder ... usually involves a husband and
wife situation. And women have greater understanding of these
trials and tribulations from being in the home."2� 
In its continuing effort to inform and educate, the Monitor of­
fered its readers the basic pros and cons of the juror amendment 
on October 13, 1954. Described in its opening line as a highly 
controversial topic, the Monitor reminded its readers that Texas, 
Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina, and West Vir­
ginia were the last states to bar women from petit jury service. 
While the amendment was strongly endorsed by the League of 
Women Voters, the article went on to list the grounds for oppo­
sition by those who did not support the measure. To the claim 
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that women would have to neglect children if called to serve, 
the League asserted that it would press for statute modification 
that would allow " ... persons having the custody of children 
under 16 years of age the right to jury exemption." Opponents 
also warned that women and men would be locked up in the 
same room overnight (jury recusal was required if no verdict 
was reached by day's end); however, the League also clarified 
by stating that the recusals would only apply to felony cases 
and that the counties would have to provided alternative lodg­
ing arrangements should the need arise and that many counties 
across the state (Hidalgo included) already were equipped for 
just such an eventuality. 
Opponents also claimed the fragility of the female constitu­
tion and asserted that courtroom testimony might be unfit for 
female ears and that women would be too emotional to serve in 
the box, thus rendering them unwilling to serve on juries.25 In all 
instances, the League discounted these arguments by stating that 
newspapers print accounts of jury testimony in which attorneys 
cautiously use their words so as not to prejudice jurors to their 
side of the case. As for emotion, the League recalled that, in New 
York State, one jury trial contained eight women on the twelve 
person panel and that the jury foreman was a woman; and, as 
for women who might not want to serve, men also expressed the 
same sentiment. In all, the League of Women Voters argued that 
there remained no acceptable excuses to deny women one of the 
fundamental responsibilities of U.S. citizenship.26 
The accounts presented in the E"eninp Monitor closely 
corresponded with the League's national campaign to include 
women on petit juries. The National League of Women's Voters 
provided practical suggestions for activists pressing the issue 
locally and regionally. When women activists campaigned for a 
state constitutional amendment, argued for an amendment to a 
statute, or litigated a test case, the National League proffered 
several reasons why women should serve on juries, and 
these reasons remained central to the League's philosophy of 
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inclusion since the late 1800s. First, jury duty is a civic duty and 
responsibility in which all citizens, men and women alike, should 
participate. Second, women's viewpoints and participation 
would complement those of men and make for improved and 
more balanced jury verdicts. Third, having women included 
in the process would double the available number of qualified 
jurors; and last, why should women not serve? After all, women 
are already in the courts serving as plaintiffs, defendants, clerks, 
attorneys, judges, and stenographers, so why should the jury 
box be closed to women? 2; 
According to Gretchen Ritter, compared to the historical de­
velopment and philosophical discussions posited by the Wom­
en's Suf
f
rage and Mexican-American civil rights movement, the 
issues are pertinent to both genders as they battled for civic 
inclusion, peer/societal acceptance, and first class citizenship 
status. Historically and constitutionally, the concept of jury ser­
vice has raised broader issues about the structure and meaning 
of citizenship in the United States. In most states, a common 
qualification for jury service is tied to the right to vote. Follow­
ing suffrage, the most significant civic obligation or duty that 
citizens commonly fill is that of grand and petit jury service. 
Women's historic exclusion from th is role suggests that, even
after obtaining universal suf
f
rage in 1920, women had yet to 
gain the status of equal citizens within the U.S. polity.28 
Historically, women had been barred from jury service 
for many reasons. Most of those reasons were male-centric, 
owing to generally accepted interpretations dating to the mid­
nineteenth century of legal systems being a male domain. Among 
those reasons were the following. First, the basic, but Aawed, 
key to English law, BLack,,tone:, Commentarie,,, made no mention 
of women serving as petit jurors. With BLack,,tone used as a 
primary tool for the establishment of U.S. common law, jury 
duty became an exclusively male domain. 29 Second, most Anglo 
women were not accepted or regarded as "persons" before the 
law under the medieval concept of coverture, which made its 
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way to the American colonies from England and Europe. In 
essence, women were "covered" by a husband's civic identity, 
which ensured that a married woman's obligations were to their 
husband and their families and thus overrode their duties to the 
state.30 Third, most states defined the pool of qualified jurors as 
electors (voters), so, until women gained the rig·ht to vote, they 
could not serve on juries. Fourth, some states (Texas included) 
had specific statutory or constitutional provisions that explicitly 
limited the class of eligible jurors to men.31 
The goal of jury service for women, whether as petit or 
grand jurors, was similar to the Mexican American struggle for 
jury inclusion. Voting and jury service were not only civic activ­
ities: they were also markers of civic status and societal/peer ac­
ceptance. Women's rights advocates saw voting as the pre-emi­
nent right of citizenship from which other rights were obtained. 
By securing the right to vote, women believed they were more 
likely to be recognized as first-class citizens and accorded other 
political and civil rights, including the right to serve on juries.32 
Along with universal suffrage, jury duty is a significant civic 
duty and is one of the few obligations that the state and nation 
asks of its citizens. 
In Hidalgo County, the Eveni11_9111/onitor did offer its support 
for the passage of the petit jury amendment in its October 29, 
1954 editorial. Titled "11 Amendments Before Texas Voters on 
Nov. 2," the paper's editorial staf
f 
wrote that "[I]t is the conceit 
of newspaper editors that the populace puts any store by their 
recommendation ... but the editors light their candles and tell 
the electors where to put the X and why. 1133 The editorial then
proceeded to offer a short explanation of each of the eleven 
amendments and how they advised the readership to vote on 
each amendment. Of the amendment permitting women to 
serve on grand and petit jurors, the Eve11i11_9 ll1011itor offered 
only this terse declaration: " ... if they [women] want to serve 
on juries, they should have the opportunity.".>-t This lukewarm 
editorial stance is diametrically opposed to the effusive nature 
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of the Hvenin,r; Monito,<, 1949 support of the women's initiative, 
for a reason. 
In November 1951, newspaper magnate R.C. Hailes, of San­
ta Ana, California, spent about $2 million of his e timated $20 
million fortune and purchased all three of the Valley's leading 
newspapers: the Brown,,"dLe HeraLJ, the VaLLey Evening IJ1011itor and 
Harlingen's VaLLey Mornin_r; Star. Rather than act as an absentee 
owner, Hailes immediately fired the editorial staff and made 
sweeping changes to the philosophical direction of all three dai­
lies. The largest newspaper of the time for the Rio Grande Val­
ley, the VaLLey Eve1Ui1g Monito,; cast a wide net in terms of Hidalgo 
County news coverage. Printed in English and with daily cov­
erage of local, county, state, and national news, the publication 
was a decidedly conservative voice for the region and a reAec­
tion of the era when placed within a national context. 
With the Korean ConAict raging during this period, the na­
tional goal of preserving demo racy while preventing the inter­
national spread of Communism dominated the headlines of the 
E11e11i11,t7 l/llo11ito1; and it was not shy about trumpeting a conser­
vative political philosophy for its readership. Hailes also made 
it clear that he, along with his Valley newspapers, opposed the 
United Nations, organized labor unions, social welfare laws, and 
the mixing of Anglo Americans with blacks and Mexican Ameri­
cans:'5 Even with the subdued nature of the Evelllil.lJ Monitor:, sup­
port, the initiative passed in November of 1954 by nearly a two 
to one margin. Generally reAecting statewide return ratios, 5,296
Hidalgo County voters voted for the measure, while 2,388 voted 
against:36 In the weeks following approval, no editorials appeared 
in Valley newspapers to trumpet the passage of the proposal, 
and no reactions were garnered from women residing in Hidalgo 
County. While women of the Valley did not appear to joyously 
celebrate this landmark collectively, at least one woman seemed 
to recognize the level of responsibility accorded this civic duty. 
Following the approval of the ballot initiative, an informational 
article was published in the "Women's News" section of the 
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Eve11in.1; Monitor on November 19, 1954. In the article, Mrs. E.A. 
McDaniel addressed members of the Women's Tuesday Club in 
M.ission about the details concerning jury duty. Introduced to the 
membership as" ... a woman of varied interests and familiar with 
native shrubs and trees, law, and politics," Mrs. McDaniel was 
a former teacher in the M.ission Public Schools and a member 
of the Tuesday Club. Acknowledging her introduction, Mrs. 
McDaniel" ... said that her qualifications for talking on her subject 
developed from the fact that her husband was a trial lawyer, that 
she had spent most of her time with him in the courts, and that 
their lives revolved around juries. She is now the librarian of the 
Hidalgo County Law Library."3i The article reported that" ... she 
[Mc Daniel] told in outline form of the origin of jury service, the 
functions of judge and jury, the qualifications of juries and how 
they are selected. She stressed the importance of the finality of 
jury decision[s]."38 
A daily feature of the //l/011itor, the "Women's News" 
described Valley societal news, and its sorority and social club 
notices related information of primary interest to Hidalgo 
County's Anglo women. Mexican-American women were rarely 
mentioned in the section. In fact, their socio-political interests/ 
activities were largely absent. The section did not regularly 
contain a female M.exican American voice or presence, nor 
did it report on the interests of Mexican American females in 
the county. To be sure, the occasional wedding or engagement 
announcements of Mexican-American women could be found, 
but civic activities and any descriptions of their political 
involvement were conspicuously absent. The "Women's News" 
section of the Eveni11_9 Monitor appeared to focus predominantly 
upon style, fashion, and household/housewife concerns for the 
county's Anglo female population. Little to nothing was reported 
in the "Women's News" pages about local Anglo women's 
civic/political activities or the socio-political agenda of the 
national women's movement in the 1950s. The inclusion of Mrs. 
McDaniel's speech in this specific section impfie, 1 the importance 
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of jury duty for Anglo women locally, but it subordinates the 
issue as a secondary concern for Mexican-American women of 
the Valley. 
In SurviMf in the Dofdrum,1, feminist historian Leila J. Rupp 
argues that, despite the lack of concerted media coverage of civ­
ic engagement, the Anglo women's movement was quite active 
between 1940 and 1960. She also asserts that membership in the 
women's movement was ra ially homogeneous and overwhelm­
ingly composed of white (Anglo) women. Additionally, most 
women involved in the movement were, by birth, marriage, or 
occupation, middle to upper middle income and social class. 
Racial minorities were largely absent from this middle/upper 
class feminist movement because of racial segregation within 
the women's movement, which reflected the social realities of 
the era itself. In terms of education, most women involved in 
the movement were well-educated, possessing at least a college 
education and, in many cases, advanced academic degrees.39 
Three main issues received the lion's share of attention for the 
women's rights movement, and these were: securing an Equal 
Rights Amendment, adding women to policy-making roles, and 
advocating women's history, which would celebrate women's 
past as a way to improve women's future.40 Mexican-American 
women in South Texas harbored no illusions about securing any 
of these political positions as a part of their everyday life. Ruiz 
and Orozco have both reiterated this marginality, but have also 
asserted that Mexican-American women did contribute to the 
struggle for civic engagement and inclusion, but that they did so 
in the background, with their efforts often unpublicized. 
Closer to home, Hidalgo County's non-Spanish and Span­
ish-surnamed women began to appear on the _qrand juror rolls 
as early as January 1955. For example, fourteen individuals 
were selected for service during the January 1955 term. Of the 
fourteen, four non-Spanish surnamed females were selected, 
constituting approximately twenty-eight percent of the seated 
jurors, while five Spanish-surnamed males were selected, which 
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constituted thirty-six percent of the seated grand jurors. The 
remaining five grand jurors were non-Spanish surnamed males, 
which constituted the remaining thirty six percent of the seat­
ed jurors.41 In this instance, non-Spanish surnamed individuals 
outnumbered those with Spanish surnamed jurors statistically 
and numerically, and that trend would only continue.-12 In Hi­
dalgo County, women's civic engagement was just beginning in 
January 1955, but it came to full fruition six months later. 
Following approval of' the 1954 ballot proposal, the Hidalgo 
County District Attorney's Office sought a clarification from 
the state's Office of the Attorney General regarding the Coun­
ty's use of the jury wheel. Procedurally, Texas counties using the 
jury wheel normally filled it with the names of potential jurors 
once a year (normally in the month of August), and individual 
names would then be regularly drawn from the wheel for poten­
tial service. Since voter approval of women to serve was done in 
November, the County's District Attorney asked the Attorney 
General' Office whether the wheel could be opened to allow 
women's immediate inclusion into the call rotation. Describing 
Hidalgo County as one of several counties statewide to use the 
wheel, the Evening ll1onitor reported that the method of filling 
the wheel with potential jurors could only be done each August 
and could not be legally opened to insert new individuals into 
the rotation.-i3 This was put to legal test in the county as early 
as February 1955 in Cause No. 7463, The State of Te.1:a,1 v. Danie/ 
Aleman. In his February 14, 1955, Motion for Special Venire, 
defendant Aleman requested that a jury pool of 500 persons be 
summoned for potential selection. In requesting such a large 
number, defendant's attorney argued the following: 
... it is well known fact ... that more than two-thirds of the 
persons summoned for jury service in Hidalgo County ... are 
either Aliens, citizens of Mexico; citizens of the United States, 
who cannot speak, read or write the English language; Amer­
ican citizens over sixty years of age; and a great number of 
farmers and citrus growers ... so it is almost certain that at 
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least one-half or more of the special veniremen summoned will 
be excused for legal and sufficient reasons ... this will make 
it certain that no twelve fair and impartial juror could be se­
cured from the remaining persons on the jury panel. �4 
Seeking a greatly expanded pool, Aleman's attorney asked 
the court to grant him " ... special venire of at least five hun­
dred persons, composed of men and women ... without discrim­
ination as to ex ... [to] serve as prospective jurors in the trial 
of this case."45 In reply, the presiding judge denied the motion 
and declared that the " ... County operates under the law under 
what is commonly known as the jury wheel system, and that the 
jury wheel at this time contains the name of men only (unless 
the women names are included by mistake and error) and the 
Court further finds that according to existing law the jury wheel 
cannot be refilled until Augu t 1955, and that names of women 
cannot be placed in the jury wheel until that time."�6 
On September 12, 1955, six months after the Aleman case, 
the first women called for petit jury service appeared in Hidalgo 
County's Juror Time Book,,. On that date, seventy-eight individ­
uals (male and female) reported to the court house for potential 
service. Of this total number, thirty three women were eligible 
for selection, constituting about forty-two percent of the juror 
pool. Of this pool of candidates, only eleven Spanish-surnamed 
men were available for selection, which constituted approx­
imately fourteen percent. Ultimately, seventeen individuals 
appear to have been selected for petit jury service and, of the 
seventeen, six were non-Spanish-surnamed women, which con­
stituted thirty-five percent of the selected jurors.�i 
A few days later, on September 19, the Ti'me Book,, indicate that 
approximately 112 individuals were called for potential service. 
Of those reporting for potential duty, forty-five were women, 
which constituted approximately forty percent of the available 
pool. On that date, sixty-seven males were in the available pool. 
Thirty were Spanish surnamed men, and thirty-seven appeared 
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to be Anglo (non-Spanish) surnamed males. Spanish-surnamed 
men constituted twenty-seven percent, while Anglo (non-Span­
ish) surnamed men made up thirty-three percent of the pool. 
There is no indication whether women or men were selected 
as petit jurors from this particular call; however, the number of 
women who could be selected was very high in comparison to 
Spanish-surnamed males in the September 19 juror pool. "8 
After September 1955, female participation in the petit jury 
box ac elerated at a phenomenal rate. On June 21, 1954, L.B. 
Foster was charged with swindling and was alleged to have 
written a check in the amount of $156.25 without sufficient 
funds in a Tennessee bank to cover the check. However, on June 
24, he was judged to be of unsound mind and was conveyed to 
the San Antonio State Hospital the same day. Later certified 
by the Hospital's Superintendant to have regained his sanity, 
Foster was returned to Hidalgo County, and a sanity hearing 
was conducted before a jury on September 10, 1955, in Judge 
S.N. McWhorter's 92nd District Court. The jury for the hearing 
consisted of four women (one of whom was Spanish-surnamed) 
and eig·ht men (one of whom was Spanish-surnamed). One 
woman, Mrs. C. R. Parliman, was identified in the case file 
as the foreman of the jury. Women in the selected jury panel 
constituted about forty percent and men the other sixty 
percent. As one of the first cases tried in the county involving 
women jurors, this is an extremely high rate of selection for 
a new group of juror participants, and the speed with which 
the selection rate occurred was extraordinarily swift. The case 
file also indicated that six other individuals were eligible to 
serve but were not chosen for this particular panel. One was an 
Anglo (non-Spanish) surnamed woman, and the remaining five 
appeared to have been non-Spanish-surnamed men. Ultimately, 
the women who were eligible to serve constituted forty-two 
percent of the available pool, while Spanish-surnamed males 
constituted only one-half-of-one percent . .i9 Ultimately, the jury 
found Foster sane on September 10, but the court released 
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Foster since no criminal charge was pending against him at the 
time of the sanity hearing. 
Later in the year, a criminal trial was held in Judge McWhort­
er's 92nd District Court for Guadalupe Concepcion Guerra, who 
was indicted on September 15, 1955, for possession of marihuana.50 
The jury selected for this trial, on November 28, 1955, appeared to 
have been made up of three women (one was Spanish-surnamed), 
and the remaining nine appeared to have been Anglo-surnamed 
males. R.W. McKay was selected as foreman of the jury (pre­
sumably, an Anglo male). Statistically, women constituted about 
twenty-tive percent of the selected jury. The case tile indicated that 
there were twenty-three individuals available for selection; four 
were women (all Anglo-surnamed), while the remaining nineteen 
were males (seven of whom were Spanish-surnamed). Statistical­
ly, Anglo-surnamed women represented about nine percent of the 
remaining pool, while Spanish-surnamed males represented about 
sixty-four percent of the non-selected jurors. Ultimately, Guerra 
pied guilty to possession of marihuana on November 28, and the 
jury assessed his punishment at hve years continement in the state 
penitentiary." 1 Signiticantly, the rate of women's participation was 
higher, and that trend continued to exceed Mexican American 
male participation during the early months of women's inclusion. 
A few months later, a civil case involving· the non-payment of 
a $3,600 debt came before Hidalgo County's 139th District Court, 
with Judge Fidencio M. Guerra presiding. The case involved 
prominent Valley resident Lloyd M. Bentsen, Jr., who, in later 
years, would serve as a United States Senator for the state of Texas 
from 1971 to 1993. In this civil matter, the jury chosen was made 
up of three women, all of whom were Anglo-surnamed, and nine 
men (two Spanish-surnamed). Anglo-surnamed women constitut­
ed twenty-hve percent of the jurors, and Spanish-surnamed men 
constituted about seventeen percent of the jury box. The jury fore­
man for this case was identitied as Mrs. Orval Stites, and the trial 
was held December 12-14, 1955, with the jury ultimately deciding 
in favor of Bentsen.52 
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Additionally, in February 1956, another civil case involving 
a vehicle accident was heard in the 92nd District Court. Juror 
composition was of prime importance. Of the twelve individuals 
sele ted to hear this matter, three were women (two of whom 
were Spanish-surnamed), while the remaining nine jurors (three 
of whom were Spanish-surnamed) were male. June T. Martin 
was identified as the foreman of the jury, but nothing in the case 
file could be found to determine specifically the gender of the jury 
foreman. However, given the general propensity of county em­
ployees to identify female jurors as "Mrs.," it seems likely that 
Martin was a male.53 As exemplified by these cases, the ratio of 
non-Spanish-surnamed women selected during this time frame 
remained quite high, and it continued into the next year. 
In a criminal case held in January of 1956, Bob Jaynes was 
alleged to have assaulted Luis Ramos with the intent to murder 
him. The case was held before Judge McWhorter in the 92nd 
District Court. Of the twelve individuals selected for the jury 
trial on January 30, 1956, seven were women and five were 
men. Of those selected as petit jurors, none were Spanish-sur­
named men or women, and Anglo-surnamed women made up 
fifty-eight percent of the jury while Anglo-surnamed men con­
stituted the remaining forty-two percent. The jury eventually 
found Jaynes guilty of aggravated assault on February I and 
sentenced him to two years in prison, along with a $500 dollar 
fine. 54 In another criminal case conducted in McWhorter's 92nd 
District Court, Urbano Morin was alleged to have murdered 
Tomas Gomez with malice aforethought. A jury was selected 
on March 28, 1956, and, of the twelve individuals selected, one 
was an Anglo-surnamed female, nine were Anglo-surnamed 
men, and the remaining two were Spanish-surnamed men."5 
In a civil case held in the county's 139th District Court with 
Fidencio M. Guerra, Jr. presiding, Edward L. Ostlund brought 
suit against Nettie Baldridge on behalf of his fourteen-month­
old daughter. Baldridge was alleged to have run over the legs 
and torso of Ostlund's daughter with an automobile, acting with 
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negligence and recklessness. Apparently, two trials were held to 
hear the merits of the case, but the case hie did not indicate the 
reason for two trials. The hrst jury, selected on December 19, 1955, 
was composed of three women (two were Anglo-surnamed and 
one was Spanish-surnamed) and nine men (all Anglo-surnamed). 
The second petit jury was selected on March 19, 1956, and was 
composed of hve women (all Anglo-surnamed) and seven men 
(all Anglo-surnamed). Regardless of the outcome in this case, it is 
the racial and gendered composition of the juries that is especially 
notable. Of the twenty-four petit jurors chosen to hear this specific 
case, eight were women, constituting thirty-three percent of the 
selected jurors, while only one Spanish-surnamed individual was 
selected to hear this cause, making up only four percent of the all the 
selected petit jurors.56 In a striking example of the lack of Spanish­
surnamed representation, two cases were heard in September of 
1956, with only one Spanish-surnamed male being selected to hear 
these criminal cases.57 Also, from February of 1957 to November 
of 1959, eleven additional cases were randomly selected for review 
and analysis. The evidence from those suggests that the selection 
rates of Spanish-surnamed men and women continued to spiral 
downward throughout the decade.58 
Within hve years of Texas voters approving the inclusion of 
women on petit juries, the selection rate of Anglo women vast­
ly outstripped any possible gains that could have been made by 
Mexican-American males or females in the wake of the Hernan­
de;:,"· le.wz, 1 decision. The participation rate of Anglo (non-Spanish 
surnamed) females was more than three times the selection rate of 
Mexican-American males and females selected for the same cas­
es/juries. Participation rates of Anglo-surnamed men continued to 
dominate the county's petit jury selections, and the Hernandez de­
cision had little effect on the inclusion rates for the county's Mexi­
can-American community. 
In short, of the criminal and civil cases randomly selected for 
review and discussion from September 1955 through November 
1959, 288 individuals (male and female, regardless of race) were 
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selected for jury duty. Of that number, fifty-eight were Anglo 
(non-Spanish) surnamed females, constituting twenty percent of 
the entire total selected, while nine Spanish-surnamed females 
were selected for jury duty, constituting five percent of the entire 
total selected for service. For all males selected for petit jury ser­
vice, the rates of inclusion and exclusion are similar. 
Of the 288 individuals selected for jury service, 221 were male; 
183 were Anglo-surnamed, which constituted sixty four percent 
of the total number selected. The remaining thirty eight men 
were Spanish-surnamed, constituting thirteen percent of Mexi­
can-American men selected for petit jury service in the County."9 
Even with a Supreme Court decision on their side, the civic and 
political marginalization of Mexican-American men and women 
continued in Hidalgo County after May 1954. While short-term 
legal victories were certainly important during the early years of 
the Mexican-American civil rights movement, the lack of compli­
ance with the Supreme Court is evident in Hidalgo County, and 
de facto discrimination practices against Mexican Americans con­
tinued in South Texas. Hidalgo County's court cases and petit 
jury lists are prime evidence of the segregated nature of the Val­
ley's legal community and the social realities of community-based 
discrimination that had long been endured by Hidalgo County's 
Mexican-American community. In general terms, trial attorneys 
may have any number of logical or illogical reasons for rejecting 
impaneled individuals as petit jurors. However, the most common 
denominator when any person is called for jury duty is the im­
mutable characteristic of racial appearance and gender. As noted 
in my larger work, defense attorney Sidney Farr began raising the 
question of equitable racial representation on Hidalgo County's 
_qrand jury pools as early as June of 1951.60 This numerical analysis 
provides additional pnina fade evidence for the racial exclusion of 
Mexican-American males and Mexican-American females in the 
selection of Hidalgo County's petit juries in the mid to late 1950s. 
In summation, this article has addressed the civic inclusion 
efforts of women as petit jurors in Hidalgo County from 1949 
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through 1956. It has also asserted that female part1c1pation 
in Hidalgo County's petit juries was nearly immediate and 
that Anglo (non-Spanish) surnamed women had much higher 
participation rates in the early years of female inclusion than 
did Mexican-American men and women. This new source of 
non-Spanish surnamed individuals continued the civic and 
political marginalization of Mexican Americans and their socio­
political status as second class citizens in Hidalgo County. This 
article has also contextualized local and regional opinions about 
women's inclusion with the national women's movement in its 
effort to secure petit and grand jury service. By laying claim to 
their rights as first class citizens, the rhetoric used by women's 
civil rights advocates mimicked the language of inclusion used 
by Mexican-American civil rights adherents as both groups 
sought their place in the jury box in the 1950s. 
As noted earlier, jury service is not only a legitimating service 
for those called to serve; it also assumes that the community's 
acceptance of the individual as a peer within the community is 
inherent in the call and selection for service. The act of sitting 
in judgment of others from the community implies a symbolic 
and mutual acceptance of the individual and the racial, ethnic, 
or gender make-up from which they are drawn. 1 After 1954, 
as more Anglo-surnamed women made their way onto petit 
juries in the county, they were sometimes selected by other 
jury members as foremen of the juries. This act of selection is 
significant, given the role of the foreman. In essence, the foreman 
is to guide the deliberations of the jury behind closed doors and 
to speak for the jury in open court when delivering the jury's 
verdict against another community member accused of a crime. 
Once the case goes to the jury, the jurors are sequestered during 
their deliberation, and the equal status amongst jurors is clearly 
acknowledged. The act of conferring this designation upon a 
juror by others in the jury box is the highest form of symbolic 
acceptance. Significantly, of the court cases randomly selected for 
review and analysis and where the case files contained information 
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that specifically identified a foreman, only one of the juries after 
1954 selected a Spanish-surnamed individual, male or female, to 
serve as a jury foreman. That case is particularly revealing. 
In October of 1958, a grand jury indictment was brought 
against two men alleging that on, or about, May 4, 1958, Ellis 
Cole and Haynes Duncan unlawfully took one head of cattle 
from W.H. Drawe. In a typed and notarized statement from 
Drawe's son Jack, Jack stated that he noticed " ... two colored 
men in a red Ford convertible pulling a four-wheel trailer con­
taining cattle." The notarized statement clearly indicates that 
both Cole and Duncan were African-American defendants. 
Upon further review, the file revealed that Cole and Duncan 
were tried together and that, of the twelve jurors selected for 
this trial, three were Spanish-surnamed males, seven were An­
glo-surnamed males, and two were Anglo-surnamed females. 
The file also indicated that I. C. (Inez) Escobar was selected as 
the foreman for this petit jury. Ultimately, both men pied guilty 
to the charge of cattle theft, and the jury assessed their punish­
ment at four years in the state penitentiary.62 Of all the case files 
randomly selected for review, at no other time was there any 
indication that Mexican-American men or women were actively 
selected to speak for the petit jury and, by implication, for the 
community at large. What remains to be determined is wheth­
er Mexican Americans were regularly selected to jury foreman 
when African Americans were brought to trial, or whether the 
defendants chose to plead guilty in the face of Hidalgo County's 
racially imbalanced petit and grand jury selections. 
The act of selecting an Anglo-surnamed man or woman to 
serve as a spokesperson for a group of strangers, who are drawn 
from the community at large, sitting in judgment of others from 
the community, speaks to the level of acceptance and equality 
largely unknown to Hidalgo County's Mexican Americans, who 
were rarely selected as petit jurors in the 1950s. The "equal" 
voice that is best exemplified by service in the jury box was 
largely absent for the Mexican-American community in South 
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Texas before and after the Hernande::. v. Te.m,, decision. The lack 
of compliance with the Hernande::. decision is palpable when the 
raw numbers of individuals selected for petit jury service are 
parsed out of the Hidalgo County court cases post-Hernande::::.. 
Hidalgo County prosecutors and District Court judges not only 
failed to follow the holding in the Hernande::. decision, but also 
contributed to the continued discrimination and civic margin­
alization of Mexican Americans in south Texas. At the close of 
the decade, Mexican Americans in Hidalgo County were left 
with the stark realization that the civil rights protections enu­
merated in the United States Constitution and as supported by 
the U.S. Supreme Court did not amount to much in south Texas 
legal circles. It would not be until the late 1970s that the issue 
of proportional representation on Hidalgo County's juries would 
be specifically addressed by the United States Supreme Court. 
Until then, the idea of equitable Mexican-American representa­
tion on petit juries would continue its downward spiral into the 
early 1960s. 
South Texas College 
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Little Steps by Giants: 
A Story of Two Minority Groups 
Working Together for Racial Equality 
in Edinburg, Texas 
by 
Marissa Marmolejo and Thomas De La Cruz 
The population of Hidalgo County reached 758,083 in 
20 I 0. 1 Mexican Americans made up 90.4% of that population, 
while the Anglos came in at 7.9% and the African Americans 
at 0.4%.1 Based on these numbers, one can surmise that a great 
amount of diversity does not exist in Hidalgo County and that 
its population has minimal exposure to living with other eth­
nic groups. Most of the youth in predominantly rural areas in 
Hidalgo County have no concept of what it is to grow up in a 
diverse culture. As a result, they have little understanding of in­
tera tions with other ethnic groups, the difficulties some groups 
have faced in attaining full equality in the United States, and 
how easily potentially insensitive words or actions might wound 
other people. In Hidalgo County, almost everyone resembles 
each other culturally. 
The majority of Mexican Americans living in the Hidalgo 
County no longer have a sense of what it was like to have a better 
opportunity based on the color of one's skin. There no longer 
exist clear-cut racial lines because racism is better masked. In 
the early 1960s, however, these lines clearly etched themselves 
in the ground and on the concrete of public places. Mexican 
Americans, at that time, struggled with a form of racism that 
many of us today only see on the television news. For many 
years they fought to have their voices heard. Ask anyone who 
lived here at that time, and they will confirm these claims, but 
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what is often not mentioned, and what most youths are oblivious 
of today, is what the African-American community struggled 
with locally. This paper will discuss two walls of racism that 
existed in Edinburg, Hidalgo County's county seat, and the 
joint minority wrecking crew that tore them down together. 
In order to set the context of racial changes in Edinburg 
and to show how grassroots movements, like that in Edinburg, 
also set the pace for greater change, it is important to discuss 
what was going on nationally. It is imperative to open a dialogue 
about the context in which actions like these helped to establish 
the foundations of the civil rights movement. There are histo­
rians who have created a discourse wherein they contend that 
the grassroots efforts of each region paved the way for John 
F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King. This theory is called the
bottom up analysis.
Bottom up analysis carries its own temptations, beyond the 
temptation of seeing only virtue in the oppressed - or, for that 
matter, seeing only oppression of the oppressed. Every histori­
cal parallel isn't a case of historical continuity; there really was 
something pecial about the period from the mid-hfties to the 
mid-sixties, if only in the degree of attention paid to race and 
nationality and in the changed nature of acceptable public dis­
course. Thinking from a purely bottom up perspective makes 
sense only for a limited number of questions. Under tanding 
the consequences of the movement requires understanding na-
tional actors and institutions.
3
The accomplishments of the Civil Rights 1\tlovement can be 
attributed to many. John F. Kennedy, President of the United 
States, had been contemplating passing legislation to help meet 
the standards required in the landmark case of Brown v. Board 
of Education (1954) that ended segregation or fostered equi­
ty in the opportunities available to citizens.4 For example, the 
Greensboro students who challenged segregation by sitting at a 
counter in North Carolina in 1960 or Rosa Parks being arrested 
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and fined for not giving up her seat to a Anglo man in 1955 were 
forms of resistance that were seen as a plan to move Civil Rights 
in the right direction. 5 Despite the absence of modern forms of 
social media, we saw a nationwide spread of ideas that sparked 
a movement in minority groups, with figures like Medger Evers 
or Martin Luther King becoming nationally prominent.6 The 
names of those who struggled to make this happen have their 
place in the history books and court cases. Around the same 
time that MLK wrote his letters from a cell in Birmingham, cit­
izens in Edinburg demanded changes in their city. 7 
Edinburg's culture has been greatly influenced by Mexi­
co because of its proximity to the U.S.-Mexico border. This is 
clearly visible in the way many Edinburg residents talk, dress, 
eat, and act. Despite this effect, during the early sixties, Mexican 
Americans were not able to guide the political arena. The Anglo 
population ran the club, and high level entry into the political 
arena was not happening. They had enjoyed this hegemonic po­
sition since Edinburg's foundation in 1908. In 1962, though, a 
Mexican American by the name of Alfonso "Al" Ramirez decid­
ed to challenge the norm and start the process to run for pub­
lic office in 1963. He did not start out on his journey thinking 
about the impact it would have on the civil rights movement, 
though. He had seen the injustices faced by the Mexican Amer­
ican people, and he wanted to make some changes.8 
It is known, through many conversations with grandmothers 
and grandfathers, that discrimination by political officials and 
the Anglo community towards Mexican Americans was a com­
mon occurrence in Hidalgo County. What drove Ramirez to the 
mayor's seat stemmed from the knowledge that this discrimina­
tion was occurring. The fact that he chose to stand for such a 
position of leadership did not surprise his son, Robert Ramirez, 
because "he had served in such positions during his time as a 
military man. "9 Most Mexican Americans, at the time, joined 
the marines or the army, but Ramirez served his country in the 
air force, thus showing his willingness to g·o against the norm. 10 
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This experience helped to hone his skills as a leader. When he 
settled in Hidalgo County, more specifically Edinburg, he was 
able to establish himself as a person who could get the job done. 
He and his friends would get together and speak, not only about 
their time in the military or things that happened to them grow­
ing up, but also about how they hoped for a better community 
for themselves and the City of Edinburg. 11 
After having gone to celebrate the 200th anniversary of the 
founding of the city of Puebla, and experiencing an overwhelm­
ing sense of pride in the accomplishments of the people of Pueb­
la, Al Ramirez declared to his friends that he would make a run 
for the position of mayor in the city of Edinburg. His friends Noe 
Gonzalez, James Robert Wilson, and Ciro Trevino all thought 
it would be an excellent idea. 12 However, they knew it would be 
an uphill battle because an American of Mexican descent had 
never challenged an Anglo, in this sense, much less run for the 
highest seat in the city. Both Ramirez and James Robert Wil­
son, his campaign manager, understood the amount of backlash 
they would receive for running and holding office. However, 
they both felt that the accomplishment would trump any re­
percussion they would face for challenging the Anglo political 
hegemony. In spite of this, Ramirez chose to challenge Eddie 
Hendricks for the position of Mayor of the city of Edinburg. 
The backlash came swiftly. 
Wilson, an insurance provider, approached the incumbent, 
who had been a client of his, and announced his support of 
Ramirez. Hendricks stated that he understood why Wilson was 
supporting his challenger, but he later pulled his account from 
him. He would be the first of many af'Auent Anglos to pull their 
accounts from Wilson's insurance business.13 As for Ramirez, 
he felt the repercussions of being the first Mexican American 
mayor as soon as he was elected. It was customary during· Pan 
American Days that the community would have a luncheon 
sponsored by three local service clubs. These clubs were the 
Rotary, Lions, and Kiwanis Clubs. At this luncheon, it was cus-
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tomary for the mayor to sit with the three club presidents at 
the head of the table. However, according to Ramirez, that was 
not the case that year. H He was allowed to attend because he 
was a member of the Kiwanis, but that year the mayor sat with 
everyone else. That was not the first time he was slighted and it 
would not be the last. 15 
As they forged their political campaign, Ramirez and Wil­
son fought hard, but were unable to garner large amounts of 
money. They knew their uphill battle came with many obsta­
cles and challenges, yet they remained undeterred. Without the 
financial support from which the Anglo politicians benefited, 
Ramirez and Wilson realized their campaign would be a strictly 
grassroots one. They acquired a list of voters and targeted the 
ones they believed might change their vote. Despite their hum­
ble budget, they sent mail outs to voters in hopes of swaying 
their decision. They also knew it would be crucial to attend ev­
ery function they could, without having to be a sponsor. During 
election season, the one way to find voters was either to attend 
a pncba11gn, a social gathering either for a specific candidate or 
several, or to visit local cantinas. It would seem that most Mexi­
can Americans find discussing politics more palpable if they are 
in a social gathering and adult beverages can be found because 
Ramirez and Wilson stayed busy attending as many pachnn_9n, 1 
and entering ca11ti11a,1 at every opportunity. 
At one of the pncbanga.1 that Ramirez and Wilson attended, 
Mr. Dorsey Bean, along with a couple of other gentlemen, ap­
proached Ramirez with a proposal. Bean knew Mr. Ramirez 
because his children went to school where Ramirez worked, 
Lincoln Elementary. Bean also knew that Ramirez was an ap­
proachable person because he was a janitor at a local bank that 
Ramirez frequented. 16 Bean promised 30 solid votes from the 
African-American community, but he wanted one thing in re­
turnY He wanted assurance that the black community would 
be able to use the Edinburg swimming pool. 18 This surprised 
both Wilson and Ramirez because they swam in the pool all the 
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time. 19 The park board allowed Mexican Americans access to the 
pool, so Ramirez was not aware that the pool was excluding Af­
rican Americans. Ramirez would then make a promise, like many 
politicians do in order to get votes, but, unlike many politicians, 
Ramirez kept his word on desegregating the Edinburg pool.20 
Ramirez was able to defeat the incumbent mayor by four­
teen votes, meaning that he probably would not have won the 
position without the votes that Mr. Bean had promised him.21 
Ramirez' first course of action in order to desegregate the pool 
was to approach the city council, but, when he did, the coun­
cil members told him that it was not their decision to make. 
The Parks and Recreation Board regulated the pool.22 When 
Ramirez approached the Parks and Recreation Board, he was 
told, as a way of forcing him to pursue the matter no further, 
that the land deed prohibited African Americans from swim­
ming in the pool-2' (When the authors requested the Parks and 
Recreation Board minutes, they were told that the minutes are 
destroyed after five years and that records from that period 
therefore do not exist. The employee who made that statement 
chose not to be named.) 24 
Undeterred, Al Ramirez continued his fight to seek the deseg­
regation of the Edinburg pool. It was becoming increasingly diffi­
cult to speak with Bean and the rest of his group because the pool 
remained segregated.25 Ramirez continued with his work and his 
responsibilities as mayor, but he never lost sight of the promise he 
had made. Alone, though, he had made little progress, but social 
change needs the participation of many, and Ramirez needed the 
help of the community in order to fulfill his goal. 26 
At that time, a young basketball star by the name of Lu­
cious Jackson, an African American, played for Pan Amer­
ican University, later known as the University of Texas-Pan 
American. His exceptional skills took him to the 1963 Men's 
International Basketball team at the FI BA games or Pan Amer­
ican Games and, later, to the 1964 Summer Olympics, where 
his team won the gold medal for basketball. Jackson played 
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for Pan American University until 1964 and went on to be the 
fourth draft choice for the National Basketball Association. The 
City of Edinburg glowed with excitement because never before, 
or since, has there been a person to receive such an honor in 
Hidalgo County. The city council decided to present Jackson 
with an award and created Lucious Jackson Day. This African 
American basketball star was the most influential black man in 
the Edinburg community, and, although Jackson was unaware 
of the steps he was making in history, he would help change the 
racial lines in Edinburg, Texas.27 
Ramirez's previous attempts to change the racial climate 
through the appropriate channels proved unsuccessful, so, in a 
brilliant plan of action, he asked Bean and Jackson if they would 
congregate across from the South Park Pool.28 Considering Jack­
son's accomplishments, the members of the parks board would 
not dare deny him access into the pool. So Lucious Jackson, ac­
companied by two young children, made their way towards the 
water and, step by step, broke the racist hold the Parks Board 
had on the segregated pool.29 These small steps permanently less­
ened the grip of Anglo dominance on the city of Edinburg.-'0 
Like many other events that took place in the Rio Grande 
Valley at that time, and later, the joint efforts between two racial 
communities, Mexican American and African American, led to 
the Valley we know now. What poses an interesting aspect to 
this article is that the Civil Rights movement had at that time 
hardly affected the Rio Grande Valley, or Hidalgo County, and, 
yet, here we are able to find a story of two different minorities 
working together for a common good. Echoing the exact words 
of Martin Luther King, Jr., "When we let freedom ring, when 
we let it ring from every village and every hamlet, from every 
state and every city, we will be able to speed up that day when 
all of God's children, black men and white men, Jews and Gen­
tiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be able to join hands and 
sing in the words of the Old Negro spiritual, 'Free at last! Free 
at last! Thank God Almighty, we are free at last! '"·31 
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Most of the youth in Hidalgo County, or, as we call it, "the 
Valley," are oblivious to what living in a diverse culture feels 
like. Their history classes teach them of the struggles minorities 
faced on a national level, but the local history of the special 
place in which they live is not often mentioned. The Valley is a 
place where Mexican Americans can run for public office with­
out fear of losing their jobs due to the color of their skin, and 
where public pools welcome anyone with the desire to escape 
the brutal South Texas heat. We started this story because we 
wanted to write about this region's rich history. The story of 
these two groups who broke barriers and made changes that 
most Valley residents take for granted turned out to be the story 
we needed to focus on. The events which took place in Edinburg 
did not mark the end of racism, but these small steps, combined 
with steps taken by other giants across the country, amount to 
miles of progress. We acknowledge that there are many stories 
of minorities working together around the country, but this, as 
budding historians, is our story. 
The University of Texas - Rio Grande Valley 
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Timeless Chaos 
Hurricane Beulah's March through 
the Lower Rio Grande Valley, 
September 1967 
by 
Fernando Ortiz Jr. 
On September 5, 1967, a storm emerged far above the Atlantic 
Ocean. It grew as it approached the Windward Islands, the 
southern half of a glittering archipelago between the Atlantic and 
the Caribbean Sea. 1 Warm moisture and spinning winds coalesced 
into a tropical storm, and the U.S Weather Bureau named the 
storm Beulah. The tempest strengthened, and the next day the 
Bureau announced that Beulah was a hurricane.2 
Hurricane Beulah moved through the Caribbean region for 
twelve days. It ravaged Hispaniola, Jamaica, and Mexico's Yu­
catan Peninsula. On September I 7, I 967, it spiraled into the 
Lower Rio Grande Valley, pouring historic amounts of rain 
onto South Texas and northern Mexico. More than one hun­
dred tornadoes spun across farmlands, past ranches, and across 
roads. Floods swept away bridges and smashed houses. Small 
towns became islands trapped in inland seas. Beulah, one of the 
strongest hurricanes in U.S. history, left dozens of people dead.3 
Residents from Roma to Corpus Christi to Brownsville strug­
gled to comprehend the extent of Beulah's damage to their lives. 
But they also determined to build better homes for themselves 
and better communities for each other. 
This article -based on news reports and magazine pieces 
during and after the storm, official after-action reports, person­
al correspondence, oral and written histories, academic studies, 
and government reports -offers an array of memories from the 
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men, women, and children who experienced the howling winds, 
shocking floods, breathtaking destruction, and bittersweet re­
lief efforts. Prominent among these memories are those of Dr. 
Mario E. Ramirez, a Roma physician who found himself sur­
rounded by Mexicans who fled into Texas searching for medical 
help and shelter from the floods, doubling or tripling the pop­
ulations of border towns, including Roma. The Starr County 
doctor led state and federal medical teams to disaster zones on 
both sides of the Rio Grande. Ramirez's efforts brought him 
face-to-face with Lyndon Baines Johnson, the president of the 
United States. For weeks after the crisis, the U.S. Public Health 
Service (USPHS) and officials -both U.S. and Mexican, civil­
ian and military -honored Ramirez's creativity and leadership 
throughout the two-week ordeal.4 Forty years later, Ramirez 
downplayed his role and wrote that in "no way ... do I consider 
myself a hero for what we did during those two weeks. "5 
Hurricane Beulah as a historic event appears in the aca­
demic literature mostly as a scientific case study for meteorol­
ogists, public health officials, or disaster plan evaluations. For 
example, Gary K. Grice in 1968 and Robert Orton in I 970 in­
vestigated the record number of tornadoes Beulah spawned. 
Also in 1970, John Robert Brouillette's dissertation analyzed 
general communication problems during natural disasters.6 At 
least three archives of
f
er crucial information on the hurricane's 
historical impact on the borderlands. The Harry Estill Moore 
Papers, stored at the Dolph Briscoe Center for American His­
tory at the University of Texas at Austin, contain a plethora 
of South Texas newspaper coverage, including daily coverage 
of the event and the aftermath, alongside enthralling long-form 
narratives of frightened citizens, brave civil servants, and deter­
mined reconstruction efforts.7 
The University of Texas Health Science Center at San 
Antonio's online archive contains dozens of photographs taken 
during the relief efforts. Ramirez's archive at the UTHSCSA's 
Regional Academic Health Center in Harlingen, Texas, contains 
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his own collection of newspaper accounts, feature stories, 
memoirs, and other sources that vividly illustrate the Beulah 
drama. A narrative history like this one can combine these 
different elements into a symphony of historical drama. 
August and September 1967 
The Valley's final weeks of summer 1967 saw turmoil both 
politically and meteorologically. For example, tensions in the 
melon-picking industry-laborers and their labor-activist al­
lies on one side and growers, enforcers, strike-breakers, and 
the police on the other -crackled with violent incidents in and 
around Rio Grande City. There were allegations of civil rights 
abuses by police and Texas Rangers. A U.S. Senate subcommit­
tee investig·ated the unrest and actions authorities took to sup­
press it. The hearings accomplished nothing, and plans for more 
labor demonstrations evaporated as the honeydew and canta­
loupe harvests they were supposed to disrupt were successfully 
completed. Further action might have been planned, but both 
Valley workers and growers were about to see a drastic re-or­
dering of their immediate priorities. 8 
The meteorological factor was rain. More than a dozen 
inches of' rain in the final weeks of' August drenched the Valley. 
The farms, fields, ranchlands, and communities were saturat­
ed, and streams and rivers were full.9 The last thing the Valley 
needed in September was more rain. But by early September, 
officials from the International Boundary and Water Commis­
sion were optimistic. They "foresaw no more flooding along the 
Rio Grande. " 10 
Beulah swirled into life on September 5. It was the second 
named storm of' the 1967 hurricane season.11 During its 12-
day march across the Caribbean region, the storm grew and 
shrank and grew again, but it never lost its deadly potency. 
After September 5, it strengthened quickly as it swirled 
Westward. 11 Its downpours relieved a drought in Puerto Rico 
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that had "burned pastures and brought disease to the coffee 
trees." But it provided few other benefits to the Caribbean 
region. The hurricane's Aoods killed more than a dozen people 
on the islands of Martinique and St. Vincent. By the time it 
swung south of Haiti and the Dominican Republic, Beulah's 
sustained winds measured at least I 00 mph. It weakened to a 
tropical storm south of Jamaica. The hurricane then regained 
most of its power, slammed into Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula 
with sustained winds around 120 mph, and killed eleven people. 
It strengthened still further over the warm Gulf of Mexico, with 
sustained winds exceeding 160 mph. 1•3 
Texans along the Gulf Coast faced what might be the big­
gest hurricane of their lives. 14 
Sunday, September 17 
Lenora Going Rentfro, a counselor at Cummings Junior 
High School in Brownsville, remembered that Sunday began 
like "an ordinary enough day." But news of a looming hurricane 
in the Gulf of Mexico and a steady stream of government warn­
ings quickly changed her perspective. The Brownville Weather 
Bureau and the Texas Adjutant General's Department had both 
studied Beulah's progress since September 9. After a week of 
watching Beulah ravage the Caribbean and Mexico, Maj. Gen. 
Thomas S. Bishop, the adjutant general, issued "Plan Hurricane," 
a disaster plan that alerted military units throughout the state. 15 
Texas coastal residents like Rentfro were urged to track Beu­
lah's progress themselves and prepare accordingly. 16 At 10 a.m. 
Sunday, the weather service placed the South Texas coast un­
der a hurricane watch. Beulah was more than five hundred miles 
away, but massive and ominous waves crashing onto the beaches 
warned that undeniable danger was just over the horizon. 17 
State agencies, hospitals, and local, county, and regional 
governments also realized that Beulah would partially or 
directly strike South Texas. Tense officials gathered in the 
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Civil Defense Emergency Operations Center (EOC), located 
in the Department of Public Safety's underground compound 
m ustin, to watch Beulah's progress and coordinate "the 
biggest disaster operation" in Texas history. 18 Representatives 
from several state civilian and military agencies, including the 
Department of Public Safety (OPS), Board of Insurance, Texas 
Aeronautics Commission, regional Office of Civil Defense, 
Office of Emergency Planning, Adjutant General's Department, 
and the Texas Highway Department, comprised the State 
Disaster Council. Men wearing ties and dark suits sat around 
a rectangular conference table covered with papers, maps, and 
books. 19 On Sunday, Texas Gov. John Connally moved into an 
offi next to the EOC, from where he monitored the Council's 
constellation of agencies.20 
As plans were activated, emergency supplies throughout the 
region were checked and distributed. Trucks carried "cots and 
blankets from federal depots" to 622 shelters from Brownsville 
to Austin, which collectively could "house and feed a half mil­
lion persons."21 Hospitals verified the number and locations of 
their tetanus and typhoid vaccines, and technicians checked their 
backup power systerµs. The state highway officials prepared to 
block off any Aooded streets, roads, or highways. Long caravans 
of telephone repair trucks "loaded with men, equipment, and 
supplies" prepared to enter the Valley.22 
In Corpus Christi, the local weather bureau's Russell Mozeney 
urged people to leave "the Gulf side of Padre, Mustang, and St. 
Joseph Islands." But reporters noted that some people embraced 
curiosity over prudence and "rushed to the islands to see why 
they shouldn't be there." From Corpus Christi to the U.S.-Mex­
ico border, radio stations issued regular updates on the storm. 
Newspapers listed items their readers should include in hurri­
cane kits as they endured the storm or Aed from it. Offshore, oil 
rigs shut down their operations and secured their equipment.23 
The U.S. military in the region also took precautions. The 
Navy transferred aircraft from naval air stations in Corpus 
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Christi, Beeville, and Kingsville to Pensacola, Fla. It also ordered 
the aircraft carrier USS Lc,:ington to delay its scheduled exercises 
off the Texas coast and instead wait in the eastern Gulf of Mexico. 
More than two hundred people from Matagorda Air Force Base 
moved to shelters at Victoria County Airport, and civilians 
traveled to San Antonio's Lackland Air Force Base.2� The Coast 
Guard evacuated its Port Mansfield station and used leaflets to 
warn any boater or fisherman they could find of the looming 
hurricane. The National Guard prepared its personnel to mobilize 
"on three hours' notice." Connally ordered 680 soldiers from the 
Texas National Guard to help evacuate and secure South Texas.25 
The Rev. George W. Crofoot of Harlingen traveled to Corpus 
Christi with his wife Marian on Sunday. The petroleum engi­
neer attended a meeting·, and then he and his wife visited their 
daughter Elizabeth, a teacher. But the news of looming Beulah 
overshadowed the reunion, and the couple decided to return to 
Harlingen that same day to prepare their home for any possible 
problems. As the week began, they felt ready for whatever Beu­
lah might bring.26 
Monday, September 18 
In Miami, forecasters at the National Hurricane Center 
watched Beulah strengthen in the Gulf of Mexico. They worried 
that Beulah's eventual target was Corpus Christi. But Beulah 
kept a westerly track, and scientists adjusted their storm tracks 
southward, tracing probability lines from the hurricane right into 
Tampico, Mexico. When Beulah's progress slowed from 12 mph 
to 8 mph, Monday night's final weather advisory stressed that "a 
possible shift to a more northwestward movement [will] increase 
the threat to the Texas coast. "2; Images from NASA's Nimbus 
I I weather satellite informed their updated estimate that Beulah 
would probably strike Wednesday near Brownsville and then 
move north along the Texas coast.28 They did not expect the hur­
ricane to move too far inland. 
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In Brownsville, some residents only shrugged at the Weather 
Bureau's hurricane watch. Rentfro and her junior high school 
colleagues remembered Hurricane Inez the year before-lots 
of buildup, warnings, preparations, and then no hurricane, not 
even rain. It hit Tampico instead. No one, she remembered, 
"seemed to be anxious to begin elaborate preparations" as 
they listened to reports on Beulah's status. Despite her doubts, 
however, Rentfro went to the store to stock up on supplies, just 
in case. Another Brownsville resident, Rodolfo Flores, shared 
R ntfro's initial blase attitude. He enjoyed surfing the roaring 
waves instead.29 
Throughout more than two dozen Texas counties, espe­
cially along the coast, residents prepared for some sort of bad 
weather. Storeowners and homeowners stretched tape across 
their windows. Residents filled their bathtubs with fresh wa­
ter.30 Fishermen moved their fleets of shrimp boats into safer 
channels. Boat owners moved their sailboats and other pleasure 
craft into secure drydocks. South Padre Island "[h]otel opera­
tors ... followed their departing guests across the Queen Isa­
bella Causeway to Brownsville," and most other islanders were 
close behind them. 31 Port Isabel Mayor Leo Sanders remem­
bered how police drove up and down the streets, warning all 
residents to leave immediately. He requested National Guard 
soldiers to help secure the town. "We were preparing for the 
worst and hoping for the best," he recalled.32 In North Texas, 
insurance companies alerted five hundred claims adjustors "to 
head for South Texas." They also presciently reminded home­
owners "that most insurance policies covered wind and rain and 
tornado damage, but not rising water. "33 
Beulah also worried the Valley's citrus industry. Growers 
overseeing 80,000 acres of orchards estimated that the 1967-
1968 crop, consisting of oranges and grapefruit ready to be 
picked and packed into nine million boxes, might be worth $10 
million. But storm winds could damage or rip ripe fruit from the 
branches, assuming winds had not already ripped the trees from 
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the saturated ground. Floods might ruin farms, cripple shipping 
routes, and injure or kill members of a workforce of 100,000 
people. Any delays in the harvest and processing schedules 
threatened December's gift-fruit market, "a specialty field in 
which choice oranges and grapefruit are sent all over the world 
as Christmas gifts.".;.J 
On Monday, Dr. Robert Cuellar, Ramirez's medical associ­
ate, left Roma for Del Rio. He planned to return by Wednes­
day to fill in for Ramirez at their small Roma hospital. Ramirez 
planned to leave that same day for a meeting of the American 
Academy of General Practice in Dallas.35 But those plans were 
about to change. 
Tuesday, September 19, and Wednesday, September 20 
At 5 a.m. Tuesday morning, the Weather Bureau's New Or­
leans office issued a new advisory headlined "Severe Hurricane 
Beulah heads towards the mouth of the Rio Grande River." 
Thirty minutes later, Rentfro's phone rang. Her husband's sec­
retary was calling -she had just heard that Brownsville was 
placed under a hurricane warning. Beulah was headed straight 
for Brownsville. "My husband and I groaned at being awak­
ened so early," Rentfro remembered. But, they were up, so they 
turned on the radio to get updated. Beulah was on the move, 
and scientists predicted that its "center [ would] move inland 
near the mouth of the Rio Grande River tonight . .. . "36 The 
Weather Bureau's new hurricane warning stretched from Port 
Aransas to Brownsville to northeastern Mexico.Ji Rentfro then 
learned that classes were canceled. She remembered that her 
boys rejoiced; her daughter did not -she predicted a boring, 
friendless day ahead.38 
Ruth and "Skip" Weaver, also in Brownsville, saw Beulah 
as entertainment more than danger, at least at first. "The chal­
lenge," Ruth Weaver wrote, "of meeting nature head-on was 
exhilarating though it may sound strange." Like Rentfro, Weav-
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er recalled how often hurricanes missed her part of Texas. "It 
was a little amusing to see how frightened others were," she 
remembered, "bolting in all directions to get away from what 
might or might not come." As the executive secretary at the Rio 
Grande Valley Gas company smiled at the frantic local activi­
ty, she determined nevertheless to make herself useful down at 
the office. But company gas crews were focused on post-storm 
deployment and gas-leak repair plans, and there was not much 
for office workers to do, so Weaver went back home. She and 
her husband, a real estate agent, stocked up on just a few items 
since they already had plenty of food, and they made sure to 
pick up "a bottle of 'snake-bite medicine' to take the edge off 
our nerves."39 
Near Freeport, a Gulf Coast city just south of Houston, 
15-year-old surfer Bridgette Laverne Anthony paddled her board
onto the growing swells, watching for the right wave. When it
came, she stood on her board and rode it back toward shore. But
she lost her balance, fell into the hissing waves, and drowned.
Beulah's tempest had just claimed its first Texas victim . .J0 
Statewide preparations continued. Dr. James E. Peavy of 
the Texas Department of Public Health, commanding state 
health services, assigned ham radio operators to hospitals. He 
also assigned a ham radio operator to Dr. Charles R. Queen, 
Edinburg Municipal Hospital's chief of staff and the depart­
ment's regional coordinator. He oversaw the twenty counties 
that might feel Beulah's fury.41 Public Health officials also or­
dered the repositioning of a packaged disaster hospital (PDH) 
and its 200 cots from vulnerable Brownsville to higher ground 
in Edinburg.42 
But, despite the prudent preparatory moves, there were sys­
temic problems. Queen later noted in a report that he felt Valley 
hospitals did not adequately prepare for the storm. When Peavy 
organized the ham radio net, Queen reported, not all hospitals 
participated. The McAllen hospital representative, he discov­
ered, had "little influence in the McAllen hospital operation." 
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As for Starr County, he wrote, it had "no pre-organized Civil
Defense or Medical organization" with which he could coordi­
nate storm preparations.43 
Long rivers of cars A owed northward out of the Valley. More 
than 5,000 people packed Civil Defense shelters in Brownsville. 
The American Red Cross counted more than 14,000 people in 
shelters from Brownsville to Harlingen. Reporters were pep­
pered throughout the Valley, and they packed Brownsville's 
Fort Brown Motor HoteJ.-1-1 Everything was in place to study, 
record, endure, and confront one of the biggest hurricanes in 
Texas history. 
By late afternoon, rains from Beulah's outer bands drenched 
the South Texas coast and the Valley's eastern end. Waves 
pounded Port Isabel and Port Mansfield.45 Gulf Coast commu­
nities "had a semi-ghostlike look." Guard soldiers strolled silent 
streets.46 Corpus Christi Mayor Jack Blackmon ordered resi­
dents to evacuate low-lying areas and beachesY 
The weather service issued its regular 5 p.m. advisory on 
Beulah. Then, only an hour later, it flashed an emergency advi­
sory: "Beulah becomes extremely dangerous." Weather aircraft 
"discovered an intensification" of Beulah, with 160 mph winds 
near its eye. "Emergency evacuations," the weather service 
urged, "should be completed immediately" for regions within 
fifty miles of the mouth of the Rio Grande. A second and more 
detailed advisory at 7 p.m. made similar warnings.48 The scien­
tists did everything possible to warn the public. Now, all they 
could do was watch and record what Beulah did to Texas. 
In Brownsville, the Weavers watched and heard the weather 
worsen, and their self-assurance "turned into a gnawing anxi­
ety." The children's thrill for storm preparations faded, and they 
were getting restless. "They had a grand time experimenting 
with the candles," Weaver remembered, until she began to wor­
ry that they might accidentally set the house on fire. Tree limbs 
smashed against the roof. The winds howled. The Weavers lis­
tened to radio updates broadcast from the weather service of-
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fice at the Brownsville airport. As the forecaster spoke, Weaver 
remembered, "[w]e could hear the awful flapping and grinding 
in the background," and then "communications were lost."49 
Rentfro's family had stocked up on games, things to read, 
candles, "fuel for the Coleman lantern," and "extra batteries for 
the transistor radios." They decided, despite reports of evacu­
ations of coastal communities, that their home was still the saf­
est place. Besides, she recalled, "civil defense had never told 
Brownsville citizens to evacuate." They tried to watch a TV 
movie "but the weather reports became increasingly more omi­
nous. "so Rentfro remembered that at 9:30 p.m. a TV newscaster 
advised viewers to leave Brownsville if they did not "feel their 
homes could withstand 170 mile per hour winds." She thoug·ht 
incredulously, "How could anyone make such a judgment?" 
The rain, she remembered, was "blinding." And then everything 
went black. Power was gone. Beulah had arrived.51 
On Wednesday at l a.m., the hurricane's full force struck 
south of Brownsville, with 136-mph winds and an 18-foot storm 
surge.51 A U-2 plane circling far above studied the storm. The 
U.S. Air Force's High Altitude Clear Air Turbulence program 
launched the specially-equipped aircraft from Patrick Air Force 
Base in Florida to measure stratospheric conditions above Beulah 
as the hurricane smashed into Texas. The plane took thirty min­
utes to circle twice over the highest clouds. At an altitude of al­
most 54,000 feet, the plane measured the hurricane's temperature 
and wind speed, providing useful information to the emergency 
planners and making priceless contributions to their database.53 
In Port Isabel, the hurricane seriously damaged old and 
weaker buildings while the few newer and stronger buildings 
survived the winds and waves. 54 Floods submerged Browns­
ville's airport. Winds destroyed the city's weather station and 
shattered buildings and homes. The Guadalupe, Lavaca, San 
Antonio, and Nueces rivers all began to rise.55 
Rentfro's children slept peacefully as the weather worsened, 
but she did not. She could hear debris swirling past the house 
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and loud crashes as the winds crushed, toppled, and swept away 
weaker structures, trees, and other items of everyday life. "It is 
a near shattering experience," Rentfro remembered, "to hear 
such violence and try to visualize the resulting destruction." 
The worst part, she felt, was her sense of "utter helplessness 
before the awesome forces of nature."56 
In Harlingen, ten-year-old Alyse Deaton and her family 
sheltered their friends, the Bryant family-mother, father, two 
boys, two girls, and Penny, a "very cute dog .. . a Chiwawa." As 
the adults braced for the storm and listened to the news, Alyse and 
the girls went to her room. "We played store," she wrote later, "and 
had very much fun."si As she tried to go to sleep, Alyse noticed a 
tree outside "bending down like it had never done before." A loud 
snapping sound outside startled them. She gathered her sleepy 
guests and moved into the bathroom.',a 
Beulah weakened slightly when its well-defined eye moved 
from over water and onto land south of Brownsville around 8 
a.m. on Wednesday.59 The storm's eye brought brief calm to the 
battered and soaked city. Renfro's mother in Port Arthur called
because, Rentfro recalled, "she feared for our lives." As Rentfro
reassured her that they were still safe, her daughter peeked outside
and discovered that Beulah's winds ripped huge 50-year-old trees 
right out of the ground, "leaving gaping holes in our yard." As the 
rains began again and the family braced for Beulah's next attack,
Rentfro thought grimly, "What lay ahead of us in the forthcoming
hours?''60 
In Harlingen, Beulah's eye passed overhead around mid-morn­
ing and offered a momentary but eerie calm to the Deatons' neigh­
borhood. Alyse and her young guests persuaded their parents to let 
them go outside to "skip rocks on the street" in front of her home. 
"There was water halfway up our knees," she remembered. It was 
sprinkling.61 
In Roma, the weather steadily worsened but Ramirez remem­
bered not feeling too concerned. "We were having some rain," he 
recollected later, "but not excessive." The projected track for Beulah 
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remained generally stable. Even if Beulah moved inland, Ramirez 
remembered, it was not expected to seriously affect a town more 
than I 00 miles from the coast because it would lose so much of its 
wind velocity as it fell apart over South Texas. But some problems 
in Roma emerged as the stormy weather intensified. Phone service 
and TV signals were intermittent. Cuellar called to say he could not 
immediately return to Roma. Grim and frightening radio reports 
described Beulah's destructive effect on coastal communities.62
Beulah's storm surge and waves crushed coastline structures. 
Winds Aattened buildings, ripped trees apart, and blew away 
homes and boats like withered fall leaves across cold ground. But 
by late Wednesday, the Texas Gulf coast emerged from the worst 
Beulah had to offer. Businesses slowly reopened. Ferries resumed 
operations. Public schools were cleaned and prepared for the re­
sumption of classes. 
But for the Valley, Beulah's most destructive consequences had 
only begun. 
Thursday, September 21 
By 5 a.m., the last hurricane warning issued for South Texas 
expired as Beulah weakened to a tropical storm near Alice. As 
the weather calmed, helicopters searched for missing or stranded 
people, cargo planes raced to bring food and supplies to drowned 
communities, and other kinds of aircraft surveyed Beulah's de­
struction.63 As the new day began in Roma, Ramirez recalled, the 
rain fell "hard and continuously [and] winds were moderately 
strong." Some sewage plants were down, and health officials used 
both English and Spanish radio broadcasts to advise residents to 
boil water before drinking it.G.J Ramirez saw some patients and 
then reviewed the situation around town. The Rio Grande was 
rising. Floods cut off some roads. Residents from communities 
east of Roma filled shelters in nearby schools.65 
Ramirez recalled later that he had expected wind damage 
from Beulah but no one anticipated the Aooding. "[O]ur major 
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disaster came from torrential rains," he wrote, "which caused 
the river ... to Aood and [caused] major damage to our neigh­
boring border communities in Mexico," including Camargo.66 
In Rio Grande City, Ricardo Sanchez, a member of his high 
school's Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps (JROTC), re­
membered that "[t]here was no panic or evacuation plan imple­
mented to prepare for Beulah's arrival." Everyone knew it was 
coming, and, like Ramirez, his family was worried most about 
potential wind damage. The weather was worse than anyone 
expected. No one, Sanchez recalled, expected "the Aooding and 
massive evacuations that occurred, especially the people from 
Mexico."67 As Beulah's rains inundated communities on both 
sides of the border, people climbed onto roofs to escape. One 
family found shelter in a boxcar.68 Drivers Aeeing the Aoodwa­
ters in one town sometimes found themselves surrounded by 
Aoodwaters in the next town. Roma and nearby communities, 
Ramirez wrote, faced problems that "were profound."69 
Ramirez tried to find shelter for storm evacuees. At first he 
had seemed unconcerned with the storm, all but certain that 
it posed little danger to a town dozens of miles from the coast. 
He also attempted to maintain his regular schedule of seeing 
patients. But when the situation worsened, and when he saw 
people who needed shelter and protection, instead of worrying 
about himself, he worried about them. He became more than a 
medical authority-in this extreme situation he became a storm 
relief coordinator, a role that organically grew larger once Beu­
lah passed. The first step was securing a refuge for people who 
needed it. He asked a Catholic priest if a convent, which might 
hold up to five hundred people, could be turned into a shelter, 
and the priest agreed. Ramirez remembered that creeks near 
the towns of Fronton and Garceno flowed "with greater force 
than we had ever seen it." By noon, swollen creeks cut off Ro­
ma's road to Rio Grande City. Residents of Escobares evacu­
ated their homes. Farmers tried to save their cattle from rising 
waters. Cars floated or sank into the brown floods.70 
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As the stormy day ended, shelters set up at the veterans' 
halls were crowded, and they had little food and even less com­
fort. "There were no beds or mattresses available anywhere," 
Ramirez recalled, "and there were no blankets or covers of any 
type." Ramirez tried one last time to make time for his regu­
lar hospital patients, but the escalating evacuee crisis quickly 
eclipsed his normal duties. He scrambled to figure out how to 
house an influx of friends and colleagues stuck in Roma be­
cause of the flooding. Some stayed in his home; others stayed 
with neighbors. He also treated the people in the shelters.7 1 The 
weather worsened, and the makeshift shelters filled to capacity. 
The Escobares evacuees, travelers stuck in Roma, and locals 
mixed with a new influx of people from Ciudad Miguel Ale­
man, the Mexican town right across the river. A priest opened 
his church to house the people from the Mexican city. Ramirez 
opened his hospital's waiting room to shelter anyone that did 
not ht into the church. A gymnasium and a theater also quickly 
filled with hundreds of frightened and tired people.72 
By 10 p.m., Ramirez and his brother Roel visited the shelters 
one last time, cared for the sick, and promised to return the next 
day. "It was raining very hard," Ramirez remembered, "and 
water and mud was more than ankle deep." He then faced his 
own crisis. His staff told him that water broke through second­
floor ceilings at the two-story hospital. As Ramirez raced back to 
the hospital, he worried that the old building might "collapse and 
injure someone." Second-floor patients were moved downstairs, 
and their relatives helped the staff keep the leaks from becoming 
cascades of storm water. But as the rain worsened, the leaks 
also worsened. The x-ray room flooded. Water six inches deep 
poured into the waiting room. Ramirez remembered that the 
water swirled from the waiting room "into the private office, 
the hall, into the two larger examining rooms, and outside the 
back door." Staffers and volunteers rushed to save x-rays and 
medical files. An electrical short behind a wall sent a chilling 
scent of smoke through the offices before it was pinpointed and 
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repaired.73 Ramirez's oldest son, 17-year-old Mario Jr., aided 
him as he surveyed the situation. The high school student, 
Ramirez wrote later, "expressed a desire to study medicine [and 
so] I felt that it would be good for him to be with me during the 
entire disaster operation."74 
Friday, September 22 
As late Thursday night turned into early Friday morning, 
Ramirez visited the international bridge crossing. Border agents 
told him that more than 5,000 Mexicans had crossed the river from 
Miguel Aleman, and Ramirez saw that cars "were still coming 
practically bumper to bumper." Roy Johnson, a border agent, told 
Ramirez that "the Camargo bridge at Rio Grande City" was dosed 
as Aoodwaters cut off the road leading to the international over­
pass. Johnson told him that 10,000 Mexicans had Aed from Cam­
argo into Rio Grande City.75 Ramirez wrote that the Mexican evac­
uees came by "foot, bikes, cars, trucks, and buses, and, later, when 
the [International Bridge] gave way, by helicopter."76 Johnson's 
two-way radio still worked. Ramirez asked him to contact KRIO, 
the McAllen radio station, for information on weather conditions 
and storm damage. "We told them that we had several thousand 
refugees," Ramirez recalled, "and that we would need (food), bed­
ding, and probably some clothes for these people by morning . ... " 
Ramirez returned to Roma and slept for about an hour.77 
Dawn illuminated the extent of Beulah's effects on the river 
and its tributaries. Mexican evacuees filled Roma, and Ramirez's 
riverside tour quickly explained why. "The [Rio Grande] was at 
an all-time high ... and many houses in Miguel Aleman appeared 
flooded," he wrote later.78 Floodwaters still cut off Roma from Rio 
Grande City, and when Cuellar finally returned to Roma he report­
ed that floods also cut off Roma from routes to the Falcon Dam. 
By midmorning Friday the 3,000 evacuees in Roma were 
not yet fed but a truck from Rio Grande City filled with food 
eventually crossed the Aoodwaters and made it into the town. 
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It brought powdered and canned milk, "sliced cheese, cold 
meats, peanut butter, crackers and bread." Joe C. Guerra, Ro­
ma's mayor, directed the truck to the local school cafeteria. But 
Ramirez asked that the truck stay with him "so that the peo­
ple at the Convent, the Church, and [at one of the veterans' 
buildings] who depended on us and our hospital could be fed." 
Republican Ramirez recalled later that he told Democrat Guer­
ra "that it was necessary that all our efforts be united and co­
ordinated [regardless] of previous political alienations so that 
this job could be completed efficiently."79 Sarah Ramirez led a 
team from the hospital to make sandwiches, and smaller chil­
dren received some much-needed juice and milk. Nearby dairy 
companies contributed more milk to the hungry people.80 Also, 
the Army and Air Force worked on their own joint initiative to 
bring 125,000 pounds of food to Roma. Five C-130 cargo planes 
from Dyers Air Force Base in Abilene flew to El Paso, loaded 
the food, and then flew southeast to Laredo. Fort Sam Houston 
in San Antonio sent two helicopters to fly food to Roma. Army 
trucks drove the food to shelters. 81 
The first wave of disaster responders in Roma looked to 
Ramirez as the "disaster leader." Ramirez surmised that the au­
thority stemmed from the fact that "I was the only local physi­
cian who responded and remained there throughout the ordeal, 
and ... had practiced medicine there for 17 years. I knew 'my' 
people and our neighbors well."82 But the commissioners' court 
had long-since appointed him Public Health Service director 
for Starr County. He was likely seen by both outsiders and res­
idents as the one who could best lead a relief operation. 
Ramirez confronted the immediate problems before him. He 
found shelter, food, and fluids for the people. He cared for the 
thousands of people for whom he assumed medical responsi­
bility. He moved quickly to counter damage to his hospital and 
monitor worsening conditions throughout the area. He set aside 
any political sentiment to work with people key to a success­
ful relief operation. Beulah's floodwaters had insulated Roma 
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and Ramirez from the rest of Texas, from where more help was 
needed, and that help was trying to reach Ramirez. 
Radio stations in Edinburg and McAllen managed to broad­
cast throughout the storm. Ramirez checked in with KRIO sta­
tion and learned that Queen was attempting to make contact with 
him. The storm cut telephone lines, and so Ramirez managed to 
find a sheriff's radio to call Dr. Charles R. Queen (as previously 
mentioned) in Edinburg. A news story captured Ramirez's sense 
of urgency: "Charlie," Ramirez said, "get the hell down here. I've 
got 10,000 refugees and no doctors, nurses, food, or medicine. 
It's just a big damned mess."&, Ramirez's team needed "food, cots, 
mattresses, diapers, blankets, and a few medical supplies. that 
probably would become essential. "114 
Queen alerted the National Guard, the Salvation Army, and 
the American Red Cross. Charles E. King, director of Disaster 
Health and Medical Services, and his staff arranged for the Air 
National Guard to fly medical supplies from the Hospital Re­
serve Disaster Inventory in Bastrop and into the Valley.85 
Despite meager resources and mounting problems, Ramirez 
remained optimistic. He knew help was coming. He noted that 
some people in Roma had even returned to their homes in other 
parts of the Valley and in Mexico. But then the rain intensified 
again. Ramirez later learned that "close to 30 inches of rain" -
which was, he estimated, "twice as much as normally falls in 
this area in a period of two years" -had poured into and around 
Roma and Rio Grande City.86 
Ramirez heard that Connally was touring Rio Grande City 
and would soon visit Roma. "We were told to find an appropriate 
landing place" for the governor's helicopter, he recalled. He chose 
Roma's town plaza in front of his hospital. Connally emerged 
from his helicopter with U.S. Rep. Eligio "Kika" de la Garza and 
Peavy from the Texas Department of Public Health. The gover­
nor toured shelters and spoke to evacuees. His visit impressed 
Ramirez: "It seemed to give courage ... to us."87 
Beulah's remnants crossed into Mexico and fell apart over 
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the mountains near Monterrey, sending fresh floods through 
the jagged valleys. Eddie Lucio, Jr., was 21 years old when the 
hurricane hit. His father, who had survived a 1933 hurricane 
that destroyed Brownsville, packed his family into a Pontiac 
Le Mans and took them to Rio Hondo. Beulah's tornadoes had 
threatened the town, so they relocated to Laredo. But the rem­
nants of Beulah crossed over their heads as it moved into Mex­
ico. So there seemed to be no escape. "One of the bridges we 
went through washed away after we crossed it," Lucio remem­
bered decades later.88 
For the Weather Bureau, the storm born in the Caribbean 
that blasted its way into the history books was finally gone. The 
5 p.m. update said it simply: "This is the last bulletin which will 
be issued on Beulah."89 But in the Valley, Beulah was still felt 
and seen everywhere. In Weslaco, a town between McAllen and 
Harlingen, an amateur radioman assessed flood conditions in 
the Valley with black humor: "The only way in is by air .. . or 
submarine. "90 
Saturday, September 23 
On Friday, officials at San Antonio's Santa Rosa Medical 
Center sent word to the EOC in Austin that a "volunteer med­
ical team of physicians and nurses" was ready for wherever it 
was needed. They were sent to Roma and Rio Grande City. 
On Saturday morning, the Air National Guard flew the team 
on a C-47 from Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio to McAl­
len. By 4 p.m. they were treating patients in Rio Grande City.91 
Red Cross workers, an x-ray technician, and more doctors and 
nurses joined them at McAllen 's staging areas before dispersing 
throughout the flooded landscape. One of the flights also carried 
a PDH, "a 200-bed hospital, the only one that was actually un­
crated and used during the hurricane."92 
The U.S. Army designated its Beulah relief efforts Opera­
tion Bravo and sent Task Force Bravo to the Valley. Lt. Gen. 
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George R. Mather and Maj. Gen. Richard G. Stilwell were in 
command. Army units set up emergency medical units at the 
Fort Ringgold high school annex in Rio Grande City and at the 
high school itself. 
They also set up a landing zone on the former fort's parade 
grounds. They built army kitchens "that fed the multitudes of peo­
ple" and eventually provided more than 16,000 cots and 33,000 
blankets.9·3 Ramirez remembered that soldiers sat on car fenders 
or on the ground to "help spoon-feed some of the little refugees."94 
There was one element of the crisis that angered Ramirez as 
he moved back and forth between Roma and Rio Grande City. 
He did not think local young people were doing enough to help. 
He pointed to McAllen Boy Scouts helping at shelters. Where 
were Roma's and Rio Grande City's teens, he wondered. "I felt 
that at that specific time a big lesson needed to be learned by all 
our children," he recalled. "Christian charity and dignity were at 
stake."95 Ramirez saw an opportunity to challenge young adults 
to help strangers, enrich themselves with real-world experience, 
play a part in confronting a crisis that threatened their communi­
ty, and then help rebuild that community. It was, to use a modern 
phrase, a teachable moment, in which youths could build char­
acter through self-sacrifice, hard work, and "Christian charity." 
Eventually, word went out that more volunteers were needed, 
and teens gradually arrived to assist the relief efforts. 
Whatever Ramirez thought of the area's young people, San­
chez and his JROTC unit did not hesitate to help out at the 
shelter set up at his school in Rio Grande City. He recalled that 
"we did everything from cleaning areas to distributing meals . ... " 
They provided security, helped at clinics, and translated for the 
medical teams when they treated non-English speakers. He re­
membered that his home was not affected but Hooding displaced 
his brother's family. Relatives from Camargo were also displaced, 
but they found shelter with Sanchez's family.96 
Ramirez estimated that, by Saturday morning, about half of 
the evacuees in Roma had left the town, either for Mexico or for 
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their homes elsewhere in the Valley. He later learned that some 
of the Mexican evacuees left "because their city government or­
dered them back." Ramirez later explained in a letter to Con­
nally that he thought that "Mexico was acting under some form 
of pride, or rather 'false pride."' Ramirez and his volunteers did 
not resist the ill-advised orders to return "lest we create an in­
cident, or cause embarrassment to you or to our nation."97 This 
was the first significant example of his diplomatic sensitivity to 
the "pride" of the Mexican state. That sensitivity moderated his 
response or resistance to orders for Mexican citizens to return 
too early to storm-damaged communities. Ramirez met with 
Dr. Manuel Gonzalez, a physician from Ciudad J\lliguel Ale­
man, who told him that the city had set up a committee to deal 
with the Aooding crisis. Gonzalez and the committee wanted to 
know about the Mexican evacuees in Roma. Ramirez assured 
him that his team had cared for and fed the people, and they 
would do so for as long as necessary. Gonzalez returned to his 
city with the fresh information. 
Despite the Aooding, Ramirez felt the situation in Roma-at 
least the situation within his purview as a medical coordinator 
-was under control. Evacuees were able to move around the
area. He had made contact with Roma's sister city in Mexico.
Food and supplies were Aowing. The hospital was up and run­
ning. Ramirez's confidence showed when he heard that Queen
was leading a Santa Rosa team to Roma. Ramirez waved off the
intended visit and advised Queen to stay in Rio Grande City.
But the message evidently did not make it through. A team of
doctors and nurses, along with Jack Coughlin, the director of
public relations, arrived in Roma around 11 a.m., and Ramirez
gave them a tour of his shelters.98 "The situation," the Santa
Rosa report later noted, "was well under control in Roma under
Dr. Ramirez's able and competent leadership."99 
Ramirez met more Mexican doctors, Mexican army officers, 
and Miguel Aleman officials. "They were going from shelter to 
shelter," he remembered, and "ordering their people to return 
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to their country immediately." Ramirez learned that Mexican 
officials believed that "all their national refugees should receive 
equal treatment-in their own country." But the Mexican doc­
tors told Ramirez that "they had meager medical supplies, and 
there was no water in the city ... and that they had little food 
[or power]." Ramirez offered to set aside water and medical 
supplies for them, but could do little else in the face of official 
Mexican directives.I00 Ramirez then turned his attention to Rio 
Grande City, where larger public health problems persisted. 
As the floodwaters severing Roma from Rio Grande City 
finally subsided, Ramirez asked Cuellar to stay in Roma as he 
and the Army and Santa Rosa medical teams raced "to deal with 
the much greater problems in Rio Grande City." Ramirez estab­
lished contact with Jean Neal and Frances Garza, two school 
nurses caring for U.S. and Mexican evacuees at shelters there. 
Ramirez learned that about "10,000 people [were] housed in 30 
makeshift shelters, and countless others were in private homes." 
After three days, sickness among the people from Rio Grande 
City and Camargo was rampant, and no doctor had yet treat­
ed them. "[T]he nurses themselves had just taken charge that 
morning," Ramirez recalled. They told him that "conditions 
were chaotic ... and that it could be disastrous from a public 
health standpoint .... "101 The official Santa Rosa report filed 
weeks later agreed: "The town was in complete chaos." No one 
seemed to be in overall command. Ramirez remembered that at 
the Fort Ringgold shelter there was "filth, food, and dirt every­
where ... and many people had the look of despair."102 
That was a decisive moment for Ramirez. "Here for the first 
time," he wrote later, "I felt that immediate action was imper­
ative ... we needed organization, and much leadership." I03 He 
split personnel into smaller units of one doctor and one nurse, 
split up responsibility for thirty shelters among them, and de­
ployed them. Nurses from Santa Rosa fanned out to determine 
who needed immediate care. Priority cases were placed on bus­
es and sent to a church converted into a clinic. 
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Among the first patients from the floods, Santa Rosa nurse 
Maxine Cadena told a reporter, was a little boy with reddened 
eyes. His father accompanied him as a doctor treated the eye 
infection. The doctor noticed the father's eyes were also red. 
The father said that he had been crying. As the man and his 
son waited on their roof for a rescue helicopter, he explained, 
he noticed that their neighbors-father, mother, and six chil­
dren -had climbed onto their own roof to be rescued. Just as 
a helicopter spotted the family and swooped down to recov­
er them, raging floodwaters submerged the family's home. The 
man watched the entire family swept away. He and his son were 
rescued instead. "There was no medicine that could help the 
man's agony," Cadena said sadly. 104 
A medical team from Camargo met with Ramirez and of­
fered their services. Ramirez knew they could not practice med­
icine due to Texas law. But their expertise was not discarded. 
They were added to the small teams to help communicate with 
Spanish speakers. The Mexican doctors, Ramirez recalled, tri­
aged the patients but did not treat any of them. 105 
By 4 p.m., small rooms at Fort Ringgold were set up to 
treat patients. Volunteers made medical records for every pa­
tient, noting their name, address, medical problem, diagnosis, 
treatment prescribed, and other necessary notes. Medicine was 
routed to a dispensary to monitor its supply. w6 Ramirez, Neal, 
Mario Jr., and a designated driver braved the rain again to visit 
about eight shelters before their medical teams arrived to evalu­
ate the conditions. Ramirez asked the evacuees to observe sim­
ple hygiene, group together the sick among them so the medical 
team could see them quickly, and put any able-bodied persons 
to work to clean up their shelter areas. "It was our opinion," 
Ramirez wrote later, "that work would serve as occupational 
therapy" for the healthy people in the shelters. 107 
By the end of the day, Ramirez and local officials discussed 
their next steps. They agreed that "it was imperative that our 
county government resume function as soon as possible." First, 
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they would have to centralize evacuees in a few large shelters, 
which, Ramirez remembered, would limit health problems and 
facilitate their access to the Army's new field kitchens.108 
Ramirez and his team brought order to the chaos. He 
carefully respected Mexican nationalist sensibilities and re­
spectfully established professional contacts with his Mexican 
counterparts. He found ways for Mexican physicians to leg·ally 
participate in U.S. operations and wove a cautious but swift 
path between diplomatic issues and medical expediency. 
Sunday, September 24 
In Rio Grande City, Ramirez advised Queen that the evacu­
ees needed a larger hospital. Queen contacted Dr. Roy Stewart 
in Edinburg, and ordered the PDH's transfer to Rio Grande City. 
A post-storm USPHS report noted that "Fort Ringgold ROTC 
cadets and other students unloaded and set up the equipment in 
the school. "109 In Austin, Peavy sent out statewide requests for 
volunteers to staff the hospital. "Nurses from the State migrant 
health program responded at once," the report added. Dr. Tru­
man Blocker at the University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) 
sent in teams from Galveston and San Antonio.110 Two Civil Air 
Patrol planes flew "three doctors and three senior medical stu­
dents" to Harlingen. 111 
On Sunday morning, Ramirez helped search Fort Ringgold 
for more space to facilitate the centralization of the evacuees. 
They selected the high school gym, other school buildings, and 
a remodeled laundry building.
112 More than 1,800 evacuees were 
housed in the gym, making it Rio Grande City's biggest shelter.113 
Help and contributions poured into Rio Grande City. A 
second Santa Rosa team, including pediatrician Dr. Katherine 
Rodgers, nurse Kay Zimmerman, and Sister Mary Josephine, 
relieved the first responders who had accompanied Ramirez 
from Roma.11.J Task Force Bravo set up "field kitchens and was 
operational by breakfast-time."115 Army helicopters transported 
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equipment, relief personnel, patients, parents, and frightened 
barefoot children.116 Private companies also played a role. Borden 
donated milk. San Antonio's Pearl Brewery donated bottles 
from their McAllen facility for baby formula. Pier One Imports 
in Corpus Christi donated I 0,000 candles for people who lost 
power. I1i 
Creative improvisation blossomed throughout the under­
supplied medical facilities. The Rio Grande City High School 
shop class, under the direction of their teacher Humberto 
Cavazos, de igned and built special poles to hold IV bottles.118 
Empty soda and beer bottles were cleaned, filled with baby for­
mula or fresh water, and capped with pieces of foil.119 Pieces 
of plastic duct-taped to cardboard boxes and lined with linens 
became temporary incubators for premature newborns. 120 Med­
ical personnel and volunteers recorded detailed patient data on 
school room black boards. 121 "It is because of th is type of coop­
eration," Ramirez recalled later, "that deaths were averted and 
disastrous public health catastrophes prevented." 122 
Long lines of people snaked through drab tents as volun­
teers served food from huge silvery metal pots and distributed 
Army rations. m Stern-looking women in horn-rimmed glasses 
held forward cardboard boxes filled with clothes as tired men 
and women peeked at the offerings. Student volunteers and 
ROTC cadets helped guide patients and sort equipment. Pants, 
sheets, shirts, and other items of clothing were neatly arranged 
to dry on a chain link fence outside a church. Sheets of met­
al, broken signs, and shards of shattered windows -some still 
bearing the tape stretched across them before the storm -lit­
tered rain-soaked streets. 12; 
Patients' ages ranged from a few days to I 08 years. Chil­
dren suffered from diarrhea. Older patients endured pneumo­
nia, bronchitis, asthma, infected ulcers, and cuts and bruises. 
Some pregnant women went into early labor during the storm, 
and more babies were born in the emergency hospitals. Six­
teen babies were born in Roma. Three newborns were named 
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Beulah. 125 Ramirez and his nurse assistant Stella Molina also 
delivered two babies under mesquite trees during their relief 
visits to Mexico. 126 When three babies needed more intensive 
care, Rodgers led a team of nurses and volunteers that placed 
them in makeshift cardboard incubators and flew them by heli­
copter to an Edinburg hospital. Back on the ground, they gin­
gerly carried the boxes into the facility. Other personnel walked 
alongside and held IV fluid bottles above their heads. 127 Overall, 
Ramirez was finally satisfied. The medical staff was finally large 
enough to care for locals and refugees. Supplies poured into the 
city and more was on the way. There "were no epidemics," he 
recalled, "and no one was acutely ill." 128 
In Harlingen, Rev. Crofoot felt lucky. "The church build­
ing," he wrote later, "was not damaged by the hurricane, only 
the trees." Beulah's winds uprooted a mesquite tree, knocked 
down a fence, and superficially damaged a door. But Crofoot 
eventually noticed a problem many people throughout the Val­
ley had already confronted: "The rain continued and contin­
ued and continued." On Sunday he pressed on with his regular 
schedule: church services and Sunday school. "Then," he re­
called, "the trouble began." 129 
Raging waters from the Arroyo Colorado, one section of a 
multi-million dollar U.S.-Mexico system built to control floods, 
crashed through a concrete dam near Mercedes, "drawing a wa­
tery trap around thousands of those who live along the normally 
grassy little floodway." Crofoot thought his church was situated 
"high enough to escape the flood waters." But there was more 
flooding than he thought, and more than a foot of water filled his 
church. Texas DPS ordered residents of "Mercedes, La Feria, 
Rio Hondo, and Lozana" to evacuate low-lying areas along the 
arroyo immediately, and Crofoot and his wife joined the general 
exodus. They sheltered at the First Presbyterian Church. 130 
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Monday, September 25
An Army truck transported Dr. Charles Moore and his UTMB 
team to Fort Ringgold's makeshift hospital in Rio Grande City. 131 
Moore and his colleagues were impressed with what they saw. The 
facility was divided up into "examination rooms, an area for regis­
tration, a pediatric treatment room, and an office on the first floor. 
The second floor was for inpatients with wards for pediatrics, ob­
stetrics, medicine, and geriatrics." High school students registered 
all the patients, served as interpreters, [and] helped in nursing care 
and in dispensing medicines."1:12 
Ramirez, who by Monday must have been exhausted, ad­
mitted with his usual understated style that "I overslept a little 
bit" that morning. As bright sunshine finally broke through the 
clouds, bathing the Valley in hopeful light, he and the UTMB 
reinforcements brought further order to the chaos with "orga­
nized echelons of care," which the UTMB team later described 
in their post-storm report. 
Each element of the medical network in this echelon system 
addressed a particular kind of medical problem, based on its 
complexity. The first echelon consisted of a nurse, a medical 
student, and an interpreter. This initial wave of medical 
evaluators spread out to all shelters to find patients who needed 
urgent medical care. While they were there, they also handled 
minor ailments like sore throats, infections, or sores. The second 
echelon was the PDH at Fort Ringgold, where medics treated 
patients suffering from diarrhea, pneumonia, infected wounds, 
and children with serious ailments or injuries. The third echelon 
was the Ramirez Hospital in Roma. Its equipment could take 
x-rays, perform surgery, and deliver babies. Larger hospitals in
Edinburg, Weslaco-other PDHs expanded their capacities -
McAllen, San Antonio, Galveston, and Harlingen handled more
complicated ailments requiring more complicated treatments:
septicemia, meningitis, heart disease, and premature babies. The
Edinburg and Weslaco facilities tripled their patient capacity to
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accommodate those cases. m "Evacuation was expedited ... by 
Army helicopters," the UTMB report added.134 
At the center of the operation stood Ramirez, who "coordi­
nated the efforts of a vast manpower concentrated in the area." 
The Army coordinated with the Air Force, which based a com­
munications unit at Fort Ringgold. The National Guard provid­
ed manpower. The Red Cross provided food and its own medi­
cal teams for the Roma shelters. The Salvation Army provided 
clothes. Local volunteers helped out wherever they were need­
ed. UTMB physicians also filled in for Ramirez at his Roma 
hospital and medical office whenever he toured the shelters, 
served at the PDH, or flew across the border to assist Mexican 
medical relief efforts. 1•35 
Mexican communities faced their own serious problems. A 
reporter who accompanied a Coast Guard rescue mission near 
Reynosa, Mexico, remembered seeing people camped on small 
temporary islands surrounded by waters, crowded together 
with "donkeys, pigs, and dogs." Everyone, he wrote, seemed 
to be on horseback. Groups of vultures feasted on carcasses of 
livestock the Mexican farmers and ranchers left behind as they 
escaped the storm's floodwaters. 136 
Army pilots and health officials crowded together to coor­
dinate missions to bring Mexicans to the medical facilities or 
fly medical teams into Mexico, and Ramirez consistently stood 
at the center of those meetings. 137 The Mexican medical teams 
requested penicillin, Ramirez wrote. The Santa Rosa team rout­
ed "several cases" to Ramirez, who prepared teams of doctors 
and nurses to fly into Camargo.1·38 Ramirez explained to Queen 
that he needed a helicopter, and Queen promised to send one. 
Mather and Stilwell toured the Fort Ringgold operation, and 
Stilwell "was very impressed." No helicopter for the Mexico 
mission had yet arrived, and Stilwell promised to send one once 
he arrived in Harlingen.1 -i9 
Political officials, including U.S. Sen. Ralph Yarborough 
and U.S. Rep. de la Garza, arrived in helicopters around 2 
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p.m. and visited the shelters. "It seemed for a while we were
receiving as many congressional and government officials as we
were patients," the Santa Rosa report later joked. 140 Ramirez
briefed them as he anxiously awaited his own helicopter.I4I 
"Finally our helicopter arrived," Ramirez recalled. He led 
about 20 nurses, physicians, and George F. Tuley, a teacher and 
amateur photographer who documented the crisis, to Camargo 
and Comales. 1-i2 Santa Rosa's Father Charles Brower, who ar­
rived on Monday, and Sister Mary Josephine joined the team. 
The view from the air conveyed to Ramirez the extent of 
Beulah's devastation of the borderlands. Water shimmering in 
the sunshine smoothed out the landscape. It was as if a giant 
hand picked up entire towns and dropped them into lakes. The 
bizarre beauty only sharpened the tragedy of natural disaster. 
Roofs of warehouses, farmhouses, barns, and other buildings 
stood above the water, alongside treetops, hedges, and the tall­
est white crosses at a drowned cemetery. 143 
In Comales, Sister Mary Josephine, wearing black Ray­
Ban sunglasses and a large cross on her waist belt, joined the 
inoculation operation. Brower utilized his Spanish fluency as he 
mingled with the locals. "It was most touching," the Santa Rosa 
report remembered, "to see the people kneeling in the center of 
the school playground to receive Father Brower's blessing." I44 
The Comales team set up in a school, and more than 200 people 
lined up for treatment. The medics treated diarrhea, respiratory 
infections, and skin infections. The storm knocked out the 
town's power and cut off radio and phone connections, and 
the townspeople had little food and no clean water. Homeless 
families sheltered under blankets strung up between bushes or 
lived in railway cars. 145 Patients requiring intensive care were 
seat-belted into a helicopter and flown to the Fort Ringgold 
hospital.I4 By sunset both teams were back in Rio Grande City. 
Ramirez briefed Queen on the day's efforts. Queen shared 
the details with "our state medical society," which passed the 
information to the Connally administration, which then passed 
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the information to officials in Washington D.C. The Johnson 
administration, Queen reported, consulted with the Mexican 
government, which "felt that they had adequate facilities and 
supplies, and that future trips would not be necessary." Ramirez 
knew that was nonsense. He had flown over flooded towns, cared 
for hundreds of hungry and ill people, and helped exhausted and 
sparse Mexican physicians deal with an overwhelming medical 
crisis. But Ramirez yet again accepted the diplomatic realities. He 
returned to Roma sometime after midnight.Hi 
Tuesday, September 26 
Tuesday morning illuminated the fruits of the medical teams' 
efforts. Ramirez recalled with pride that the nurses' office at the 
makeshift Rio Grande City hospital became "a real center of com­
munication and a centralized point for coordination." Teenagers 
were everywhere, running errands, helping transport medics and 
patients, and cleaning the hospital. Local residents opened their 
homes for volunteers to shower, sleep, eat, and re-energize them­
selves.148 
A new issue emerged among the community leaders: educating 
Rio Grande City's children. The considerations in place for mi­
gratory and employed portions of the student body added another 
somber color to the realities of life in the Valley. Officials realized 
that the longer evacuees were housed in local schools, the longer 
it would take for schools to re-open and resume fall classes. "The 
superintendent," Ramirez wrote, "felt that the lost time would have 
to be made up." If make-up classes were held on Saturdays, stu­
dents working jobs on that day could not attend. He added that 
if more days were added to the end of the school year, teachers 
who "who regularly attend summer school would be impeded from 
doing so." Migrant students who attended only a fragment of the 
regular school year would face even less time in the classroom. But 
regardless of what schedule they formulated, they concluded the 
schools had to be emptied, cleaned, and re-opened soon.149
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The UTMB reinforcements gradually relieved the worn­
down Santa Rosa team. The Santa Rosa team did not officially 
see their last patient until 8:30 a.m. Wednesday, but, by 
Tuesday night, their role on Beulah's stage was effectively over. 
For five days, the fifty-seven Santa Rosa physicians, nurses, 
and students cared for more than 2, I 00 people in Rio Grande 
City. "When we left Rio Grande City Wednesday morning," 
their report recalled, "it was with mixed emotions. It seemed a 
part of us was staying behind . ... The team was exhausted but 
each had a feeling of fulfillment, making the strenuous efforts 
worthwhile. "iso 
Wednesday, September 27 
By Wednesday, about 8,000 refugees remained in Rio Grande 
City. Relief officials emptied the courthouse and other temporary 
shelters of evacuees. Some people were sent to Roma. 
Ramirez remained very sensitive to how Mexican physi­
cians and officials perceived themselves in this crisis. For ex­
ample, by Wednesday morning, Ramirez and his colleagues re­
ceived an updated assessment of conditions in Camargo. The 
town "suffered great losses [and was] virtually destroyed." A 
team of interns from a medical school in J\ilonterrey, Mexico, 
visited the Rio Grande City hospital and asked the U.S. team 
to take them into Camargo, Comales, and anywhere else they 
were needed. They also offered to lend their services to the U.S. 
relief operation. Ramirez knew he did not need more personnel, 
but, he recalled, he "did not want to disappoint them or to hurt 
feelings."151 Again, just as he had done with Mexican physicians 
on September 23, Ramirez embraced their professionalism and 
dedication but walked a careful diplomatic line as to how he 
would utilize their expertise. On Wednesday, the Americans 
prepared a boat filled with supplies the Santa Rosa team had 
left behind and Aoated the interns into the Mexican disaster 
zone. They were on their own. Ramirez also spoke with physi-
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cians who recently returned from Comales, where they treated 
families "who were living in caves [and were] desperate for food." 
They said that Mexican planes with supplies had not yet reached 
these people. They hoped for another U.S. trip across the bor­
der. But Ramirez stood firm and redirected their requests to the 
Nlexican military command in Reynosa, which had assumed re­
sponsibility for the situation south of the Rio Grande. The phy­
sicians made their report to the command headquarters. They 
were told that help was coming but "that it would come from 
Mexico. " 152 As Mexico asserted its state sovereignty over its 
own people, Ramirez carefully respected that assertion, even if 
food or medical care took longer to reach hungry and ill people. 
When a United Press reporter visited Rio Grande City and 
asked to take photos of the shelters, the medical teams, and their 
patients, Ramirez hesitated. He thought that publication of' such 
photos might "create international ill-will and repercussions." 
However beneficial publicity of Ramirez and his team might 
have been, he placed the request in a dual context: borderlands 
relations and medical concern. Those relations were more than 
ever in the shadow of a sovereign state-Mexico-striving to 
maintain its authority, either real or perceived, and its capacity 
to care for its own citizens. Mexico, Ramirez explained to the 
reporter, was trying "to do what they felt was right and dutiful." 
The Mexican government quietly let some of their evacuees 
stay in Rio Grande City a little longer, Ramirez reasoned, be­
cause it had no viable place to which to return them. But if' the 
national press splashed news of American physicians caring for 
hungry and sick Mexican citizens, Ramirez feared that the em­
barrassed government might impulsively round up all of' those 
citizens and return them to Mexico before they had the capacity 
to care for them. He "feared that if they were not fully ready for 
them, some lives might be lost ... and all the efforts of' our teams 
would be lost." The reporter agreed to hold off on the story.153 
Ramirez and Queen joined a helicopter team sent to recov­
er two Mexican physicians left behind to aid storm victims in 
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Camargo. From the air, Ramirez thought the overall situation 
had improved, but fresh reports from the physicians reported 
enduring "public health hazards and problems" in the city. Is.f 
Thursday, September 28 
Near Harlingen, Crofoot and his wife trudged across a half­
mile of muddy plowed farmland to learn how badly the Arroyo 
Colorado's Aoods had damaged their home and church. They 
discovered that at least two inches of water-now drained away 
-had filled their home, damaging the carpeting and some of the
furniture. During their pre-storm preparations, Marian Crofoot
had "been real thoughtful and put the legs of the furniture, in
so far as was possible, in jelly glasses," and that had been some­
what effective in saving most of their furniture. The house was
unlivable, so they returned to their shelter. Their inspection of
their own church had to wait one more day. 155 
The first UTMB team in Rio Grande City "remained on duty 
24 hours a day [until] replacements arrived from Galveston .... " 
Those replacements included John Carrick. 156 The senior UTMB 
medical student arrived in Rio Grande City around noon. The 
challenge thrilled him and his colleagues. "As senior students," he 
wrote later, "this was extremely valuable and gratifying for us ... 
[This was] a chance to practice shirt-tail medicine." 157 
In the midst of the relief efforts, five helicopters landed at 
Fort Ringgold, and President Lyndon B. Johnson stepped out 
of one of them. His administration had just included two dozen 
South Texas counties in its disaster zone declaration and set 
aside $2.5 million in relief funds. The president, "looking gray 
and sleepy," came to see the situation for himself. Connally and 
de la Garza accompanied the president. They first visited Har­
lingen, where Johnson toured shelters and spoke with refugee 
families. Ninety minutes later, after viewing the devastation 
from the air, they were in Rio Grande City, where Ramirez was 
waiting·. 15� 
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When Ramirez heard Johnson was coming, he prepared four 
'"human interest' cases, including the little dehydrated boy that our 
team had evacuated from Comales." 159 Jerry Hudson, the liaison 
between the relief workers and the president's advance team, de­
termined who could remain in the hospital during the presiden­
tial visit. He tagged them with stickers with red crosses drawn on 
them. 160 Ramirez, wearing a stethoscope around his neck, and a 
small group -including his wife Sarah, Queen, and Stewart -
met Johnson in the high school annex building and briefed him on 
the medical situation. I6I 
Large black news cameras aimed their lenses at Johnson's face 
as he took in the scene. The president towered over Ramirez as he 
intently nodded and somberly listened. Johnson spoke to a mother 
and child as they ate off white paper plates. Aides, workers, and 
citizens pressed around them.162 Johnson spoke in Spanish to some 
women. 16·' Ramirez remembered that the president "looked ex­
tremely tired, worried, possibly depressed-and close to exhaus­
tion." He was not the "usual jovial LBJ that one reads about.'' 1� 
After a thirty-minute tour, Johnson left, but Ramirez was 
still thrilled." I feel that this is one of the greatest honors that has 
been bestowed on me," Ramirez later wrote. But the honor was 
"undeserved," Ramirez added, "since what was accomplished 
at Rio Grande City was the combination of efforts of so many." 
Conservative Republican Ramirez felt no affection for the liberal 
Democrat but he respected the office and sympathized with the 
"tremendous burden that President Johnson has to bear." 165 
But Ramirez considered the visit much more important than 
a simple morale boost. The president, he asserted, also came 
to Rio Grande City to personally demonstrate to the Mexican 
government that his administration would care for its citizens 
in their moments of need. Johnson signaled to "Mexico the 
sincerity of our intentions and the veracity of our good will." 166 
Ramirez again set aside political differences with a Democrat 
and focused on the larger diplomatic opportunity. Beulah's 
devastation offered a tantalizing opening to all Americans who 
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recognized it-they would not just save lives but also improve 
relations with an old enemy over the very region they had spilled 
so much blood to control. Ramirez knew he could play a small 
part in that long process. 
Thursday was a turning point in the relief efforts. The ar­
rival of a new team from the U.S. Public Health Service un­
derlined the practical realities of the operation. For seven days, 
Ramirez, the Santa Rosa and UTMB medical teams, and other 
valiant volunteers took a makeshift series of emergency actions 
and molded them into the foundation of an effective lifesaving 
operation. Ramirez and his colleagues melded numerous relief 
groups, civilian volunteers, and military units into a larger and 
malleable entity that consistently cared for shocked, sick, and 
exhausted people on both sides of the Aooded river. They made 
intense connections with harried Mexican doctors, new moth­
ers, elderly survivors, and with each other. But now the oper­
ation had entered-or perhaps needed to enter -a new phase. 
The USPHS team, led by Dr. Nicholas C. Leone, informed 
Ramirez "that they would take over complete command of the 
hospital and medical facilities at our installation." At first, some 
of Ramirez's team resisted the transfer of authority and respon­
sibility to people, however qualified, who had not experienced 
the drama of Beulah's destruction nor the horrific crush of 
frightened and sick people Aeeing the Aoods. Ramirez recalled 
that he worried that "tempers might erupt" among his exhaust­
ed team.167 But they also realized it was time to return to normal 
lives and responsibilities. Ramirez gave the USPHS team a tour 
of the shelters, the PDH, and other facilities. Nurses exchanged 
notes. The transfer took place peacefully. Ramirez sheepishly 
admitted later that "we were to blame because we unconscious­
ly did not want to relinquish complete command of the situation 
which had been so difficult to establish, and we were tired, and 
at that stage not very benevolent. ... " Ramirez spoke for his 
colleagues, and he spoke from the heart: "We felt that a part of 
us was in those shelters .... " 168 
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Ramirez ended Thursday with one last examination. A little 
girl, about five years old, suffered abdominal pains, fever, di­
arrhea, and vomiting. Her worried parents mentioned that the 
girl was weak and would no longer speak. Ramirez found little 
more than dehydration. The girl was placed on overnight ob­
servation.169 Ramirez returned to Roma, his mind undoubtedly 
reviewing the day's momentous events and changes. 
Ramirez left lasting impressions on many departing col­
leagues, and the UTMB team was no exception. Their report's 
author noted that "the honor of working side by side with 
[Ramirez]-a truly compassionate, humble, loved, and respect­
ed physician -will remain an inspiration to each of us to be a 
better doctor and a better man." i;o
Friday, September 29 
Ramirez returned to the "little hospital" in Rio Grande City 
the next morning and rushed to the girl's bedside. She was "gasp­
ing her last breaths." Medics gave her oxygen and tried to resus­
citate her. Nothing worked. The little girl died. Ramirez urged 
the family to authorize an autopsy. He had to learn quickly why 
the child died. "We did not know," he wrote later, "if we were 
dealing with ... encephalitis, a meningitis [case], a septicemia 
[problem], or what." 171 At first, the family agreed only to a spinal 
tap and blood tests, which, Ramirez learned later, indicated noth­
ing. Her father later agreed to an autopsy that did not include her 
head. The physicians opted to do nothing rather than perform 
an incomplete examination.m Her death left Ramirez "somewhat 
depressed." He must have been crushed. He treated and oversaw 
medical treatment for thousands of people. No one died. This sin­
gular and sudden death must have shocked the entire Rio Grande 
City team, just as they were preparing to leave the relief efforts 
behind, so soon after the president inspected and admired their 
work, and after more than a week of recovering from one of the 
worst natural disasters in Valley history. 
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Ramirez and some medics toured the shelters again. The 
crowds were smaller, in part because more Mexican citizens re­
turned to their homes. When someone asked if "the refugees had 
been deloused" before they re-crossed the border, Ramirez was 
instantly offended. First, he explained, there was no evidence 
that delousing anyone was necessary. Second, he asserted, the 
Mexicans would rig·htly "consider it a personal affront and in­
sult if we attempted any such action." They were guests, he add­
ed, not prisoners. Again, Ramirez demonstrated his awareness 
of the diplomatic delicacy required throughout the crisis. He 
actively worried that "we might unintentionally create [an] in­
ternational incident." 173 
In Harlingen, Crofoot finally inspected his church on Friday. 
"It was a sad-looking affair," he wrote. He estimated floodwaters 
in the building exceeded five feet. Slime covered everything. Wa­
ter-logged books and furniture were scattered everywhere. Even 
the church organ was damaged. But there was a g·limmer of hope. 
"We do not think," he wrote weeks later, "that the church build­
ing suffered any structural damage." He and his associates went 
right to work cutting sheetrock, repairing the air conditioning, 
and restoring electricity. Crofoot also remembered some good 
news. Before Beulah emerged as a threat, he had ordered pews 
and a new carpet, and they all sat safely in a nearby warehouse. 
Crofoot was hopeful: "Not every preacher and his people get to 
both build and rebuild a church." 17a
In San Antonio, Beulah made minor religious history. 
Hundreds of Valley evacuees were sheltered at Trinity Baptist 
Church, and Dr. Buckner Fanning, the pastor, "felt that the 
evacuees should have a religious service of some kind." Fanning 
shared his idea with a local Catholic colleague, Father Stephen 
Leven, who approved the gesture. Leven asked Father Lawrence 
Steubben from Our Lady of Grace Church to conduct a Mass for 
the refugees. Spanish-speaking priests from Harlingen traveled 
to San Antonio and joined Steubben. They all re-assured their 
Catholic audience that, under the circumstances, a Mass in a 
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Baptist church would be acceptable. Fanning later claimed to 
a reporter that a "Catholic Mass in Trinity Baptist Church was 
the first in the history of the Baptist church anywhere." 17.s 
Humans were not the only ones the Floodwaters tormented. 
Helicopters swooped down over isolated patches of ground 
crowded with thousands of starving cattle and dropped bales 
of hay for the animals to devour. 176 Jack Keever, a reporter 
from the Corpw Chri.,ti Gaffer, described the Valley as a swampy, 
bizarre, and brutally humid world filled with splintered tree limbs, 
water-logged trash, dazed survivors, and a rancid stench. "Bush­
es sticking above the water," he wrote, "are black with tarantulas 
clinging to anything they can find above the waterline. " 177 Resi­
dents throughout South Texas reported legions of snakes swiftly 
slithering away from Flooded fields. Many people expressed to re­
porters their fears of widespread snakebites. One expert scoffed at 
the fears and explained that the snakes were just as frightened as 
the people. Essentially, the expert explained, during such a crisis, 
a snake "wouldn't bite you unless you put your hand in its mouth." 
Once the weather eased, snake catchers "wearing green uniforms 
and protective boots" poked around the Nueces River and filled 
bags with the serpents and other reptiles still searching for refuge 
from the waterlogged soil. 178 
Sightseers in the Valley gawked at Flooded and shattered 
homes. Some neon signs still worked, he wrote, and they "present 
a garish picture as they blink out over Flooded streets." Merciless 
clouds of mosquitos, Keever wrote, "get into everything-your 
nose, eyes, and hair." 179 
Health officials like Peavy recognized the danger mosquitos 
posed. "Cattle were actually killed by mosquitos clogging up their 
noses and bronchial tracts," he also noted. He asked the Air Force 
to set aside spray planes to help. On Friday, Air Force C-123 planes 
began spraying the insecticide malathion. "Four twin-engine [civil­
ian] planes" helped widen the operation's reach. The effort lasted 
until November 4. The planes dispersed 75,000 gallons of mala­
thion over more than 3,000,000 acres in fifteen counties.180 
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Saturday, September 30, and Sunday, October 1 
The quiet weekend marked the beginning of the end of the 
relief efforts. Ramirez accompanied a USPHS team to Camar­
go. Red Cross medics joined them. They landed next to the rem­
nants of a church. Conditions had improved, Ramirez recalled, 
despite mud 16 to 18 inches deep that still filled some streets 
and homes. A rumbling tractor gradually cut a path through 
the mess. Two Mexican physicians briefed the team on the gen­
erally grim situation. Camargo still had no water supply, and it 
was still cut of
f 
from Rio Grande City. Because of the flooding, 
a direct road trip that usually took five minutes under normal 
conditions, they said, now required a "round about" trip of a 
few hours. 181 
Upon returning to Rio Grande City, Ramirez met with 
Stilwell, who informed city officials that Mexican helicopters 
would land in the area on Monday, October 2, and gather the 
remaining Mexican citizens for a final trip home. 
On Sunday, Ramirez remembered, "things were rather qui­
et. " 182 Doctors made their rounds. Hospitals were managed. 
Patients with enduring ailments were monitored. Medical team 
leaders prepared personnel to leave in the coming days. 
Monday, October 2, and Tuesday, October 3 
Ramirez was back in Rio Grande City in time to see the 
relief efforts' final chapter begin. Stilwell hosted Mexico's Lt. 
Gen. Gomez-Cueva as the Mexican general thanked the U.S. 
teams and informed the Mexican citizens that "Mexico was now 
ready to receive them." Gomez-Cueva added a chilling warn­
ing: He had asked U.S. officials to prosecute "to the fullest" 
any Mexican citizen who opted to remain in the U.S. Ramirez 
remembered thinking that the evacuees "appeared sad to be 
leaving," but they obeyed the army commander. is.; Once filled 
with people, the Mexican helicopters soared over the wrecked 
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landscape and soared south towards Camargo. Fascinated and 
smiling children delighted to be flying over the region stared 
out the windows as they raced high above frayed palm trees, 
empty fields, and muddy roads.184 By sunset, all the Mexican
evacuees were gone. 
The USPHS team departed that evening. Ramirez took 
some medical colleagues and students out for dinner. "For the 
first time," Ramirez remembered, "we relaxed." 185 
Helicopters took the remaining UTMB team members 
to Harlingen, and Civil Air Patrol planes flew them home. A 
USPHS pharmacist stayed behind "to complete the operation 
and close it." The PDH went back to Edinburg. Medical sup­
plies were packed up. Shelters were broken down or cleaned 
out.186 
One of Beulah's unexpected consequences linked the far 
past to the present. For months after the storm, coastal resi­
dents from Corpus Christi to Tampico discovered remnants of 
colonial Spanish-era ships and artifacts along the beaches. Beu­
lah's strong currents and winds had swept away the sand, ex­
posing wrecks and other historical treasures that had lain bur­
ied for centuries. When William W. Clements and Gene French 
found a ship near Corpus Christi, they stood "guard over the 
spot with loaded rifles at night to protect their holdings." The 
Mexican military also investigated a dozen more discoveries 
north of Tampico .18; 
Aftermath and significance 
Scientists studied Hurricane Beulah for decades. Storm 
tracks showed that after landfall it turned northwest towards 
Alice. lt then swung southwest, crossed into Mexico, and dissi­
pated over the northwestern Mexican mountains near Monter­
rey. It spawned more than l 00 tornadoes throughout South and 
Central Texas, though "most of the tornadoes were small, oc­
curred in rural areas, and inflicted only minor damage."188 One
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was spotted as far north as Austin, and another struck New 
Braunfels. The storm dumped from 15 to 25 inches of rain. The 
rains eventually flooded more than one million acres through­
out more than three dozen South Texas counties, including 
more than 4,200 square miles in the Valley. 189 One National 
Hurricane Center expert later compared the amount of energy 
Beulah released to the "release of energy in 3,600 ten-megaton 
bombs. "190 Beulah was blamed for almost four dozen deaths, in­
cluding at least fifteen in Texas. 191 The U.S. Agency for Interna­
tional Development (USAlD) estimated approximately 200,000 
Texas were left homeless. The Nueces River, it added, rose to 
more than 49 feet because of Beulah's rains, only worsening 
"the worst flood on the Rio Grande ... in 34 years."192 Eleven 
Mexican states were flooded, and more than l 00,000 Mexicans 
were left homeless. Almost eighty percent of the Valley's vege­
table and citrus crop was destroyed. 193 The hurricane killed an 
"estimated 3,000 head of cattle." In 2014, Beulah's damage was 
calculated to about $1.5 billion, though when considering "the 
additional wealth and population in the area today, the actu­
al price tag could have reached $4 billion in today's money. "19� 
The World Meteorological Organization retired "Beulah" from 
its list of future storm names.195 Bluesman Lightin' Joe Hop­
kins later sang about the storm. 196 Beulah still stands among the 
twentieth-century's most powerful hurricanes. 
On September 26, Hoyt Hager, a reporter with the 
Corpw Clm:,ti Caller-Time.,, analyzed with a tinge of disgust 
the psychological maelstroms Beulah's victims unleashed on 
themselves and each other throughout the Valley. He pointed 
to "[r]umors, inaccuracies, exaggerations, and unfounded 
gossip" that caused "panic and alarm." One rumor claimed that 
Beulah swept away Padre Island. Gossip worsened what had 
really happened at the Arroyo Colorado. Another story claimed 
1Ylatamoros and Reynosa were evacuated. Much confusion, 
he concluded, stemmed from overly vocal citizens and 
residents who shared an "ignorance of geography, topography, 
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meteorology, and other subjects." He also condemned "sight­
seers" and "joyriders" who only got in the way of evacuating 
residents and emergency teams trying to treat storm victims
_.
197 
Hager returned to the Valley four months later and found little 
improved. Reminders of Beulah were everywhere, he wrote, 
"reflected in flooded orchards, closed roads, abandoned homes 
and thousands of acres of stagnant, stinking water." Farmers, 
he said, having lost precious time to the storm and its floods, 
rushed to prepare fields for springtime cotton and grain planting. 
Agricultural experts predicted "salt damage to the land" would 
be Beulah's longest-lasting damage in the Valley. In thousands 
of acres east of Raymondville, Hager reported, "standing water 
has raised the salt table to the surface. Years of leaching will be 
required, after the water table drops, to remove the salt from the 
surface soil. " 198 
Many men and women paused to reflect on what Beulah 
meant to their professions, to their communities, and to their 
lives. Instead of taking a grim Hager-like view, they strived to 
find some benefit from the flooded plains, wrecked homes, and 
staggered societies. 
For example, Peavy was upbeat when he reviewed the les­
sons learned. He wrote optimistically that his health department 
team "confirmed that a massive spraying operation will effectively 
control a large mosquito population." More importantly, he said, 
they "learned to mesh [their] activities with other agencies more 
efficiently," and they confirmed that state officials could rely on 
federal, military, and Mexican assistance when disaster struck. 199 
In Brownsville, Rentfro was grateful that she and her family 
survived. She felt pride in her community. The "crisis brought 
out the best in people," she wrote. "A great deal of courage was 
exhibited by many in the face of physical danger and emotional 
stress." Perhaps, she mused, "all of the effects of Beulah were not 
destructive, after all. "200 
Weaver mourned over how Beulah turned the "pride and 
joy of the Valley, our lovely green growth [into] a grotesque 
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disarray." She kept her family busy sawing branches, sweeping, 
and cleaning. Debris and garbage were everywhere, she recalled. 
Buzzing Aies and squirming maggots seemed inescapable. 
Snakes, lizards, bugs, and rats slithered and skittered among 
the wreckage. The sound of rescue helicopters thumped through 
humid days and nights. Despite the frightening experience, 
Weaver shared Rentfro's optimism. She and her family endured 
"a common fear and hope to survive against an uncontrollable 
force." Watching her neighborhood work together to recover, 
she wrote, "did a great deal of good in restoring and reinforcing 
faith in mankind." Beulah, she added, also "erased a lot of local 
eye ores" and provided reconstruction jobs for the unemployed.201 
Like Crofoot, who looked forward to rebuilding his church, 
Sanders, the Port Isabel mayor, felt optimistic about the future. 
He reflected the mood of most of his citizens: "We built it, and 
we will rebuild it, and we will rebuild it better than it was be­
fore. "102 
In Rio Grande City, Sanchez never forgot "the massive force 
of nature as the waters rose and homes were flooded. All human 
efforts to channel the waters ... were to no avail." He never 
forgot the "thousands of children that had nothing but what 
they had on their backs." He never forgot how the shelters post­
ed lists of the names of the patients inside or "the crowds that 
formed to see if their loved ones were on the lists." But he was 
also thrilled and proud to see Army soldiers and their equip­
ment in action. "We all came out of this experience with a huge 
sense of accomplishment," he remembered, "and in my case [I 
had] further reinforcement that [military] service to country 
was the correct azimuth for my life. "203 
South of the Rio Grande, some Mexican government officials 
saw massive benefits buried beneath all of Beulah's rubble. The 
flood , they explained, "have spread rich topsoil over farmlands 
and left the normally parched county with full reservoirs." The 
Mexican president even determined that Beulah's destruction 
"did not constitute a national disaster. "20� 
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Ramirez and other relief workers also reflected on what 
they experienced. Ramirez wrote that UTMB estimated that 
more than 10,000 refugees were cared for between Roma and 
Rio Grande City, and about half of those were in Roma. 205 In a 
letter to Connally, Ramirez readily admitted that he and his vol­
unteers "were inexperienced in that we had never had to work 
under these circumstances."206 But his steady dedication made 
it work. Many participants felt as deeply as he did about the 
experience. Few forgot his leadership, medical performance, 
or diplomatic sophistication under impossible circumstances. 
Their subsequent letters to him sparkled with their praise and 
admiration. 
Rodgers, writing soon after returning to San Antonio, beau­
tifully encapsulated what many felt. "I personally consider my 
short stay in the valley as one of the most rewarding experi­
ences of my life," she wrote to Ramirez. "The joy of working 
together for a common cause, the new friends made, and the 
determination to survive and rebuild seem to make the trage­
dies wrought a little less tragic." Rodgers added that" I shall al­
ways remember the great admiration, respect, and sincere love 
that all of the people there had for you. Certainly your life is 
fulfilling a glorious cause."2oi Connally wrote to Ramirez that
"your around-the-clock work with the people in your area fully 
merits the gratitude of all Texans." Coughlin, member of the 
first Santa Rosa team, told Ramirez simply, "You are truly a 
splendid man."208 Starr County judge and physician M.J. Ro­
driguez wrote Ramirez that "you have indeed brought added 
honor to the medical profession."209 Ramirez later received the 
Distinguished Service Award from the Texas Academy of Fam­
ily Practice for his leadership during the relief efforts.210 
Federal officials also celebrated Ramirez shortly after the 
storm ef
f
orts and for long afterwards. Leone, the leader of the 
USPHS team, admitted that "I don't know what the community 
would have done without you and your personal services."211 
On October 17, Dr. Henry C. Huntley, a USPHS official, 
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announced that U.S. Surgeon General William H. Stewart cited 
Ramirez and Queen "for their services in the Texas area struck 
by floods." The Rio Grande Herald wrote that Ramirez "brought 
honor to himself, his family, his profession, and Starr County." m 
In 1968, Stilwell wrote to Ramirez that" [b]eyond question, the 
story of Rio Grande City as a key refugee center is ... the story 
of Doctor Ramirez .... None of us associated with Task Force 
Bravo will ever forget the heroic figure of Doctor Ramirez of 
Roma. "m UTMB's Carrick said it best: "[Ramirez's] response 
to the problems was in keeping with highest standards of the 
most idealistic philosophy of medicine.  He is a real doctor."rn 
"I do not deserve any special 'thanks,' commendations, or 
praise of any kind," Ramirez wrote to Rodriguez. "You and all 
of us worked together for the common cause of helping [our] 
brothers and neighbors."215 He felt guilty: "l feel that I have got­
ten too much recognition and that I really didn't [do] much. I 
appreciate it very, very much."216 
Certainly, Ramirez did not work alone, as he said in 
letters to his contemporaries, in interviews to reporters, and 
in his memoirs. High school shop teacher Cavazos devised 
the IV stands to hold the fluid-filled bottles. San Antonio 
pediatrician Rodgers, who cared for dozens of infants, fought 
an epidemic of infantile diarrhea that spread among evacuee 
children.217 Zimmerman, Dr. Pauline Wallace, and Dr. W.M. 
Moncrief handled one medical crisis after another.218 Sister 
Mary Josephine comforted dazed and frightened Comales 
residents.219 Father Brower circulated among the storm refugees 
and victims on both sides of the border, offering spiritual 
comfort in Eng;lish and Spanish. A team from Sisters of Charity 
of the Incarnate Word fed and comforted evacuated children.22° 
Edna Ramon from the Ramirez Hospital "prepared hundreds of 
bottles of infant formula and homemade electrolyte solutions"221 
Judy Morin, a pediatric ward clerk, worked tirelessly to keep 
operations running smoothly.222 Legions of Boy Scouts, high 
school students, local residents, Republicans and Democrats 
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alike, and members of the Ramirez family-notably his wife 
Sarah and their son Mario Jr. -all made crucial contributions 
every day. 
Ramirez sang their praises in his letters and memoirs as 
often as others praised him. He was proud of himself, but he 
was prouder of his family, volunteers, and colleagues. "It is dif­
ficult to put into words," he wrote Coughlin, "how much we 
really appreciated everything that you did for us."n:i He likely 
felt similar sentiments for members of every organization that 
helped so many lives. Ramirez used his post-Beulah fame and 
hard-earned professional reputation to build relationships with 
state and national political leaders. As a Starr County judge, 
he strengthened the region's infrastructure, including the con­
struction of a county hospital. As a senior official at UTHSC­
SA in 1996, he led efforts to establish Med-Ed, a program that 
enabled thousands of Valley students to pursue medical careers 
and join him in caring for their Valley communities.n4 
In the essay anthology U11commo11 Ground, historian Wil­
liam Cronon perceived "complicated and contradictory ways in 
which modern human beings conceive of their place in nature." 
Before Beulah, people in the Valley considered nature oppres­
sive but endurable, reflected in droughts or heavy August rains. 
l t  was strong but controllable, an outlook reflected by the re­
gion's dams, canals, and seawalls. Nature was only rarely dan­
gerous or even just a tease, reflected in citizens' blase attitude
after Hurricane Inez's near-miss of Brownsville in 1966. Beu­
lah's powerful rains, waves, tornadoes, floods, and winds, how­
ever, represented the "radical otherness of nature," of a "non­
human world." Beulah's dangerous and oppressive strength
represented nature at its worst, when humans' perceptions of
their place in its swirling insanity were reduced to the same fate
as the spiders on a bush, as snakes fleeing for higher ground,
or as starved cattle bawling as buzzards circled overhead. They
could only wait in the dark, hope for the best, and rebuild what
nature ripped out of their lives. Post-storm opinions reflected
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the contradictory perception of nature Cronon highlighted. 
Beulah was destructive, some said, but it also brought benefits. 
Mexican officials pointed to filled reservoirs and fresh topsoil. 
Weaver pointed to local decrepitude washed away and more 
employment. Sanchez felt immense pride in himself and his 
community. Rentfro, Crofoot, and Sanders saw opportunities 
to rebuild better societies. Beulah, the "demonic other," became, 
only briefly, an unexpected but ultimately necessary evil within 
human hopes for a better world. 225 
The Valley will mark the fiftieth anniversary of Hurricane 
Beulah in September 2017. As that moment approaches, the 
time is right to sharpen public and academic understandings 
of this storm and the devastation it brought to the region. This 
article seeks to contribute to those discussions, highlight the 
potential of particular primary and secondary sources excavat­
ed from priceless archives, and again remind both scholars and 
laymen how seemingly effortless it can be to find-and be in­
spired by -ordinary men and women from our own communi­
ties stepping forward to meet extraordinary challenges. 226 
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This One is for the Masses: 
A (Re )telling of South Texas 
and its People 
by 
TopacioSantivafiez 
"Give me your tired, your poor, 
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, 
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore. 
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed, to me: 
I lift my lamp beside the golden door." 
-from "The Neu• Co/0,1.iw," by Emma Lazarus
(Sonnet engraved on bronze plaque of the Statue of Liberty) 
Recently, the Rio Grande Valley has become the center of 
national news for its "invasion of immigrants," the so-called i11-
docume11taJo,1, people with no proper means of documentation to 
be in the United States. 1 Bordering on a crisis, according· to our 
news outlets, the inAux of immigrants have brought with them 
a chaotic uncertainty that can only be perceived by outside per­
spectives that give rise to this national catastrophe. This outsid­
er/ insider difference in perspective is not new to this particular 
portion of South Texas, however; it is illustrated in literary texts 
from earlier years of this region, such as Jovita Gonzalez's Deu•
011 the Thorn. 2 In the novel, Gonzalez makes many points that 
are still relevant today and that speak to the unique position of 
those who live near the border. The outsider's fascination with 
the land and its people and the insider's resilience to keep it 
their own is present in the text and echoed in the current state 
of the Valley. 
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Many of the stories that deal with South Texas as a topic 
and subject have been representations of us and of our region 
by visiting people - the legal visitors, the ones who carry the 
coveted citizenship papers. We tend to form and create author­
ity around the more "qualified" people who can report and re­
lay the happenings of the valley with a sophistication we don't 
attribute to ourselves. T his doesn't necessarily speak to the 
character of the people of the Valley, however; what we know 
and how we handle these situations is something that we have 
learned to deal with as our own community, separate from the 
outside world. Much like Don Ramon in Dew on the Thorn, who 
articulates his distaste for the outsider, "we, the Mexicans of 
the Texas ranches, have never needed the Rangers and nev­
er shall. The Rangers are not for men who are men. We can 
fight our own fights without the need of interference"3 - the 
interference in Gonzalez's text mirrors the interference of the 
government based on what is being written about the Valley 
without many of them visiting our area or knowing our people. 
This goes back to how the outside perceives the inside and what 
little, or most, we do to challenge the definition. We quite like 
our privacy; we laugh and ridicule those stereotypes of border 
towns so often found in the media. However, as we have learned 
from culturally rich literary texts of the region (such as those by 
Gonzalez and Americo Paredes), these stories are worth telling, 
our words mean something.4 There is a connection between our 
own history of immigration and of the current state of what it 
is-often, it is only when others point this out to us that we pay 
any attention. 
Such is our treatment of the new wave of immigrants that are 
coming through our towns and seek what our families sought 
long ago-a new opportunity to make something of themselves 
and for themselves. Since we live so near the border and often 
have members of our family that work the bridges at Hidalgo, 
Anzalduas, and Matamoros, we feel their presence and even 
catch glimpses of them as they board their buses to and from 
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locations. What it means to live in this reality day-to-day is not 
spoken with our voice and not seen through our eyes-again, 
we leave it to others to determine our place in the stories spread 
across a nation and into the minds of readers as they open up 
a newspaper with their morning coffee. However, they are not 
reading the story written in a language that is exclusive to them, 
they use the newspaper to wrap up the left-overs of the lunch 
that has been provided for them through the local churches, the 
local organizations, the people of the Valley who have gathered 
up enough items to nourish these traveling bodies. I had not yet 
grasped the magnitude of the situation because the only news 
reported locally was that of optimism. While a good attitude to 
have, it took the words of a fellow graduate student to commu­
nicate the necessity of the role of a volunteer. I made my way 
to the location she mapped out on the back of a recently grad­
ed graduate school paper and was not altogether prepared for 
what I was about to experience. I drew a parallel of these immi­
grants I've heard about to the Mexican-American characters in 
the books I was reading centered in and around South Texas. 
They must feel as if they're a lone group, must feel as if they're 
part of us because only a differentiation in pronunciation sep­
arates our Spanish. But no, the faces from Guatemala, Hondu­
ras, etc., were scared straight into silence and into alienation. I 
was reminded of how in Gonzalez's book, the in-group of Mexi­
can-Americans was divided by socio-economic status only after 
the majority of Anglos maintained their separation by inferi­
ority and, for the most part, let them be. The "Other" wasn't 
the "white man" -- however, we neglected to identify with what 
many coming here from Latin America consider their pa,:1a110-
our status as Americans chang·ed our identity completely. 
The majority of volunteers who helped me get through my 
first day at the center only spoke Spanish and assured me that 
if I knew just enough I would do okay. My mind had to stop 
switching back to English when I stepped foot in that center­
the Spanish that my mother and father spoke around me was 
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finally useful. The familiarity of the Spanish tongue proved 
comforting to my new friends, it was the Spanish of purpose. 
This same Spanish was difficult to get off my tongue since I 
hardly spoke it as an adult. Getting the immigrant/refugees to 
trust me enough to follow me through a series of "help stations" 
proved challenging and embarrassing. I couldn't help but think 
of what my father would make of his child stumbling and 
murdering the language I was raised with and heard in my own 
home. I would say it is like getting back on a bicycle; a bit shaky, 
a tad rusty, funny to other people if you fall of
f
, but relieving 
once you get the hang of it again. 
Through my time as a volunteer in one of these helping com­
munities, I was able to facilitate the transition from U.S. De­
partment of Homeland Security holding cells to the immigrants' 
respective cities where, quite often, the other half of their fam­
ilies await. The eating of a nutritious meal and showering were 
of the utmost importance to the facility for our new friends. 
During their shower, they were instructed to throw away all ar­
ticles of clothing and wear the donated clothes that were given 
to them upon their entrance to the facility. Many of them ob­
jected, because their clothing was the last possession they had 
from their homes-this was done as a precaution and due to 
the almost unsanitary conditions of the holding cells they were 
coming from and the long days it took for them to make it to 
the border. It was here that I met a student, Yessica Martinez, 
visiting from Princeton University down in the now popular 
Valle de Teja, 1 . I introduced myself as we sorted through donated 
clothes that would later be handed to our "visitors." Her pres­
ence caught me off-guard. I asked if she was visiting family in 
the area and stopped by the parish to lend a helping hand. No, 
Yessica knew what many other outsiders knew - this region is 
rich and bleeding with stories. It is a cosmic collision of America 
the Brave and j Viva l11e.1:ico ! She willfully and decidedly planned 
her trip to the Valley as part of her research for a thesis dealing 
with the dichotomous identity of many living in the U.S. What 
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better time than now, she thought, to visit and experience South 
Texa . The duality of many people living near the border is ex­
perienced in Gonzalez's book as well. Pedro functioning in a 
world that expects him to be true to his culture and his people 
while having to assimilate into American culture to get what 
little is offered to him. While he is away from his home and 
travels amongst people who make division all the more palpable 
for Pedro, he longs for the comforts of home and of familiarity; 
in this regard, Pedro has been displaced - he has no solid place 
of existence one way or the other. Once he returns from "seeing 
the world," Pedro basks in the warmth of his culture. "And here 
he was again, a man who has seen the world, but who was con­
tent to remain at home."5 What is represented in the text is what 
Yessica wanted to research. How much of a person's identity is 
conAicted with definition when living in two different cultures? 
Her own background is what inspired the idea for her thesis. 
She is an immigrant herself, her family coming to the United 
States to escape from the growing hostility and violence from 
Medellfn, Colombia. Referring to herself as a "transplant," Yes­
sica felt as though she existed in two worlds, neither of them 
fully accepting her. Life on the border represents what she feels, 
caught in between two countries, lives, and identities. 
As we made our way around the building, stopping every so 
often to assist with people who were in and out of the charita­
ble madness, I pressed (perhaps stupidly) for more reasons on 
why she wanted to do this, why she would want to experience 
the region. I knew why she was here; I just didn't see what she 
did. My perspective of the Valley was so narrow that I did not 
think that we had much to offer to someone visiting from New 
York. In my mind, people were trying desperately to leave the 
Valley, not end up in it. Don't get me wrong, I had seen the 
hidden beauty of the Valley before - our birding centers are 
quite nice in the early Spring when the humidity and heat are 
not yet murderous to my breathing; I had experienced its fine 
people, but Yessica was here to find the opposite. Her trip was 
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not just about seeing things, she wanted to experience things 
she read about and explore the thoughts she had made up about 
the place. More than anything else, she wanted to know how we 
dealt with living by the border, who we really were, and if we 
had amazing tacos.6 .I sold off the Valley, as we all typically do, as 
not being very interesting aside from the occasional sensational 
news story that we talk about relentlessly for a couple of days, 
then getting back to our business. Admittedly, I had a difficult 
time figuring out what exactly we do and who we are. I looked 
toward the people around me to give me a clearer definition as 
she stood there hanging on every word. "We're down-to-earth 
people," I said to her, "we help out others when we know they 
need our help." Perhaps a response fit for a beauty pageant, 
complete with an assuring smile at the end of it. [ couldn't deny 
that there was some truth to this though, we actually were good 
people, and this situation was very relatable to most - may­
be that's what made these charities work, our sympathy. She 
had asked me if I visited Mexico often since she had heard it 
was very accessible by way of Hidalgo, located only a few miles 
south of McAllen. "No, no, thank you," I replied to her. I brieAy 
went through the mental catalog of local news reports of drugs, 
abductions, murders, and shoot-outs in Reynosa and explained 
that the border was quite violent. Had l seen any of this first­
hand? No. Did [ ever come across border violence in my recent 
years as a McAllen resident? No. Most of what is reported in 
the news paints a very bad and ugly picture of where we live. 
It's almost as though we are scaring our own people rather than 
actually reporting the real news. For every story of corruption 
that makes the front page of the local newspaper, I'm sure many 
other much more positive stories go unnoticed. Ah, but we do 
love a good scandal. 
Despite the efforts to aid the immigrant refugees locally, the 
issue became a heavily politicized one once we received visits 
from "concerned" politicians who put on our rubber gloves and 
were positioned for an excellent photo op. It grew into an issue 
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that went beyond our anticipation for a box of new clothes to 
sort, diapers to be distributed to the infants, and making sure 
that we had more than enough food to feed the mouths that had 
travelled hundreds of miles. The efforts of the Valley were over­
shadowed. Every day at the center, there were a few different 
reporters walking around with cameras and recorders to the de­
light of a few who thought this was all very exciting. Once and a 
while, you saw a businessman-looking type of fellow in a three­
piece suit observe the volunteers, force a smile for the passing 
immigrants, while never taking his hands out of his pockets, his 
golden watch gleaming in the fluorescent light of the facility. A 
week into her visit, Yessica told me she was going to visit the 
border wall by way of Brownsville. She had contacted a local 
artist by the name of Mark Clark to show her around Browns­
ville and take her to the infamous wall that separated two coun­
tries and kept out the foreigners. Much to her surprise, the wall 
was more of a fence that cut off at random points and made it 
easy for her (and a group of ten people linked at the arms) to 
walk through. This, too, was merely political. The border wall 
serves no real function other than to symbolize the separation 
and division of people. The presence of government officials at 
our site was very much this way; no other purpose but to sym­
bolize something else so as to say we care about the people on 
both sides of this crisis and are working hard to find a solution. 
The arrival of the immigrants divided a community that 
has its own history and reality of facing racial and social tur­
moil. The once strong-willed Mexican-American sided with his 
country and wanted to protect his stars and stripes from the 
invaders. There was no room on this land for people of other 
countries to come and take over and reap the benefits of the 
American. Others still remembered the strong face of racism 
and social inequality experienced as a Mexican-American. I 
made a connection to the volunteers whom I initially encoun­
tered. I thought that their Spanish-only communication was an 
indicator that they had held on to their identity, identifying with 
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the people we were trying to help, not forgetting the tongue that 
spoke their mother's language. Though Yessica's background 
was much more different than my own, the Spanish we spoke 
connected us and reached out a hand to the groups of people 
that were coming in. It's quite easy to forget about the people 
that are worried about our country being overrun with illegal 
immigrants when you are able to communicate with them in the 
same language. 
When it grew dark outside, those people who were waiting 
for a bus that would head out in the morning were offered a cot 
to sleep on under a big, tan tent. The amount of times that we 
walked in there were very few. In no way were we prohibited 
from entering the tent; it just felt invasive to steal some rest out 
of these people since they were coming from crowded holding 
cells with absolutely no privacy and nowhere to fully rest. Ac­
cording to one woman and her eight-year-old child (Zoila and 
Ronalda), this was the first opportunity in a week-and-a-half to 
have their own "beds" to lie in from the tortuous trek made from 
their home in Guatemala. She had told me that she chose to 
bring her son with her to reunite him with his father, who was 
working in the state of New York. Zoila left behind two other 
children of hers (ages 16 and 17) who were old enough to fend 
for themselves since she wanted to give Ronalda an opportu­
nity for an American education while he was still young. Their 
bus left at 8 am the next morning and the immigrants were told 
that the cots were available should they want to sleep there. As 
I walked them over and assigned them to their number, Ron­
alda pulled out a children's book I gave him earlier in the day 
when he was still shy around me and wouldn't speak- "Mamd, 
me puede,, leer e,,te Libro ante,, de dormir?"i She couldn't read the 
book to him since it was in English and I stepped in and offered 
to do so. On the cover of the book was a stop sign, and Ronalda 
said that he saw many signs during his first week-and-a-half 
in America that were the same. I don't know why I thought it 
was a good idea to bring in a book that was in English to give 
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to someone who knew not a word of it. I suppose I thought it 
would be good to flip through the pages and get a sense of what 
the story was about. The words on the pages I did not translate; 
I made up my own story in Spanish as I went along. What I had 
wanted from someone else is what I ended up doing myself. 
Through my experience as a volunteer at the immigration re­
lief facility and my time spent getting to know and speak to Yes­
sica, I found a second breath in living in the Valley. The words 
of Gonzalez were as valued as my own history rather than being 
just another novel I read in graduate school. I had seen the du­
ality of the Mexican-American in her text, and I was connecting 
it to the present time. How much we have evolved from the time 
she wrote those words and how much we have stayed the same 
in many respects! It's the consistency of going back-and-forth 
that is relatable, not only to Mexican-Americans, but to others 
that come to the country hoping to find that balance. Having 
the opportunity to experience the Valley from an outside per­
spective only strengthened my own perspective and sharpened 
my appreciation for the richness that others have been able to 
find so easily. The Valley is quite an interesting place when giv­
en the opportunity to be experienced and lived in without any 
of our self-imposed borders on things. Perhaps our proximity 
to the border only enhances our complex about separation and 
division. We are always thinking in terms of "us versus them" 
(whoever "they" are at the time). It's a border culture that we 
have developed and learned to function in despite it not making 
sense all of the time. 
The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley 
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Migrant Children and Safe Houses 
in the Tamaulipas-Texas Border Region 
by 
Oscar Misael Hernandez-Hernandez 
"After [ we arrived to the Border] they put us in a house," 
Ismael, a 16-year-old from a community of Puebla, told me. "They 
held us there a while and then took us to a warehouse and we all 
stayed there." I asked whether he was scared to be there, and he 
replied, "Well, not at first, but, later, I was frightened because 
some guys showed up carrying guns, and they aimed them at us 
[as a signal] to get down on the ground." 
Ismael's testimony is similar to that of other Mexican child 
migrants who have crossed the US-Mexico border. It is the story 
of his stay in so-called "safe houses" before crossing the border, 
as well as his experience with those who control these sites. This 
article explores the use of "safe houses" in cases of child migra­
tion to United States from Tamaulipas border towns. 
Although the use of safe houses is generally associated with 
law enforcement or security practices, such as the protection of 
key informants, this practice is also employed by criminal actors, 
such as drug traffickers and kidnappers, to hide and control indi­
viduals, such as migrants, with or without their consent. 
In the cities along the border between Tamaulipas and Texas, 
the use of safe houses to hide migrants is common. This is due, in 
part, to the fact that this border region became a route for undoc­
umented agricultural workers in the latter half of the twentieth 
century-i.e., after the cessation of the Bracero Program.' 
Furthermore, as documented by Sanchez Mungufa,2 the Aow
of migrants across the northern border of Tamaulipas increased 
in the eighties. Migrants, initially Central American and later 
Mexican, favored this route as it represented the shortest 
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distance to cities along the American East Coast and offered a 
large network of coyoted. 
Coyote,, are actors with a long history of facilitating illegal 
migration to the United States, "helping" some people to cross 
the border in exchange for a payment.3 When migrants arrive
at the border, coyote. i take them to safe houses to wait for other 
migrants before crossing the Rio Grande. In addition, they use 
safe houses on the Texas side of the Rio Grande Valley as mi­
grants waiting to be taken to other cities in USA. 
This article, based on an anthropological study, explores 
the narratives and experiences of some Mexican child migrants 
who, before and after crossing the US-Mexico border, were 
held in safe houses located in the northern border cities of Tam­
aulipas and the Rio Grande Valley. T his is an initial exploration 
of the topic regarding the region, underpinned by some testimo­
nies of migrant children. 
Safe houses and violence 
Since the discovery of bodies of Central and South American 
migrants killed by members of organized crime in San Fernando, 
Tamaulipas, at the end of 2010,4 the northern border of Tamau­
lipas has become apparent as a region of danger and risks for 
migrants in general, but particularly for women and minors.5 
The vulnerability of migrants increases when they reach 
the border, and particularly when they are taken by coyote,, to 
safe houses. In April 2015, for example, federal police rescued 
92 migrants who had been kidnapped and held in a safe house 
located in Reynosa, Tamaulipas.6 According to media reports, 
the migrants came from Guatemala, Honduras, Cuba, Brazil. 
and even Mexico. Of the 92 migrants, 6 were minors. All were 
kidnapped by criminals in the city (criminals with prior records 
of kidnapping/extortion in the border region), and forced to 
call relatives to ask for money under threat of physical harm/ 
violence. 
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In another incident, in May 2015, Tamaulipas State Police 
rescued 57 migrants detained in a safe house, also located in the 
city of Reynosa. The 47 men and l 0 women came from Guatema­
la, El Salvador and Honduras, as well as from different states of 
the Mexican Republic.7 
Although anecdotal, these reports reflect the vulnerability of 
migrants in the border region of Tamaulipas, particularly when 
located in safe houses where they are exposed to dangers such as 
kidnapping and extortion by members of organized crime syndi­
cates. It is an increasing problem in the region. 
In another newspaper report, Resendez (2015) notes that 
according to national and state security sources in Mexico, be­
tween January and May of 2015, approximately 400 migrants 
were rescued from "safe houses," where they were being held as 
kidnapping victims while their family members were blackmailed 
into paying ransoms.8 Resendez describes that: 
So far this year, about 400 Central American migrants and some 
from Brazil and Cuba, who passed through Tamaulipas in their 
attempt to reach the United States in search of a better chance 
in life were kidnapped by criminal groups and rescued by Fed­
eral and state forces. Without a penny to their names they left 
their countries behind and their families with the expectation 
of the arrival of the dollars they would earn as day laborers in 
the countries to the north; the migrants were blackmailed and 
forced to call their families to pay amounts ranging from $500 to 
$6,000 to set them free. According to the information provided 
by the Tamaulipas Coordination Group and the ational Safety 
Commission, 393 citizens of Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, 
Cuba, and Brazil. have been liberated so far this year by the 
Federal Police, Army, Navy, and Tamaulipas Force.9 
However, not only during 2015, but also in previous years, 
the kidnapping of foreigners and Mexican migrants in Tamauli­
pas safe houses has been a common phenomenon, as other media 
have reported. 10 Thi ph nomenon is related to what has been 
called "the migration industry." 11 
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This concept refers to "the set of entrepreneurs, businesses and 
infrastructure, driven by the pursuit of economic gain, providing 
services that facilitate and support international migration.''12
However, as the author acknowledges, the migration industry 
may also include illegal actors such as coyote,,, who in one way or 
another are linked to organized crime groups. 
Accordingly, the situation along the northern border between 
Tamaulipas and Texas could be described as a form of the mi­
gration industry, but it would be more appropriate to refer to 
it as the "business of illegal migration." In the last decade and 
a half, as a result of conflicts and separation between the Gulf 
Cartel and the Los Zetas syndicate, the criminal organizations 
have expanded their business models to include the exploitation 
of undocumented migrants, in addition to drug trafficking and 
weapons for this border region. 
Seen this way, at least in Tamaulipas, the business of illegal 
migration derives, not only from conflicts between organized 
crime groups and the diversification of their illegal activities, but 
also from structural, national, and international changes related 
to the war on drugs that began in Mexico in 2006, increased bor­
der enforcement by the United States, and the bi-national eco­
nomic dynamics.13
Undoubtedly, undocumented migration has become a lucra­
tive business in the Tamaulipas-Texas border. Proof of this are 
the countless migrants arriving every day and taken to safe hous­
es by smugglers who charge them high dollar amounts, which 
vary depending on the migrants' country of origin (e.g. Mexican 
vs. Central American). 
Methodological Strategy 
The preceding background provides an overview of the risks 
and dangers that foreign -and in some cases Mexican -migrants 
have experienced while crossing the border north of Tamaulipas, 
especially by staying in so-called safe houses. These are extreme 
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cases that show the violence that migrants experience through 
kidnapping, extortion, and, sometimes, murder. 
The vast majority of media reports that depict this violence 
focus on foreign migrants, a fact reAecting their vulnerability in 
Mexico, and also on adult migrants. Given this, the present study 
is based on the following research question: what are the experi­
ences of' Mexican migrant children upon arriving and staying in 
safe houses along the Tamaulipas-Texas border? 
Based on this question, I began exploring this issue in the 
framework of a project on the trajectories of juvenile Mexican 
migrants who have been repatriated from the United States. This 
article summarizes the testimonies of' 16 Mexican migrant minors, 
between 15 and 17 years old, who come from different states of' 
the Mexican Republic, mainly in southern and central-west­
ern Mexico. These children came to the northern border cities 
of' Tamaulipas- Matamoros, Reynosa, and Nuevo Laredo - and 
crossed the Rio Grande to Texas towns, like Laredo, McAllen, 
Donna, and Brownsville. In the process, they were guided by 
coyote,, in the region, and were held in safe houses before and after 
crossing the border. 
The term "repatriated child migrants" refers to minors who 
have been detained by US border patrol and subsequently re­
turned to and admitted to a temporary shelter for child migrants, 
the Centro de Atenci6n al Menor Fronterizo (CAMEF). The in­
terviews for this study were conducted at the CAMEF shelter in 
Tamaulipas, in 2013. The interviews used a qualitative interview 
guide 14 that addressed different topics, such as family history, 
reasons for migrating, social networks, route of migration, and 
treatment by authorities on both sides of' the border. The topic of' 
safe houses inevitably surfaced during implementation. 
As safe houses are a sensitive topic for migrant children and 
social analysts, this study follows the example of' such anthro­
pologists as Victoria Malkin. 15 In the course of' her research on
the is ue of' drug trafficking in the Tierra Caliente of' Michoacan, 
Malkin chose to pursu the topic only when introduced by the 
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interviewee and only to the extent that the interviewee chose to 
discuss it. 
Minors and safe houses 
Studies of migrant children transiting the Tamaulipas-Tex­
as border have explored their sociodemographic characteristics, 
such as whether they travel alone or with companions, and have 
analyzed the protection and support provided to this population 
vulnerable by some NGOs.16 Notwithstanding the relevance of
existing literature on Mexican and Central American child mi­
gration in revealing the risks that the migrant child confronts in 
the border region, academia has yet to address the child's experi­
ence of safe houses. To date, references to the topic of safe houses 
are limited to media reports, as previously discussed, that focus 
primarily on the kidnapping and extortion of adult migrants, 
mostly international, in these safe houses. The following study 
demonstrates how the experiences of Mexican migrant children 
in safe houses differ from those of adults, though the child's expe­
rience is not without risks and dangers. 
On arrival at the border 
Given the vulnerability of migrants, whether domestic or for­
eign, in recent years the Mexican federal government has begun 
to watch ports of entry in the cities along the northern border 
of Tamaulipas. Thus, it is common to see the Mexican Army or 
Navy guarding bus stations in cities like Matamoros and Reyno­
sa.17 This situation is due to the arrival of many migrants regard­
less of status - adults or children, accompanied or not-in border 
cities at bus stations where their coyote,, collect them. Upon arriv­
al in the border region, migrants make contact with their coyote
using a code in order to get picked up, as Juan describes in his 
narrative: 
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When I got to the bus station and called the myote, he asked me 
for the data (code). Then he told me: exit the station and I'll wait 
for you a few blocks (down the street). A green van with a clear 
windshield howed up. I was traveling with companions. The 
van (driver) whistled to us, we got in and he took us to a house. 
Therefore the Mexican Army and/or Navy have begun to 
watch central bus stations-known meeting points between mi­
grants and coyote,,. In addition, however, this practice may also be 
viewed as a response to cases involving the kidnapping, extor­
tion, and forced recruiting of migrants by organized crime mem­
bers within central bus stations. 18 Despite this, coyote,, continue to
make contact with migrants as they arrive at the border, but as 
demonstrated in Juan's case, above, coyote,, choose to meet their 
clients outside of the central bus station. Potential meeting places 
include shopping malls, convenience stores, or other reference 
point for contact, as in the case of Romualdo: 
There were two of us (traveling together). Then I called the man 
(the coyote) and he tells us, 'I am on my way, I'll wait for you in 
Coppell (a large chain store)', and he arrived in a car and they 
took us to a house. It was far from the city, but we didn't know 
anything. 
As seen in the testimonies of Juan and Romualdo, migrant 
children establish contact with the coyote,, upon arrival at the bor­
der (bus station) and the coyote,1 take them to safe houses out­
side of the urban area. As the following cases indicate, migrant 
children have a variety of experiences in these locations, while 
interacting with various individuals involved in the business of 
illegal migration. 
Types of safe houses 
"The coyote took us to a house," recounts Cesar, and then adds: 
"We were there three or four days I think, waiting to leave." His 
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narrative informs an understanding of circumstances surrounding 
the transport of migrant children from the bus station to a safe 
house on the border of Tamaulipas, as well as the time they have 
to wait there. The time a child spends in a safe house depends on 
two primary factors: one, the arrival of more migrants, and two, 
when the coyote,, deem it safe to cross the Rio Grande. 
Thus, there are different types of safe homes: 1) abandoned 
houses that are appropriated by coyote,, to hide migrants; 2) per­
sonal residences (perhaps, even the home of a coyote) occupied 
by an individual or family; 3) hotel rooms along the route; and 4) 
abandoned warehouses outside of the city. While some migrants 
are held in one type of safe house, others are transferred from one 
to another unexpectedly. 
In the first type of safe houses mentioned, abandoned houses 
appropriated by coyote..,, migrant children are organized and su­
pervised by a person who assigns them to a room or space within 
the home, separating men and women. As described by Oscar: 
From there (the bus station) we were picked up (and) taken to 
a house. And, from then on, Fulano took good care of us. They 
had the men in one room and the women in another. The house 
was isolated and far away, I don't know where. In that house we 
were fifteen people who arrived a few at a time. 
Oscar's testimony indicates that, inside safe houses, migrants -
children and adults-are segregated by gender and collected in 
large groups. This method reflects the business model of illegal 
migration: the greater the number of migrants, the greater the 
profits for the coyote,,. In addition, it relates to the strategy of 
clandestine border crossing. That is, the coyote,, not only wait 
for more migrants to arrive in the safe houses, but also for an 
opportunity to cross when the border is not so closely guarded 
by the Border Patrol. As Gonzalo says, "They took us to a home, 
from the time we arrived they kept bringing more (migrants) to 
the home, while they were waiting for the time to leave (cross)." 
Regarding the second type of safe houses, those occupied 
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--by a person (potentially the coyote, himself), migrant children 
testify that the conditions of imprisonment are more extreme, 
for example in terms of surveillance, especially if the owner's 
family or the coyote himself resides in the home. Luis commented 
about this type of scenario: "There were a lot of us (in the house), 
because, besides us, were six members of the owner's family, and 
they watched all of us every minute". 
Alejandro, another child migrant, said: "Then the guy who 
was gonna take us across he took us to his house and gave us a 
room ( ... ) then another guy took us to his house, just as before 
it seemed to be his house with his family (living in it), but then 
another man came to see what was going on." As demonstrated 
below, this type of safe house is rarely used due to the risk of 
being discovered by a neighbor and reported to the authorities. 
The third type of safe house, as mentioned earlier, involved 
the use of hotels along the route or motels in border cities. The 
owners of these businesses may be in collusion with the coyote,,, or 
may have been threatened and forced to receive migrants with­
out reporting them to authorities. Coyote,, rent one or more rooms 
for the migrants-children and adults, until they have a suffi­
cient number to cross the border, or until they perceive a need to 
change locations: 
We were in a room with TV and A/C and everything and then 
another fifteen (migrants) showed up. Afterwards, he (the coy­
ote) said that that we were going to move to another house in 
order to leave (cross) from there. They moved u to another 
house and there were already about fifteen or sixteen (migrants) 
there, in addition to the fifteen of us that showed up, we were 
like thirty (migrants in total) (Juan). 
Yes, I already knew them (the coyole.1), so they picked us up, 
they took us to the hotel, they brought us food that day and 
(again) at night, but we could not leave (the hotel room) (Uriel). 
Finally, sometimes abandoned warehouses are used as safe 
houses by the coyote,,. The same procedure is used in these safe 
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houses. Migrant children or adults are met at the central bus 
station and then driven in vehicles to the warehouses, which are 
typically far from the urban area. As the following demonstrates, 
the amount of time migrant children remain in safe houses and 
the treatment they may receive from their coyote., and other actors 
varies, whether in abandoned houses, private homes, hotel rooms 
or warehouses. 
Duration and treatment in safe houses 
"On Thursday they left us in a house, then we left on Satur­
day, Friday, I do not remember," says Miriam, a child migrant 
from southern Mexico. Then she added: "And then we left on 
Saturday, we walked all night, we rested all day, later we walked 
all day until night." As noted, she spent at least forty-eight hours 
in a safe house. 
Other child migrants, like Luis, recall spending several days 
in a safe house on the border, waiting until the coyote gave the 
order to go to cross the border: "Where they took us from there, 
we were there like eight days, maybe I was there like 24 days and 
nothing else but waiting, waiting, waiting in a house." Others like 
Romualdo had the same experience: "Another car came to pick 
us up, and took us to another house; we were there three days, 
three or four." 
The time that migrant children spend waiting in safe houses, 
as observed, can range from a few hours to several days. On the 
one hand, the wait makes sense in terms of business: coyote., wait 
for the arrival of more migrants, which means more money. On 
the other hand, the wait makes sense in terms of mitigating risk, 
exiting the safe houses when there is little or no oversight by the 
Mexican or American police, military or immigration authorities. 
All of this begs this question: How are migrant children 
treated during their stay in safe houses? As previously mentioned, 
local media reports generalize safe houses as locations where 
migrants are sequestered to be extorted, robbed, recruited, or 
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even killed by organized crime groups.19 However, the Mexican
migrant children interviewed for this study tell a different story. 
In general, study participants considered themselves to have 
been treated well; at least, they were fed and, in some cases, they 
even allowed to watch television, as exemplified in the following 
testimonies: 
They fed us twice a day in a home, but nothing more than flour 
tortillas and a plate of food twice a day: once at ten o'clock and 
again at five or six (Cesar). 
And they kept us there, waiting to leave, before that we spent 
two days there with nothing to do but get up, make meals, eat 
and if we wanted we watched TV or went out to the patio (Os­
car). 
He gave us food, that guy, there was food but we had to prepare 
it, every day we took turns preparing the meals in pairs (Juan). 
Yes, we ate there in the hotel, and after we skipped out of there 
we got to a house, where we met up with our coyole, we arrived 
at a house and were there like four days we ate there, we had 
lunch, we had a bathroom, everything (Alberto). 
However, in a previous anthropological study,20 the author 
observed that coyote,, impose rules within the safe houses, which 
migrants must comply with regardless of sex, age or nationality. 
There are three basic rules to be followed by migrants, whether 
they are adults or young, male or female, few or many: do not 
look out the window, do not talk to each other, and do not use cell 
phones. Coyote,, warn migrants that these rules must be respected 
if they do not wish to be caught by the m�9m (immigration 
officials).21 The rules described are those that are imposed by
coyote,, in safe houses located in the Valley of Texas, used as security 
to prevent neighbors or passers-by from reporting (safehouses) 
to the immigration authorities in the United States, but they are 
also applied in the northern border cities of Tamaulipas. These 
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rules clearly are a form of symbolic violence that intensifies with 
confinement in the safe houses.22 
However, some study participants experienced forms of vio­
lence, beyond the symbolic, that put them at greater risk and dan­
ger. For example, Juan recounted that, when arriving at a safe 
house, a woman warned him to be careful because there were poi­
sonous snakes; while Irving recalled that upon arrival at the safe 
house he was afraid because there were armed men who pointed at 
him and his companions and ordered them to get down. 
As noted, in general, the migrant children in this study re­
ported receiving good treatment in safe houses. Nevertheless, the 
fact that they were locked up and guarded in these homes means 
that they were victims of at least a symbolic form of violence, 
and, in some exceptional cases, victims of a more visible violence, 
such as being physically threatened or put at risk of being bitten 
by animals. 
Safe houses in Texas 
So far we have described the types of safe houses that exist in 
the northern border cities of Tamaulipas, as well as the time that 
migrants spend in these houses and the treatment of migrants by 
coyote,, or those responsible for monitoring them. However, once 
they cross the border, migrants are also held in safe houses in the 
Rio Grande Valley. 
Information on the subject of safe houses in this region, as 
with their Tamaulipas counterparts, derives primarily from the 
media. Media reports have disclosed the existence of safe houses 
in different cities and towns of the Rio Grande Valley. The location 
of these safe houses corresponds to cities in Tamaulipas along the 
migratory routes used by coyote,,. In 2014, a border analyst wrote: 
Since the year began, there has been a constant tracking of 
camps and ,1/a,,h howe,,, a term much closer to reality than safe 
house since it refers to a place for hiding something, often ille­
gal. 2014 began with the location of a house in McAllen with 
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37 people; days after, another in San Benito, with 15; another in 
San Carlos, with 33, and so on, increasing until the recent arrest 
of' 30 more in Pharr. 
Throughout these little less than four months, there have been 
weeks without the discovery of' some location (safe house); and 
days in which two or three were discovered at once. The day 
of' February 19 stands out in particular, when arrests in houses 
in Edinburg, Escobares, and Palmview, involved 154 migrants. 
There were days in which only a few people were found, and on 
v. hich even the Border Patrol was surprised at the large number
(of' migrants housed), such as the finding in Alton of' 147 people
in a single house.23 
Beyond re-conceptualizing safe houses as "stash houses" -
as they refer to places for hiding drugs, weapons or money­
the report cites the amount of safe houses used by smugglers to 
hide migrants in less than a year. The report also notes that some 
of the safe houses found in the Rio Grande Valley are located 
in middle and upper class neighborhoods, and not only in poor 
neighborhoods. 
In the case of child migrants interviewed in Mexico, study 
participants relate that, after crossing the Rio Grande, they were 
taken by coyote,1 to other safe houses. Alberto explained, "First we 
jump (the river) and we arrive at like a home, but we can't get in, 
because the border patrol was patrolling there, and we hid, but 
then a car showed up and took us to another house and we were 
there for four days." 
Upon crossing the Rio Grande, migrant children and adults 
typically continue the journey on foot until they reach a point 
called el fevantd11, a place where someone arrives in a vehicle to 
pick them up and move them to the safe houses, such as in Ale­
jandro's case: 
Afterwards we got to the place they call the "surge" and they 
took us to another house. There, in that house, we were over 
thirty people in two small rooms, and there were two mattresses 
in one room, but the people there did not let new arrivals lie 
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down. Then there were others lying on mats, and we slept in a 
corner there sitting up, and they gave us something to eat just 
twice a day and a glass of water. 
The amount of time that migrant children spend in these safe 
houses also varies. For example, according to Cesar, "We were 
there almost a week, but in McAllen already." On the other side, 
during their stay in the safe house, children are fed by the coyote,,. 
They can also be moved from one safe house to another if the 
coyote., feel they are being monitored or that it is time to continue 
the trajectory. Luis, like other migrant children who crossed the 
border at Reynosa-McAllen, told me: 
It was like when we crossed the Rio Grande they left us at a 
house, fed us, then later took us to a hotel. fed us, took us to 
another house and they fed us and then to another house and 
fed us food; and then we were taken to another house and from 
there turned us out to walk, and we walked from there on. 
An important fact is that the safe houses in the Rio Grande 
Valley are not only controlled by the Mexican coyote. 1 1 but also 
American citizens. As Martha says, "Before we paid more, and 
the guy said: Let's get to a house. And yes, then we got to a house 
and there a 6oLiL/a (white woman) sent us to another house. She 
took us to the other house herself." 
Even the coyote,, of migrant children occasionally have bosses 
in the United States, and, in general, it is in the bosses' homes that 
they are held. At least that was the experience of Juan: "We were 
in a house of, well this -the coyote that took us across had a boss 
there in the United States, and that guy has a house where they 
keep them, that is, those who cross the border (the migrants)." 
Conclusions 
Recently, Human Rights Watch (2014) stated that, as a re­
sult of the policies and practices of the US border, such as mass 
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deportations, the lives of Central American migrants returned to 
their countries have been put at risk and danger.24
Although this paper focuses on Mexican migrant children 
and not on the experiences of Central American youth, it is clear 
that they also live with risks in their journeys to the Tamaulip­
as-Texas border, especially the risks associated with safe houses. 
As the cases presented here reflect, there is the risk of symbolic 
violence (e.g. being locked up or monitored) and, on rare occa­
sions, of physical violence or other damage to the child's personal 
integrity. 
Media outlets in the border region have represented the ex­
perience of migrants living in safe houses as a form of kidnapping 
perpetrated by organized crime syndicates, resulting in theft, ex­
tortion, and even murder.25 This is certainly the reality for many 
adult migrants, particularly non-Mexicans transiting the migra­
tory route of northeastern Mexico. Nonetheless, as demonstrated 
by the testimony of some Mexican child migrants, their experi­
ence in safe houses located in cities along the Tamaulipas/Tex­
as border differs. Their stories inform an understanding of': how 
child migrants establish contact with coyote.,; the manner of con­
tact they maintain; the types of safe houses coyote,, use to house 
child migrants in the region; the time the children spend there; 
and the treatment that children receive in these locations. 
Of course, it should be noted that safe houses in the border 
region are controlled by coyote,, who, in most cases, belong to or­
ganized crime groups, organized or paid to perform this illegal 
activity. That is to say that safe houses are part of the so-called 
migration industry,26 which, in the case of the Tamaulipas-Texas
border, is more specifically a business of illegal migration. 
This case study begs the question of why Mexican migrant 
children, at least this study's participants, do not report experi­
ence of violence similar to those lived by Central American mi­
grants-children and adults - in the same area? An initial hypoth­
esis is that Mexican child migrants are not only less vulnerable 
because of their nationality, but also because coyote,, view them 
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as a profitable and renewable source of business, to be protect­
ed. Additionally, the coyote. 1 may be acting in a manner to protect 
themselves, knowing that, if they harm children within their safe 
homes, police and military authorities wiJI intensify their investi­
gations of safe houses, constituting a direct threat to the existing 
model. 27
El Colegio de la Frontera Norte 
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The Inception of the Idea 
of 
The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley 
by 
Peter Gawenda 
Starting in the early sixties, it became obvious that the 
Lower Rio Grande Valley had a potential student population 
that justified the establishment of an extension of Pan American 
University. Both politicians and educators finally succeeded in 
persuading the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board to 
authorize a center of Pan American University in Brownsville, 
renting classroom and office space on the Texas Southmost 
College campus, beginning in 1973, and offering a sub-set of 
academic programs of Pan American University in Edinburg . 
It was an upper-level institution that offered junior, senior, 
and graduate-level courses leading to bachelors and master's 
degrees. The initial enrollment started at 398 students, with 
twelve faculty members and a librarian. In 1977, the Texas 
Legislature upgraded its name to Pan American University at 
Brownsville. 
For a brief period, in the late eighties, the Texas State 
Legislature considered dissolving upper-level universities such 
as PAU-B in order to reduce the State's appropriations for 
higher education. 1 However, barraged by a series of lawsuits,2 
the Legislature became aware of the value of the upper-levels to 
Texas. The fact that PAU-B was leading the "fight" to keep the 
upper-levels open caught the eye of the UT System Chancellor, 
Dr. Hans Mark. During a visit by Dr. Mark, who had agreed 
to the survival of upper-levels, the Chair of the TSC Board 
of Trustees, Mrs. Mary Cardenas, suggested the possibility 
of a "Texas Southmost University." But the Chancellor of the 
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UT System already had other plans in mind. He advocated 
independence for PAU-B, and convinced the UT System Board 
of Regents to then invite the independent university into the 
UT-System as the University of Texas at Brownsville under Dr. 
Homer Pena as the founding President. 
Texas Governor Ann Richards signed the law to create the 
University of Texas at Brownsville on April 17, 1991. Two months 
later, on June 6, 1991, the UT System Board of Regents and the 
TSC Board of Trustees agreed on a Partnership. The Texas Leg­
islature had previously passed a law (effective August 26, 1985) 
creating partnerships between universities and colleges. This law 
became the basis for the UT-B/TSC partnership. 
In June of 1991, the Board of Regents of the University of 
Texas System and the Board of Trustees of the TSC signed an 
Educational Partnership Agreement (authorized by Te.-wz.., Edu­
ca.don Code § 51.661 et ,,eq.) to efficiently and effectively deliver 
a spectrum of higher education services, ranging from commu­
nity college classes to advanced university degree programs, to 
the residents of Brownsville and the Lower Rio Grande Valley. 
In order to firm up the partnership, the TSC Board of Trust­
ees and the UT Board of Regents passed a 99-year Partner­
ship Agreement. At that time, the former branch campus, Pan 
American University at Brownsville, separated from Pan Ameri­
can University. The Agreement obligated TSC to dedicate its tax 
revenues to the partnership and to provide facilities necessary to 
deliver higher education services. The UT System, through UT­
B, was obligated to operate all academic and support services 
necessary to the Brownsville campus, including employment and 
management of all faculty and staff. Over the years, this very 
broad Agreement was augmented with a series of interagency 
agreements to address specific operating issues. However, no om­
nibus, comprehensive agreement was ever put in place to govern 
the parties' relationship. 
Initially, both entities retained their programs and courses, 
PAU-B concentrating on expanding course and program offerings 
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and working on seamless transition from TSC programs to the 
PAU-B programs. Eventually, even TSC's technical programs 
were linked to PA U-B's Bachelor programs (Bachelor of Applied 
Technology and Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences) without 
loss of' technical credit hours. Several T SC Board members co­
operated closely with the President of PAU-B and the PAU 
Board. The two institutions developed common catalogs and 
schedules, and finally established a common academic calendar. 
The firm establishment of UT-B began in 1991, when the 
72th Texas Legislature recognized the need to create a new ed­
ucational institution to meet the growing demand for universi­
ty-level opportunities in South Texas. The PAU-B President, 
Dr. Homer Pefia, handed the leadership of UT-B to Dr. Juliet 
V. Garcia, the former TSC President, who now became Presi­
dent of the UT-B/TSC Partnership.
Since its inception, UT-B experienced a tremendous growth 
in numbers of students, faculty, staf
f
, and services. The number 
of programs almost tripled, and the campus expanded several 
times. The institution now offered a wide range of programs, 
from continuing education to undergraduate and graduate de­
grees. It added centers of excellence in science, music, master 
teaching, language, and entrepreneurship.3 A significant mile­
stone in UT-B's history was the opening of its first facility, the 
Science, Engineering, and Technology Building, in ovember 
of 1997. Since then, the university has built the Education and 
Business Complex, the Life and Health Sciences Building, the 
Casa Bella student housing facility and the Biomedical Re­
search Building. The research that faculty and students started 
to conduct in this 66,000-square-foot facility is largely focused 
on diabetes, epilepsy, and Alzheimer's disease. These ailments 
disproportionately affect the population of South Texas and 
Northern Mexico. 
The innovative partnership of UT-B with TSC, the local ju­
nior college, allowed students to transition seamlessly from one 
institution to the other without re-applying. At the same time, 
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UT-B attracted into on-line programs a large number of stu­
dents from colleges in Texas who had graduated with technical 
associate degrees, quickly increasing student numbers. 
As time progressed, meetings of the TSC Board of Trustees 
and members of the UT-B leadership started to become very 
tense, if not hostile. The hostility seemed to permeate many ac­
tivities involving the two entities, signaling the prevention of 
agreements for the continuation of the "marriage" or an "amica­
ble divorce" if a separation should become inevitable. 
It became obvious that the "marriage" between the two in­
stitutions was not going to last. When new trustees were elect­
ed, in 2008, they did not seem to be in favor of the partner­
ship's developments. In fact, the trustees feared a move from 
the partnership towards a UT-B-dominated academic entity, i.e. 
the loss of TSC's identity and independence.4 It was believed 
that a continuation of the partnership would end the TSC Com­
munity College with its programs, especially as, from the very 
beginning of the partnership, several trustees perceived that 
the technical programs were not adequately supported and that 
funding favored the academic programs of UT-B. 5 Mistrust by 
members of the Board of Trustees against The UT System and 
UT-B concerning the acceptance of TSC goals now became ob­
vious. This feeling was later deepened when the Daily Texan 
published a remark from Dr. Garcia, UT-B's President, to the 
effect that combining UT-B with TSC into a single legal entity 
would reduce the paperwork for federal financial aid and the 
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. 
Decisions and explanations by UT-B officials were increas­
ingly challenged or questioned at meetings and discussed in 
public. As the Dady Te . ..:an editorial board of 3-21-2012 recol­
lected: 
The bickering between the two entities highlighted two fun­
damental issues: focus and finances .... The dispute began be­
tween the UT System and TSC over $10 million in building 
rent that UT-8 supposedly owed TSC. The disagreement came 
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to a head when the UT System proposed combining the UT 
campus and the community college into one legal entity gov­
erned by the UT System Board of Regents. 
And, quoting UT-8 President Dr. Garcia: 
UT-B's contribution of$ I 00 million state funds that also served 
TSC students outweighed the debt owed. 
In late 2009, as the 20-year anniversary of the Partnership 
Agreement neared, the parties still tried to co-operate, creating 
an enhanced operating agreement to specifically delineate du­
ties and responsibilities. Both parties designated members for 
a working group. Over the next nine months, the UT-8-TSC 
working group drafted a new, comprehensive operating agree­
ment. On Oct. 21, the TSC board of trustees rejected a propos­
al from the UT System for a new partnership agreement6 and 
pledged to offer a counter-proposal. When, in fall of 2010, TSC 
rejected the new operating agreement, the response by the UT 
System was quick and seemed to show the sentiments of UT 
System regents: 
"We cannot continue to be held hostage [by the TSC board]," 
said Vice Chairman Janiece Longoria at a UT System meet­
ing, noting that the regents' "repeated good faith efforts have 
been ignored and rebuffed." Regent Eugene Powell seconded 
the sentiment: "We cannot continue to operate in this man­
ner with the opposition to our goals that are evident from the 
board in Brownsville." After Regent Robert Stillwell moved 
that the board end the current partnership, saying it was "not 
the best model to achieve excellence in the future," the mo­
tion's approval was unanimous. 
Thus, on November 11, 20 I 0, the U. T. System board of regents 
voted unanimously to terminate the Partnership Agreement 
with Texas Southmost College when its trustees did not follow 
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up with a proposal. Without further action of the parties, 
termination was to be effective on August 31, 2015, provided 
operational separation and separate accreditation were not 
achieved at an earlier date. Now, a four-year process of phasing 
out the partnership went into effect with the August 2015 
deadline. 362 employees, faculty and staff subsequently lost 
their jobs, and student numbers eventually declined from about 
15,000 to around 8,000 by the fall of 2013.7 The lay-offs were 
interpreted by some as a perfect opportunity to get rid of people 
who were not liked. A representative of the Texas Teachers 
Association, not detecting consistency in the lay-offs, referred 
to the process of lay-offs as cronyism.8 
The trustees of TSC were not unanimously in agreement, 
but the opponents of a break-up were in the minority. The two 
published opposing opinions are best expressed by two of TS C's 
trustees as follows: 
Ask Texas Southmost College trustee Adela Garza about her 
school losing its longtime, wealthier university partner- Uni­
versity of Texas at Brownsville and she is relieved, even proud. 
Praising the pending split, Garza expects tuition will fall and 
educators will be able to focus on preparing people for the 
workforce. On the other hand, if one asks TSC trustee David 
Oliveira his opinion, he thinks the breakup between the com­
munity college and upper-division UT-B will be "one of the 
greatest tragedies" his hometown might ever endure. "I don't 
see any way we can maintain the current level of services with-
out raising either tuition or taxes or both." 9
In the months following the termination of the agreement, 
the parties explored various alternatives, referred to as models 
for continued partnership, in some form. However, in February 
of 2011, as was strongly advocated by several of its trustees, 
TSC expressed its desire to establish a separate community 
college. Starting in the spring of 20 l I, the parties were working 
to establish a framework for transition and, ultimately, complete 
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--separation. Trustee Francisco Rendon stated, in November 
2010, that TSC had done everything possible, over the last 20 
year in the partnership, to bring higher education to South 
Texas. But now, he opined, UT-B had grown large enough to 
be on its own. 
The Texas Legislature required reports on the break-up 
from both institutions: Pursuant to § 5(d), SB 1909, passed by 
the 82nd Texas Legislature The University of Texas at Browns­
ville ("UT-B") submitted to the Texas Legislature its hrst 
semi-annual report on the status of the partnership between the 
University of Texas at Brownsville and the Texas Southmost 
College District. It was the understanding that TSC would sub­
mit a separate report to the Legislature. The original agreement 
was to last 99 years, but the leadership of both institutions be­
lieved some adjustments were needed. TSC trustees feared, at 
that point, that the UT System was planning an incorporation 
or "take-over" of TSC and did not intend to cooperate. 
With the unanimous passage of SB 1909 and the conclusion 
of the 82nd Legislative session, UT System Chancellor Francis­
co Cigarroa appointed a UT System executive transition team 
to plan for the transition and negotiate with TSC the terms and 
conditions of the separation. The UT System transition team 
consisted of: Or. Pedro Reyes, Executive Vice Chancellor for 
Academic Affairs ad interim; Barry Burgdorf, Vice Chancellor 
and General Counsel; Randy Wallace, Associate Vice Chancel­
lor, Controller, and Chief Budget Officer; Or. Martha Ellis, As­
sociate Vice Chancellor for Community College Partnerships; 
Dr. Wanda Mercer, Associate Vice Chancellor for Student 
Affairs; and Michael Putegnat, Executive Director for South 
Texas Academic Programs and former TSC Trustee Chairman 
(serving as on- campus liaison). 
Chancellor Cigarroa's charge to the UT System transition 
team was to: 
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• Work with UT-B to plan and implement, in consultation
with the Chancellor, a transition plan for UT-B to be­
come a successful stand-alone four-year institution serv­
ing the needs of the Brownsville community;
• Reasonably assist TSC, to the extent possible and as
TSC desires, in establishing itself as an accredited com­
munity college;
• Conduct a transparent and accountable transition pro­
cess;
• Reasonably minimize the time to separation in order to
provide clarity and certainty to all campus constituen­
cies in an efficient and effective manner; and
• In all things, think of the students first.
The Chancellor remained closely involved with the UT Sys­
tem transition team on day-to-day activities. Further, the Board 
of Regents was updated regularly on activities and progress. 
Throughout the summer of 2011, the UT System transition 
team engaged in extensive financial and enrollment modeling 
and began preliminary meetings with two consultants appoint­
ed by TSC. Because TSC was not staffed at the time, the sepa­
ration decision was made and only maintained by a small board 
of trustees office. Before a TSC transition team could be named, 
TSC had to hire key personnel and consultants-first and fore­
most a President. Dr. Lily Tercero, the new TSC President, be­
gan work on October l, 2011. Under President Tercero's di­
rection, TSC was able to round out its transition team. TSC's 
transition team was: 
• Dr. Lily Tercero, President
• Dr. Robert Aguero, Vice President for Instruction and
Student Services
• Chet Lewis, Vice President for Finance and Adminis­
tration
• Dr. Leonardo de la Garza, Chancellor Emeritus, Tarrant
County College District
• (Consultant) Robert Kembel, President of Huffines
Advisory Services
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• (Consultant) Al Linley, Chief Operating Officer of Huff­
ines Advisory Services
• (Consultants) Richard A. Illmer, Attorney, Brown Mc­
Carroll L .  L. P.
TSC Trustee David Oliveira, who warned his fellow board 
members during their October deliberations that "delay is tan­
tamount to dissolution," sent the following statement express­
ing his displeasure at the termination decision: 10 
First of all, dissolving the Partnership will require two ad­
ministrations and staffs to be created which cost millions of 
dollars per year. Additionally, all the TSC buildings that are 
currently being maintained by the Partnership would become 
the responsibility of TSC at a significant cost every year. Since 
the only institution accredited is UT-B, TSC will have to seek 
separate accreditation, a process that could take years. Sadly, 
those who will suffer most from this dissolution are our stu­
dents. I can think of no way to effectuate all of these changes 
caused by separating the two institutions without cutting pro­
grams and services or a dramatic increase in taxes. Obviously, 
neither option is desirable. At a time when the State of Texas 
is facing a twenty-billion-dollar-plus shortfall, now is not the 
time to be terminating a partnership model that has saved this 
community millions of dollars over the 20 years it has been in 
existence. 
This displeasure was shared by many citizens in Cameron Coun­
ty, and was discussed in public schools, civic clubs, restaurants 
and coffee shops. 
The "divorce" became final when signed by Gov. Rick Per­
ry. UT-B became a stand-alone University of Texas institution, 
and TSC was able to move out and return to being an indepen­
dent community college. The President of UT-B, Dr. Juliet V.
Garcia, stated at the Bill's passage: 
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This Bill launches the new UT-B and Aings open the door to 
transform a region buoyed by the strength of the UT System 
and inspired by the people of the Lower Rio Grande Valley. 
Questions immediately asked within UT-B and by the pub­
lic included: 
• Why does the UT System believe that the 20-year old
agreement became too difficult to continue?
• What will happen with the budget shortfall?
• From when will students enroll in either of the two in­
stitutions?
• Will courses continue to be offered in Brownsville for
former UT-B programs?
• How will the faculty and staff be split between the two
institutions?
• Will UT-B remain an open admissions institution?
• What will the enrollment preferences be for lower level
students?
• What is the loss of student numbers for UT-B?
• How many faculty and staff will no longer be needed?
• Will there be concurrent enrollment for UT-Band TSC?
• Which buildings will belong to UT-Band which to TSC?
• Will the maintenance and security departments belong
to TSC or UT-B?
• How are parking, the REK center, and the library reg­
ulated?
• If UT-B's growth starts, it will need the full use of the
campus. Will TSC need to move out?
• UT-B has already purchased the La Estancia apart­
ments. Will it still need the Village at Fort Brown for
student housing?
The Semi-annual report to THECB of March 2011 answered sev­
eral of these questions. But unfortunately university personnel did 
not see the semi-annual reports or receive clear answers by the 
leadership. lnsecurity, mistrust, and anger against UT-Band The 
UT System's leadership steadily increased and eventually turned 
into a "giving-up" attitude.'' UT-B had a website where employees 
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could post questions that were given immediate replies. But that 
website did not seem to provide answers that employees wanted 
to see. The major complaint remained the insecurity about em­
ployment, programs, and faculty availability. 
The semi-annual report to THECB of March 201 I read as 
follows: 
\Vhile transition teams met approximately every six weeks since 
the summer of' 2011, it was not until January 27, 2012, that the 
fully-staffed transition teams first met. Through the early meet­
ings and the first full meeting, the transition teams established a 
conceptual framework for transition and a preliminary timetable. 
Conceptually and based on the requirements of' a separate accred­
itation for TSC, to be obtained from the Southern Association of' 
Colleges and Schools (SACS), the parties worked towards a sep­
aration so that a final separation date could be established. The 
goal was allowing the parties to begin to separate functionally 
within the existing partnership shell. This concept was necessary 
because: accreditation standards require that TSC exhibit the 
ability to operate as an independent entity prior to accreditation 
being granted; and it was not possible to just separate. 
The parties built a timeline for separation based on an operation­
al separation date of' August 3 l, 2013. As of' that date, the two in­
stitutions planned to enroll students as separate institutions and 
begin the next phase of' their existence for the 2013-20 I 4 aca­
demic year. Upon successful operational separation, TSC would 
be ready for an accreditation visit from SACS in the 2013-14 
academic year. This timetable would have allowed for separate 
accreditation before the partnership ended on August 31, 2015. 
As a four-year institution, UT-B knew which classes and pro­
grams to maintain, follow Texas statutes, and THECB rules and 
regulations to prevent competing in the college community space 
once the partnership is ended. TSC developed a list of' programs 
and classes it planned to offer as a stand-alone community col­
lege. Once the programs were selected, both institutions were 
able to determine which employees, faculty and staf
f 
would be 
subject to a reduction in force. In a somewhat secretive manner 
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UT-B began its internal process to implement the reduction in 
force on March 15, 2012. Unfortunately the institutions did not 
always give a one-year notice to affected employees, and TSC 
seemed to prefer part-time employees. 
After asking all potential students to self-declare which 
institution they would prefer, 80% of the students chose UT-B 
and 20% chose TSC. But when discontinuing open enrollment 
UT-8 projected approximately 60% of students enrolled at 
separation would attend UT-8 and 40% would attend TSC. 
The UT-B number is a substantial decrease of students and 
thus of tuition, fees and state funding. The student numbers 
naturally also had an influence on space needs and the related 
cost for rent or lease of classroom space. 
UT System/UT-B has been using some of its financial capacity 
to acquire additional acreage adjacent to the existing campus 
and has preliminarily discussed building plans. The assemblage 
of raw acreage for potential campus expansion is approximate­
ly I 00 acres. In sum, UT-B is positioned to be self-sufficient 
as soon as separation is complete. The need for unnecessary 
entanglement has been minimized and UT-B is planning to 
conserve its cash flow for future operations. 
UT-B decided to continue moving forward with a focus on em­
bracing teaching excellence, active inquiry, lifelong learning, 
and rigorous scholarship and research in service to the common 
good. But the Brown, 1viL/e Herald posted, on November 11, 2010, 
that the overall sentiment from city residents, students, faculty, 
and administration at both institutions was still one of confu­
sion and disappointment. The writer has to admit that he dras­
tically reduced his visits to one of Brownsville's coffee shops 
with his son in order to avoid constant questions and criticism 
concerning the UT-B and TSC separation. 
Initially, the UT System Board of Regents recommended a 
relocation of the Brownsville Campus to a site north of the city. 
A proposal for an urban campus (utilizing a Charette process) 
by a Brownsville Campus Workshop was submitted to the UT 
System, in 2013. The UT Board of Regents confirmed downtown 
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Brownsville as an urban campus. On Friday, July 26, 2013, 
representatives from the UT System and Texas Southmost 
College finally signed property deals, reached after months of 
discussions. Trustee Francisco Rendon called it one of the most 
significant events on the TSC campus in its 88-year history. The 
dividing line became Ringgold Road. 12 TSC incorporated the 
major part of the old Fort Brown, 13 while UT-B inherited the 
Health and Science Building, the new developments such as the 
Bio-Medical Center, the One Main Complex (formerly Business/ 
Education Complex), the Library and the Classroom Building on 
University Boulevard, all buildings that were constructed under 
President Garcia. The UT System Chancellor, Dr. Cigarroa, 
finally saw the ''divorce" of UT-B and TSC completed. 
It soon became obvious that UT-B would not have enough 
space for faculty and staff offices, classrooms, laboratories, and 
student housing. It was also obvious that the new Administra­
tion for UT-B could not be funded with a budget that was based 
on drastically reduced student numbers. It also became clear 
that Higher Education Assistance Funds (HEAF) 14 would no 
longer suffice to support any type of equipment and construc­
tion upgrades. Discussions by the Chancellor with the System 
to fund fiscal needs out of the Permanent University Fund 
(PU F) were not successful, because UT-B did not belong to 
the group of universities that legally would have access to PU F.
In a discussion between Chancellor Cigarroa and UT 
System lawyers, one of the younger lawyers pointed out that 
"new" universities could legally be added to the PU F recipients. 
Immediately, the idea was born to abolish UT-B and UTPA and 
create a new university by consolidating the two entities, later 
named the University of Texas - Rio Grande Valley. 15 Savings 
were considered to be substantial, because this "new" university 
would also have only one administration, one set of programs, 
and one faculty. New expenses would be for a medical school 
and construction in three locations, Edinburg, Brownsville, 
and McAllen (the latter as the possible location of the Medical 
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School). Courses no longer offered on the Brownsville campus 
because of reduced student numbers could be offered on-line, or 
students could be transported by shuttle between the campuses. 
The Chancellor of the UT System sold his idea of a consolidated 
entity to the reg·ional politicians and to the UT System, which 
voted unanimously to abolish UTPA and UT-B and to accept a 
new university into the UT System. As time was of essence, the 
Chancellor visited the two campuses in order to meet with faculty, 
staff, and students, explaining the process to create a new university 
and, most importantly, its impact on the community. 16 During his 
visit, on February 26, 2014, UT-B's faculty Senate invited UT-8 
faculty and Staff to a reception for the Chancellor, the new Dean 
of the Medical School (Francisco Fernandez), and the Chair of the 
Board of Regent's (Regent Foster) for the UT System. 
The Chancellor appointed a special advisor, Dr. Julio S. 
Leon, Ph.D., and created "Project South Texas" to assist in the 
development and coordination of all activities that would es­
tablish the University of Texas - Rio Grande Valley. All mem­
bers of the UT System seemed surprised when the Chancellor 
announced that he accepted the position of head of pediatric 
transplant surgery at UT Health Science Center at San Anto­
nio, leaving his legacy of a new University of Texas institution 
and medical school in South Texas. 
Academic Program Working Groups had to turn in prelimi­
nary reports at both campuses. It became obvious that creative 
proposals for consideration by the new university were devel­
oped. Groups were already dreaming "big," targeting the new 
university for the 21 stcentury. The proposals were submitted to 
external reviewers and/or consultants for evaluation and mea­
surement against emerging and innovative trends in higher ed­
ucation and the Project South Texas Guiding Principles. 17 Fran­
cisco Fernandez, M.D., professor and chairman of psychiatry 
and neurosciences at the University of South Florida College 
of Medicine in Tampa, was named as the founding dean of the 
UTRGV Medical School. 
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A UTRGV Inaugural Class Task Force was charged with 
creating a target profile (ideal descriptive characteristics) of 
initial first-year and new student transfer classes for UTRGV. 
Comprised of representatives from UT-B, UTPA, and the UT 
System, the group reviewed policy, procedures, and practices 
that would increase the likelihood of recruiting these students. 
In addition, the task force considered admissions criteria and 
strategies for evaluating candidates for admission to optimize 
college access and student success. Task force members also 
worked with area high school officials and community college 
representatives.18 A Medical School Operations Committee for
the transition to the new UTRGV medical school met in Austin, 
on Wednesday, Feb. 19. The committee is charged with design­
ing and implementing a plan to prepare and open the new med­
ical school, in the summer of 2016. 
On April 28, 2014, Or. Guy Bailey became the sole final­
ist for the UTRGV President position. Eleven colleges were 
established as the academic foundation for UTRGV. Exist­
ing colleges and schools from the two former universities are 
being incorporated. Buildings and structures were located in 
Brownsville, Edinburg, Rio Grande City, South Padre Island, 
and Harlingen. Most of the structures were in place, but sev­
eral new ones were planned, for example, those for the medical 
school. The new university was planned to become a tier-one 
institution. A new table of organization was developed and the 
remaining UT-B and UTPA faculty, administrators, and staff 
were encouraged to apply for the positions in the table of orga­
nization.19 
In a response to the Texas State Employees Union (TSEU), 
the UT System Chancellor responded that the Board of Regents 
had approved guiding principles for the creation of UTRGV 
that specifically addressed the need to promote innovation and 
knowledge discovery, with business and industry, leading to job 
growth and the improvements in the quality of the workforce in 
South Texas. In fact, the UT System Board of Regents had al-
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ready allocated $348 million - largely from resources now avail­
able to South Texas through the Permanent University Fund 
- to build new facilities and develop programs for UTRGV. lt
rejected the accusations that the UT System was developing a
plan to run UTRGV like a for-profit business rather than as an
institution of higher education.20 
As the date of the official establishment of the University of 
Texas Rio Grande Valley approached, personnel seemed to be 
in place, classes were scheduled and services commenced. For 
those who were in Brownsville when UT-B/TSC was created, 
the challenges surfacing during the creation of UTRGV seem 
di.fa vu. Excitement and hopes were increasing, patience was re­
turning, and the student numbers were finally on the up-swing 
agam. 
It will be interesting to observe the two entities consolidating 
into one. Due to their size, access to fonds, different workloads, 
and student population, they had developed different cultures, 
philosophies, and attitudes that now need consolidation. Quite 
often, jokingly, UTPA (and before that PAU) were considered 
to be "up North," although the Brownsville and Edinburg cam­
puses are only one hour-and-a-half apart. 
The University of Texas - Rio Grande Valley 
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-Ephemeral Valley Unity 
and the Legislative Creation of UTRGV 
by 
Anthony Knopp and Alma Ortiz Knopp 
The beginning of the new, Valley-wide University of Texas 
Rio Grande Valley (UTRGV) was the result of the ending of 
a 20-year higher education experiment in Brownsville, at least 
from the perspective of the Te.m.i Ob,1erver. The Ob,,erver, a long­
time journalistic outpost of Texas Liberalism, claimed that 
problems emerged over rent payments by the University of 
Texas at Brownsville (UTB) to 20-year partner Texas South most 
College (TSC) for the use of the community college buildings. 
Ultimately the partners agreed to terminate the relationship. 
"At the same time, the state [ was] creating a new super-school 
for the Rio Grande Valley. " 1 Brownsville State Representative 
Rene Oliveira, who had sponsored the original partnership, had 
"a lot of anguish about the break-up ... ," but concluded that 
"it's sort of the old saying: one door closes, another opens."2 Dr. 
Juliet Garcia, president of UTB, lamented the termination of 
the partnership, but also saw it as a catalyst for the creation of 
UTRGV.3 
In November of 2010, the University of Texas Board of Re­
gents voted to terminate the UTB-TSC partnership. During the 
next two years, University of Texas (UT) System Chancellor 
Francisco G. Cigarroa and the Regents worked to develop a 
plan to merge three higher education entities in the Rio Grande 
Valley: UTB, the University of Texas Pan American (UTPA) in 
Edinburg, and a fledgling medical school emerging in Harlin­
gen within the Lower Rio Grande Regional Academic Health 
Center (RAHC). Chancellor Cigarroa unveiled the proposal on 
December 6, 2012, to the unanimous approval of the Regents.➔ 
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Creation of a new university, however, would require action by 
the Texas Legislature. 
Key to moving "Project South Texas" forward was the work 
of several Regents and UT administrators with close ties to the 
region. Regents Gene Powell, raised in Weslaco, and Ernest Al­
iseda, a native of McAllen, coordinated with UT Executive Vice 
Chancellor for Academic Affairs Pedro Reyes, originally from 
Pharr, and of course Chancellor Cigarroa, a Laredo native.5 The 
concept of a UT medical school in the Valley was of particular 
significance to Cigarroa, himself a medical doctor, a renowned 
transplant surgeon, and formerly a professor and president of 
the UT Health Science Center at San Antonio.6 
Advancing the project would require significant support 
from, and unity among, the Valley communities with a stake in 
the outcome. UTB President Juliet Garcia, asserted that "the 
Valley has suffered a great deal from a nonregional mindset," 
noting that "the world has thought about us as one, but we've 
acted like Friday night football."7 There was indeed a history of 
competition and rivalry among Valley communities striving for 
economic development and prestige. This competitive spirit was 
clearly in evidence in the previous behavior of the Valley legis­
lative delegation. From the perspective of Senator Eddie Lucio 
Jr. of Brownsville, the project was "a dream come true because 
it affords us an opportunity to come together as a delegation to 
work on a common cause."8 But the Upper Valley senator, Juan 
Hinojosa of McAllen, was more hesitant, claiming that "it feels 
like it's being rushed .... What is the structure? What does it 
look like?"9 Representative Aaron Pefia of Edinburg, in con­
trast, warned that "if politicians don't put aside their differences 
and make this happen, there will be an accounting. " 10 
Aaron Pefia and Eddie Lucio had already managed to 
achieve passage of a bill in the previous legislative session au­
thorizing a medical school in Harlingen for the Rio Grande Val­
ley, but no funding had been provided. 11 The Te . :a, 1 Tribune re­
counted the struggle to establish a medical school in El Paso as 
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--an example of potential challenges for the Valley: "There were 
disagreements about where the campus should go, where the 
money would come from and how, .. . [a]nd, of course, there 
were squabbles about which politicians should take credit for 
progress on the project and suffer blame for delays." 12 It took 
ten years for El Paso to achieve its quest, but, in the process, 
El Paso learned the value of persistence. According to Manuel 
De La Rosa, founding dean of the medical school, "Our biggest 
obstacle really was the community and legislators' expectations 
that it was a one-shot or one-session project."u 
Perhaps the Valley legislators had learned from the El Paso 
experience. Aaron Pena, an astute politician, claimed that the 
Valley legislators were now committed to putting aside local 
"mindsets" and working together as a region. 14 Equally import­
ant, Republican legislative officers and leaders were open to 
the South Texas Project. House Higher Education Committee 
Chairman Dan Branch said, "It sounds like an opportunity to 
take lemons from the U.T.-Brownsville situation and turn it into 
lemonade for the whole Valley." 15 
Funding from the state would be the adhesive for unity. It 
was essential to obtain full funding for the proposed medical 
school, but the inspiration for the UTB-UTPA merger was the 
gaining of access to the Permanent University Fund (PUF). 
These monies, primarily from oil revenues, had not been avail­
able to either of the Valley universities since neither had been 
created by legislative action. The merged universities would 
constitute an entirely new university established by the legisla­
ture and consequently eligible for PUF funds. The plan, how­
ever, would require two-thirds approval by the legislature. 16 To 
President Juliet Garcia of UTB, eligibility for PUF monies was 
essential to the creation of a new university and the develop­
ment of hig·her education in the Valley. Other UT institutions 
were concerned about the potential reduction in funds for their 
budgets, but Chancellor Cigarroa brought them all onboard in 
supporting the UTRGV priority. 1; 
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When the Texas Legislature convened in early January 
2013, proponents of the new, merged university were ready to 
act. They would have 140 days to complete their mission, as 
that is the length of the biennial session. The UT System gave 
its first legislative priority to the project, drafting a bill for Rep. 
Rene Oliveira of Brownsville, dean of the Valley delegation to 
the House of Representatives, to file and guide through the leg­
islature. The bill deferred to the 2009 law which had authorized 
creation of a medical school with the main campus in Harlin­
gen; the location would prove to be a major bone of contention 
for the Valley legislators. 18 
But the campaign for legislative creation of the new uni­
versity began with a show of unity. Students, faculty, staf
f
, and 
administrators from both UTB and UTPA gathered together 
at the Texas state Capitol Rotunda for a Rio Grande Valley 
Higher Education Day. Their plan was to break into groups 
and "walk the halls" of the Capitol, greeting legislators and staff 
with requests for support for the merger bill. That same day res­
olutions passed in both the House and the Senate in support of 
the UT System's plan. Joe Brown, a UTPA development board 
member and bank president, was a participant in the rally for 
the plan: "1 know the Valley is united about it, everyone is ex­
cited about it." 19 
In addition to the bill introduced by Rep. Oliveira, desig­
nated as H.B.1000, a merger bill was introduced in the Sen­
ate by Senator Juan Hinojosa of Hidalgo County, S.B.24. The 
sticking point had already become the location of the medical 
school, so Rep. Oliveira attempted to reassure Hidalgo legisla­
tors that language designating Cameron County from the 2009 
law would be eliminated. Oliveira proposed that the location 
be the result of a "rational, business-based decision by the UT 
System. My goal is to pass a clean bill that creates the entity 
and doesn't do anything more than that. We don't need to be 
picking mascots and school colors or deciding where buildings 
should be."20 
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Hidalgo County legislators also expressed concerns over the 
funding for the medical school, believing that local taxpayers 
would be called out to pay part of the cost. UTPA and UT Sys­
tem officials denied that a local taxing entity would be required 
or even requested. The UT System was proposing legislative 
funding of $20 million on an annual basis, and the Regents had 
agreed to funding $100 million over 10 years for the medical 
school. But Senator Hinojosa and Hidalgo officials claimed that 
a local taxing district was inevitable and, despite the calls for 
unity, were reluctant to support any plan that would send Hi­
dalgo funds to a Cameron County location.21 Already the care­
fully nurtured Valley unity and cooperation were dissolving in 
face of provincial jealousies. 
The result was that both bills languished in committees for 
months. The Republican leadership in both houses was perfect­
ly willing to approve the merged university with the medical 
school as requested by the UT System, but they were not going 
to prioritize a measure lacking unified local support. Senator 
Hinojosa claimed that "the first agreement we made when we 
filed the bill was not a final agreement ... not an agreement at 
all." Rep. Oliveira was very concerned that "there was some 
unfortunate brinksmanship going on."22 
The impasse, of course, was over the location of the medi­
cal school. Hidalgo officials and legislators wanted it located in 
their county, and their intransigence led to significant tension in 
the final weeks of the legislative session. Hidalgo legislators re­
fused to allow the UT System to make the decisions as to where 
the medical school would be located. Rep. Oliveira recalled, "I 
think [ was waiting for the Senate to act, and they were waiting 
for the House to act, and when we heard about [the Hidalgo 
proposals], that kind of stymied things."23 
Hidalgo Senator Juan Hinojosa decided to act to break 
the impasse by offering an amendment to H.B.1000, which 
had been approved and sent to the Senate, mandating the first 
two years of the medical school to Hidalgo County. Hinojosa 
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laid out the challenge he was making. "I was trying to get to 
a point where we would, quite frankly, narrow the options for 
the House. I had a strategy to sort of corner them. At the end 
of the session, either you're going to take my amendment or the 
bill dies. "2� From the perspective of UTB President Garcia, the 
Hidalgo County team was "playing chicken" with the new uni­
versity proposal. 25 
Senator Hinojosa and the Hidalgo County legislators had 
a trump card to play in their political maneuvering -a pledge 
of $50 million in support for a medical school. Hidalgo County 
and city officials committed to providing $5 million per year for 
l O years and creating a taxing district as an underpinning to the
proposal to locate the first two years of the medical school in
their county. From the perspective of Rep. Armando Martinez
(Weslaco), "It was very simple. You already have years three
and four [of medical education] in Cameron County. The tax
base, population and donations are all in Hidalgo County. If
this is a true, regional medical school, then let it be so."26 
Infuriated, Harlingen Mayor Chris Boswell led a delega­
tion to Austin to argue against adding the Hinojosa language 
to the university proposal. Boswell asserted that there had been 
a commitment to leave locational decisions to the UT System, 
since they were the best equipped to make technical decisions. 
Indeed, the whole dispute seemed to be a revival of the 1990's 
dispute over the establishment of the Regional Academic Health 
Centers, "precursor to the full-A edged medical school .... "Lo­
cal legislators at the time offered competing bills, but eventually 
compromised on a medical research campus in Edinburg and a 
medical education site in Harlingen - a central Valley location.27 
The Harlingen delegation further argued that splitting the med­
ical school would "isolate " the medical students and deny some 
of them access to the facilities housed in the Regional Academic 
Health Center in Harlingen. Testifying before the Senate Com­
mittee on Higher Education, Harlingen Chamber of Commerce 
Chairman Linda Trevino-Burke explained that, as a mother 
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who may at times need to listen to children making different 
arguments, it is important not to "make a decision based on who 
barks the loudest. "28 
In an attempt to avoid a legislative battle over the two com­
peting bills on the floor, Rep. Eddie Lucio III (son of Sen. Lu­
cio) initiated a parley with Sen. Hinojosa which resulted in a 
dialogue between both legislative delegations and the "stake­
holders " involved. Senator Lucio participated behind the 
scenes, allowing his son room to step up and play a major role in 
the process.29 Not in attendance in these backroom dealings was 
the UT System since, as Sen. Hinojosa explained, "they [UT 
System] were part of the problem."30 Rep. Oliveira and Sen. Hi­
nojosa refused to comment in regards to how to move forward 
with the legislation. J .J. Garza, Oliveira's chief of staff, implied 
the on-going discussions between the parties in his statement to 
the press: "there are people who are exploring a wide variety of 
options ... who are going back and forth discussing the issue. "31 
As points of view and positions were expressed, strategies for 
the two-camps emerged. For the Cameron County delegation the 
merger between UT B and UTPA was of primary importance. 
The location of the medical school could be removed from the 
bill and could be considered in a separate bill at a later time. This 
would allow them to stand firm behind the original language of 
H.B.1000 and against the Hinojosa amendment. The Hidalgo 
delegation pursued a different strategy. They countered with 
the view that the fight was not between the Valley players, but 
between the Valley and the UT System. They also pushed the 
position that the location of the medical school needed to be 
locked in to secure it for the Valley. As Rep. Martinez explained, 
"Who's to say the [UT] system wouldn't ... say 'we have a 
$45 million building (in San Antonio] and our blue ribbon 
panel recommends we keep years one and two there (San 
Antonio]" '32 The Hidalgo delegation's attempt to instill a sense 
of immediacy to the need to finalize the location of the medical 
school succeeded. They created a fear in the Cameron County 
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delegation that the UT System might pick up its marbles and 
go home.33 
One likely mitigating factor in the conflict over the medical 
school location was the passage of a separate bill on May 21st 
providing funding for construction of buildings on both the Ed­
inburg and Brownsville campuses. Money- "the mother's milk 
of politics" -to the tune of $100 million for Brownsville and 
$78.4 million for a science building in Edinburg assuaged frus­
trations among at least some in the Lower Valley.3� 
The "compromise" represented a complete concession to the 
Hidalgo County delegation's position. The first two years of the 
medical school and its administration would be located in Hi­
dalgo County and the last two years would continue to be locat­
ed in Cameron County, including its administration. Judging 
from this resolution it is difficult to find a compromise. As Sen. 
Hinojosa described it, "We looked at the options, made some 
changes and it was good to go .. . .  It's the same basically."35 
The UT System was asked to present options before the nego­
tiations officially began, mostly for appearances, providing the 
Cameron County delegation cover for its complete capitulation. 
Rep. Oliveira explained, "I felt comfortable proceeding with the 
amendment because it was vetted by the UT System."36 Sen. Hi­
nojosa also praised his delegation explaining, "[the delegation] 
held under pressure and followed my lead to the end."37 
Te.-\:a, 1 Monthly was sufficiently persuaded by Hinojosa's suc­
cess in shepherding through this bill that he was named one of 
the best legislators in the 83rd Legislature. Citing his ability to 
compromise and the "trust" he had garnered from Republicans 
in the legislature, the publication praised him for his "talent for 
finding the middle ground."38 ln the Te.i.:.a. 1 Monthly article, the 
amendment to H.B. I 000 is heralded as the compromise itself 
even though it was that amendment that created the rift in the 
Valley delegation and almost derailed the bill's passage. In the 
same article, Eddie Lucio I I I is also credited in helping Hino­
josa "sell the Valley delegation this regional approach."39 Some 
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analysts concluded that Rep. Lucio was the key player in the 
effort to achieve a compromise that would create the new uni­
versity. 
As the legislative session careened towards conclusion in 
late May, funding for building construction was approved, and 
S. B. 24, creating the new university returned from the House 
with changes that the Senate, was accepted. Sen. Eddie Lucio 
Jr. delivered remarks thanking House colleagues "For forging 
today's compromise language." He later privately expressed 
having a sense of accomplishment of fulfilling a longtime dream 
for the Rio Grande Valley, and that "everyone had a hand in 
it. ".;o Rep. Rene Oliveira later claimed that "It came out that 
everybody could declare victory and it was still done right." Ol­
iveira was "glad we got unified."41 
Of course, none of the legislators, at this point, wanted to 
publically acknowledge the triumph of the Hidalgo officials and 
legislators, who were willing to risk the collapse of the entire 
project in the closing weeks of the legislative session in order 
to secure the most significant aspect of the medical school for 
their county. This triumph could be seen as yet another skir­
mish in the McAllen/Edinburg-centered campaign to dominate 
the politico-economic development of the Rio Grande Valley. 
Out-maneuvered, the Brownsville/ Harlingen officials and leg­
islators were forced to swallow their pride and accept a "unity" 
agreement in order to secure the benefits that UTRGV would 
bring to the entire Valley. 
On June 14, 2013, Governor Rick Perry signed the bill 
that created what would become the University of Texas Rio 
Grande Valley:12 
The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley 
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The Newest University in the 21 st Century: 
The Challenges of Creating UT-RGV 
by 
Michael L. Faubion 
On August 31, 2015, the newest university in the state of Texas 
welcomed its first students, while two state universities officially 
closed their doors. The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley 
(UT-RGV) combined the resources from The University of Texas­
Pan American in Edinburg (UT-PA) and The University of Texas 
in Brownsville (UT-B), approximately 60 miles apart, into a single 
university serving an estimated combined student body of 28,000. 
UT-RGV became one of the top two Hispanic Serving Institutions 
in the nation. Ex-University of Texas Chancellor Francisco 
Cigarroa, in his press conference proposing the new university, 
envisioned an institution that would not only become a leader in 
innovative education in the region, but in the world. This was not 
a simple merger of two existing institutions, however. A complex 
process, required in order for the new university to receive certain 
state funds, forced the closing of two universities whiJe creating a 
new one in its place. The legislation creating the new institution 
necessitated the end of contracts for aU tenured and tenure-track 
faculty and staff at the legacy institutions. The new institution also 
included the creation of a new medical school, the first UT system 
medical school on a UT university campus. AJl of these changes 
had to happen within a little over two years and aimed at changing 
higher education in South Texas. 1 
The two legacy institutions, UT-PA and UT-B, had served the 
region for decades. UT-PA first opened its doors in 1927 as Edin­
burg Junior College. It rapidly grew to serve the four southernmost 
counties of Texas (Cameron, Willacy, Hidalgo, and Starr) as Pan 
American University by 1965 with enrollment topping I 0,000. 
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In 1973, Pan American University struck a deal with Texas 
Southmost College to offer classes on the junior college campus 
in Brownsville, establishing a branch in that city. In 1990, both 
campuses joined the UT system, and the Brownsville campus be­
came its own university with its own president, Juliet Garcia. 
Both universities continued to grow and prosper despite many 
significant challenges, and by 2015 UT-PA served approximately 
20,000 students. Unlike newly-created University of Texas cam­
puses, as existing universities brought into the UT system, the 
two Valley universities were ineligible for certain benefits like the 
lucrative Permanent University Fund that supplies much needed 
state funding to other universities in the UT and Texas A&M sys­
tem. As underfunded institutions, they struggled to meet the de­
mand of a rapidly growing college-age population on the border. 
The lower Rio Grande Valley is one of the fastest growing areas 
of the Unites States with a current population of 1.26 million peo­
ple, 91 % Latino, which is expected to more than double by 2020. 
The region also has one of the highest poverty rates in the nation 
with a median annual income in Hidalgo County of $38,000 and 
neighboring Starr County of $28,000. Less than 20% of the pop­
ulation has a college degree. 
Events in the second decade of the 21st century made the al­
ready difficult challenges more daunting. A drastic reduction in 
state funding of education due to shortfalls in tax revenues cre­
ated problems for all universities in Texas in 2009-2010.2 UT-PA 
returned $7.4 million in 2010, followed by more reductions the 
following year through slashing travel funds, operating funds, 
and eliminating searches and raises for faculty:' UT-Brownsville 
suffered more drastic consequences, eliminating some faculty 
positions. UT-Brownsville received another blow shortly after­
wards in 2011 when Texas Southmost College announced it was 
ending its relationship with the university, leaving it with limited 
facilities to conduct classes. 
Into this set of challenges stepped UT Chancellor Francis­
co Cigarroa. In his initial announcement, Cigarroa claimed the 
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plan for a new university began when he first took the post in 
2009. He recognized tremendous opportunity among the UT 
campuses along the border with Mexico, especially in the Rio 
Grande Valley, one of the fastest-growing regions in the state. 
The regents supported a plan in 20 l I to enhance education and 
health care in South Texas, and Cigarroa also cited support from 
various private foundations, including the Ford Foundation, for 
a new university in South Texas. Cigarroa's plan called for a 
transformation of the economy of the Rio Grande Valley to open 
a new educational gateway to the Americas. He suggested that 
the separation of UT-Brownsville and Texas Southmost College 
provided a new opportunity to seek new revenue streams to 
enhance education in the Rio Grande Valley. The regents also 
supported the development of a new medical school in South 
Texas in April 2012, which Cigarroa envisioned as part of the 
new university. Cigarroa also cited the lack of a clear path to 
an emerging research institution for students in the Rio Grande 
Valley as part of the impediment to their education. UT-San An­
tonio, the nearest emerging research institution, was over 200 
miles away from the Rio Grande Valley. An emerging research 
institution in the Rio Grande Valley could make cutting-edg·e 
education more accessible and affordable to the region. Cigar­
roa cited statistics to show that student headcount and faculty 
at a new combined university in the Rio Grande Valley would 
be very similar to the other four emerging research institutions 
in Texas and have the distinction of being one of the top two 
Hispanic serving institutions in the United States. He indicated 
that one of the biggest challenges for the current institutions 
was the lack of access to funding available to other UT schools, 
specifically the Permanent University Fund (PU F). Merging 
the two current institutions in South Texas might also provide 
some cost savings to the state by allowing for reductions in staff 
and administration costs.-1 
Cigarroa noted the larger administrative and staff positions 
at UT-PA and UT-B as compared to other emerging research 
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institutions. Combining the two institutions, he indicated, 
might solve some of the large staff issues. Cigarroa envisioned 
four campuses for the new university (Brownsville, Harlingen, 
Edinburg, and McAllen) to eliminate administrative redundan­
cies that he said would save more than $6 million a year. He 
requested $100 million to accelerate the transition over the next 
ten years and placed a heavy emphasis on the new medical pro­
gram, claiming it would create jobs and improve health care in 
the region. Cigarroa concluded with a request for support from 
the Board in going to the legislature to establish the new uni­
versity and promised to consult with stakeholders in the region 
including student, faculty, staff, and the community in creating 
the new university. His speech did not stress the requirement of 
closing the legacy institutions to achieve this goal, but he was 
undoubtedly aware that PUF funding required that as part of' 
the process. Both UT-Pan American President Robert Nelson 
and UT-Brownsville President Juliet Garcia expressed support 
for the initiative, dubbed "Project South Texas."5 
The process moved quickly as Governor Rick Perry sup­
ported the plan by late January 2013, and the next month a 
bill was introduced in the legislature. The legislature quickly 
approved the creation of' the "new" university on May 22, 2013, 
after a brief disagreement over the placement of' medical school 
facilities, resulting in a compromise dividing the medical stu­
dents' time between Cameron and Hidalgo County locations. 
Perry signed the bill creating the new institution and setting the 
final date for the existence of' the legacy institutions in 2015.6 
On July 10, 2013, the guiding principles for the new uni­
versity were announced. Many of the goals looked similar to 
any other institution of' higher learning, but a couple stood out 
as unique. The local Latino population clearly influenced the 
statement to promote access to Latino students and to "promote 
arts and humanities programs to produce ... leaders who are 
bi-cultural, bi-lingual, and bi-literate."7 Both legacy institutions 
had previous initiatives to promote similar goals, but limited 
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funding and administrative support often created challeng·es in 
reaching these goals. For instance, the Mexican-American stud­
ies program at UT-PA languished for years until a group of ded­
icated female junior faculty fought for and gained support for 
the program in 2010. Even then, the Mexican American Stud­
ies program remained subordinated to the university's History 
and Philosophy Department, and found recognition across the 
campus and financial support difficult. While there was some 
disagreement about how to achieve the guiding principles, all 
agreed they were laudable and the focus on the local community 
an important component. 
Until a new president could be hired, the UT Coordinating 
board hired Julio Leon, former president at Missouri Southern 
State University, as special advisor to coordinate activities. Dr. 
Leon was charged to coordinate with the UT Board and the 
local community to address some issues and make progress 
in creating the new university. He and the UT board created 
administrative and faculty focus to address organization and 
possible approaches to meet the guiding principles. Thirteen 
academic and fourteen administrative work groups charged with 
making recommendations for the structure and programs for 
the new university met on both campuses and in Harlingen. The 
academic working groups formed along traditional academic lines 
(i.e., Liberal and Performing Arts, Nursing, etc.) except for two 
groups, Bicultural Studies and Transdisciplinary Programs. All 
of these groups validated the programs of the legacy institutions 
and suggested possible additional programs, especially at the 
graduate level.8 Most committees had ten members, mostly 
faculty, with an administrator as a liaison.9 Although UT-PA 
had a larger faculty and staff, all committees were designed 
for equal representation from the two institutions. Committee 
members were discouraged from using words like "merger" 
and were encouraged to stress collaboration. Administrative 
leadership from both universities and Or. Leon encouraged 
innovative approaches and recommended that faculty consider 
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other recent university reorganizations similar to Arizona State 
University. ASU had recently gone through a similar process 
caused by state budgetary cuts. ASU's reorganization focused on 
uniting the campuses and streamlining department and college 
structures, fitting the goal of reducing administrative bloat. 10 
The focus group produced a series of reports suggesting new 
structures, programs, and ways to meet the goals of the new 
university, but the real work came after their reports. 
As the focus groups wound down, the reality of closing the 
two legacy institutions and what that meant to the community 
became clearer. Locally, what this new university would look like 
created a combination of hope and anxiety. Certainly, the medical 
school and the funding answered vital needs of the universities 
and the region, but the legislation establishing the new university 
and eliminating the two older legacy universities created many 
questions. Most, though, certainly, not all, of these issues fit into 
either branding for the new university or the hiring of faculty 
and administrators. Although all constituents shared interest in 
these issues, different segments played a larger role in each of 
them. Students particularly focused concern on the branding of 
the new university. The new name, colors, and, especially, the 
mascot all generated controversy among a population with strong 
ties to the legacy institutions. Faculty and staff focused most of 
their concern on the structure and employment at the new uni­
versity. Unlike the original annexation of the two campuses into 
the UT system in 1990, when faculty were grandfathered into the 
schools, the legislation for the new university required the closing 
of the two legacy schools and the creation of a new university 
in its place. Everyone on the two campuses had to re-apply for 
jobs, generating tension. While officials from Austin stressed the 
unlikely possibility of mass firings, recent staff and faculty re­
ductions at UT-Brownsville and Dr. Leon's statements stressing 
none of the legacy institution faculty or staff were guaranteed 
employment, combined with the lack of clear criteria for hiring, 
raised concerns among the faculty and staff. 
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Making marketing and requesting funds easier required 
finding a name for the new university as soon as possible. The 
community and students focused on the name of the new univer­
sity as one the most pressing issues. At his initial press confer­
ence, Cigarroa had suggested a name to stress the international 
or bi-cultural nature of the university. One of the graphics at 
the press conference suggested the University of the Americas. 
Emails, phone calls and social media all gave students and the 
community a chance to participate in large numbers and to build 
support for the new institution. Facebook and twitter accounts 
logged in over 3,000 responses, some of them not so serious. 
The UT system put possible names up for consideration and 
asked the community to suggest others. One popular but not 
so serious suggestion made use of the initials of the three cities 
that would house important operations, Harlingen, Edinburg, 
and Brownsville. The resulting UT-HEB would also share ini­
tials with a popular local grocery store. One of the more serious 
suggestions, The University of Texas International (UTI), car­
ried with it unfortunate initials shared with an uncomfortable 
ailment.11 The community received an invitation to a poll that 
helped settle on the final name. In the end, the University of 
Texas Rio Grande Valley won the most support, followed dis­
tantly by the University of Texas South, and was voted by the 
regents as the official name of the new institution on December 
12, 2013.12 
By July of 2014, hiring guidelines for UT-RGV finally 
emerged. Staff position announcements appeared at an online 
website as departments, programs, and administrative offices 
were created. Current staff members were encouraged to apply. 
Faculty hires remained more complicated and followed a two 
phase format. Faculty not interested in applying and eligible for 
retirement received an offer for an incentive program offering 
a half year of pay for their retirement, to reduce the number of 
potential applicants. Faculty still interested in working at the 
new university could then apply under the two phase process. 
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In Phase 1, all faculty currently tenured and tenure-track 
could apply for positions at the new university. Applicants 
submitted dossiers online to a particular department without 
knowing if a vacancy existed in that department. This lack of 
clarity stirred faculty anxiety, although many faculty felt the 
number of positions would equal or exceed the number of cur­
rent faculty. "I can't imagine there's going to be a lot of retrac­
tion; if anything, we're growing," said English Associate Pro­
fessor Danika Brown. 13 UT System reviewed the applications, 
taking into account terminal degrees in the field, the number of 
faculty needed to serve students in the discipline, whether or 
not the faculty member had been the subject of disciplinary pro­
ceedings in the last seven years, and if the applicant had recent 
positive annual reviews. 14 Faculty without disciplinary actions 
pending or written reprimands who met the criteria were hired 
under their rank and tenure at the previous institutions. Faculty 
who did not file applications on time or were not hired in Phase 
1 because of failing the criteria in Phase 1 were then eligible to 
apply in Phase 2. 
Phase 2 also included lecturers and new tenure-track lines 
approved in the fall of 2014. The positions in Phase 2 followed 
a more traditional academic job search with national advertise­
ments and search committees made up of faculty hired in Phase 
1. Many of the tenure-track searches started late in the year,
requiring postponement until the following year in the hopes
of garnering larger pools or of having more time to properly
vet candidates. This resulted in most tenured and tenure-track
faculty not hired in Phase 1 being without employment in the
new university and many Phase 2 positions filled with one year
lecturers. Although most faculty at the legacy schools found po­
sitions at UT-RGV, at least one faculty missed filing on time for
Phase l and was not rehired, and others who did not meet the
criteria of Phase 1 did not receive appointment in Phase 2. In
all, about 5% of UT-PA and UT-B employees did not receive
offers of employment at UT-RGV. 15 
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Faculty concerns over the presidential search also suffered 
from a lack of information and faculty involvement, creating ten­
sions with UT System. The search committee, made up of twen­
ty-four faculty, administrators, staff, and community members, 
signed a confidentiality agreement that forbade any discussion 
of the applicants, including names. 16 Executive Vice Chancellor 
for Academic Affairs for UT System Pedro Reyes argued this 
was the best way to pick a university president because it en­
couraged the best candidates to apply for the job. He claimed 
quality applicants were more likely to apply knowing that they 
were not jeopardizing their current position by looking for an­
other post and would not be embarrassed if they did not make 
the final list. "This is the way we have conducted our presiden­
tial searches for a number of years and it has worked very well," 
Reyes said in defending the process, adding that the committee 
had amassed an impressive poolY "Selecting the right leader for 
this monumental task is critical," Regent Chairman Paul Foster 
argued, while supporting the concept of anonymity for the ap­
plicants. 18 Most faculty at the legacy schools accepted the idea 
of anonymity at the initial stages, but past practices at both in­
stitutions always had the finalists come to the campus to meet 
with the community. 
When the regents announced the finalists would remain 
secret until a finalist was picked, faculty expressed concern. 
UT-PA had experienced two president searches in the last 
decade, and faculty were used to meeting with the finalists in 
open forums on campus, a common occurrence under most 
searches. A statement from UT System acknowledged this 
common practice. "Generally, candidates selected for interview 
by the board by the board are scheduled for a visit to the 
campus to meet with students, faculty, staff, and representatives 
of the community. The board names a finalist after these visits 
and an interview with the board has taken place. 1119 System 
responded to the faculty request by offering a slight expansion 
to the number of faculty included in a meeting with the search 
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committee. System suggested adding three more faculty under 
the confidentiality agreement. Members of the UT-PA College 
Councils and Faculty Senate met to discuss the proposal and 
rejected it. The faculty concerns revolved around the ability of 
all faculty to address questions to the candidates as they had 
done in previous interviews. These meetings with the candidates 
promoted dialogue between the faculty that enriched both 
about the understanding of the state of the university and the 
way the candidate would address the needs of the university. 
Dora Saavedra, a past chair of the UT-PA Faculty Senate, said, 
"I think [the candidates] would appreciate the opportunity to 
meet some of their constituencies."20 The proposal made by the 
regents did not allow for such an open format and looked as 
though the faculty endorsed the secretive process. The UT­
PA Faculty Senate passed a resolution requesting the regents 
reconsider, citing that the "selection process should be done 
with utmost transparency."21 UT-PA Faculty Senate President 
and member of the search committee Dr. Thomas White made 
clear the UT-PA Faculty Senate would not legitimize a process 
that did not allow for greater input from the faculty.22 
Although the regents refused to release the names, The Mon­
itor found out four of the five finalists and published their names 
on March 17, 2014, despite a request from Cigarroa that they 
demure. They included the sitting president at UT-PA, Robert 
Nelson. The other three candidates listed were Ricardo Azziz, 
who was president at Georgia Regents University, former Sec­
retary of the Army Louis Caldera, and former University of 
Alabama President Guy Bailey. Although the process was con­
troversial, the names of the candidates confirmed the quality of 
the pool. Caldera served as president of The University of New 
Mexico from 2003 to 2006 and before that held a position in the 
Clinton Administration as Secretary of the Army. Azziz had a 
medical degree and had experience merging universities when 
he managed the merger of Georgia Health Sciences University 
and Augusta State in 2013. Bailey had served as a provost in 
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the UT system and then had gone on to serve as president at 
Texas Tech University, followed by the University of Alabama. 
Nelson had held various positions in administration in the UT 
system, specifically as President of UT-PA since 2010. All of 
the named candidates had experience in academic institutions 
and some with medical schools. The fifth candidate remained 
anonymous.23 
Azziz and the unknown candidate withdrew their names 
before the Regents met to interview the candidates in closed 
session, on April 28, 2014. Caldera, Nelson, and Bailey met 
with the Regents, and, at the end of the day, the Regents an­
nounced the selection of Guy Bailey as the "sole finalist" for the 
job. State law required twenty-one days from the announce­
ment of finalists before the official appointment, but Bailey's 
appointment was now a foregone conclusion. In a press release 
Bailey announced, ") view this role as the single most excit­
ing educational opportunity in America today. I look forward 
to working with everyone as we launch the nation's first major 
public university of the 21st century. I am truly honored to be 
the sole finalist. "24 
Bailey quickly began his work to form a transition team and 
work with the new interim presidents of the legacy institutions, 
Dr. Havidan Rodriguez at UT-PA and William Fannin at UT-B. 
Bailey began naming members of his administration, many of 
whom were familiar names working for the legacy institutions. 
For instance, interim UT-PA President Havidan Rodriguez was 
named UT-RGV provost. Both legacy schools were well repre­
sented in the new UT-RGV administration. 
Faculty resistance to the process for choosing the president 
paled in comparison to the student response to the naming of a 
new mascot, which was the most controversial decision made 
in the creation of UT-RGV and represented the earliest test of 
President Bailey's leadership. He announced the formation of a 
thirty student committee and forums for students and alumni to 
make suggestions for the new mascot and school colors.25 Many 
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UT-PA alumni were strongly attached to the UT-PA mascot, 
the Bronc, which had represented the institution from its open­
ing in 1927. UT-B students did not like the idea of making the 
Bronc the mascot for the new university, arguing that it made 
the UT-B students less important and the merger seem more 
like an annexation of Brownsville by UT-PA. UT-B student Ju­
dith Mirales said, "Might as well become UT-PA and not UT­
RGV. It [the Bronc mascot]'s just focusing on that campus." 
26 Bailey agreed with this point. "We want [a mascot] that can 
be embraced across the Valley, the entire Valley like our stu­
dents, our future students and the entire Valley, so that's what 
we're looking for."2i He also reiterated that he wanted the pro­
cess to be student driven, encouraging students to participate 
in the various forums. Many UT-PA students and alumni took 
advantage of that request, using them to continue fighting for 
the Bronc as the mascot for the new university. By the fall of 
2014 the committee submitted a list of ten possible mascots, 
which excluded the Broncs. It also did not include the eventual 
choice, the Vaqueros. Student response was immediate. UT-PA 
students demanded the inclusion of Broncs. Social media lit up 
with complaints that the Bronc was not included.28 
On November 5, 2014, Bailey announced his recommenda­
tion, which was quickly ratified by the Board of Regents, that 
the Vaquero become the new mascot. Response from students at 
UT-PA was fast and furious, with petitions gaining over 6,000 
signatures demanding a change. Another petition requested the 
resignation of Bailey. Petitioners complained that the Vaquero 
was insensitive to gender and portrayed a negative stereotype 
of Latinos. For many of the protestors, the real issue was the 
loss of the Bronc. Edinburg city council members and alumni 
requested a re-consideration. One state politician even tried to 
introduce legislation compelling the naming of the Bronc as the 
mascot. Ultimately, Bucky the Bronc, the costumed mascot for 
UT-PA, was retired and graduated with a "Bachelors in Spirit" 
at the Spring 2015 graduation. Bailey's prediction that "In the 
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end, I truly believe it was imperative to recommend something 
that is authentic to the Rio Grande Valley, represents the spirit of 
South Texas, and can be embraced by the entire region" calmed 
protests and encouraged the acceptance of the new mascot.29 
Some of the changes creating the new university caused little 
or no friction and contributed to the development of UT-RGV 
in significant ways. In May 2013, TSC and UT-RGV signed a 
lease agreement for building use in Brownsville, and, by the 
end of the year, the legislature approved more buildings for the 
Brownsville campus, alleviating some of the concerns about of­
fice and classroom space. Donors began granting money to the 
new university, with the Richardson Foundation contributing 
to the new university's STEM programs. In September of 2014, 
UT System announced a partnership with SpaceX for the cre­
ation of a radio frequency technology park called STARGATE. 
Funded by $4.4 million from the Texas Emerging Technology 
Fund and another $5 million from UT System and the Greater 
Brownsville Incentives Corporation, STARGATE will provide 
students a chance to work in astrophysics and space explora­
tion.30 On February 14, 2014, the University announced Dr. 
Francisco Fernandez as the dean of the new medical school, 
which would not only provide medical care to the Rio Grande 
Valley, but potentially create 7,000-10,000 new jobs in the next 
few years related to health care.31 By July 20, 2014, admission 
requirements for the new medical school received approval . 
Athletics also made progress, receiving NCAA Division 1 rec­
ognition on April 2, 2014. President Bailey postponed another 
potentially divisive issue, the location of the administrative of­
fices of the UT-RGV, arguing construction money should focus 
on much needed classroom space. 
As the opening of the new university approached, the uni­
versity and the broader community faced many challenges in 
a short amount of time to make the new university a reality. 
Certainly more challenges remained. In the week prior to open­
ing, the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board struck a 
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number of classes in the UT-RGV core curriculum from the 
acceptable list, creating last-minute problems for students and 
administrators who worked tirelessly to readjust schedules. ls­
sues with scholarships and financial aid created concerns for 
students. Faculty continue struggling with the difficult process 
of meeting with colleagues spread out over two campuses miles 
apart. Promised cost savings with reductions in administrative 
costs appear elusive, and much needed raises for many of the 
faculty could not be funded with most of the available money 
covering higher administrative salaries. Both President Bailey 
and Medical School Dean Fernandez earn twice the salary of 
previous UT-PA President Robert Nelson.32 
In approximately two years, local communities throughout 
the Rio Grande Valley grappled with challenges under condi­
tions never presented to another university in Texas. Two insti­
tutions ceased existing, replaced by a single institution with a 
grander mission. The process, required by legislation to access 
greater funding, was difficult and unprecedented. The mass dis­
missal and, in most cases, rehiring of faculty created tension and 
led to, at least, one lawsuit. As with any endeavor of this size 
and scope, complications will likely emerge as the first school 
year commences. But the hard work of many groups, and the 
passion they showed in supporting school spirit, faculty gover­
nance, and quality education for the students of the Rio Grande 
Valley, are a good foundation on which to build. 
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Attitudes toward Immigration Policy 
Via Partisanship and Ethnorace: 
A View from la Frontera
by 
Jessica Lavariega Monforti and Adam McGlynn 
immigration issues sharply divide Republicans and 
Democrats, and efforts to enact reforms large or small have 
reached a stalemate in Congress. This leaves the door open 
to political posturing and media over-dramatizations of 
immigration problems, just as politicians gear up for closely­
fought 2014 elections and the looming presidential contest 
in 2016. Reactions to the latest "crisis" occasioned by the 
arrival of unaccompanied minors from Central America have 
unnecessarily heightened fears. Reactions are colored by the 
recent racialized history of immigration into the United States. 
In recent decades, immigration has in some ways been a re­
turn to the U.S.'s past. The most recent estimates from the U.S. 
Census peg the total U.S. foreign-born population at 13.8%, 
compared to 14.9% a century ago. 1 Yet, of course, the origins 
and legal status of contemporary migrants are different. Thanks 
to a legal shift in 1965, five times more U.S. immigrants today 
come from Mexico than from China, the second-highest coun­
try of origin. ln 1910, most immigrants were from various parts 
of Europe.2 Scholars have learned that the rise of immigration 
from Asia and Latin America rather than Europe has shifted 
public perceptions of the scope and impact of the newcomer 
population.3 
Given the prevailing levels of elite partisan contentiousness 
over immigration issues, we expect to see a polarization of 
mass attitudes towards immigration. We explore the partisan 
implications of this issue by examining popular attitudes towards 
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immigration policy across ethno-racial groups in deep South 
Texas, where attitudes towards immigration and immigrants 
have formed central themes due to its geographical location 
along with US-Mexico border and where elite discourse on 
the issue is polarized. Yet, even in Texas, we find that different 
kinds of voters share a surprisingly similar set of attitudes about 
immigration policy. 
Partisanship and Immigration Attitudes 
Numerous studies have examined the connection between 
partisanship and immigration policy preferences. However, 
scholars find only occasional, weak empirical evidence for the 
argument that an individual's partisanship influences immigra­
tion policy preferences.4 For example, Citrin et al. find "the 
weakness of the connection between party affiliation and opin­
ions about immigration is striking".5 Others have argued that 
public opinion tends to follow immigration levels (increasing 
immigration connected to negative reactions) rather than parti­
san preferences.6 
Evidence supporting the connection between partisanship 
and an individual's desire to restrict immigrants does exist, 
however. Generally, such studies rely on data from places 
where immigration levels have been exceptionally high, such as 
the border states of Arizona and California.7 Morris (2000) and 
Tolbert and Hero (1996) find relationships between partisanship 
and individual and aggregate support, respectively, for the anti­
illegal immigrant measure in their investigations of Proposition 
187.8 Similarly, Arizona's voters used the initiative process 
(Proposition 200, the Arizona Taxpayer and Citizen Protection 
Act) to reduce the possibility that undocumented immigrants 
could vote or apply for public benefits. Republicans supported 
Arizona's Proposition 200 by a 70% margin, while only 42% 
of Democrat did - a significant 28 percentage point difference. 
Finally Dunaway et al. (2010) find that media attention to 
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immigration is greater in border states than in non-border states; 
as a result, residents of border states are more likely to identify 
immigration as a most important problem than are residents of 
non-border states.9 
Gimpel and Edwards (1999) summarize the literature on 
the relationship between immigration policy preferences and 
party identification. 1° First, elites and party leaders tend to be 
more enduringly divided than is the general population over 
immigration issues, the latter generally being indifferent to im­
migration issues. However, immigration and therefore immi­
gration policy is more likely to be a salient issue to members 
of the mass public in states where immigration rates are high, 
and particularly so in border states such as Arizona, California, 
New Mexico, and Texas. So, while public opinion about immi­
gration has tended not to be driven by partisan considerations, 
it would seem somewhat astonishing not to find partisan cleav­
ages over immigration in an area like deep South Texas because 
immigration is an especially relevant issue for that region. The 
area's "proximity to the border virtually ensures that ... there is 
a continuing immigration stream, which assures that immigra­
tion regulations and policies relating to illegal immigration will 
be highly salient to area residents" (Binder et al. 1997, 327).11 
Immigration appeared as a regular campaign topic in the 2012 
election, maintaining its role as an important issue for voters. 
For example, most candidates included position statements 
on immigration on their campaign websites, and questions 
regarding a candidate's position on areas such as amnesty 
or the DREAM Act were frequently asked during debates. 
Also, in June of 2012, the Obama Administration released a 
memorandum implemented by the Secretary of the Department 
of Homeland Security, Janet Napolitano, which directs U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection (CBP), U.S. Citizenship and 
Immigration Services (USCIS), and U.S. Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE) to practice prosecutorial discretion 
towards some individuals who immigrated to the United States 
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as children and are currently in the country illegally. This became 
known as deferred action (OACA) (Chavez, et al 2014).12
California, Texas, Florida, New York, and lllinois are the five 
main states that have the largest number of potential beneficiaries. 
Governor Rick Perry announced his opposition to DACA by 
distributing a letter to all state agencies, meant "to ensure that all 
Texas agencies understand that Secretary Napolitano's guidelines 
confer absolutely no legal status whatsoever to any illegal alien 
who qualifies for the federal 'deferred action' designation." 13 It 
is estimated that over 200,000 people are eligible for DACA 
benefits in Texas alone. 14 Thus, the issue of immigration continues 
to produce highly visible controversy in Texas. 
Survey research conducted in Texas reflects the importance 
of immigration in the state. For example, a University of Texas/ 
Texas Tribune Poll conducted in the October prior to the 2012 
Presidential election found that the economy and immigration 
were top issues for Texas residents. 15 Some 800 Texas voters 
were asked about a host of questions regarding immigration pol­
icy, from in-state college tuition for undocumented students to 
border security measures to police involvement in immigration 
issues. That poll found that in-state college tuition for illegal im­
migrants who graduated from Texas high schools and who have 
lived in the state for at least three years is a nonstarter for 50
percent of respondents, who said those students should pay out­
of-state tuition. Another 36 percent support the current state law 
that allows them to pay in-state rates. 
Similarly, most of the respondents (62%) said police should 
be allowed to inquire about or report the immigration status of 
people they encounter on the street, including 46 percent who 
feel strongly about it. Another 31 percent think that police should 
not be permitted to do that. Further, slightly more than ¾ of re­
spondents believe the U.S. should "restrict and control people 
coming to live" here more than we do. Simultaneously, 63 percent 
agreed that newcomers from other countries "enrich Texas with 
their hard work and values." 
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Data and Hypotheses 
The data analyzed for this work comes from an exit poll 
conducted by the University of Texas-Pan American's Center 
for Survey Research during the early voting period and on 
Election Day of the 2012 presidential election. The polling 
took place at various sites in Hidalgo County, located in the 
Rio Grande Valley region of deep South Texas. This county is 
situated on the US-Mexico border, and constitutes one of the 
poorest regions in the US. A total of 718 people participated in 
the poll, with over 141,000 votes being cast countywide, which 
yielded a margin of error of +/- 3.42 (Lavariega Monforti and 
Saavedra Cisneros, 2013). 16 
In this work, we focus on three hypotheses related to the 
opinions held by and voting behavior of Rio Grande Valley res­
idents: 
Hypothesis l: Anglos and Hispanics in the Rio Grande Valley 
will not share the same party identification nor will they sup­
port the same candidate in the 2012 presidential election. 
Hypothesis 2: Despite their opposing ideological stances, we 
hypothesize that Anglos and Hispanics will have similar views 
on the importance of immigration reform as an issue facing the 
Rio Grande Valley. 
Hypothesis 3: The Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals 
(DACA) policy implemented by the Obama administration 
will serve as a motivating factor for both Anglos and Hispanics 
to vote, given their shared view of the importance of immigra­
tion reform. 
Results 
The results from tables l and 2 show overwhelming support 
for our first hypothesis. Over 70% of Hispanics identified 
with the Democratic Party and almost 80% supported Barack 
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Obama for president. President Obama received over 70% of 
the Hispanic vote nationally so this result is not surprising. 
What is a surprise is that the Valley is as divided by ethnicity 
as much of the rest of the country. The shared experience of 
life in the Rio Grande Valley does not appear to influence 
the partisanship or voting behavior of the Valley's Anglo 
residents. Almost 50% of the Valley's Anglo residents identify 
as Republican, which is close to the national average. However, 
less than 30% identify as Democratic, which is 10% less than 
how Anglos identify nationally, according to 2012 data from the 
Pew Center for People and the Press. Also, 63% of RG V Anglo 
voters supported Mitt Romney, slightly more than that 59% that 
supported him nationally. Therefore, while hypothesis one is 
supported, the more interesting finding, which will be revisited 
in the conclusion, is that Anglos have aligned themselves away 
from the Democratic Party more in the Rio Grande Valley than 
in other parts of the country.'7 
In shifting to the second hypothesis, more than two-thirds 
of both Anglos and Hispanics believe that immigration reform 
is a very or extremely important issue. Therefore, the shared ex­
perience of living in the Valley does appear to influence percep­
tions of the problems facing the region. However, when we look 
at an open-ended question that allows for respondents to iden­
tify, without prompting what the most important issue facing 
the RGV is, we see some subtle differences in opinion. There 
is a shared concern over the economy, with Hispanics being 
slightly more concerned than Anglos. At the same time, while 
still an oft-mentioned issue, Anglos seem more concerned about 
both border violence and the need for immigration reform than 
Hispanics. The cause of this difference appears to be Hispanics' 
greater concern with education. 
To assess why this may have been an issue, Table 6 looks at 
educational attainment among our respondents. The results are 
striking; less than one-third of the poll's Hispanic respondents 
possess a bachelor's degree whereas more than half of the Anglo 
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respondents possess the degree. Further, given that education is 
an indicator of one's likelihood to vote, it is conceivable that this 
attainment gap is more pronounced in the general population of 
the Rio Grande Valley than it is the region's voting population. 
Lastly, the poll examined the impact of President Obama's 
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program as a motiva­
tor for voting in the election. In Table 7 we see that, overall, 
the DACA program was not a driving force behind the respon­
dents' political behavior, where a majority of all groups said the 
program was either somewhat or not at all important. Despite 
this, we still see significant differences across ethnicities as over 
one-third of Hispanics said the program provide a good amount 
or a lot of motivation, compared to less than ten percent for An­
glos. Thus, the results show that this is a salient issue for His­
panics, but not one that is vote altering. Recent work (Chavez, 
et al., 2014) has shown that while a step in the right direction, 
many of those DREAMers who benefited from the program 
were still skeptical of the program, given its temporary nature 
and the fact that it could not provide a path to citizenship. One 
could posit that comprehensive immigration reform would have 
served as a significant mobilizer of Hispanic voters, but the lim­
itations of DACA as a program limit its impact on political be­
havior. 
Discussion 
Our findings show that Anglos and Hispanics share a com­
mon experience in living in the Rio Grande Valley, which caus­
es them to view similar issues as important; however, this is 
where the commonalities end. Anglos are mostly Republican 
and overwhelmingly voted for Mitt Romney. Hispanics are 
just the opposite, mostly Democratic and staunch supporters of 
President Obama in the 2012 election. Theoretically, one could 
argue that, despite the ethnic divide between Hispanics and An­
glos, the unique experience of life in the RGV could foster a 
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camaraderie and even some semblance of linked fate (Dawson, 
1994) - namely, that individual success is tied to the success of 
all residents of the Rio Grande Valley. 18 However, our results do 
not support such a theory. 
We hypothesize that this could be attributable to the educa­
tional and economic opportunities available to Hispanics in the 
Rio Grande Valley. While the survey data did not specifically ask 
about income, our results show lower educational attainment and 
greater concern about the economy among Hispanics as com­
pared to Anglos, leading this to be a plausible hypothesis for the 
differences in partisanship and voting behavior observed in the 
2012 election. In recent years, high school graduation and atten­
dance rates for Hispanics have increased nationally (Hugo Lopez 
and Fry, 2013),
19 but, as the Rio Grande Valley remains one of 
the poorest metropolitan areas in the country, those educational 
gains could be slow to arrive in the area. Even still, while this 
educational attainment gap may shrink, and likely economic in­
equality with it, that does not guarantee that the partisanship and 
voting behavior of Hispanics will change. Future work should 
examine whether public opinion and voting behavior changes in 
the Rio Grande Valley as more Hispanics graduate from high 
school and attend college. 
In addition to partisanship and voting behavior, this work ex­
amined opinions on the importance of immigration as a policy 
issue and the recently adopted Deferred Action for Childhood 
Arrivals program. Once again, we see divergent views. There is 
a shared belief on the importance of immigration reform, but the 
one policy adopted by the Obama administration to address the 
issue (DACA) only served as a motivator to vote among Hispan­
ics. There are possible scenarios we believe account for this find­
ing. First, that, given that DACA is a temporary solution that only 
addresses part of the immigration issue, it did not serve to moti­
vate voters, regardless of ethnicity. This, we posit, only accounts 
for part of the story, because, while most Hispanic respondents 
did not view DACA as a motivating factor, a larger percentage 
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of Hispanics compared to Anglos did view it as such. Thus, we 
suggest that, in this case, partisanship is the driving factor, in that 
a mostly-republican Anglo population in the survey likely did not 
view DACA as a positive policy response to the immigration is­
sue, further demonstrating the divide among Hispanics and An­
glos in the Rio Grande Valley. Further evidence for this position 
is found by looking at the before-mentioned alignment of Anglos 
in the RGV away from the Democratic Party. Future work could 
also examine the reasons that Anglos in this part of the country 
are less likely to identify as Democrats. One might expect this 
in Texas at-large, but the presence of this alignment in the RGV 
further speaks to the absence of linked fate in the region. 
If nothing else, this work shows that, regardless of ethnicity, 
residents of the Rio Grande Valley want immigration reform. 
However, similar to the rest of the country, there is likely to be an 
ethnic divide on what such a policy should look like. Republicans 
in the RGV will likely continue to attract the votes of Anglo 
residents by focusing on restrictionist immigration policies, 
with Democrats continuing to garner the support of Hispanics, 
provided they continue to advocate for a comprehensive 
immigration reform which includes a path to citizenship for 
undocumented residents. Additionally, Hispanic concern over 
the economy and education further ensconces Hispanics in the 
Democratic camp. While we expect this cleavage to remain for the 
foreseeable future, the key question for subsequent studies of this 
kind is whether the trending upswing in educational attainment 
changes the financial well-being of Hispanics in the RGV and 
whether that, in turn, influences opinions on immigration policy. 
Given that the great recession appeared to harm Hispanics more 
than other racial and ethnic groups (Taylor, et al. 2012), 20 a quick 
change in the economic milieu of the RGV is unlikely. Therefore, 
we hypothesize that the 2016 election and subsequent elections 
will showcase similar ethnic differences in opinion and voting 





Table 1- Descriptive Statistics 
Statistic 
Percent Female 54.5% 
Native Texans 94% 
Completed Surve_y in English 87.8% 
Hispanic/Latino 78.4% 
Catholic 74.3% 
Attend Church Weekly 25.4% 
Average Age 46 
Percent Liberal/Moderate/Conservative 23.9%/32.7%/32.1 % 
Percent First or Second Generation American 23.5% 
Table 2-Party Identification by Race and Ethnicity 
Democrat Independent Republican 
Hispanic (N=519) 70.9% 10.8% 12.1% 
Anglo (N = I 09) 29.4% 17.4% 49.5% 
Asian (N=8) 50% 25% 0% 
Black (N=l l) 54.5% 27.3% 9.1% 











Table 3-Presidential Vote by Race and Ethnicity 
Mitt Romne_y Barack Obama Other 
Hispanic (N=527) 19.2% 79.1% 0.8% 
Anglo (N= 109) 63.3% 35.8% 0% 
Asian (N=8) 12.5% 87.5% 0% 
Black (N=l I) 18.2% 72.7% 9.1% 
Other (N = 19) 36.8% 57.9% 5.3% 
Chi-Square=781.086 p<0.000 
Table 4-Importance of Immigration Reform by Race and Ethnicity 
Not at all Very Unimportant Very Important 
Important 
Hispanic (N=523) 14.5% 13.6% 51.1% 
Anglo (N=l07) 23.4% 9.3% 46.7% 
Asian (N=8) 12.5% 0% 50% 
Black (N=l I) 27.3% 9.1% 54.5% 
Other (N = 19) 21.1% 21.1% 36.8% 
Chi-Square=234.391 p<0.000 















Table 5-Most Important Issue in the RGV by Race and Ethnicity 
Economy/ Poverty Edu- Health 
Jobs cation care 
Hispanic 40.5% 2.7% 11.4% 5% 
(N=437) 
Anglo 35.1% 4.3% 7.4% 4.3% 
(N=94) 
Asian 42.9% 0% 14.3% 14.3% 
(N=7) 
Black 30% 20% 10% 0% 
(N=I0) 











Table 6-Educational Attainment by Race and Ethnicity 
Grade Some High HS Some Associate's Bachelor's + 
School School Graduate College 
Hispanic 3.1% 3.1% 17.8% 31.6% 11.9% 32.6% 
(N=522) 
Anglo 1.9% 1.9% 13% 22.2% 7.4% 53.7% 
(N=I 08) 
Asian (N=8) 0% 0% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 62.5% 
Black 0% 0% 18.2% 18.2% 9.1 % 54.5% 
(N= 11) 
Other 0% 0% 10.5% 42.1 10.5% 36.8% 
.I>, (N=l 9) 
Chi-Square=693.865 p<0.000 
Table 7-Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals as a Motivation to Vote by Race and Ethnicity 
Not At All Somewhat A Good Amount A lot 
Hispanic (N=504) 41.5% 25% 14.9% 18.7% 
Anglo (N = I 04) 74% 17.3% 3.8% 4.8% 
Asian (N=8) 62.5% 37.5% 0% 0% 
Black (N = I 0) 40% 10% 50% 0% 
Other (N=20) 40% 30% 5% 25% 
Chi-Square=705.732 p<0.000 
Pace University, New York City 
East Stroudsburg University, Pennsylvania 
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Interview with Patricia Cisneros Young 
About 
South TextLJ TaleJ: 
Storied My F atber TouJ Me 
by 
Mimosa Stephenson 
On the morning of October 6, 2014, I met with Patricia 
Cisneros Young in her office/classroom at Pace High School in 
Brownsville to talk about her collection of short stories called 
South Te.-va.1 Ta.Le.,: Storie,, My r,zther Tok) Me, a collection that ap­
peals to me because of incisive phrasing such as "Spite and mal­
ice coupled with overbearing pride and arrogance is a disagree­
able recipe for character," 1 but even more because of the themes 
the nine stories expound. I spend my working life teaching such 
works as Shakespeare's Hamfet, the Agamemnon of Aeschylus, 
and Euripides's Medea, works full of bloody revenge that brings 
death, but really no peace and resolution, in its wake. To the 
contrary, Young's tales, stories passed down from generation to 
generation in her family, are full of mercy, grace, gratitude, and 
forgiveness. They are stories in which the characters choose life 
instead of death. 
Young's ancestors go back at least two and half centuries in 
the South Texas border region, as she springs from Spaniards 
who settled along the Rio Grande River on large Spanish land 
grants parceled out in the mid-eighteenth century. Her fore­
bears claim honorable Spanish surnames such as Orive, Trev­
ino, Hinojosa, and Cisneros. These proud ranchers and farmers 
survived the Mexican Independence movement against Spain 
in the early years of the nineteenth century and then found 
themselves under new, and often hostile, flags, first when Texas 
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claimed its independence against Mexico and then when Tex­
as was annexed by the United States. Suddenly, these long­
time landholders with an ancient and revered culture behind 
them were treated as inferior outsiders by the newly-arrived 
English-speaking land-grabbing adventurers from the North. 
Eight of the stories in the collection take place in the Browns­
ville/Matamoros area, some of them in the nineteenth century 
and some in the twentieth, not making the distinction between 
one side of the Rio Grande and the other that is so significant to 
border life today. 
Young's tale "Old Ambition" tells of the humble Baldomero 
Cortez's desire to be able to give the Christ child a gift of music, 
as he plays the accordion to Him on Christmas morning. The 
seventy-seven-year-old man talks to God in the church; lovingly 
cares for his donkey Yerba Buena; and, like the Christ child, 
sleeps in the stable on a bed of hay. The story tells of the old 
man's happiness as he shares with his donkey and talks to God, 
full of gratitude for his coffee, his donkey, and his warm blanket. 
The story is reminiscent of Thomas Hardy's "The Oxen," which 
tells of the myth that the oxen in the barn kneel to the Christ 
child each Christmas morn. 
Young's tale "Killer" is startlingly in juxtaposition with the 
first story, as it tells of Jorge Guerrero, who as a child was beat­
en and mistreated by his stepfather and longed for the day he 
would be able to take his revenge. To his disappointment, his 
stepfather died before he gained his revenge, so he regularly 
gives in to the urge to kill whoever happens to be close by. With­
in the story, this obsessed man goes to the church for confession 
and then fears that the priest will reveal what he heard. The 
priest soon disappears. What the story makes certain is that re­
venge does not satisfy; it simply leads to unhappiness and death. 
Guerrero tells his listener that: "all those years of yearning for 
revenge and then not getting relief makes me want to kill ev­
erybody else."2 Killing person after person makes him more and 
more unhappy and afraid. The juxtaposition of the two stories 
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emphasizes Young's point that health and happiness come from 
forgiveness and gratitude, not from revenge and dissatisfaction 
for what one has. 
"Dona Porfiria Comes Calling" illustrates Young's narrative 
skill in telling a story through a conversation between two char­
acters. Dona Porfiria visits her childhood friend Dona Lola and 
tells of her release after her husband has died of yellow fever. 
Her father had sold her to Emiliano because of a debt he could 
not pay. For fifteen years Emiliano called her his slave, beat her, 
and chained her outside to sleep in the cold, but Dona Porfiria 
tells her friend that she was free long before his death after she 
prayed and God sent Padre Salvador Reyna, a priest no one else 
had seen, who told her she would survive, eased her pain, and 
filled her with a sense of God's grace. When her husband burned 
her with a pan, she was healed, and the burn left no scar. She 
realizes "that the biggest miracle of all is my forgiving Emiliano 
and my father."3 She is a happy woman who loves the Aying fish 
that '"Ay out of the water and see some more of the world!' ... 
The silver scales would catch the light and shimmer in the brief 
second or two that it made an arc and dived back helter-skelter 
into the murky green water."" This fish is a metaphor for Dona 
Porfiria, who has risen above the circumstances of her life to for­
give and find happiness even in a life with a drunken brute. The 
story is told to illustrate God's grace in the life of an abused wife. 
"Shibboleth" is a murder story in which one of the descen­
dants of the old Spanish landholders is poisoned for his land by 
the Masons. In this unusual story, the entire community takes 
its revenge by boycotting the businesses of the men involved 
and thus driving them out of the community. That solution is 
reminiscent of the final drama in Aeschylus's Ore,,te,, Trdo.9y in 
which Athena calls a communal court to determine guilt. The 
shift from individual justice to communal justice signals the be­
ginning of civilization. The story ends with one of the Masons, 
the one who had argued against the murder, kneeling before the 
widow to ask for forgiveness. 
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"Ironing Day" tells of Victoria, who has for years done Dona 
Lupita's ironing and despises her employer because the servant has 
been able to steal repeatedly from the mistress. As in King Lear, a 
storm rages outside as well as inside as Victoria needles the wom­
an she irons for by reminding her that her sons, to whom she has 
given her big house, her land, and her money, do not visit her. As 
Dona Lupita sees the large oak tree in front of the house crack 
and break because it wiU not bend with the wind, she determines 
that she will bend and change. She ends her ugly relationship with 
Victoria, telling her never to come to her house or speak to her 
again, and the formerly gloating, thieving Victoria at the end of the 
story makes "a sorry figure trudging away from the little old house 
washed clean by the storm. "5 The story ends in grace as Dona 
Lupe finds the coin purse Victoria dropped in her haste as she left, 
a purse containing the bracelet and ring the matron's husband had 
given her that Victoria had already prepared to steal. The story 
ends with Dona Lupe marveling at the beauty around her. 
With Young's usual juxtaposition, "Margot Fleming" is another 
story about a maid, but this time the maid wins. Margot Fleming is 
an extremely successful actress in New York who treats her maids 
with great scorn and indignity. Esther Salinas arrives mysteriously 
and (perhaps providentially) ends up controlling Margot, who ris­
es early in the morning to check on Esther to see that the maid is 
doing everything right, hoping to catch her out in some fault. After 
"exactly seven months, "6 Esther suddenly disappears, and the right 
shoe of every pair of Margot's shoes disappears with her. This is 
a humorous revenge story, but Margot is so distraught at being 
bested by a maid she despised that she ends up in a mental hospi­
tal. As an orderly in the hospital says: "She couldn't have imagined 
that some poor, stupid maid would do her in and I guess that's why 
she's here."i In this case, the maid is not developed as a person, but 
the overbearing mistress is destroyed, perhaps by Mystery. 
"The Courtship of Red Collins" is the collection's most sig­
nificant story and the one most obviously about forgiveness. Be­
cause the violent, murdering Texas Ranger Red Collins wants 
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to court the banker's daughter, he attends Brownsville's First 
Presbyterian Church. At a social after church, he is asked to 
tell of his adventures and relates the hanging of two "Meskins" 
soon after he became a Ranger. Crops were being stolen from 
the fields, and he and two of his fellow Rangers stopped the first 
two "Meskins" that came riding by and hanged them. In the 
church he meets praying Presbyterians and his life is changed; 
Young suggests that perhaps he is courted there by God. As 
he leaves the church, he suddenly comes down with polio and 
collapses in front of the house of Cesar Gomez, who takes him 
in and nurses him back to health. Cesar is obviously the Good 
Samaritan as he takes care of Red Collins's horse, putting him in 
a stable and paying "the stable fees in advance. "8 As Red lies in 
a coma, he has a vision of Christ and asks for forgiveness. When 
he awakes, he confesses every wrongdoing he can think of. At 
this point Cesar realizes that Red Collins is the one who killed 
his brother and nephew ten years before. When he feels "hate's 
serpent coil itself in his heart,"9 he recites the Apostles' Creed 
and the Lord's Prayer to himself. When he gets to the point in 
the Lord's Prayer where he will be forgiven as he forgives, "He 
beat the earth and struggled with the serpent [until] the serpent 
was dead." 10 The story ends as the two men eat together. I am re­
minded of Katherine Anne Porter's treatment of the Last Supper 
at the end of "Flowering Judas" as Braggioni's wife washes her 
betraying husband's feet, and he suggests that they eat together. 
Forgiveness brings life and community while revenge brings bit­
terness and death and no release from the pain. 
"Bloody Moon Lullaby" is the book's most tragic and poi­
gnant story as the young Andres Cantrell, after being grievous­
ly injured when a heavy carton fell on his back in his father's 
warehouse, is maddened by pain and while walking down the 
road is picked up by a judge's bailiff, who beats him. When he 
responds to the beating, he is jailed. The sheriff's department 
decides to send him to San Antonio to the mental hospital for 
evaluation, and on the way, while he is in a strait-jacket, he is 
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beaten to death by the deputies transporting him, who claim he 
was trying to escape. Young ends the story with the line "But 
Andres was free." The name of the story suggests rocking a 
baby to sleep. Paradoxically, the brutal beating that sets Andres 
free is a lullaby, lulling him to sleep away from the pain of his 
earthly life. 
The final story in the collection, "A Good Day for Dying," 
concerns the choice for life. Sebastian at eighty figures it's time 
to die, so he writes his two daughters and his grandson telling 
them to come home. As the time is in the nineteenth century, 
it takes Diego a week to get home from Texas A & M, but he 
comes. The servants prepare a feast and set up chairs under a 
mesquite tree, where Sebastian intends to say goodbye to his 
family and die. After he sees the cantankerous Marta, gentle, 
pregnant Maria Jose, and young, inexperienced Diego, he re­
alizes he is needed and decides to live. Young says that the sto­
ry has been passed down in her family and that the patriarch 
actually called his children together, talked with them, closed 
his eyes, and died; she says she couldn't let him die in her story 
because he was needed and there was so much life still to be 
lived. In this story, Sebastian's "heart and mind opened up and 
God allowed him to see all that was left unfinished on this earth. 
Marta needed her come-uppance, Maria Jose needed protect­
ing, and Diego needed him for security until he could stand on 
his own two feet and had a woman to comfort him." 11 
Throughout the stories, Young charms her readers with 
animals, with their relationships with human beings, and with 
God. Many of the characters have special affinity with animals, 
which seem to symbolize that particular character. Baldomero 
loves his donkey Yerba Buena, who seems straight out of the 
biblical story of the birth of Jesus. The story is reminiscent of 
medieval tales in the old man's seeing the animals as living close 
to and in communion with God. Oona Porfiria gains the freedom 
of the Aying fish she loves to watch, even before her husband's 
death, because her relationship with God sets her mind free. 
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Dona Lola remembers Rosita, the pig she had loved as a child 
that she hid to keep it from being slaughtered, and then she had 
masses said for Rosita in the Cathedral in Matamoros, angering 
and astounding the priest when he found out who Rosita was. 
There seems to be a special relationship between Sebastian and 
his old stallion: "The old man and he were good friends who un­
derstood each other." 12 Sebastian says to the horse, ''I've always 
known that animals knew about Him more than we humans" 
(page 155). Throughout the collection, the animals have special 
relationships with the people and with God. This treatment of 
animals has a mythical quality about it, a mystery, a folkloric 
quality. This is one of the charming qualities of this collection 
of short stories. 
Young finds a good way to structure and tell each story, ma­
nipulating point of view and foregrounding dialogue; she uses 
felicitous descriptions such as "Sebastian loved sunny mornings 
because the sunrays would stumble into the breakfast room af­
ter working their way around the mesquite tree's leaves and 
branches to cast the leaves' lacy patterns on Sebastian's floors 
and walls;" 13 and she tells unusual stories with themes of grace, 
mercy, and forgiveness, a welcome change from the steady diet 
of revenge in classic stories. Young chooses to tell stories of 
forgiveness, which brings health of mind and body rather than 
bitterness and illness, and of gratitude, which brings happiness 
instead of despair. Her stories tell of people being set free rather 
than being imprisoned by their negative emotions. Her stories 
choose life instead of death. They are fragmented in time, as 
some are set a hundred years apart, but they are connected by 
place and theme. All of them take place in the Brownsville/Mat­
amoros area except for "Margot Fleming," which is set in New 
York City; but even that story has a maid named Esther Salinas, 
the Spanish name of the mysterious maid in the plot connecting 
that story to the others. As I re-read the book, I marveled at 
Patricia Young's wisdom, and then I realized that she must have 
gained this sagacity the hard way, just as the rest of us have 
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earned what insight we possess through difficult, life-changing 
experiences. 
I contacted Patricia Cisneros Young and asked for an inter­
view so that I could talk with her about her stories. She invited 
me to come to her office/classroom at Pace High School. There 
she answered my questions about her book. Here are my ques­
tions and her responses: 
1. A tremendous amount of our literature is about revenge. Did
you consciously opt for the theme of forgiveness rather than
revenge? If so, why did you make that choice?
Ronny Noor, a very good friend, mentor, and professor, asked 
me, "How do you write?" I told him, "I think about what I 
want to write and it just comes out." He said, "From your sub­
conscious." I guess it comes from my soul. I think all writers 
struggle to find meaning. In all of my stories I have a purpose, 
whether humility or forgiveness or to show how life can be the 
greatest tutor as to character building and the decisions we 
make. I find that the stories pretty much write themselves. All 
writers have characters that want to come out and tell their 
stories. 
I have a character named Red Collins, who kept telling me, 
"Come on; write about me." The story is called "The Court­
ship of Red Collins." I am trying to focus on how some of the 
characters are a part of me. I didn't like Red Collins and didn't 
want to write his story, but it was like a motion picture in my 
brain. I can see the stories in 3-0. I am so into the story that I 
can get up from my desk and walk into a wall. I am seeing in a 
different dimension. 
In the story, I describe a scene in the church. Red Collins is 
shunned by the people because they know he is there for an 
ulterior purpose. That title came to me when the story was 
evolving. Who knows what happened in that church? Presby­
terians are great prayer warriors. The Holy Spirit marked Red 
Collins in that church. St. Paul had an epiphany on the road 
to Damascus; maybe my knowing that story made me think 
of Red Collins and St. Paul. Doesn't God place people in our 
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-lives who change us somehow, redirect us. It may not be an act 
of kindness, but something redirects us. And Red Collins was 
being courted. I believe it was Christ who courted him. 
Then Red Collins gets a horrible fever, and the irony is that 
his arch enemy, his nemesis, comes to his rescue and saves 
him. The man that Red Collins had violated so awfully shock­
ingly forgives him. I was surprised by the ending too. I don't 
know what happens after that. Davis Rankin called my writing 
spare. I write sparely because I want to honor the reader and 
make the reader make up his mind about things. Derrida says 
everyone gets his own story based on his schema, his back­
ground and experience. The story that I write is not the story 
that the reader reads.'� 
2. How close are the stories to what you were told, and how
much is invention?
My father and I would sit on the front porch and talk about 
things that happened. I embellish quite a bit and add to it. Ev­
erything I have written is based on truth. 
3. Do you have a favorite among your stories?
I love "Bloody Moon Lullaby" because it shows the anguish 
that comes to a mother and father when their son is ill, and 
this story is based on absolute truth. A member of my family 
was beaten to death. He was a magnificent athlete, a veteran. 
Something fell on him in his father's warehouse on Fronton 
Street, where he worked. His awful pain made him lose his 
sanity. He was arrested for Fighting or something. The au­
thorities decided he was mentally ill and decided to take him 
to the mental hospital in San Antonio. Though he was in a 
strait-jacket, on the way he was beaten to death. When the 
officers reached the hospital in San Antonio, they left him on 
the steps. How could a man in a strait-jacket threaten the po­
lice? My uncles tried to get the Sheriff's Department and the 
Texas Rangers to do something about the murder. A big Texas 
Ranger put his big boots up on the desk and said, "I don't 
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see any crime committed here." My grandmother implored her 
nephew and her sons to drop the issue. This lady had sent four 
of her sons to World War I I, and they all came back. She did 
not want any more loss. 
4. Do you have a favorite work of literature that influenced you?
I love Truman Capote, especially A ChrtJlma,1 J1emory. I love his 
voice and his prose. If only I were one-thousandth of what he 
was. I feel his writing is sublime. A Chri.1lma. 1 Memory contains 
the line, "As for me, I could leave the world with today in my 
eyes." What a beautif'ul thing to think about! It's simple and 
deep and resonates with the reader because we all have those 
wonderf'ul days. It's a fascinating, mind boggling, perfect line. 
5. What in these stories has to do with your own family?
Everything. "Bloody Moon Lullaby" took place in my father's 
family. Dona Porfiria was a peanut lady who visited my grand­
mother. I would listen to her stories when I visited on Sixth 
Street. Everyone knew that my grandmother, Dona Lola, 
would brew a pot of coffee at three o'clock. She took a shower 
while the coffee brewed. She always expected people to drop 
by for coffee. The Palmito Ranch had been in my family since 
the 1850s. Dona Porfiria and my grandmother's relationship 
was quite something. I remember her smelling like Vicks and 
mothballs. They had chests to put their clothes in and put in 
mothballs because of the bugs. This Valley is sub-tropical, and 
there are lots of bugs. Lots of the story is invention, but every 
bit is based on truth. Like a diamond, each story is the light 
that shines on the facets and reAects back to make a part of 
the whole. 
"A Good Day for Dying" really happened. One of' my father's 
great-uncles gathered the family at his ranch, saying that he 
was going to go and he wanted those he loved to be around. 
They were aghast. And, sure enough, right before their eyes, 
he said goodbye to everybody, and then he closed his eyes and 
died. He wanted to leave on his own terms. It was bizarre, but 
it has the Cisneros' spirit of meeting life and death on one's 
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own terms. These were pioneer people of old Spanish stock. 
The Hinojosas have a long poetry tradition. They were known 
as decimeroJ because they wrote dicima,1, complicated 40-line 
poems. Americo Paredes, whose mother was a Cisneros, col­
lected the rJic1·maJ of the Cisneros and Hinojosa families, who 
tried to keep their culture intact. The decimero,, were famous. 
One would write a quatrain and nail it on the door of the chal­
lenged person, who had a week to respond with four ten-line 
stanzas, each ending in a line from the original quatrain with 
which he was challenged. It is octasyllabic and is very difficult. 
Here's an example: 
Qui cuenta Le dare a Did,,, 
Cuando Did,, cuenta me pida, 
De e.,ta vida tan afro;;;, 
Y tan ma/ entretenida? 
Translated into English, it says, "What accounting wi.11 I give 
to God, when God an accounting asks of me, about this atro­
cious life that was so badly spent." If the challenged did not 
respond, he was not much of a man. Their ability to write the 
poetry was as important as the ability to ride a horse, rope a 
calf, and run a family and a farm and a ranch. 
6. Happiness also seems to be a theme in your book. Why did
you choose that theme, and what do you think is the secret of
happiness?
The secret of happiness is God. If you try to find happiness any 
other way, it will be short-lived. The only infinity we know of is 
the Lord, through Jesus Christ. We come to Jesus Christ with 
the awareness that we are soiled and broken. It is a paradox 
of God's coming in human form to save us and heal our bro­
kenness. I went through thirteen years of Catholic education, 
learning a lot from those Irish nuns at Sacred Heart School. 
from third to eighth grade. Every day we would pray the Ro­
sary and meditate on God's goodness. We studied our Cate­
chism and the Bible. We had retreats, and we really focused 
on the Godhead, the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Trinity. Sister 
Adrian Clare told me to visit all the other churches but that I 
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would be back. I visited the Baptists, the Episcopalians, the 
Methodists, and the Lutherans. I wanted to study and learn 
what each church had to offer. But she was right; I came back 
to the Catholic Church. Happiness is glorifying the Lord in 
everything I do and being a light. I ask my students how they 
are going to make the world a better place. As a teacher I want 
my students to be cognizant of their responsibility to others, to 
themselves, to the earth, to God. I am not imposing my religion 
on them but I am leading the way to their spirituality, to their 
being introspective people. 
7. Is Baldomero Cortez intended to be a Christ figure?
Baldomero Cortez is so many things. He embodies humility 
and the very realness of God in his life. God is so real to him 
that he wants to learn to play the accordion by Christmas Day 
so that he can play for Him. He doesn't want Him to see that 
his pants are soiled, so he puts his hat over the spot hoping 
God won't notice. He is like St. Francis of Assisi, who also had 
a great sympathy for all of God's little creatures. He feels em­
pathy for Yerba Buena, the little burro. Jesus said that God is 
aware of every single sparrow that falls to the earth. There will 
always be badness on earth, but we must never lose hope or 
focus. There is so much to suffer-ebola, stock market fluctu­
ation, !SIL. There is one constant, the goodness of God. Never 
despair. We can get depressed, but we work through it. We are 
healed; depression is a very physical thing. God's grace is very 
apparent in Baldomero Cortez. Faith, hope, and love, never 
despair. 
8. Several of the stories have to do with old Spanish families,
not Mexican, that have lived in the Brownsville area and owned
large tracts of land for hundreds of years. Does that detail relate
to your own family?
Oh, yes. The patriarch was Praxides Orive, an old Mason, who 
did business with Francisco Yturria. The Trevino family had 
one of three Mexican land grants. They had 250,000 acres of 
land and were descended from one of the old Spanish families 
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that came to the area in 1749. They were directly descended 
from the thirteen families that founded San Juan de lo,, E,tero,1 
HermoJo.1, which is now Matamoros. In those families, Spaniard 
married Spaniard. Right after the Civil War, Praxides Orive 
married two of the Trevino daughters. The first drowned in 
a major hurricane, swept away. Then he married the second 
daughter and had only one child, but that child had about 
fourteen children with a Hinojosa. 
When the old Spanish settlers came, there were thousands of' 
stone-aged people living in this area. They were tattooed from 
head to foot and didn't know how to build shelters to protect 
themselves. Martfn Salinas has written a most interesting book 
on these indigenous people called l1uHa11,1 l!f'the R1'o Cm,u)e Delta. 
They were very different from the Spanish settler , who were 
good engineers. The new settlers did surveys of' the topogra­
phy and knew where the low lying areas were and where it was 
best to build. I'm a descendant of' those Spanish families. 
9. In these stories, often it is as if the border does not exist be­
tween the U.S. and Mexico, as the characters cross back and
forth very easily. Obviously, the border is a political fiction
rather than a geographical reality in some of these stories. Now
we have a wall. Has the wall changed the border?
This is New Spain, the Espfritu Santo Grant. The Spaniards 
came here for many different reasons, but mainly to colonize 
and spread the faith. A lot had been here since the 1500s, right 
after Cortez. All of' these people were related. 
Has the wall changed the border? We live in dangerous times, 
but it has always been dangerous times. We've always been 
at war. My family farmed on the Rio Grande. Some of' us still 
have land out there. I remember hearing stories of' bandits 
coming across and clearing an entire crop of' cotton or garlic or 
tomatoes. The farmers had to put armed men in the fields near 
harvest time to watch the harvest. Banditry, murders, all kinds 
of stuff going on, but there were a lot of men living on the 
ranch, and everyone was well armed. At the same time there 
was an element of' security. 
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There has always been a wall, haves and have nots. After the 
revolution, my mother remembers Mexicans crossing the river 
naked or in rags and her mother clothing them and feeding 
them. These people built;aca/eJ to live in. The ranchers already 
here were trying to make a living. My mother remembers my 
grandfather separating the braceroJ from the native born be­
cause they would fight with each other as each group tried to 
survive. 
l 0. I find "Killer" one of your best stories. Would you agree that
the theme is that revenge leads only to unhappiness?
Absolutely, revenge will eat you up; it destroys, leads to rot; 
you will die that way. If you live by the sword, you die by the 
sword. If you live to avenge yourself, you will die that way. 
How can you take back an evil act? It will haunt you forever. 
We need to watch everything we do and say and strive to do 
no harm. Above all, kindness, compassion, mercy should rule 
our lives. 
11. Pride is another major theme in literature. Have you delib­
erately chosen humility over pride in your stories?
Absolutely. Margot Fleming gets in trouble from pride. It's 
something quirky that gets her. Her maid's stealing only the 
right shoe of each pair of shoes destroys her. The way she 
treats the maid is awful. I've known people like that. They still 
abound in Mexico. My housekeeper tells me horror stories 
about how people won't pick up a piece of paper off the Aoor. 
One cousin in Mexico City would lie in bed calling for Tina 
for half an hour until Tina trudged up the stairs to change the 
television channel. It's shocking. There's an attitude. 
12. I wrote in the margin of "Ironing Day" that grace might be
the theme of the stories. Did you intend to make it such an im­
portant theme?
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Sometimes the bitter person can be a housekeeper. You can't 
stereotype people; they can be poor in spirit, small-minded, vin­
dictive. Victoria says things to Dofia Lupe to make her feel bad 
about her sons' not coming to visit. It takes the storm to clear 
the air between them. It is wonderful when Dofia Lupe recovers 
the little purse that has the jewelry that means so much to her 
that Victoria intended to steal. Victoria attempted to steal Dona 
Lupe's joy. After she fires Victoria, Dofia Lupe finally is free to 
smell the clean air. It makes you want to bottle it and spray it 
every day. That's the way it feels when you come to an epiphany. 
I 'II grasp happiness; I 'II go to them. l'm going to go to life and 
get rid of' the old negative baggage that holds me back. 
13. "Bloody Moon Lullaby" is dif
f
erent from the other stories.
Why did you give this violent unhappy story this title? How
does it relate to the other stories in the book?
It's a lullaby, meant to soothe. But have you listened to the 
words of' lullabies? 
"Rock-a-bye baby, 1·11 the treetop. 
When the wind blo11 1J, the cradle will rock. 
When the hou_t;h hreakJ, the cra(Ne will.fall, 
And down will come haby, cradle and all." 
Some lullabies are nice, but this one is really edgy. 
Andres kept looking at that moon, the last thing he sees 
through the blood. The story is a tribute to a long-lost cousin 
whose life was stolen. The deputy and driver got away with 
murder. Today, if' such a crime happened, the officers would be 
prosecuted. It's my way of' giving Andres a little bit of justice, 
albeit a poor substitute. It has become a family tradition to tell 
this cautionary tale of violence and injustice. 
14. My favorite story is the last, "A Good Day for Dying."
When does it take place? Is that story related to your family?
The last place is a most important one in a collection of stories.
Have you put that story last to emphasize that your stories are
about a choice for life rather than for death?
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This true story took place in the 1800s. I made it the last one 
for a very good reason. lt is a choice for life; there is so much 
to live for. The real story is that my father's relative did die. 
He called his family together, said, "AU of you know what you 
are going to inherit from me," and set his affairs in order. He 
told the family, "I wanted to say goodbye and kiss you farewell 
and go to meet God. Don't be sad. Death is part of living." The 
family sat around and talked. He closed his eyes, and his spirit 
left his body. It's quite a tale, but it's true. I couldn't kill my 
character. There was too much to be done: the older daughter 
needs to be dealt with; the boy needs guidance; and the young­
er daughter is pregnant. 
15. Are you at work on another book?
I've been working on "Brownsville Sailor" for some time now. 
"Sailor" is about a boy lying about his age and going of
f 
to the 
Pacific to fight a war and coming back. It's fun to read, but I 
need to make it a bit more meaty. It's coming along, but I'm not 
happy with it. I'm having a hard time coming to it. It's difficult 
because it's like my kid that I can't let go of. 
I submitted a story to you ten years ago, and you wrote in the 
margin that it needed more conflict. The first line of the story 
is "I live on a street that's golden by day and silver by night." 
This story really happened. It came to me this is the story, this 
is the book, I need to be working on. This story is like stream 
of consciousness from the perspective of a little girl. 
As a little girl I lived on Sixth Street and my great grand­
mother lived in the lot behind our home facing on Washington 
Street. I had insomnia as a child. One night, I heard a terrible 
row coming from my grandmother's house. Everyone else was 
asleep, but I sat in the window and listened to my grandmother 
argue with her son. He wanted to marry this woman and bring 
her into the house. He was a bully and violent. Nane was the 
matriarch and loving and sweet and kind. l couldn't wait to get 
out of the house the next morning to go see what happened. 
When I looked into her house, it was different. All of a sudden 
I realized that the paint was peeling. The first thing I did every 
morning, I went to say, "Bueno,, Juz,,, Nane," but the veil of inno-
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cence was taken away. My great-grandmother was sad, crying, 
and worried. She was a Champion, an Italian, and had always 
looked young to me. After that row she seemed wrinkled and 
looked old. It was as if somebody had taken off the veil. So that 
is my next one, the one I have my heart in. The stories name 
themselves, and I don't know the name yet. 
\:Ve came from an agrarian family, and then, all of a sudden, 
the family moved to the city after World War II; that was a life 
changer. The people's entire lives were based on the harvest 
and the rhythm of the farm, which my grandfather ran like 
clockwork. Part of the story will be the evolution of' the fam­
ily and how Nane tried to hang onto the farm lifestyle. Every 
day she said, "Take me to the ranch." My grandfather got up 
from his meal and took her. You respected your mother and 
wouldn't dream of making her wait if she wanted to go to a 
completely different family culture. 
It was a front-porch society that gathered and discussed the 
day in the cool of the evening. A completely different mindset, 
a completely different society. 
Conclusion 
The difference between a sketch and a story is that sketches 
are basically descriptive, though they may point to some moral 
or truth about life. To be called a story, a work must have con­
flict. That conflict may be with the elements, as it often is in the 
stories of Jack London, such as "To Build a Fire," where the Ca­
nadian protagonist is defeated by extremely low temperatures. 
But, most commonly, the conflict is between people. The con­
flict may be between a person and the society as a whole, as is 
Hester Prynne's initially in The Scarlet Letter when the Puritans 
of Boston expose her to the condemning eyes of the populace 
in the market place, or between two individuals, as is the an­
tagonism that Nathaniel Hawthorne develops between Arthur 
Dimmesdale and Roger Chillingworth. In twenty-first century 
stories, however, internal conflicts may be even more signifi­
cant than those with nature or with other people. Hawthorne 
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emphasizes this type in his development of Dimmesdale, who, 
unlike Hester, says their adultery had a consecration of its own, 
and wastes away physically as he is unable to forgive himself 
for succumbing to his physical passion for Hester, a passion he 
acted upon in the back story of the novel. He struggles with his 
internal guilt all through the novel, and, 6nally, as a minister, 
confesses to his congregation, finding some relief from his ago­
ny in his dying hour. This struggle, a fatal one, is within Dim­
mesdale himself. It is not Chillingworth's revenge that destroys 
Dimmesdale, but his inability to forgive himself. 
Conflict seldom ends in resolution satisfying to all parties 
involved. Most often, someone in the situation, probably more 
than one party, feels that he or she has been wronged. The un­
happiness continues as parties hold grudges. There is only one 
way out of the prison of pain and anger the victim feels ex­
cept to forgive. Much of our literature is about revenge, the 
desire to get even, but revenge doesn't end the hatred. It mere­
ly builds it. In Kiran Desai's The Inheritance of Lo, 1, 1 (2006) the 
Indian characters argue that the Hindus have a better system 
than the Christians because "You get what you deserve and you 
cannot escape your deeds," but "by these Christian ideas of con­
fession and forgiveness - they place the burden of the crime on 
the victim! If nothing can undo the misdeed, then why should 
sin be undone ?'' 15 Desai is correct that forgiveness makes the 
victim pay to right the wrong; however, forgiveness ultimately 
provides healing, for the person wronged and, often, for the 
wrong-doer as well. There is no other way through the impasse 
but forgiveness. Revenge just makes more wronging endlessly. 
Forgiveness brings the conflict to an end. 
As my husband and I took our constitutional this morning, 
at the end of our neighborhood, we walked one block on Boca 
Chica Boulevard. Someone had thrown a box of trash out of 
a vehicle, and the paper had blown for more than half a block 
down the sidewalk and even into the street. As I neared the 
end of the debris, I decided 1 could do my part and pick up 
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a bit. After I started, I realized I might as well finish the job. 
All that bending over was as good for exercise as walking. So 
I returned the trash to the box, carried it through the alley to 
our house, and dumped it into our garbage can. As I did so, I 
realized that forgiveness is picking up someone else's trash. I 
have long known that forgiveness is cancelling a debt, but it is 
also cleaning up someone else's mess. It is not easy, and there is 
a price to be paid by the person who has been wronged, but it is 
worth the effort to have the garbage out of our lives. 
Patricia Young's pieces are stories, not sketches. Some have 
conflict with nature, such as when Red Collins nearly dies of' 
polio, but most of the conflict is among people, as he has killed 
Cesar Gomez's brother and nephew out of prejudice. Only after 
Cesar forgives is the situation resolved. Cesar Gomez and Red 
Collins can finally find peace with each other. I was inspired 
by my interview with Patricia Young. I felt 1 learned not only 
about her, her family, and her book but also gained some wis­
dom about how to live successfully, knowledge I need and so do 
all the people I know. 
The University of Texas - Rio Grande Valley 
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The Transmigration of Popular Religion: 
Praxis and Renewal of Syncretic Faith 
Across the U.S.-Texas Frontier 
by 
Antonio Noe Zavaleta 
Introduction 
Human history is marked by the movement of populations 
to and from their respective homelands. There are many rea­
sons why people leave their homes, including: adventure, perse­
cution, and the attempt to improve the overall human condition. 
Just as certain as human transmigration is a part of history, 
people always long for home. The homeland is never forgot­
ten and is transformed from living memory to folklore. This is 
certainly true of the Mexican and Latin-American populations 
who have, over generations, relocated in the Rio Grande Valley 
of Texas. 
For these populations and cultures away from home, one of 
the most remarkable holdouts to assimilation is religious belief. 
That includes both formal and folk religious beliefs. In some 
remarkable cases, the homeland religion is maintained and, in 
some circumstances, transformed abroad. In extremely unique 
cases, the homeland religion becomes an underlying basis for 
transmigration and the perpetuation of culture. In the Lower 
Rio Grande Valley of Texas, such is the narrative of the twen­
ty-first-century followers of EL Niiio Fidencio, whether in Mexi­
co or abroad in the United States. 
When a population is forced to leave its home, never to re­
turn, as in the case of forced African slavery in the Americas, the 
homeland lives on through lore, language, music, and the arts, 
but especially through spiritual memory. Therefore, the memory 
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of the African homeland is very much alive in the Americas today. 
No place is this truer than in the great popular religions created 
by the move from Africa and the mix with Roman Catholicism. 
For example, Santeria was created in Cuba, moving to Miami and 
then to New York. Voodoo, a variant, was created in Haiti and 
moved to the slave-holding areas of the American south. 
Fidenci.,mo, the religion of the followers of the Mexican curan­
dero and spiritist Fidencio Constantino, was created in Mexico 
by a syncretism of Roman Catholicism and indigenous beliefs 
and carried into Texas and the United States. The case of Mex­
ican immigrants abroad, Me:"r.icano.1 en el etl'tra,1/ero, is even more 
compelling because of the proximity of Mexico to the United 
States and the Mexicans' ability to return home with period­
icity and because of their passion for the celebration of their 
religious and cultural beliefs. 
In the early years of colonization, Spaniards and, later, Mex­
icans owned the land north of the Rio Grande, Rio Bravo. They 
plied their cultural settlements along the cami,w.1 reale<1, north 
and south, east and west, to the farthest boundaries of the em­
pire. By 1900, there was already a 300-year tradition of popula­
tion transmigration to and from Mexico and the United States. 
The greatest cultural underpinning for this continual movement 
was religion, in the form of Roman Catholicism. 
Over the course of Mexico's and the United States' bi-na­
tional history, from the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 to 
the present, both countries have become richer due to a recur­
rent admixture in their great cultures. This blending continues 
unabated, and the cultural mix we see in the Lower Rio Grande 
Valley of Texas is a clear example of this. 
In his seminal work at Princeton's Woodrow Wilson School 
of Public and International Affairs, Alejandro Portes theorizes 
that: 
Transmigration can be seen as the opposite to the notion of as­
similation as a gradual but irreversible process of the integra­
tion of migrants to the receiving Society. Transnationalism re-
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calls the image of a continuous round-trip movement between 
countries of origin and reception, allowing migrants to be pres­
ent in both societies and cultures and to exploit economic and 
political opportunities created by such dual lives.1
When people transmigrate, they always carry their religious 
beliefs. Their belief systems provide them with a functional op­
erational system while abroad. When they return home, they 
give thanks, renew and reinforce their beliefs and are ready to 
transmigrate again. Carlos Gonzalez Gutierrez of Mexico's In­
stitute of Mexicans Abroad suggests: 
Crossing the border forces Mexicanos neither to adopt a new 
code of values nor to develop attachments to a single nation, 
as if it were a zero-sum game where loyalties, or the sense of 
belonging to one society or another, were mutually exclusive. 
Many of them fit the paradigm of transnational migrants: peo­
ple able to work, participate politically, and develop commu­
nity or religious bonds in several cultural contexts, regardless 
of the political borders that divide their countries of origin or 
adoption. 2 
The early 20th century in Mexico was a period marked by 
continuous political and religious strife. The Roman Catholic 
Church had dominated the social structure and power in Mex­
ico since colonial times. In the period between 1850 and 1900, 
this singular religious power came under fire from liberal ideals 
and newly-imported European social thinking, which was di­
rected toward the Church by the unique authority of the State. 3 
While the socio-economic power and authority of the Ro­
man Church maintained its position in Mexican society, it was 
seriously challenged for the first time. The Church, a seemingly 
immovable social institution, regarded external and foreign in­
Auences as little more than curiosities. This was true, in spite 
of the social and political advances and the popularity of the 
spiritist movement introduced in Mexico in the 1850s. Both 
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of French ongm, Spiritism grew with Positivism during the 
French Revolution and was very popular in Europe and the 
United States in that era. Spiritism was wildly popular in Mex­
ico, which had indigenous traditions of healing and consulting 
of ancestor spirits.4 
The attitude of disinterest and lack of concern within the 
paradigm of the Roman Catholic Church toward the changing 
values of the Mexican hierarchy continued until the politically 
powerful and economic elite of Mexico began to question the 
traditional beliefs and power of Roman Catholicism. 5 In 1900, 
recently-imported ideas of politics, economics, and religion took 
hold in Mexican society. The ideas and practices of newly-im­
ported French Spiritism infiltrated the highest and most elite 
parlors of Mexican society and trickled down to the middle and 
working classes of Mexico. All levels of Mexican society had 
been staunchly Roman Catholic since Mexico's beginnings in 
the 16th century, and all were affected. Spiritist beliefs were also 
popular in Texas at the same time, and San Antonio had a large 
and well-known spiritist church. Small spiritist temples sprang 
up across the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas, as well. 
Other religious beliefs, such as Protestantism, Judaism, 
Islam, and, especially, lesser-known practices and sects were 
considered insignificant within the equation of Mexican social 
and political power in the early 20th century. In fact, the Ro­
man Catholic Church faced no real threat until the anti-clerical 
movement reached the highest levels of government, and, by 
that time, there was no turning back.6 
It is fair to say that the Mexican Revolution of 1910, which 
successfully ended the dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz, in and of 
itself, did not have widespread dissonant religious underpin­
nings. The Mexican Revolution began and ended as an eclectic 
movement of peoples from all levels who sought political liber­
ties and rights to land. In fact, most participants in the grass­
roots aspects of the revolution drew upon iconic Mexican reli­
gious symbols such as La Virgen de Guadalupe for their support. It 
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was the intellectuals of the revolution, not the combatants, who 
read Auguste Comte and Karl Marx. 7 
With the deposing of the dictator, Diaz, and the supposed 
end of the revolution, a period of 30 years of political uncer­
tainty and civil strife consumed Mexico. It was during this pe­
riod of 1910 to I 940 that the true story of transmigration began 
as supported by a small religious sect, namely the followers of 
Jose Fidencio Sintora Constantino, known as El Nino Fidencio 
( 1898-1938). 
Mexico boasted a centralized colonial and national infra­
structure in all of its aspects from its 16th century beginnings. 
In other words, all notions - whether cultural, educational, or 
religious - emanate from the capital and then filter throughout 
the hinterland, regarded as provincial. Social, political, and re­
ligious thought that emanates from the capital merits serious 
consideration. No matter how profound a provincial movement 
may appear, if its origins are from the provinces it is just that: 
provincial. This is why the movement of El Nino Fidencio was 
never taken seriously in Mexico City. The newly created power 
structure in Mexico immediately after the revolution and, espe­
cially, the new shifts in Mexico's reasoning regarding society, 
politics and religion did not change that fact. 
The first president of the post-revolutionary Republic of 
Mexico, Francisco I. Madero, was an accomplished spiritist who 
both practiced and wrote of its importance. The installation of 
Madero as Mexico's first new-era president would portend new 
ways of evaluating 1vlexican society. However, his assassination 
did not allow for enough time for many of his modern beliefs to 
make substantive changes in Mexican society. Most historians 
feel that Madero was simply ahead of his time. Spiritist beliefs 
maintained a deep foundation in the Mexican capital for more 
than thirty years before the Revolution. All levels of society and 
most of the important and forward-thinking provinces, includ­
ing the elites of the northern giants of Nuevo Leon and Coahui­
la, were renowned as bastions of Spiritist/Spiritt.,ta beliefs. A 
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good example of this fact may be drawn from the north, where 
wealthy and politically-influential landowner Teodoro Von 
Wernich and his intimate friend Francisco Madero had large 
land holdings in both the states of Nuevo Leon and Coahuila. 
Von Wernich, in addition to being a friend of Madero, was an 
adherent of modern Spiritism. 8 
Spiritism is important to this discussion because it formed 
the basis for the newly developing sect of FiJencimw which fits 
into the paradigm of folk-Catholicism. In the decades of the 
1920s and 1930s, Mexican Spiritism remained popular, as it was 
supported by a number of inAuential spiritist organizations, all 
centralized in Mexico City.9 The primary Catholic Church in­
tellectuals denounced it as a religion and disavowed any via­
ble association. This was a bureaucratic disassociation between 
spiritist organizations and the Catholic Church at the highest 
levels and a mutual repudiation. 10 The Roman Catholic Church 
has never allowed for any spirit except the Holy Spirit, and 
never endorsed continued communications with the deceased 
such as Jesus Christ, the Virgin Mary, or saints such as Joseph 
or Francis. 
Jose Fidencio Sintora Constantino 
At the end of the revolution, and in the early years of the 
civil war, a young man named Enrique Lopez de la Fuente, 
originally from the Mexican state of Guanajuato, was recruited 
by Teodoro Von Wernich to serve as the mayoroomo or general 
manager of his northern hacienda. A surviving veteran of 
the revolution, Lopez de la Fuente was accompanied by his 
childhood friend and supposed orphan named Jose' Fidencio 
Sintora Constantino. The son of a family of meager means and 
many siblings, Fidencio, at a very early age, had been "adopted" 
as a work boy by the Lopez de la Fuente family. That is a very 
common practice in Mexico. When Enrique moved northward 
to the deserts of Coahuila, Fidencio accompanied him, and, 
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for the next twenty years, their relationship both suffered 
and benefited from Fidencio's physical and psychic gifts and 
peculiarities. 
Fidencio's time on the Von Wernich hacienda at Espinazo 
began simply enough. Fidencio, who was born in 1898, was a 
teenager when he arrived at the hacienda. Fidencio, as he was 
called, attended to the kitchen and household chores and to the 
small animals on the property. So, it was not unusual that these 
creatures were his pets; his concern for them subsequently led 
to his assisting all farm animals encountering difficult births. 
Espinazo is situated on the main railroad line running north 
and south through Mexico, starting at the Texas border. In the 
1920s, it was geographically isolated due to its juxtaposition 
with the Coahuiltecan desert. There were no modern ameni­
ties and, obviously, no medical doctors. Human ailments were 
either not treated or were administered by the few local folk 
healers known as curandero. 1/a. 1 . '' 
Once Fidencio's remarkable facility with assisting with an­
imal births was recognized, he was called upon to assist as a 
parterolmidwife for the women of the region. Over a short peri­
od of time, Fidencio developed considerable regional notoriety 
and came to play a much- needed role in the area, developing 
his skills as a curandero who had received a don/spiritual gift. At 
the least, Fidencio was known for his peculiar physical features, 
which would eventually motivate people to call him ni,10/child. 
It was during his early transition from unknown kitchen boy 
to fabled spiritual healer that Fidencio fell into on-going con­
frontation with his friend and ranch foreman, Enrique Lipez 
de la Fuente. Constantly sought after for his widening range 
of healing abilities, Fidencio neglected his ranch work and was 
forbidden to continue practicing healing by Enrique. 12 
Fidencio's unique talents were as curious as he was. As 
Fidencio entered adolescence, he did not experience the nor­
mal changes of secondary sexual characteristics like his male 
peers. He did not grow facial hair or develop a deepening of the 
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masculine voice or increased muscularity. Notwithstanding, he 
appeared to be otherwise normal with a gregarious demeanor 
and intelligence. For all intents and purposes, he was illiterate, 
never completing primaria/elementary school in his home town 
of Yuriria, Guanajuato. 13 Due to this, Fidencio has not left any 
significant writing in his own hand and, certainly, nothing that 
would explain the mystical powers he developed as an adult. 
As Fidencio approached his 23rd birthday in 1925, he still 
maintained a distinctly childlike voice and was affectionately 
called EL "Niiio" Fidencio (the Child Fidencio) by the locals. 
While never examined by medical doctors, and certainly not 
by geneticists, American anthropologist Barbara June Macklin 
theorized that Fidencio suffered from Klinefelter's syndrome, a 
genetic syndrome in which a physiognomic male has an extra X 
chromosome. In some cases, determination of gender is ambig­
uous due to varying degrees of androgyny. While normal males 
have an XY chromosomal configuration, the Klinefelter's male 
is XXY, with a total of 47 chromosomes instead of the normal 
46. 14 However, Or. Macklin's supposition has never been con­
firmed by DNA analysis. Twenty years after Macklin, a first­
hand anthropological field investigation involving the leader of 
the FidenciAa movement also tended to confirm his undiagnosed 
physical oddities. 15 While not widely researched in Mexico, 
in reality, only a few hundred miles north, amongst the Zuni 
and other Native American populations, the two-spirit berdache
man-woman is still an accepted member of the society with a 
defined social and cultural role. 16 
It must be stated clearly here that there is no evidence to 
suggest that Fidencio ever had any interest in sex, much less a 
sexual relationship with either a man or a woman. As he aged, 
his appearance became even more that of a berdache. Fidencio 
is known to have been sought after by numerous women of so­
ciety and received repeated proposals of marriage. He never 
showed any interest, but there is no evidence that he was homo­
sexual, as claimed by many. As an adult, his identity was that of 
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a totally religious being, and his dress in long flowing robes was 
his way of identifying with religion and not gender. If anything, 
he was asexual. As he grew into adolescence, he became more 
and more androgynous. 
On September 21, 1925, Fidencio had a profound and 
life-changing religious experience, including a vision and spir­
itual message, which would influence the rest of his short life. 
While sitting and, perhaps, meditating under the centrally locat­
ed piml tree in Espinazo, Fidencio said that he had a vision of an 
old man with a flowing white beard, ostensibly God the Father, 
who announced his gift of healing and asked that he prepare for 
a life of suffering and hardship, but most importantly, of service 
to mankind through healing and the working of miracles. 17 
Fidencio was, at first, loathe to talk about his vision and 
healing gift as he was continuously ridiculed. Between 1925 and 
1928, Fidencio is said to have been constantly at odds with En­
rique Llpez de la Fuente. This would soon change, as his healing 
ability and spirituality was witnessed by the spiritist Teodoro 
Von Wernich and by the needy who began to Aood Espinazo 
seeking cures for their assorted aliments. Fidencio's initial fame 
was restricted to the rancherla,, around Espinazo in Nuevo Leon 
and Coahuila, but one day he was called upon to treat ranch 
owner Von Wernich, who was suffering from a wound or fistula 
that refused to heal. Using his supernaturally-attained knowl­
edge of the local pLanta,, medtcinaLe,1/medicinal plants, 18 Fidencio 
prepared a plaster which quickly healed the chronic wound. 
The incredulous Von Wernich, suspecting the involvement of 
spirit healers channeled through Fidencio, placed an advertise­
ment in Mexico City's most prestigious dailies, proclaiming the 
"miraculous" cure by the Nino Fidencio. The ad "announced" 
the spirit healer, the miraculous spirit medium in the desert. 19 
It was his notoriety outside the area of Espinazo that would, 
over the next thirteen years, draw tens of thousands of needy 
and suffering people to the miracle worker on the desert. For a 
notable period of five to seven years, el Nino Fidencio became 
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a household name. Mexico's top reporters and photographers 
arrived from the capital to see for themselves.20 Newsreel re­
porters from Hollywood also made the trek to Espinazo.21 The
New York Time., reported his so-called miracles, and from there 
the story was conveyed worldwide.22 
The Mexican thaumaturge, or miracle worker, was recog­
nized for all manner of miraculous cures short of raising the 
dead. Making the sightless see and the voiceless regain their 
speech were common-place occurrences as was the alleged cure 
of the insane. The avenues of transportation were Aooded with 
people from Mexico, the United States, and Europe bringing 
their sick loved ones to Espinazo in hope of a cure. By 1928, 
so many people had arrived in Espinazo that a makeshift vil­
lage of thatched huts had sprung up to house the people who 
waited months to be seen. Many were so ill that they never left 
Espinazo and are buried there. During the same period, the first 
FiJenci,ta temples were being established in the Valley. These 
spiritist temples were each led by a spirit medium who chan­
neled the healing spirit of Fidencio. 
Early Fidencismo 
By the 1930s, Fidencio was regarded as a living saint, un 
.,anto popufar, and a pseudo-religious movement developed 
around him, which continued its development posthumously 
and continues to thrive and evolve today. Simultaneously, while 
Nifio Fidencio was gaining in fame, the Roman Catholic Church 
was under a direct assault from the Mexican government. The 
Church was seen as not attending to the basic needs of most 
Catholics. This was especially true of rural campe.iinolpeasant 
Catholics. During the 1920s and 1930s, it was very difficult 
for the Roman Catholic Church to deliver the sacraments 
to rural northern Mexico. Catholic priests were only rarely 
accessible in the vast stretches of rural Mexico and, especially, 
in the desert north, where the Church had little presence. As a 
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result, people Aocked to Espinazo, believing the Niiio to have 
been supernaturally anointed, they clamored for their saint to 
deliver the sacraments. It was commonly believed that El Nino 
Fidencio had been ordained by God, and therefore was fully 
empowered to marry, baptize, to anoint the dead and dying, 
and, most importantly, to recite the Mass and distribute Holy 
Communion. This of course, infuriated the Church. 
These actions brought immediate negative attention from 
the Church which sent undercover Catholic priests to witness 
and to report to the bishops of Monterrey and Saltillo. The bish­
ops, in turn, denounced Fidencio as unholy. However forceful 
the action of the Church in its indictment of Fidencio may have 
been, the reality was that the Church was fighting for its very 
survival. The Church itself was under fire from a punishing 
Mexican government which sought to eliminate it completely 
and possessed little power to stop Fidencio or the development 
of his quasi-Catholic religious movement. 
The period of the Crt:,tero revolt (1926-1929) in Mexico 
required the Church to enter into a survival mode, in which 
ef Niiio Fidencio was the lesser problem.23 This was especial­
ly true when Mexican President Plutarco Elias Calles chose to 
personally visit the Ni/io, traveling in his presidential train, ef 
Ofivo. There was heightened anticipation as ef Olivo pulled into 
E,tacion &pinazo. This much-publicized event, symbolic of the 
government's hatred of Catholicism, was a spiritual salvo to the 
Catholic Church, as it appeared to validate Fidencio',, actions 
as those of an ordained Catholic priest to the nation, rendering 
ordained priests superfluous. 
Additionally, during his brief stay in Espinazo, Calles was 
sequestered with the Niiio in total privacy for several hours. 
During that time, it is believed that the president was cured of 
a serious skin ailment, some rumors mentioning leprosy. The 
exceedingly grateful president commanded both Church and 
state to alJow Fidencio to continue his healing in the desert un­
hampered. He also ordered that a seven-kilometer water line 
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be constructed from the nearby mountain spring at La Gavia to 
Espinazo. That gift of water remains to this day, the only avail­
able water in Espinazo. 24 
The religious movement originating in Espinazo in the 1920s 
and 1930s continued without intervention from government or re­
ligion and may be defined as a quasi-religious, spiritist cult. Nei­
ther Catholic nor spiritist, it is based upon the Santo Evangilico or 
e, 1critura. 1 of the Nino Fidencio. At the same time that the various 
Mexican spiritist associations distanced themselves and denounced 
Roman Catholicism, the Fidenci.1ta.. 1 claimed no relationship to the 
spiritist associations, but claimed to be Catholic. 
In the early years, Fidencio was surrounded and protected by a 
handful of faithful believers from nearby villages and towns. A hi­
erarchy of authority developed from two primary offices, fa Direc­
tora/Director and ef Re11i.1ador!Reviewer. Both the original Directora, 
Damiana Martfnez and original Revi.Jador, Vfctor Zapata, enjoyed 
the trust of Fidencio while holding the top two positions. Impor­
tantly, it should be noted that both were accomplished, materia, 1/ 
mediums, regularly channeling the spirit of the Niiio. Both in life 
and after his death, they channeled his spirit in order to receive his 
directions for the movement. 
Throughout the 1930s, the leaders regularly entered into 
trance states in order to receive messages from the Niiio. More than 
sixty of those sessions were recorded by trusted followers who 
transferred the message via longhand to paper. This never-before 
known treasure trove of E 1critura.1/Scriptures are known to only 
the innermost circle of Fide11ci. 1ta..1. The first E 1critura,1 were hand­
written, transcribing Fidencio's words while sitting alongside the 
Nino in a trance-state before his death. Almost immediately after 
his death, the spirit of ef Niii.o continued his communication, via 
trance, with his two leaders, La Directora and El Rev1;1ador. Today, 
some 500 pages of handwritten material known as E,critura.1 of EL 
Niiio Fidencio serve as the basis of the Fidenci.Jta folk religion.25 
Numerous individuals from the surrounding countryside 
were believed capable of spirit mediumship and would regularly 
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claim to channel the Nino Fidencio. Because the majority of 
these messages were not verifiable, the position of Revi.,ador was 
created to test the veracity of mediums as true Fidenci.,ta,, to 
eliminate frauds and hucksters. 
The Ni.110:, messages provided information on the develop­
ing Fide11CL: 1ta ritual and belief system. Patterned after Roman 
Catholicism with Fidencio at the center, FirJe11CL: 1mo rapidly be­
came a form of folk-Catholicism operating in a syncretic state 
along with Roman Catholicism. In the Lower Rio Grande Val­
ley, Fide11CL:1ta healing missions were established from Roma to 
Brownsville, and the Niiio;, revi.,ador would visit them regularly 
to determine orthodoxy. Most Fide1ZCL: 1ta, 1 when asked, respond­
ing about their religious beliefs, will declare that they are Ro­
man Catholics who believe in the folk-saint, El Niiio Fidencio. 
This is exactly how folk-Catholicism and curanderismo have 
emerged and been maintained in the Valley. 
In the year before his death, Fidencio claimed continual 
communication with the three entities of the Holy Trinity: God 
the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. Hence, the 
cult of Fidencio became akin to a Christian folk-religion such 
as ,1a11teria. Fidencio's popularity, combined with the thousands 
who supported him, made his actions unstoppable and allowed 
the desert phenomenon to coalesce into an organized spiritu­
al movement. Mexican officials were helpless to intervene and 
found it better to simply leave the situation untouched and iso­
lated in Espinazo. In 1993, as the formal prohibition of religion 
in Mexico came to an end, the Christian Church of Fidencio 
was established. 
Additionally, the fascination with Fidencio attracted many 
thousands of pesos to the small community. Fidencio nev­
er showed any interest in the vast wealth accumulated there. 
However, his fame attracted people whose sole intention was 
the wealth. During the peak years, tens of thousands of gold 
coins and other currency were unaccounted for. Major sums of 
money were invested in the development of infrastructure and 
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some money was distributed by Fidencio himself to the crowds, 
comprised mostly of desperate destitute people. 
The Nino Fidencio frenzy subsided after a few years, but 
Espinazo never returned to its previous status of isolated desert 
puehfito. The peak years of 1925 to 1930 produced a cadre of 
faithful followers referred to as apostles, many of whom moved 
to the Rio Grande Valley. Additionally, a steady stream of pil­
grims, including those who claimed to have received miraculous 
cures, regularly returned to Espinazo. Espinazo slowly devel­
oped as a pilg-rimage site; and as such, generated permanent em­
ployment opportunities by drawing many from the surrounding 
communities. Additionally, many literally gave up their mun­
dane lives for a monastic existence in Espinazo,- these were the 
devoted true believers. 
The cuLto/cult of the Nino Fidencio developed a core of fol­
lowers and an even larger group of casual believers. What was 
much unexpected was that the faith in Fidencio would become 
transportable with the transmigration of thousands of Mexican 
agricultural workers to the Valley and the United States after his 
death in 1938. Many of the original hracero. 1 were in fact Fiden­
ci1ta,1 who imtransmigrated to the United States via the Bracero 
Program.26 
This primary phase of the transmigration of Fidenci..mw took 
place between 1940 and 1965. In the years just before his untime­
ly death, Fidencio predicted to his followers that he was soon to 
be home, to take his place with the Heavenly Father, eL Padre Ce­
Le,,tw.L. He also announced that he would return often to continue 
his healing ministry through spirit mediumship with his primary 
followers. Fidencio predicted that the number of mediums chan­
neling his spirit would increase and that many would be false. 
Therefore, the primary mission of his Re11i.1ador was to venture 
wherever there was an individual claiming to be a materia of eL 
Niiio Fidencio to ensure that this materw. was in fact truly chan­
neling Fidencio. Vktor Zapata eL revi..,ador was frequently in the 
Valley visiting with old friends and reviewing new ones. Until his 
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death in the 1970s, this was the principal role of Victor Zapata. 
He traveled throughout the United States and Mexico reviewing 
practicing materia,, claiming to channel the spirit of EL Nii'io. In the 
initial years after his death, the faithful followers of the Nino had 
developed a nascent folk-religion with leadership, core follow­
ers or apostles, scriptures, and rituals, all near Espinazo, Nuevo 
Leon as the primary sanctuary and pilgrimage site. 
In the early 1940s, approximately twenty authenticated 
channelers had been identified and approved in the communities 
around Espinazo, and mainly in the Mexican state of Coahuila, 
from Castafios, Monclova, Frontera, La Esperanza, Nueva Ros­
ita and Palau, as well as the Durangan town of Gomez Palacio. 
This core of believers formed the foundation for the continued 
growth of the faith. An equal number of materia, ,1 were located 
throughout the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas. 
The Phases of Transmigration 
The development of Fidenci. 11110 coincided with the first phase 
of transmigration in the 1940s. Followers of Fidencio transmi­
grated northward to the U.S.-Mexico border. They settled in the 
Mexican border towns and crossed into dozens of Texas towns 
strewn along the border. The so-called lmzcero era (the 1940s 
to the 1960s) drew thousands of Mexican agricultural workers 
northward into the fields of Texas. 
In the second phase of transmigration, FiJenci.,ta,, took up res­
idence in most of the major agricultural communities throughout 
the state of Texas. The health and living conditions of Mexicans 
in Texas were marginal, and it is easy to understand how the 
healing services of Fidencio were continuously needed. 
Fide11CL:1mo flourished, and, by the 1980s, FiJe11ci.1ta,1 were lo­
cated throughout the heartland of American agriculture and in 
the cities and towns of the American Midwest. In fact, wherev­
er the Mexican base population was located, FiJe11ci.1ta, 1 could be 
found. This was the third phase of transmigration. 
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The primary feature of FiJencimw during each phase was 
and is the continuous and circuitous travel by believers from the 
United States to Mexico and back. The throngs of seekers had 
disappeared from Espinazo, the small desert community, but the 
town continued to develop as a pilgrimage site, celebrating two 
major fieJtM, attracting tens of thousands of faithful to the site 
in March and October of each year. These major celebrations 
recalled Fidencio's saint's day in March, and the days of his birth 
and death in the month of October, as well as lesser celebrations 
during the Catholic seasons of Easter and Christmas. 
Thousands of Fidenci.1ta,.1 living abroad cultivated important 
traditions of returning to Mexico each year during at least one 
of thefie.1ta,1. During the days offie.1ta, families would travel from 
states like Indiana and Ohio to Mexico to renew their faith in 
Fidencio and to strengthen culture. 
By the end of the development era, and continuing well into 
the 1980s, second and third-generation Mexican families estab­
lished permanent residence throughout Texas and the United 
States. The Texas border became the new homeland for many 
thousands of Mexicans living abroad. Now called migrant farm 
workers, they were mostly based in Texas and followed the mi­
grant stream throughout the rest of the country. Their descen­
dants have moved to urban areas, completed university degrees, 
and actively participated in the political process. 
It is important to note that, now in the fourth phase of transmi­
gration and having realized social, political, and economic success 
in the United States, those who have consistently participated in 
the FiJe11CL:1ta movement, since childhood and across generations, 
lead the trends in maintaining Me.,.;ican cultural awareness in the 
United States. This is particularly true of their religious beliefs. 
Fidenci,ta healing missions are established in the Valley and 
throughout the United States, wherever northern Mexican or­
igin populations are located. They are generally very pious 
populations which consider themselves Roman Catholics while 
maintaining an active religious life as followers of Fidencio. They 
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revere Catholic saints in addition to Fidencio, making trips to the 
major pilgrimage sites in Mexico, such as to those of La Vi,:qen de 
San Juan at San Juan de los Lagos, San Fi·anct:1co de A, 1 (,1 at Real 
de Catorce, and the Santo Niiio de Atocha at Plateros Zacatecas. 
Of course, their primary devotion lies with the Mother of the 
Americas, La Virgen de Guadalupe in Mexico City. While abroad, 
they come together to pray, to sing, and to receive blessings and 
healing, and are maintained and supported by spirit mediums or 
materia,1, who in turn, connect them to E1pina�o. 
During the movement's early days, the faithful would test 
their catechetical knowledge and practices. The practices and rit­
uals were validated during annual trips to Espinazo and by wit­
nessing the actions of other groups. By emulating these approved 
practices, transmigrants return to their homes abroad to re-enact 
them. Thus, all FidenciAa,1, in both Mexico and the United States, 
have similar practices. Second-and-third generation Revi.1adore,1 
continue the review process. 
The Importance for Mexicanoc1 Abroad 
In the United States, Fidmci.1mo provides a place for J/1e;V,icmw,, 
to meet and renew friendships, as well as a place where children 
may learn the practice of spirit mediumship and channel the 
spirit of Fidencio. This renewal serves to perpetuate the beliefs 
in both families and in regions. The movement's healing missions, 
with a local hierarchy of trance mediums and a locally-based 
head materuz, provide an opportunity to keep Mexican cultural 
traditions alive and to participate in their local Catholic parishes 
and Mexican traditions, thereby contributing to the rich Mexican 
cultural traditions of the Valley. 
Groups of extended families are able to plan return trips to 
Mexico for both family and pilgrimage purposes with safety. 
Fidenci.,ta healing centers provide a place where the younger 
generations may learn and practice important Mexican cultural 
traditions, especially for family bonding and religious purposes. 
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Missions provide a place for physical and emotional networking, 
support and healing in the absence of other services. 
Conclusions 
The Fidenct:1ta movement began shortly after the death of 
EL Niiio Fidencio in 1938. Over the course of years, FiJenci,mo 
has extended throughout the Rio Grande Valley, Texas, and the 
United States, and today is currently located wherever Mexi­
can-origin populations are found. The number of devout Fwenci1-
ta, 1 continues to grow, and Fidenci1ta..1 are among the most devout 
of Latino Roman Catholics.27 Additionally, Fide,m:,ta..1 have suc­
cessfully enculturated their children with Mexican culture and 
customs across generations, while living abroad. In the face of 
limited health-care facilities and limited funds, Fidenct".!ta, 1 have 
established a functioning physical and emotional health-care 
delivery system and health-care net for Mexicans living abroad 
throughout the United States. 
Fwenct:,ta, 1 are linked and united by the scripture left to them 
by Fidencio and taught to them by the leadership. Between 
2010 and 2015, the number of FiJenci,ta.i able to cross the bor­
der southward to participate in annual pilgrimages andfie.1ta..1 has 
been greatly curtailed due to border violence. Most believe this to 
be only a temporary setback. Many thousands of Mexican-origin 
populations reside in the United States today, but, except for the 
followers of EL Niiio Fidencio, few have maintained an on-going 
pattern of return transmigration. The regular return visits of Fi­
denci1ta..1 from the United States to Mexico represents one of the 
most significant patterns of the Mexicanization of young Mexi­
can immigrants in the United States and their ensuing progeny. 
The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley 
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Creating the Rio Grande Valley 
Civil War Trail 
by 
Roseann Bacha-Garza, Christopher L. Miller, 
and Russell K. Skrowonek 
As we write this, the Rio Grande Valley Civil \Var Trail is 
still very much in its infancy. Meant by its parent organization, 
the Community Historical Archaeology Project with Schools 
(CHAPS) Program at the University of Texas Rio Grande 
Valley, to be a regionally-focused entity for public history, re­
search, and entrepreneurship, it is seeking ways to continue to 
raise its profile regionally and nationally. Officially launched in 
February 2015, less than three months before the sesquicenten­
nial observation of the last battle of the war, Palmito Ranch/Hill 
in Cameron County, Texas, the trail has already been featured 
in the September 2015 issue of Te.-..:a,, Highu•ay,, and repeatedly 
in local newspapers.' Do not presuppose, however, that this was 
an ideal undertaking with a clear objective and clear outcomes; 
if you do so you are wrong. Rarely in any project is there a 
straight line from problem or issue identification to completion. 
The reality is that such undertakings "zig and zag" through a 
maze of roadblocks comprised of community nay-sayers, lack of 
funding, institutional neglect, and sometimes a lack of collegi­
ality. Most projects on the scale of the Rio Grande Valley Civil 
War Trail never get past these problems. Thus far, this one has, 
because of a dedicated team and other visionaries in the world 
of heritage tourism and public history at the local, state, and 
federal levels. Yet, in the summer of 2013 the project was dead. 
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Born of Frustration 
Sometimes good ideas are born of frustration. Early in the 
spring of 2012, we were chatting about the promise of public his­
tory in the Rio Grande Valley in a darkened office on the campus 
of what was then the University of Texas-Pan American (UTPA). 
As often will transpire in such discussions, there was a lament 
over how events elsewhere in the country really marginalized lo­
cal history, giving it a less than savory character. We discussed 
the significant role of the region in the history of the United State 
from the Mexican-American War, which led to the annexation 
of a vast portion of Mexico, to John Pershing and the run-up to 
WWI, and the continued presence of U.S.  Army troops along the 
international border until 1944. How to capitalize on these inci­
dents was the question. Then, in a moment of clarity, we noted 
three things. First, in a visit to the "Valley," in January 20 I 2, Dr. 
W. Stephen McBride, a Kentucky-based archaeologist and his­
torian of the American Civil War, noted that Ringgold Barracks
in Starr County "was the best preserved nineteenth-century fort
in the United States," and following that he went on to say, "Too
bad no one is doing anything about its preservation or interpre­
tation. "2 Second, we recognized that we were just entering the
second year of the sesquicentennial observations of the American
Civil War. In consulting most general histories of the U.S. Civil
War and even general histories of Texas, no one would know
the dramatic story of the many Civil War events that took place
along the lower Rio Grande or the complex history of ethnic ten­
sion, international intrigue, and the clash of colorful characters
that mark the Civil War era in this region. And third, we noted
that Texas was the only past member of the Confederacy (Ala­
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida, Georgia, South Carolina,
North Carolina, and Virginia) to not have an existing traiJ devot­
ed specifically to the American Civil War. Certainly, we thought,
the focus should be the American Civil War and time to strike
was now.
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Over the next four months, with the aid of then graduate 
student Samantha Bernard, we compiled information on more 
than forty sites and personalities associated with the conflict. 
These included forts, battlefields, historic structures, encamp­
ments, cemeteries, and abandoned town sites from the Gulf of 
Mexico to Laredo. Our plan was to create a web-based "virtu­
al" trail with occasional wayside exhibits. We charted out the 
sites and laid out our arguments on August I 5 in a proposal 
for $75,000 to the National Endowment to the Humanities ti­
tled "The American Civil War and the Rio Grande Valley." Six 
weeks later the federal government was closed and sequestra­
tion was initiated. Our proposal (and, no doubt, many others) 
was not funded. 
With that news, we felt the opportunity had passed. The 
proposal was shelved until the summer of 2013, when the 
Development Office at UTPA asked if we had any unfunded 
projects which might be of interest to the history-minded Sum­
merlee Foundation of Dallas. The proposal was pared back 
to $20,000 for a web-based trail with a paper map/trail guide 
and submitted. In October, we learned that we would receive 
$7,500, a tenth of the original proposal. Over the next three 
months we met with the City of Roma, the Brownsville Com­
munity Improvement Corporation, and Rio Grande City, and 
secured additional funding, which allowed us to proceed and 
bring together a group of like-minded community and profes­
sional supporters from across the region and country to discuss 
the feasibility and support for the creation of a Civil War trail. 
Creating the Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail 
On May 22, 20 I 4, less than one year before the sesquicenten­
nial observations of the last battle of the American Civil War at 
Palmito Ranch/Hill, in Cameron County, a meeting was convened 
on the UTPA campus in McAllen. There, nearly fifty individuals 
representing such federal, state, and local entities as the Nation-
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al Park Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Texas Tropical 
Trails, Texas Historical Commission, the Texas Department of 
Transportation, the Cameron County Historical Commission, the 
Starr County Historical Commission, the Hidalgo County His­
torical Commission, Port Isabel Marketing, Port Isabel Museum, 
Brownsville Civil War Sesquicentennial Committee, Brownsville 
Historical Association, Sons of Confederate Veterans, Museum of 
South Texas History, Starr County Historical Museum, and the 
Zapata County Museum of History joined other interested com­
munity members, as well as faculty and staff from the Universities 
of Texas Brownsville and Pan American, to discuss interest in this 
undertaking. We were joined by three "Project Scholars" in Civil 
War history, Dr. Jerry Thompson, Texas A&M International Re­
gents Professor; Dr. W Stephen McBride, Director of Archaeol­
ogy Camp Nelson Civil War Heritage Park, Kentucky; and Dr. 
James Leiker, Director of the Kansas Studjes Institute. This was 
a grass roots approach to consensus building. For the trail to ex­
ist and succeed there needed to be "buy-in." This was neither the 
CHAPS Program's nor UTPA's project. We were not experts in the 
American Civil War and especially not in local history surrounding 
the Civil War. Neither did we ask them to contribute monetarily 
to the trail. What we did request was their support to identify sites 
and prepare brief synopses of their significance. 
All agreed that it was a good idea to "create" the trail for 
educational and economic reasons. There also was consensus 
that, to understand the American Civil War in this region, there 
would need to be consideration given to the Mexican Civil War 
between Juarez and the reactionaries who had supported Em­
peror Maximilian. Furthermore, in an area where Spanish is 
the first language in 85% of the households, all saw the need to 
make the Trail bi-lingual to serve the need of the local populace. 
That meant everything had to be translated. Finally, during the 
morning meeting, a date for a teacher workshop and official 
launch for the trail was chosen in February of 2015, only seven 
months in the future. 
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Also attending the meeting was the web designer Perla 
Pequeno from the UTPA Information Technology offices. She 
asked the attendees about how information on the web page 
should be presented. Elisa Flores and Danny Cardenas from 
Marketing and Creative Services discussed the trail guide/map 
and how it might appear. Dr. Nick Taylor discussed the creation 
of podcasts and the need for identifying English and Spanish 
voice talents with a modulation and timbre which would en­
hance the aural quality of the production. Representatives of 
the National Park Service based at Palo Alto Battlefield a­
tional Park donated their OnCell mobile web site as a platform 
for distributing the projected podcasts via telephone and mobile 
computing devices. The work of these individuals and organiza­
tions, though not directly compensated, was immense-proba­
bly representing more than $20,000 in time and effort-and was 
ultimately the reason this project has been so successful. 
After breaking into groups by county, they selected lead ad­
visors for Webb, Zapata, Starr, Hidalgo, and Cameron Counties, 
through which the majority of the trai.l traversed, and then spent 
several hours identilying sites. When they left, they were charged 
with providing us with a one-page synopsis of the site, event, or 
personage, and its significance in the Civil War and other infor­
mation on location or other resources such as maps and historic or 
contemporary photographs by l July. Five weeks later, more than 
fifty sites were identified and described with 250-word site narra­
tives. With the help of the Project Scholars, the CHAPS Program 
team edited and in some cases rewrote for clarity the narratives 
for the sites. These were returned to the County Lead Advisor for 
vetting. Once complete, they were ready for uploading to the Rio 
Grande Valley Civil War Trail web page (www.utrgv.edu/civil­
war-trail). 
To do all of this, more funding was needed. The Summerlee 
Foundation of Dallas was again approached for additional 
support. Based on what had been accomplished and the plans for 
the podcasts, translations, and map/brochure, they generously 
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provided the CHAPS Program with a grant of $15,000. With this 
in-hand, during the fall of 2014, Vanessa Mares, in consultation 
with long-time screen writer David Carren, rewrote the narratives 
as scripts for the podcasts. These scripts and the original narratives 
were translated by Dr. Jose Davila-Montes, then professor of 
Spanish Translation, Interpreting, and Court Interpretation at 
the University of Texas-Brownsville. With these completed, Ms. 
Mares and Ivan Herrera, under Nick Taylor's direction, produced 
the podcasts with Jeff A. Koch and Octavio Saenz providing the 
voice talent in English and Spanish respectively. 
By the end of November, the English portion of the Rio Grande 
Valley Civil War Trail web page went live. In January and Feb­
ruary of 2015 the Spanish narratives, English-language pod casts, 
and the bi-lingual map were complete. On February 27, 2015, a 
little more than nine months after the initial meeting, a workshop 
for teachers was held on the UTPA McAllen campus. More than 
50 educators attended, and they shared their thoughts about how 
the trail might be integrated into their curricula. The next day, the 
Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail was "officially" launched with a 
ribbon cutting on the UTPA campus in Edinburg. More than 275 
people attended a series of presentations and a Civil War living 
history camp. 
Building on the Foundation 
In the seven months since the "ribbon cutting" in February, ten 
presentations on the Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail have been 
given to groups across the region. Two book proposals have been 
accepted by Texas A&M University Press. One brings together 
the Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail Project Scholars and other 
researchers to explore in greater detail the Civil War era in the 
region. The other will be a guide to help promote heritage tourism 
along the trail. 
Over the next year the CHAPS Program will also be writ­
ing proposals for the development of teaching materials and 
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traveling trunks for 4 th- I 0th grade students. Based in-part on 
information gleaned from the teacher-participants in the Feb­
ruary 27, 2015 workshop we will be working with scholars in 
the College of Education and the National Park Service in the 
development of these materials. 
The Civil War's Missing Chapter: The Struggle 
on the Rio Grande 
In August 2015, another proposal was submitted to the 
National Endowment for the Humanities Media Development 
grant competition. In it we note that with the twenty-fifth an­
niversary of Ken Burns's monumental documentary series on 
the American Civil War, we are proposing to tell a story that 
was missing from that and virtually every other cinematic re­
telling of the war's history. We are calling this "The Civil War's 
Missing Chapter: The Struggle on the Rio Grande." As monu­
mental battles raged across the American landscape and Win­
field Scott's "Great Snake" increasingly choked off Confederate 
commerce, a loophole in international law left one huge gap in 
the Union's war effort: the neutral port of Bagdad on the Rio 
Grande. Through this port tons of Confederate cotton poured 
out into the global market, and hundreds of millions of dollars 
and war materiel flooded into Confederate hands, extending the 
war and its cost in human misery. It is the story of this com­
merce and the human drama surrounding it that we wish to 
bring to life through a documentary series in the Ken Burns 
tradition. A short nine-minute long sample "film" titled, "The 
Cotton Times" is currently available on the website for the trail 
(www.utrgv.edu/civilwar-trail). The CHAPS Program Team 
envisions a multi-audience production consisting of four half­
hour conventional broadcast documentaries that might air on 
PBS or other educational outlets, which will themselves consist 
of individual chapters that can each stand on its own and be 
streamed via our "Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail" website. 
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ln this way, we hope to reach an audience ranging from "baby 
boomers" to "millennials" in the formats that each prefer. 
Moving beyond the economically-focused "Cotton Times," 
the full film series would highlight the case that the Rio Grande 
Valley Civil War Trail covers an important 30-year period of his­
tory beginning with the Mexican-American War (1846-1848), 
through the Civil War (1861-1865) and the Reconstruction Era 
(1865-1877). Several U.S. Military officers who served at Fort 
Brown and Palo Alto Battlefield during the Mexican- Ameri­
can War later became Civil War generals, including Ulysses S. 
Grant, Napoleon Jackson Tecumseh Dana, and John Bankhead 
Magruder. Grant, the 18th President of the United States, was 
the Army's first four-star General and was in charge of all Union 
forces during the Civil War. Dana served as a U.S. Brigadier 
General who commanded the Rio Grande expedition, landing at 
Brazos Santiago. Magruder was a Major General in charge of the 
Confederate District of Texas, overseeing Colonel John S. "Rip" 
Ford. This five-county region between Laredo and Brownsville 
played an instrumental role economically and militarily through­
out the entire Civil War. While battles were being hard-fought 
on more commonly known fields such as Antietam, Fredericks­
burg, and Gettysburg, cotton, otherwise known as "white gold," 
was successfully moving up, down, and across the Rio Grande 
into Mexico. The Rio Grande Valley not only provided economic 
trade routes, but it supplied many enlisted men, mainly Tejano.1 
from the region, to the military forces on both sides of the con­
Aict. These Tejano recruits, along with U.S. Colored Troop regi­
ments, were present to fight the last land battle of the Civil War 
at Palmito Ranch between Brownsville and Point Isabel. Initial 
numbers show 2,500 Mexican Americans enlisted in the Confed­
erate Army and 1,000 Mexican Americans in the Union Army. 
Eventually those numbers rose to over 10,000. 
From the fifty-odd identified Trail "sites" we have identified 
four central themes . In the following sections we provide an 
example from the website and then contextualize it for the films. 
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Race and Ethnicity on the Rio Grande: 
The Underground Railroad to Mexico 
Webpage Examples 
Jackson Ranch 
Along the Rio Grande in Hidalgo County lay the Jackson 
Ranch and Eli Jackson Cemetery, once owned by Nathaniel 
Jackson, a loyal Unionist during the Civil War. In the 1850's, 
Jackson left Alabama with his African-American wife Matilda 
Hicks, his son Eli, and other adult children. They hoped to 
escape the intolerance of inter-racial marriage they had known 
in the South. Accompanying the Jacksons were eleven Afri­
can-American freedmen. In 1857, Jackson founded his ranch 
on a former Spanish grant. His property is said to have become 
a refuge for runaway slaves from Texas and the Deep South. 
Today, many people know about the Underground Railroad 
that shepherded enslaved people to freedom in the northern 
states and Canada, but few know about the route to freedom 
in Mexico. The Jackson Ranch lay near the Military Highway 
between Fort Ringgold and Fort Brown, and would have been 
visited by Confederate and Union troops as they fought for 
control of the Lower Valley in 1863 and 1864. Jackson died 
in 1865, the same year that his son Eli established the fami­
ly cemetery where members of the clan now rest. Nathaniel 
Jackson's grave is unmarked. 
Webber's Ranch 
Webber's Ranch and cemetery lies beside the Rio Grande near 
the old Military Highway, south of' Donna in Hidalgo County. 
John Ferdinand Webber, a Vermont native, was among the 
earliest Anglo-American settlers in Texas. In 1832, he resided 
in Wells Prairie, south of Austin, which eventually developed 
into the village of Webberville. There he bought the freedom of 
Silvia Hector, an enslaved African-American woman. He mar­
ried Silvia and adopted her children. As more settlers from the 
Deep South moved into the area, discrimination grew against 
Webber and his family. In 1853, the Webbers moved to the 
border with its more tolerant racial attitude. Here Juan Fer­
nando Webber, as he was known locally, bought acreage from 
Spanish land grants and established his rancho. During the 
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Civil War, Webber and his growing family remained loyal to 
the Union. For his own safety, Webber crossed into Mexico 
while Confederate troops occupied the Valley. In June, 1864, 
rebel forces under John S. "Rip" Ford and Santos Benavides 
drove the federals back toward Brownsville. At the ranch, the 
Confederates arrested Webber's sons as Union sympathizers, 
but one son escaped, rode to Brownsville, and told the federal 
commander that Ford had only about sixty men. Union troops 
were dispatched to find the enemy but Ford struck first, scat­
tering the Yankee force. John Webber returned to his ranch 
after the war ended and died there in 1882. His wife, nick­
named "Aunt Puss," survived him by nine years. Both lie in the 
ranch cemetery, along with other family members and ranch 
workers. 
Our story opens by sketching the multi-racial and multi-eth­
nic character of the Rio Grande Valley borderland in the years 
between the outbreak of the Mexican American War and the 
onset of the American Civil War. A century after its founding by 
the Spanish as the province of Nuevo Santander in the 1740s, 
the then Mexican state would be annexed by the United States. 
Families such as the Benavideses, Cortinas, Ballis, Garzas, and 
Hinojosas - whose descendants still occupy the region - en­
gaged with each other, forming a rich, interconnected society. 
Following the Mexican American War, the largest part of this 
territory was grafted onto the United States and soon adven­
turous Anglo- and Irish-American capitalists like Richard King 
and Mifflin Kenedy, veterans of the Mexican American War, 
joined the community. These newcomers often married the 
daughters of leading Mexican land-and-business-owners. Im­
migrants, too, like Swede John Vale, Irishman John McAllen, 
and Englishman William Neale became established riverboat 
and stage coach entrepreneurs. Adding to this complicated mix 
eventually came families like that of Nathaniel Jackson, a white 
man who freed and then married his slave Matilda Hicks, and 
Aed the bigotry of his native Alabama looking for a more open 
and mixed society which he found taking shape in the lower 
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Rio Grande Valley. In our current historical atmosphere of ten­
sion and one-dimensional characterizations of the border and 
its people, we hope to make clear the region's actual historical 
complexity, opening dialogue about the nature of border com­
munities and their continuing role in the evolution of American 
life and culture. 
The complex interactions between races, ethnicities, and kin 
groups feeds directly into the story of the Civil War in this re­
gion. While slavery was not a prominent institution in the South 
Texas borderlands -TeJano,1 collectively owned only sixty slaves 
before the Civil War-it edged into the life of the community in 
a peculiar way. Slavery had long been outlawed in Mexico, and 
in the relatively unsettled state that prevailed in that country 
during most of the nineteenth century, African Americans who 
could find their way to the border might become free. Our re­
search to date indicates two different dimensions to this story, 
both of which are significant to the larger Civil War saga in the 
region. First, there is evidence that Nathaniel Jackson's ranch 
near what is now McAllen, Texas, was a depot on a south-bound 
Underground Railway and that he, his seven grown children, 
and an extended community of freedmen played active roles in 
smuggling runaway slaves across the river. At the same time, 
both Santos Benavides and John S. "Rip" Ford, each of whom 
was to play key roles in Confederate military action during the 
· Civil War, earned bounty money as slave-catchers in the region
before the war began.
This contest between those who sheltered and helped to 
convey slaves to freedom and those who were invested in pre­
venting their escape forms another important dimension in the 
region's Civil War saga. Despite the rather weak political, eco­
nomic, and cultural ties between the borderland and the Amer­
ican South generally, many residents along the river between 
Laredo and Brownsville signed up for the Confederate cause 
when the American Civil War broke out in 1861. But at the 
same time, many in that same region also sided with the Union. 
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There was much more than geo-politics involved in these de­
cisions, and understanding the human dimensions of how this 
community evolved and who came to occupy the region can 
help us to understand this phenomenon and open the way for 
telling the rest of the story of the Civil War's Missing Chapter. 
The Nation's "Other" Armies: 
Tqano,1 and Colored Troops on the Rio Grande 
Webpage Examples 
Colonel Santos Benavides 
Colonel Santos Benavides was the highest ranking Tejnno to 
serve the Confederacy. As a political and military leader in 
Laredo, Benavides brought an isolated region closer to the 
mainstream of Texas politics while preserving a sense of local 
independence. Assigned to the Rio Grande Military District 
at the beginning of the war, Benavides drove his rival Juan 
Cortina into Mexico at the battle of Carrizo in May 1861. In 
November 1863, Benavides was authorized to raise his own 
force that became known simply as Benavides' Regiment. On 
March 19, 1864, he repelled some two hundred soldiers from 
the 2nd Texas Union Cavalry. They were later joined by Col­
onel John S. "Rip" Ford and reinforcements from San Anto­
nio. Benavides helped make possible the safe passage of cotton 
across the Rio Grande to Mexico during the Union occupation 
of the Lower Rio Grande Valley in 1863-1864. 
Tqano.1 in the Union Army 
During the Civil War, Texas contributed two regiments and 
two battalions of the First Texas Cavalry to the Federal army. 
They were organized at New Orleans on November 6, 1862, 
and on October 23 embarked on a special deployment called 
the Rio Grande expedition. Landing at Brazos Santiago on 
November 2 they occupied Brownsville four days later. Within 
a month the First Texas Cavalry, fielded more than 220 officers 
and enlisted men. They patrolled the region between Browns­
ville and Rio Grande City on horseback, on foot, and on the 
riverboat l11tLJfnng to intercept shipments of Confederate cot­
ton. During this time the Second Texas Cavalry Regiment was 
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formed at Brownsville where local Teja110 Union soldiers such 
as Lino Hinojosa, Ignacio Zamora, Patricio Perez, and Jose 
Maria Loya enlisted. In March 1864, the 2'"1 Texas Cavalry 
engaged in a skirmish with Colonel Santos Benavides and his 
forces in Laredo but were forced to retreat downriver at Ed­
inburgh [present day Hidalgo]. This regiment destroyed the 
Confederate salt works at La Sal del Rey. Both regiments left 
Texas in July 1864 for duty in Louisiana. 
U.S. Colored Troops 
Three regiments of the United States Colored Troops 
(U.S.C.T.) entered the Rio Grande Valley in the fall of 1864.
Encamped at Brazos Santiago, a detachment of the 62nd In­
fantry fought Confederates at the Battle of Palmito Ranch on 
May 13, 1865. On May 30, the 62'"1, along with other U.S. 
Army units, moved into Brownsville. By June 1865, nearly 
16,000 U.S. C. T. veterans of the 25th Corps arrived at Brazos 
Santiago from City Point, Virginia, and were quickly dis­
persed to Fort Brown at Brownsville, Ringgold Barracks at 
Rio Grande City, Fort McIntosh at Laredo, and Fort Duncan 
at Eagle Pass. Regiments of the 19 th and 114th U.S.C.T. were 
stationed at Fort Brown as well as at smaller post such as 
Edinburgh, Roma, and Santa Maria Ranch. They built a pon­
toon bridge across the Rio Grande and invaded Matamoros 
in November-December 1866. Later, the U.S.C.T., along with 
their successors the "buffalo soldiers" -as they were called by 
Plains Indians- patrolled the border to stop ongoing violence 
in Mexico from spilling into the United States, and to discour­
age bandits and Indians from attacking civilian communities. 
The last U.S.C.T. regiment, the I 17th U.S. Colored Infantry, 
left the Rio Grande in July 1867.
It becomes clear, when looking at the Civil War's Missing 
Chapter, that this was not a war exclusively among whites. 
Though largely invisible in the conventional telling of the 
Civil War saga, as documented by project consultant Jerry 
Thompson, whose pioneering scholarship first brought the 
subject to light, nearly 10,000 men of Mexican descent served 
as soldiers in the Civil War; constituting about half of the 
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estimated 20,000 men of Hispanic background who fought on 
one side or the other. By far the majority of the men who served 
on the Rio Grande Valley front were TejanoJ. Their motives for 
engaging in a war, the causes of which may seem so foreign to 
their own interests, were complicated, but as noted above, grew 
out of the social dynamics that had evolved in the region. Some, 
such as Santos Benavides, had a long history of profiting from 
slavery even though he owned no slaves himself. In addition, 
Benavides had long supported Federalists in Mexico and was 
therefore sympathetic to the appeal of "States Rights" political 
messages. Others, like the Robin Hood of the Rio Grande, Juan 
Nepomuceno Cortina, seem to have been motivated primarily 
by personal animosities toward their neighbors; he chose to 
become a Unionist in part because Benavides had become a 
Confederate. And still others, such as the colorful Adrian Vidal, 
seem to have just been restless and interested in adventure. 
Irrespective of motivation, the involvement of such men in 
the American Civil War remains an undertold story that our 
attention to the Civil War in the Rio Grande Valley can help 
bring to light. 
Another somewhat unique aspect to the Civil War in this 
region is the role played by yet another understudied element 
in the era's military forces. In its attempt to wrest control of the 
Rio Grande from Confederate hands, the Union Army deployed 
large numbers of African Americans, who composed several 
units of the United States Colored Troops to the borderland. 
Project consultant W. Stephen McBride, Director of Archae­
ology and Interpretation at Camp Nelson Civil War Heritage 
Park, has noted that many slaves who escaped bondage during 
the war or were set free by invading Union forces made their 
way to army camps such as Fort Nelson. There they were even­
tually formed into military units. Soldiers from Fort Nelson and 
other similar sites were among the Union forces that invaded 
the Rio Grande Valley in 1863, eventually seizing Brownsville. 
Although Confederate forces steadily pushed back the Union 
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troops, African-American soldiers continued to hold a position 
on Brazos Island, from which, in May 1865, another invasion 
force moved toward Brownsville and engaged in the last land 
battle of the Civil War at Palmito Ranch. 
After the war, these African-American troops continued to 
play a role in the region as the most prominent force of the 
U.S. military to occupy the border. As project consultant James 
Leiker has noted, units of the United States Colored Troops 
occupied Fort Brown, Ringgold Barracks, and Fort McIntosh 
throughout the Reconstruction Era and beyond, bringing yet 
another complicated element into play in the evolution of the 
region during the Civil War epoch. The relations between these 
troops and the already ethnically diverse community along the 
river forms another topic of interest to humanities scholarship 
that, like the whole topic of the Civil War in this region, remains 
largely untold. 
A Civil War within the Civil War: 
Mexico, Europe, and the American Civil War 
Webpage Examples 
Mexico and the U.S. Civil War 
While Union and Confederacy fought from 1861 to 1865, 
the supporter of Benito Juarez, known as J11ar1Jfn,1, fought 
the French and Austrian Imperialists from 1862 to 1867. 
The Rio Grande Valley became important in these struggles 
for several reasons. The U.S. blockade of Confederate ports 
limited the South's ability to ship cotton and consequently 
limited the South's ability to import cannon, medical supplies, 
and other needed war materials. To circumvent the U.S. Navy, 
Confederates utilized the small Mexican port of Bagdad, a 
place the Union could not attack without risking a war with 
France. Bagdad soon emerged as the Confederacy's major 
remaining port. To end this trade, Union landed forces at 
Brazos de Santiago, marched inland to Brownsville, and 
subsequently headed northwest along the north bank of the 
river. The Confederates responded by moving the crossing 
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points westward and later drove Union forces back to Brazos 
de Santiago. The tax revenue generated by the trade at Bagdad 
provided substantial revenue for the Mexican government. 
Although the Liberal commander of that part of Mexico, Juan 
Cortina, favored the Union, he could cooperate with both 
northern and southern forces as needed. When Matamoros 
briefly passed into the Imperialists' hands, the French and the 
Confederates cooperated as well. Although numerous hostile 
actions occurred on both sides of the river, no international 
war ever erupted between either of the American or Mexican 
sides. 
Benito Juarez 
For many Mexican citizens, Benito Juarez remains the most 
highly regarded of presidents and to this day is the only Mex­
ican president honored with the title of Benenzerito ()e /aJ Amer­
icaJ (Hero of the Americas). Born 1806 to Zapotec Indians, 
he received a basic seminary education and later graduated 
with a law degree from the Oaxacan Institute of Sciences 
and Arts. Juarez became known as an educator, lawyer, and 
member of the Oaxacan state legislature. After being elected 
to the national Chamber of Deputies, he emerged as a promi­
nent Liberal leader, helping to draft the Constitution of 1857 
that extended rights to Mexican people. One provision of that 
charter, known as the Ley Judre:::., abolished the legal privileges 
of the Church and the military. When Conservatives initiated 
a civil war aimed at annulling this constitution, Juarez led the 
Liberal forces to victory in the ensuing 
War of the Reform (1857-1860). When the subsequent French 
invasion reached Mexico City, he refused to surrender and in­
stead retreated to the north of Mexico. Juarez and Abraham 
Lincoln shared much in common, sympathizing with each oth­
er's cause during the civil wars faced by their respective na­
tions. After the defeat of the French and the execution of Max­
imilian, Juarez resumed his duties as president in 1867. He 
was reelected to that post and served until his death in 1872. 
In yet another break with conventional thinking about the 
Civil War, concentration on the Rio Grande Valley brings in 
an important international dimension. We are used to thinking 
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of the struggle as an exclusively domestic one-one euphemis­
tic title for the conflict, the "War Between the States," being 
perhaps most emblematic of this parochial view. But, from the 
perspective of the South Texas borderland, the international as­
pects of the war are inescapable. In this region, not two but four 
competing sides were locked into conflict. While Union and 
Confederate forces contended for control on the north side of 
the river, Austro-French and Mexican forces were contending 
for the control of Mexico itself. In the frontier region along the 
international waterway that was the Rio Grande., it was impossi­
ble for these conflicts not to become mutually entangling. Local 
celebrity Juan Nepomuceno Cortina illustrates the fluidity with 
which lines between different combatants flowed into each oth­
er. Operating initially as an independent agent in local conflicts, 
Cortina at one time or another enlisted in the Union Army, for 
whom he operated guerilla raids from within Mexico, in Emper­
or Maximillian 's Imperial Army, and also, eventually, in Benito 
Juarez's army of nationalist resistance. Nor was his an unusual 
story. One of the most colorful characters in the region during 
this era was Adrian Vidal, Mifflin Kenedy's step-son, who served 
in both the Union and Confederate armies and then joined Cor­
tina in Mexico where he was captured and executed by Emperor 
Maximillian's troops. As with the other aspects of the Civil War 
in the Rio Grande Valley, this ebbing and flowing of forces and 
individuals throughout the region remains a largely unknown 
story to the American public and serves to broaden awareness 
about more complicated aspects of Civil War history generally. 
Cotton and Salt: 
The Rio Grande's White Gold Lifeblood of the Confederacy 
Webpage Examples 
La Sal del Rey Salt Lake 
For centuries, this remote site was a destination for American 
Indians, Spanish settlers, Mexican traders, and Anglo-Amer-
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icans who sought the rich source of valuable white crystals 
known as salt. La Sal r)e/ Rey is the site of a large salt lake and 
was South Texas's main source of vital salt during the Civil 
War. In addition to seasoning, salt was the chief means of pre­
serving meat and fish. Livestock, including cattle, mules and 
horses needed it, and the white crystals were used in curing 
leather for shoes, harnesses, and other military goods. Wag­
on loads of salt went south to Brownsville for shipment from 
Matamoros and Bagdad. Empty cotton wagons returning from 
Brownsville often stopped here to load salt for destinations in 
central and east Texas. In 1863, Union forces destroyed the salt 
works. The following year, when Confederates took control of 
the Valley again, they used La Sal del Rey as a staging point 
and re-opened the mines. The name La Sal def Rey is Spanish, 
meaning "The King's Salt," a reference to royal ownership of 
valued mineral sources in colonial times. After the Civil War, a 
legal controversy over the lake's ownership led to the State of 
Texas declaring that mineral rights belonged to private proper­
ty owners and not to the general public. Salt mining continued 
at La Sal de/ Rey until the 1940s. Today it is a federal nature 
preserve, looking much as it did during the 1860s. 
Steamboats on the Rio Grande 
During the American Civil War, the cotton trade was the life­
blood of the region's economy. Thousands of bales of cotton 
Aowed through Brownsville on the way to the Mexican port 
of Bagdad at the mouth of the Rio Grande. There were several 
riverboats regularly plying the Rio Grande between its mouth 
and Roma. In March of 1864, the 2nd Texas Cavalry, which 
consisted of Teja110 Union soldiers, made its way up the Rio 
Grande on the steamer M11.1la11g to seize Ringgold Barracks 
and the town of Roma which was a known Confederate port 
at the time. There they commandeered bales of cotton, Aour, 
and other commodities. Although it is reported that only one 
steamer ever made it all the way up river to Laredo, riverboat 
traffic in the Rio Grande typically ended at Roma as many 
sand bars and underwater obstacles essentially ended naviga­
tion beyond that point. 
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Mifflin Kenedy Warehouse 
In 1850, Richard King, Mifflin Kenedy, and two others formed 
a steamboat company to carry cargo on the Rio Grande. The 
company achieved almost total control of the shipping along the 
Rio Grande River during the 1850s until 1874 when the com­
pany was dissolved. The Mifflin Kenedy Warehouse, where 
the company stored cotton and other goods, is last reminder 
of this era that included the Civil War. The Mifflin Kenedy 
Warehouse was built in 1854, near the steamboat landing on 
Water Street, Rio Grande City, which later became an official 
Confederate port of entry, customhouse and major terminus 
of the cotton route to Mexico. The cotton bales would arrive 
at river ports such as Rio Grande City in wagons and oxcarts, 
were warehoused, and then ferried to J\llexican river ports and 
transported to neutral ships in the Gulf of Mexico. The ships 
would bring back leather, clothing, blankets, guns, ammuni­
tion, and medical supplies. In 1864 the I st U.S. Texas Cavalry 
reoccupied Ringgold Barracks and seized the cotton that was 
stored in this warehouse. 
One outcome of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which had 
ended the Mexican American War, was that the Rio Grande was 
designated as an international waterway. What this meant was 
that, no matter who was in control of the river's banks, the river 
itself was open to the traffic of all nations. With Atlantic sea­
ports thoroughly bottled up by a Union naval blockade-Gen­
eral Winfield Scott's so-called "Great Snake" -and the mouth 
of the Mississippi River firmly in Union hands, there were few 
ways for Southerners to export their one staple crop, cotton, 
and to import the arms, medical supplies, and other require­
ments for maintaining the war. Because of the Rio Grande's sta­
tus as an international waterway and Mexico's official stance as a 
neutral power, the lower Rio Grande Valley became the only ma­
jor outlet for Confederate business. Cotton was hauled overland 
by carts from as far away as Louisiana and Arkansas to the north 
shore of the river where it was loaded onto barges, steamboats, or 
any other conveyance and shipped downstream to be offloaded 
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m Brownsville, Matamoros, Clarksville, or other depots. From 
there it was taken to the international port of Bagdad on the Gulf 
of Mexico, where ships from virtually all nations stood by to dis­
tribute it around the world. Ironically, even ships from New En­
gland often stood offshore here waiting their turn to load cotton 
destined for Northern textile factories, hungry for fiber. Project 
consultant Irving Levinson has explained that during the course 
of the war nearly$] 62 million in goods, the equivalent of nearly 
$3 billion in today's currency, passed through Bagdad, extending 
the duration of the war considerably. If this traffic extended the 
war by as little as six months, the cost in war casualties was in 
excess of 100,000 men. If it extended the war by as much as one 
year, the cost in casualties was even more staggering: in excess of 
400,000 men were either killed or wounded in the twelve months 
prior to the Battle of Palmito Ranch. 
But there was more than just cotton involved in this economy. 
Salt from the Confederate saltworks at La Sal def Rey, north of 
present-day Edinburg, also played an important role. So, too, did 
leather and other products from the many ranches in the region. 
Each of these commodities has a human story connected to it, 
whether the story of the men, too young or too old to fight, who 
made their living by hauling cotton, or of the colorful and pow­
erful cotton traders whose control of steamboats and carriage 
routes drove the local economy, or of the vaqueros who herded 
the cattle, or of women who tended fields and supplied food and 
other necessities. These, too, are part of the missing chapter of 
the Civil War that we wish to bring to the public's attention. 
Future Directions for the Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail 
In future years, the only limits to the Rio Grande Valley 
Civil War Trail will stem from a lack of imagination and vision. 
As the economy shifts away from commercial agriculture to 
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manufacturing and service industries, and with an increasingly 
educated populace, cultural experience opportunities will become 
increasingly viable. For decades, the salubrious climate has 
attracted "Winter Texans" and others so that the region already 
boasts a vibrant ecotourism focus. Heritage tourism will put a 
spotlight on the unique history of the region. We look to colleagues 
in "Business" and "Marketing" to use the Trail as a focal point for 
"hands-on" education. Their students will work with local and 
regional Chambers of Commerce and Economic Development 
Corporations across the five counties through which the trail 
passes. Students and scholars in history, anthropology, biology, 
and geology will continue to study the region and trail under the 
umbrella of the CHAPS Program. For the Trail to thrive it must 
evolve. We envision "affiliated" restaurants and lodgings which 
will offer "discounts" to those who follow the trail. There will be 
adaptive re-use of historic structures. Sites like the city of Roma 
or Ringgold Barracks in Rio Grande City may host a "bed and 
breakfast," "living history programs," "educational programs 
for students," "stables," "archaeological projects," "shops," and 
"restaurants." Buses, which once carried visitors to Nuevo 
Progresso or Reynosa, may now take Winter Texans and other 
visitors on Heritage Tourism excursions up and down the Valley. 
If the adage "If you build it they will come" is to ring true in 
the Rio Grande Valley, we need scholarship to continue hand-in­
hand with economic development. The Rio Grande Valley Civil 
War Trail is the first undertaking of its kind to link the 200 miles 
from Laredo to Brownsville. May it serve as the launching pad 
for public history across the region! 
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley 
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The Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail: Key Locations 
For additional information, including photographs, sketches, maps, and audio podcasts describing 
many of these sites, see The Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail website {www.utrgv.edu/civilwar-
trail). 
Cameron County Palo Alto Battlefield: Old Alice Road: 
Brownsville Market Square; United States 
Colored Troops; Old Brownsville City Cemetery; 
Stillman House; Fort Brown; Neale House; Las 
Rusias; Juan Cortina and the Civil War; Juan 
Cortina and the First Cortina War; White's 
Ranch; Palmito Ranch Battlefield; Point Isabel 
Li1t:hthouse; Ba1t:dad: Sheridan's Bridge 
Hidalgo County Sgt. Patricia Perez Grave (U.S.A.): Pvt. Jose 
ivlata Loya (U.S.A.) & Sgt. Ignacio Zamora 
(U.S.A.) Graves; Sgt. Luis Ramirez Grave 
(U.S.A.); Museum of South Texas History; 
McAllen Ranch: Union Cavalry Camp; Jackson 
Ranch: Webber Ranch; Battle at La Bolsa Bend: 
La Sal <lei Re_y: Ci�y of Hidalgo 
Imperial Mexico Mexico, 1846-1876; Mexico and the U.S. Civil 
War; The Franco-Austrian Invasion; Porfirio 
Diaz; Benito J uArez; Matamoros 
Kenedy Count_y Kin,:,; Ranch 
Starr County Roma Historic District; John Vale/Noah Cox 
House; Mifflin Kenedy Warehouse; Old Rio 
Grande City Cemetery; Ramirez Hospital: Limits 
of Steamboat Operation; Attack of Confederate 
Supply Train; Robert E. Lee House; Ringgold 
Barracks 
Zapata County Zapata Coun�v Museum of History; 
Confrontation at Carrizo; Clareiio Ranch; 
Massacre at El Clareiio; Second Battle of El 
Clareiio; Skirmish at Redmond's Ranch 
Webb County Battle of Zacate Creek: Col. Santos Benavides 
Grave (C.S.A.); Fort McIntosh; St. Augustine 
Plaza 
Endnotes 
Gene Fowler, "Forgotten Conflict , T he Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail." 
le.m., H1_q6wa_y,, 62:9 (September 2015): 71-76; Anon., "Making History: UTPA 
launches Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail," &)1i1b111_r; (Te.lXl,,) Re,,iew, January 
26, 2014, Section 1, 7; Christopher L. Miller and Russell Skowronek, "Creation 
of a Virtual Civil War Trail in RGV." T6e ll1cA/fen ll!f,111ilor, January 26, 2014, Sec­
tion B, 9; UTPA Reports, "Making History: UTPA launches Rio Grande Valley 
Civil War Trail," T6e ll!fcA//en ll10111ior, March I 0, 2015, Section D, 1-2. 






Raspa man, raspa man 
Make a cone for me 
The day is hot 
The rows are long 
And I'm so tired, you see 
We start our work at sunrise 
And don't eat lunch 'til noon 
By two my back is aching 
I want to be home soon 
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You drive up in your colored van 
With rainbows on the sides 
The children run to you, old man 
For cones that make them smile 
We all like different flavors 
Limon and fresa, too 
You scrape the ice and pour the juice 
But then you leave too soon 
Our lives were so much simpler then 
As workers of the land 
Picking cotton for two cents a pound 
And waiting for the raspa man 
Raspa man, raspa man 
Make a cone for me 
The days are hot 
The rows are long 
And so I'm tired, you see 
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